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The  price  survey  was  conducted  in  thirty-two 
retail  record  outlets  located  in  the  cities  of 
London,  Manchester  and  Glasgow  betweP.n  20  October 
and  20  November  1978.  Procedures  and  forms  for 
the  in-store  work  were  developed  and  testP.d  in 
retail outlets outside  the  three  cities  included 
in  the  study.  The  retail outlets  WP.re  generally 
selected as  those  believed  to  be  doinq  the 
largest  volume  in  classical  records  except  for 
the  Boots,  W.H.Smith  and  ~oolworth outlets  which 
were  included  bP.cause  of  their  very  substantial 
share  <estimated  by  trade  sources at  30%)  of  the 
total  record  market.  In  conducting  the  field  work 
and  in  subsequP.nt  contact  with  manufacturers  and 
distributors  the  researchers  identified 
themselves  as  being  from  the  Cranfield School  of 
~anagement, conducting  research on  the 
distribution  of  classical  records.  They  did  not 
identify  the  aoonsor  as  the  E.E.C ••  This  approach 
eliminated  the  possibility that  responders  would 
be  influenced  by  knowledge  of  sponsorship. 
I COMMENTS  AND  EXPLANATORY  NOTES 
lhese  comments  and  notes  are  intended  to clarify 
the  format  used  in data  presentation  in  ~ections 
3,4  and  5  of  the  report. 
< i)  INTERPI?ETATIONa  Each  record  is  listed using 
the  G.LamQQhQO~_Qlas~~l-caialaQ~ abbreviation 
for  the  orchestra,  the  conductor  and/or  the 
soloist.  Occas iona 11 y  works,  records  or  record 
sets  are  available  in  which  several  orchestras, 
conductors  or  soloists  performed or  where  one  or 
more  of  these  were  not  identifiable.  Infrequently 
a  work  included  in  a  record  with other  works  may 
not  have  been  performed  by  the  listed  orchestra 
or artist. 
< ii)  REVIEW  DATES:  Oates  indicate  when  the  record 
was  first  reviewed  in  Q.r.a.lJl.QQ.b.Q.D.e.  magazine. 
These  dates  approximate  the  releasP.  date  by  the 
manufacturer.  Frequently  a  performance  has  been 
released  ~ore  than  once  <under  more  than  one 
number>.  ~here  two  dates  are  shown  the  earliest 
date  indicates  the  first  time  the  work  was 
reviewed  and  the  most  recent date  indicates  the 
date  at  which  the  listed release  <record  number> 
was  reviewed. 
<iii)  PRICES•  The  prices  listed for  recommended 
retail  and  estimated  cost  are  those  in effect at 
the  time  the  survey  was  conducted. 
The  recommended  retail price  (rec)  is  the  retail 
price  suggested  by  the  manufacturer.  This  includes 
VAT  at 8%.  Arpendix  I  is  a  copy  indicating 
recommended  retail prices  taken  from  the  G.I:.am.Q.Q.b.o.o.e. 
C.l.a..s.s.kal..J:aia.lQ.O.W!.  <  SeptembtH  1978). 
The  estimated  replacement  cost  price  (est  c> 
reflects  an  estimate  of  the  standard  invoice  cost 
for  a  particul~r record at  the  time  of  the  survey. 
This  does  not  include  VAT.  Frequently  these  listed 
prices  are  higher  than  the  actual  invoice  price 
for  the  specific  record  as  that  record  may  have 
bAen  purchased  months  or  years  earlier  when 
prices  were  lower.  In  addition  these  invoice 
costs  do  not  reflect  any  special or  negotiated 
discount  or  service,  such  as  return  privileges, 
which  may  be  granted  by  the  manufacturer  to  a 
specific retailer.  As  these  costs  were  calculated 
from  suggested  retail and  standard  markup 
information  suoplied  by  retailers  small  errors  in 
rounding  etc.  rnay  have  occurred.  Where  these 
inaccuracies  exist  they  are  quite  small.  As  most 
sales  are direct  from  manufacturer  to retailer 
this  is  also  the  manufacturers  selling price. 
2 The  displayed  price  <disp>  is  a  record  of  the 
listed selling price  in effect  in  each retail 
outlet at  that  time  of  the  survey.  Discounts  from 
this displayed price  were  frequently  available  to 
purchasers  <for  example,  multiple  album 
purchasers  were  frequently  offered  a  quantity 
discount>  either automatically  or  upon  request. 
The  markup  from  cost  to  recommended  retail  is 
standard for  the  industry at  50%  on  cost  plus 
VAT.  Generally  retailers displayed prices  at  the 
level  suggested  by  the  manufacturers,  although 
often  some  records  in  stock  were  offered at  a 
discount  from  the  retailers  usual  selling price • 
. n  most  cases  when  retail prices  were  reduced 
below  the  retailer's usual  selling price  it was 
to  clear  items  that  had  been  in  stock  an 
unusually  long  time.  Some  retailers do  attempt  to 
attract  customers  on  the  basis  of  a  cut-price 
appeal.  Examples  of  advertising usinq  this 
approach  and  taken  from  GLam~pbQn~ <February  1979) 
make  up  Appendix  II. 
<iv)  TIMEr  The  time  listed is  as  supplied  by  the 
manufacturer.  Generally  it is  for  the  record  or 
record set rather  than  the  work.  The  distinction 
is  important  when  more  than  one  work  in  included 
on  the  record or  record  set. 
<v>  MARKET  SHARE:  The  market  share  fiqures 
presented are  as  supplied  by  retail store 
personnel.  In  some  cases  the  cumulative  shares 
total  100%.  In  almost  all  cases  these  are 
estimates,  to  the  nearest  5%,  given  by  store 
personnel  based  on  that  individual's  perception 
of  market  share  rather  than  actual  stock  movement. 
Most  retailers did  not  keep  share  of  market  or 
turnover  data  in  readily  accessable  form. 
A  summary  of  this  information  clearly  shows  the 
dominance  of  the  three  larqest  manufacturers  in 
the  share  of  the  surveyed  works.  A statistical 
analysis  of  this  dominance  would  require 
comparative  volume  data  which  was  not  available 
as  a  result of  this  study.  The  use  of  range  and 
median  does,  however,  provide  a  useful  quide  on 
market  dominance. 
(vi)  CATALOGUE  LIST:  The  11Cataloque  of  records 
available  in outlets  surveyed 11  includes  all 
records  listed  in  the  uLamQQhQU~-~assi~al 
CaialQQ~ September  1978  and  any  other  records 
found  to  be  available  in  the  retail  stores 
surveyed.  If, as  frequently  happens,  a  particular 
interpretaion has  been  re-released  under  a  new 
numb~r and  was  available  under  more  than  one 
number  it will  be  listed  more  than  once. 
3 CATALOGUE  OF  RECORDS  AVAILABLE 
IN  OUTLETS  SURVEYED WORK  I.  BEETHOVEN:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 




6747  307 
VPO/BOEHM 
1900/1173 




PHI Ll PS 
6767  003 
CONCERTGEHOUVUM ENGEL BERG 
2400/1481 
DG 
2740  172 
CLS  PLSR 






2740  I 55 
CONCERTGEBOUW/KUBELI K 
2250/1389 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
IIBB  188/96  2395/1478 
HMV  PHILH/KARAJAN 
SLS  5053  1310/809 
HMV  PHILH/KLE~PEHER 
SLS  788-9  1695/1046 
PHJLIPS  LEIPZIG  GEWAND/MASUR 
6747  135  1799/lllO 
vox 
SVBX  5125 
DG 
2-/40  115 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  48999 
OLYMPIA 
812  017 
DG 












Review  dates  Time 
3/77  II /72 








1  I /72 IWf?K  2.  BRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT I ON 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
J-?ef.  number  Price~a  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  LSO/LPO/ROULT/J  BAKER  6/75  203'20 
SLS  5009  142~/880 
DECCA  SUISSE/ANSERMET  2/76 
SI-'A  378-81  940/580 
DECCA  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL  9/77 
D39D  4  995/614 
HMV  LPO/JOCHU'J  10/77  187'55 
SLS  5093  1495/923 
DECCA  VPO/KERTESZ  10/73 
SXLH  6610-3  1800/ II II 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  4/74  II /64 
2721  075  1200/741 
DG  VPO/BOEHM  10/76 
2740  154  1350/833 
PHILIPS  CO!'JC ERTGEBOUW /HAlT INK  9/76 
6746  270  I 999/1234 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL  185'  33 
77356  4~0/278 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  II /64 
2740  193  1475/910 
CLS  PLSR  HALLE/LOUGHRAN  170'51 
CFP  78252  1149/709 
PYE  UTAH  SO/ABRAVANAL 
vcs  10117-20 940/580 
HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERER  5/71  181 '16 
SLS  804  1145/707 
BWS  SALZ  MOZ/WALTER 
803  1047/646 
RCA  NBC  SO/TOSCANINI 
AT  305-3  1575/972 
6 WORK  3.  MAHLER&  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices&  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS 
GM  15 
LSO/NY  PO/BERNSTEIN 
2999/1851 
Review  rlates  Ti~e 
1/77 
WORK  4.  TCHAIKOWSKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices&  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  881 
DECCA 
08D  6 
HMV 
SLS  5099 
DECCA 
[)950  6 
DG 
2740  126 
DECCA 
SXLC  6476 












WORK  5.  WAGNER&  WALKURE 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest rec/est c/disp 
Review  dates  Time 
9/74  365'  13 
9/70 
10/77  327'59 
11/75  12/67 




LO  59 
DECCA 





3/7  3  9/62 
7 DECCA  VPO/SOLTI  9/66  220'10 
SET  312-6  2250/1389 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  4/67 
2713  002  2175/1343 
HMV  ENG  NAT  OP/GOODALL  9/78  245'46 
SLS  5063  1425/880 
OECCA  VPO/SOLTI  8/77  12/68 
0100  019  5500/3395 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  9/72 
2720  051  4675/2886 
EMI  ROME  PO/FURTWANGLER 
Cl47  02278  3418/2110 
EVEREST  MILAN  LA  SCALA/FURT~ANGLER 
474-3  687/424 
EMI/HMV  HOME  SO/FUHTWANGLER 
F?LS  702  3350/2068 
PHILIPS  BAYREUTH  FEST/BOEHM 
6747  037  3199/1975 
tWHK  6.  WAGNER:  LOHENGL<IN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA  SO/KARAJAN/LEINSDORF 
26  35120  995/614 
DECCA  BAYREUTH  FEST /K EI LBEHTH  8/76  2/54 
Dl2  D5  750/463 
PHILIPS  BAYREUTH  FEST /SAWALl! SCH  7/76  162 
6747  241  II 99/740 
PHILIPS  BAYREU'fH  FEST/SAWALLISCH  7/76  2/64 
6747  243  3999/2469 
VICTROLA  RCA  SO/LEINSDORF 
PVL5  9046  1425/880 
CETRA  NY  \.\ET  OP/BUSCH 
LO  24  1596/985 
8 BASF 
4022  326 
HMV 





WORK  7.  MOZART a  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
OLYMPIA  VPO/SALZ/FURTWANGLER 
9109-4  // 
DECCA  VPO/KHIPS 
GOS  604  975/602 
DG  BPO/FJHCSAY 
27 28  003  777/480 
HMV  PHILH/GIULINI 
SLS  5083  995/614 
DECCA  VPO/LEINSOORF 
DIOD  4  1350/833 
DECCA  ECO /BOi'J YNG E 
SET  412-5  1800/ II II 
PHILIPS  CONVENT  GAHDEN/DAVIS 
6707  022  1799/ II I 0 
PHILIPS  CONVENT  GAf?DEN/DA VIS 
6747  280  1799/ II I 0 
HMV  ECO/BARENBOIM 
SLS  978  1695/1046 
DG  VPO/BOEHM 
2740  194  1305/806 
DG  VPO/BOEHM 
2709  085  1305/806 
DG  BPO/BOEHM 
2-140  I 08  2850/1759 
81'15  SALZ  MOl/WALTEH 
802  1047/646 
9 
12/76 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3/71  6/59 
2/73  II /59 
7/77  2/61  I 60'35 
l2FI6  6/59  170' 13 
2/70 
II /73 
4/77  11/73 
4/75  189'45 
9/74 CETHA  NY  MET  OP/WALTEI-? 
LO  27-3  I I 9 7/7  39 
CETRA  V PO/FU fHriA NGLER 
LO  7-4  1596/985 
DG  PRAGUE  NAT  TH/BOEH'.{  10/67 
27  I I  006  1740/1074 
ESHWARMNCO  PAR IS  OP  CH?CH/SOLT I 
4EA  OJ  I  I 200/74 I 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
SAN  172  1425/880 
EDUC  MEDIA  // 
RR  407  1047/646 
WORK  8.  MOZART:  MARRIAGE  OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DECCA  VPO/LEINSDORF  3/75  10/60 
ECS  743-5  705/435 
DECCA  VPO/KLEIBER  6/70  3/59  171'25 
GOS  585-7  975/602 
DG  BPO/FRICSAY  2/73  2/62 
2728  004  777/480 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS  ll/71 
6707  0 I 4  1799/ I I I 0 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS  4/77  I 1/71 
6747  280  1799/ II 10 
HMV  ECO/BARENBOIM  165'07 
SLS  995  1425/880 
DG  BPO/BOEHM  9/74 
2740  108  2850/1759 
ESTROARMNCO  SALZ  MOZ/KARAJAN 
EA  010  1596/985 
BV'iS  SALZ  MOZ/FURTWANGLER 
IGI  3-43  1047/646 
10 CETRA 
LPS  3219 
CETRA 
LO  8-3 
SERAPHIM 







DRESD Pl  /S  EHAF IN 
1020/630 
VPO/SALZ  MOZ/WALTER 
1047/646 
WORK  9.  MOZART:  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  IntP-rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  VPO/KARAJAN 
SLS  5052  720/444 
DECCA  VPO/BOEHM 
GOS  501-3  975/602 
DG  BPO/BOEHM 
2709  017  1305/806 
HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
SLS  912  1310/809 
DECCA  VPO/SOLTI 
SET  479-81  13~)0/833 
EMI  BPO/B EECHAM 
SH  158-60  305/1 88 
PYE  BBC  SWEDISH  SO/ERICSON 
REK  223  750/463 
BWS  SALZ  WJZ/FURTWANGLER 
I Gl  337  1047/646 
ESTROARMNCO  SALZ  MOZ/FURTWANGLER 
EA  050  1197/739 
CETRA  VPO/TOSCANI Nl 
LO  44  1197/739 
DG  BPO/BOEHM 
136  440  435/269 
DG  BPO/BOEHM 
2740  108  2850/1759 
11 
Heview  dAtes  Ti~e 
6/76  12/52  129'01 
2/67  II /55 
10/65 
II /64  .156'03 
2/71  .I  55·' 33 
/38 
1/76 HMV  /KARAJAN 
1C  147  OJ663-5M  867/535 
ANGEL 
sec  3807 
SUPRAPHON 
114  034-5 
BAV  SO/SAWALLISCH 
1495/923 
HAMBURG  SO/SAWALLISCH 
598/369 
WORK  10.  BIZETr  CARMEN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA 
SEJ~  5600 
HMV 
SLS  913 
HMV 
SLS  952 
DG 
2740  101 
DECCA 
D11  03 
CETI~A 
LO  48 
CETHA 
LPS  3276 
DG 
2709  083 
CETRA 
LO  22-3 
VPO/KARAJAN 
1350/833 
PARIS  OP/PRETRE 
1310/809 
PARIS  OP/FRUHBECK 
1310/809 










MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
1197/739 
HMV  STASERA'ALL  OP/ 
Cl53  17071-3  11701722 
HMV 
SLS  5021 
DECCA 
SET  256-8 
PAR IS  l)f?TF/BEECHAM 
995/614 
SUISSE  ~)MAND/SCHIPPERS 
1350/833 
12 
ReYiew  dates  Time 
11/77  6/60 
12/64  146~40 
10110  151 '15 
6/73 
10/76  159'40 
2176  6160  161'15 
11/63 WORK  I I.  PUCCINI a  BOHEME 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Price  sa  rec/est  c/d isp 
HMV  RCA  SO/BEECHAM 
SLS  896  720/444 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOITO 
SLS  5059  720/444 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/SERAFIN 
D5D  2  695/429 
HMV  ROME  OP /SCHIPPERS 
SLS  907  825/509 
DECCA  BPO/KARAJAN 
SET  565-6  900/556 
RCA  LPO/SOLTI 
ARL2  0371  798/493 
RCA  MET /LEI NSDORF 
LSC  6095  440/272 
CETRA  TURRIN  RO/SANTINI 
LPS  3237  598/369 
DG  FLORENCE/VOITO 
2705  038  518/320 
DECCA  NAT  PO/CAMARATA 
PFS  4389  435/269 
RCA  NBC/TOSCANINI 
AT  203  350/216 
ESTRAORMNCO  MILAN  LA  SCALA/!JRETRE 
EA  042  698/431 
WOHK  12.  PUCCINI:  TOSCA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
GOS  612-3 
SAN  CEL/MOLI NARI -Pf?ADELLI 
975/602 
13 
Review  dates  Time 
II /74  1/57  107'43 
8/76  3/58  104'52 
8/76  12/58 
4/64  1  02' 18 
8/73  110'00 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/60 DECCA  VIENNA  OP/KARAJAN 
51:38  123-4  795/491 
HMV  PARIS  CONS/PRETRE 
SLS  917  875/540 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/MAAZEL 
SET  341-2  900/556 
RCA  NEI'i  PHI LH/MEHfA 
ARL2  0105  798/493 
DG  PA:iiS  ORTF/fWSTROPOVICH 
2708  Ot37  870/537 
PHILIPS  CONVENT  GARDENS/DAVIS 
6700  108  900/556 
CETRA  BELLAS  ARTES/PICCO 
LO  41  798/493 
SERAPHIM  RO~J;E  OP /FABR IT  I IS 
18  6027  II 
DG  FF?ANCE/ROSTROPOV IC  H 
2107  087  870/537 
CETf?A  TURRI N  SO/BASILE 
LPS  3261  598/369 
EUUC  MEOlA  II 
RR514  698143 I 
EMI  FRENCH  NAT  HAD/PRETRE 
C  OOJ  10608  440/272 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABAT  A 
SLS  825  720/444 
VWRK  13.  PUCCINI r  TURANDOT 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  921 
DECCA 
SET  561-3 





1/73  11/63 
9/71  7/65  111""5 I 




3/73  12/53  108""00 
Review  dates  Time 
5/66  I 11""03 
9/73  117 '30 DECCA  SAN  CEL/EREOE 
GOS  622-4  975/602 
RCA  HOME  OJ:> /LEI NSOOHF 
SER  5643-5  1497/924 
EM!  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN/CALLAS 
C163  00969-71  1290/796 
v'WRK  14.  PUCCI Nl1  MADAME  BU1TERFL Y 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DEl.'CA 
1)4[)  3 
SAN  CEL/SERAFIN 
850/525 
RCA  RCA  ITAL/LEINSDORF 
SEH  5504-6  1350/833 
HMV 
SLS  927 
DECCA 
SET  584-6 
DECCA 
0680  R3 
ARIOLA 
86515  XR 
SERAPHIM 
IC  6090 








ROME  PO/GAVAZZENI/GOBBI 
// 
11/7 2  4/58 
11/72  4/61 
Review  dates  Time 
8/76  2/59 
6/63 
9/67  141 '07 
2/75  145'15 
2/78 
SERAPHIM 
1C  6059 
ROME  OP/FABRITI IS/GIGLI/DEL  MONTE 
II 
HMV 
SLS  5128 
CETRA 






SLS  50·15 




AMBROSIAN  PO/MAAZEL 
1249/771 
MET  OP/RUDOF 
849/524 





5/76  12/55  138'06 WORK  15.  VERDI:  TROVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  GENEVA  GRANO  TH/EREDE 
GOS  614-6  975/602 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
SLS  869  995/614 
DG  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
2128  008  777/480 
DECCA  NAT  PO/BONYNGE 
D82D  3  1295/799 
RCA  NEW  PHILH/MEHTA 
SER  5586-8  1350/833 
HMV  BPO/KARAJAN 
SLS  5 I II  1310/809 
ESTROAHMNCO  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO 
EA  025  I 197/739 
CETRA  MILAN  LA  SCALA/V01TO 
LO  35  I I 97/739 
CETRA  NAPLES/SERAFIN 
LO  29-2  798/493 
RCA  LSO/LEINSDORF 
SEH  51')09  450/278 
RCA  ROME/BASILE 
LSC  6150  1320/815 
DECCA  GENEVA/EREDE 
SPA  513  235/145 
v'WHK  I 6.  VERDI:  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5108 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614 
16 
Review  dates  Time 
I I /71  I I /56 
2/74  I 1/57  I 55 '58 
8/76  12/63 
10/77  163'07 
7/70 
4/78  138'55 
Review  dates  Time 
I /56  I 44' 22 RCA  NBC  SO/TOSCANINI 
AT  302  525/324 
DECCA  VPO/KARAJAN 
SXL  2167-9  1350/833 
DECCA  RO~E OP/SOLTI 
SET  427-9  1350/833 
EMI  ROME  OP/SERAFIN 
SH  153-5  305/188 
RCA  LSO/LEINSDORF 
SER  5609-ll  1350/833 
HMV  CONVENT  GARDENS/MUTI 
SLS  977  1310/809 
SUPHAPHON  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABAJNO 
SUAOI  21171-3  897/554 
CETRA  BELLAS  ARTES/FABf?I TTl S 
LO  40  1197/739 
RCA  MOSCOW/BJO!?LING 
VIC  6119  1050/648 
CETiiA  ITAL  TV/QUESTRA 
LPS  3247  897/554 
DECCA  NAT  PO/CAMAf?ATA 
PFS  4401  435/269 
CETRA  MET  OP/PELLETIER 
LO  26-3  1197/739 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/EREDE 
047  D3  750/463 
WORK  17.  VERDI:  r?IGOLETfO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DG 
2709  014 
DECCA 
SET  542-4 





9/73  6/57 
12/59  149'30 
11 F/0  1162 
10/71  /46 
II /71 
2/75  146'01 
12/52 
Review  dates  Time 
I /65 
5/73  113 1'35 CETI?A 
LO  37 
BELLAS  ARTES/MUNGAI 
1196/7  38 
RCA  fW'~E/SOLT  I 
LSC  7027H1-2  1320/815 
ESPWAf~r~NCO  !-?0:\~E/GIULI NI 
EA  020  920/~68 
RCA  !W
1~E  OP /BJORLING 
VIC  6041  1750/1080 
H~.,A,V 
SLS  5018 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614 
DECCA 
GOS  655-7 
SA."J  CEL/SANZOGNO 
975/602 
l'IOF?K  18.  VEf?Dia  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  /TEAALD I/EREDE 
GOS  614-6  9l5/602 
EMI  DRESDEN  ST/~ATANE 
c  06329054  860/53 I 
1-?CA  NBC  SO/TOSCANI NI 
AT  202  350/216 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/MOLINARI-PRADELLI 
ECS  726  235/145 
EMBER  PYE  TUqiN  fW/SANTINI 
GVC  2345  465/287 
HMV  RDrAE  OP/SERAFIN 
SLS  5097  795/491 
DG  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO 
2726  049  518/320 
DECCA  MAGGIO  MUSICALE/PRITCHARD 
SET  249-51  1350/833 
RCA  RCA  ITAL/PRETRE 
SER  5564-6  1350/833 
DECCA  BEI-?LIN  OP/MAAZEL 
SET  401-2  900/556 
18 
3/76  2/56  141'27 
9/75  6/62 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/73  12/51 
7/74  1/55 
12/73  1/58 
9/60  119'52 
8/76  4/63 
8/63  109'45 
2/68 
7/69 'Iii  , 
HMV 
SLS  960 
DG 
270"1  103 
DECCA 








HMV  ROME  OPIBELLEZZA 
Cl53  17079-80  7801481 
CETr?A 
LO  28 
MILAN  LA  SCALAIGIULINI 
5981369 
itWHK  19.  MUSSORGSKY•  BORIS  GODUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  reclest  cldisp 
SERAt->i-HM 
ID  olOI 
HMV 
SLS  I 000 
HMV 
SLS  5072 
DECCA 
SET  514-7 
CBS 
77396 
FRENCH  NAT  RADIDOBROWFN 
8951552 
POLISH  HOISEMKOV 
I 69~)  I  I 04o 




80S HOI  THIMELI K-PASHAEV 
12491771 
HMV  PMHS  CONSICLUYTENS 
Cl9  100001912  15601963 
EUUC  MEDIA 
RJ?  440 
BOLSHOI I 
I 0471646 
WOF?K  20.  BEr?LIOZr  SY',~PHONY  FANTASTIOUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  reclest  clrlisp 
PEERLESS 




5172  138'02 
Review  dates  Time 
9/TI  224'08 
2177  4153  176'49 
II 174  211 '05 
10/75 
203' I 7 
Review  dates  Time  M share DECCA  CO\lCERTGEBOUv''UBEI NUM  3/52 
ECS  561  235/145 
PHILIPS  HAGUE  PO/OTfEf~LOO  3/60 
6870  5 75  245/151 
RUF  CZECH  J-10/ZECCHI  I 1/60 
LG!l  001  199/1 23 
DG  Bt'O/KA!-?AJAN  7/65 
2':lJ5  256  259/160 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS  10/76  5/64  55'01 
6':)80  I 27  245/151 
PYE  HALLE/BARB  I ROLLI  8/7':)  6/64 
GSGC  15010  I 55/96 
DECCA  SUI SSE/ANSERMET  6/68 
SXL  6343  450/278 
DG  LAMOUREUX  /MARKEVITCH  II /75  I /62 
2548  172  159/61 
DECCA  NEW  f.lHILH/STOKOWSKI  8/76  6/69 
SI.JiJ  495  250/154 
SELECTA  POSTAS  SO/VASADY-BALOGH  10/72 
HLX  90052  135/83 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  I I /72  51 '40 
SXL  6571  450/27  8 
DECCA  VPO/MONTEUX  7/73  11/60 
SPA  222  235/145 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA  12/73 
2530  358  435/269 
EMI/HMV  PAR I S  0 RTF I  MART I N  0 N  10/76  6  74  53'56 
ASD  3263  440/272 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/DAVIS  3/75  54'58 
6500  774  450/278 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2530  597  435/269 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/PRETRE 
CCV  5048  135/83 
RCA  SYDNEY  SO/OTTEf~LOO  J0/76 
GL  25012  249/154 
CLS  PLSR  HALLE/LOUGHRAN  53' 15 
CFP  40281  149/92 
20 EMI/HMV  FRENCH  NAT  RAD/BERNSTEIN  52·'06 
ASD  3397  440/272 
RDF/OPUS  SLOVAK  PO/KOSLER 
9110  0211  299/185 
HMV  NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER  238'56 
SLS  5003  1245/769 
t-'HILIPS  LSO/DAVIS 
6747  271  1250/772 
DECCA  VPO/ANSERMET 
DPA  613-4  435/269 
MELOYDIA  MOSCOW/ROHDESTVENSKY 
COJ549-50  350/216 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS 
SAL  3788  450/278 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI 
077  05  1395/861 
HDF/SPHPH  CZECH/ZECCHI 
50103  299/  I 85 
CBS  TORONTO  SO/OZAWA 
61659  299/185 
HUNG  BUDAPEST/MUNCH 
SLPX  11842  340/210 
I'IORK  21.  BEETHOVEN r  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/rlisp 
EMI  PHI LH/KLEMPEREH 
2C  069  00799  4A0/284 
EMI  HOME  AUGUSTEO/SABATA  12/76  11/47  4D'48 
SH  235  305/108 
DECCA  co;\jcERTGEBOUr~/KLEI  BEF~  5/70  2/54 
ECS  549  235/14S 
E.1 1\ I /HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERER  5/74  10/58  56'29 
ASD  2565  440/272 
21 DECCA  VPO/MONTEUX  12/70  3160 
SPA  I I 3  235/145 
DECCA  SUISSE/ANSER~ET  9/76  5/60 
ECS  7BI  235/145 
DG  BPO/M AAZEL  II /75  l/01 
2548  205  159/98 
SAGA  COPENHAGEN  ROY  ORCH/HURST  46' 
SAGA  5038  175/108 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/REINER  12162 
CCV  5053  135/83 
DECCA  VPO/SCHMIDT 
SXL  6329  435/269 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS  10/72  12162  47'46 
6580  050  245/151 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  2163 
138  805  435/269 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  PO/KLETZK I  10/67 
SUAST  50796  299/185 
DECCA  VPO/SCrlMIDT-ISSERSTEDT  9/77  12/67  42'05 
JB  2  250/154 
PHILIPS  CONCERrGEROUW/JOCHlJM  I I /69  42'58 
6580  139  245/151 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/GIULINI  3/70  53'32 
ASD  2535  440/272 
DECCA  RPO/LEWIS  7/70 
PrS  41  88  435/269 
DG  VPO/BOEHM  2172 
2530  142  435/269 
DECCA  LONDON  WIND  SOLOISTS/  4/74  6/65 
SUD  383  250/154 
UNICORN  VPO/FlJRTWANGLER  9/72  /52 
~~FS  9  299/185 
EM I /rlMV  MU~H  CH  PO/KEMPE  2177  II 174  39'39 
ESO  7004  285/176 
CBS  NY  PO/BERNSTEIN  I I /77  12/74  44' I 5 
61905  299/185 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  4/76  9/75 
SXL  6763  450/278 
22 Dt:CCA  CHICAGd  SO/SOLTI 
lJTl  lJ5  1395/861 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS 
65 00  463  450/27d 
PHI LI fJS  LS 0/lJOliAT I 
6531  009  I 99/123 
DG  RPO/DORAT I 
2535  219  259/160 
DG  BPO/KAf~AJAN 
2531  I 06  435/269 
~JEA  HALLE/LOUGHHAN 
VA[{  1036  379/234 
CLS  r>LSH  BJ:-10/CLUYTENS 
CFP  40017  149/92 
EMI/rlMV  LfJO/BOULT 
ASU  3456  440/272 
EMI/HMV  LSD/JOCHUM 
ASU  3583  440/272 
CBS  NY  PO/BEr<NSTEIN 
7 3356  429/265 
CLS  PLSR  PHI LH/KLETZK I 
CFP  40220  149/92 
DECCA  VPO/ 
DPA  501-2  435/269 
WEA  HALLE/LOUGHRAN 
K53  545  379/234 
EDUC  MEDIA  BPO/FURTWANGLER 
RH  412  349/215 
EMI  VOLLEHiJLATTE/FURTI'IANGLER 
c  04 7  00810  289/178 
vWHK  22.  BEETHOVEN a  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numbP.r  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
PEERLESS 
C>liPS  534 
BERLIN  PM  SO/ 
I 99/123 
23 
12/77  9/75 
5/16  47'37 
2/77  41 '07 
4/78  10/77 
1/78  44'55 
2/73  1/62  33'28 
4/18  42'07 
43'19 
185'  33 
45 
Review  dates  Time DECCA  LPO/SABATA  10/76  6/47 
6BB  236-7  495/306 
HMV  PHILH/KLEMPEF?ER  5/74  7/56  62'28 
SLS  873  850/525 
DECCA  Vi?O/KLEIBER  3/70  5/59 
ECS  535  235/145 
DG  BPO/FRICSAY  4/75  1160 
2548  088  159/98 
DG  BPO/FHICSAY  1/60 
2726  063  518/320 
RDF  CZECH  PO/MATACIC  9/Tl  10/60 
LGU  013  I 99/123 
SAGA  COPENHAGEN  HOY  ORCH/HUI-?ST  9/61  41' 
SAGA  5037  175/108 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/KLEMPEREI-?  3162  60'21 
ASD  2562  440/272 
DG  BPO/BOEHM  7/75  10/62 
2525  101  259/160 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  2163 
138  802  435/269 
DECCA  VPO/MO\lTEUX  7/71  I I /63 
SPA  123  235/145 
CBS  NY  PO/BERNSTEIN  11/Tl  10/66  49'35 
61902  299/185 
DECCA  VPO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT  1/78  I 1/66 
JB  6  250/154 
EMI/HMV  BBC  SO/BARB I ROLLI  7/76  3/68  53'50 
SXLP  30209  399/246 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/KLETZKI  10/68 
SUAST  50793  299/185 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/JOCHUM  11/76  I 1/69 
6580  137  245/151 
UN I COliN  VPO/FU!iTWANGLER  5/70  /44 
UNI  104  219/135 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS  3/78  9/77  59'46 
6500  141  450/278 
CLS  PLSR  BPO/CLUYTENS  8/72  56'51 
CFP  40076  149/92 
24 DG  VPO/BOEHM  9/74  I l /72 
2530  437  435/269 
RCA  NBC  50/TOSCANJNI  2/74  /53 
AT  121  149/92 
DECCA  SCOITISH  NAT/PAITA 
PFS  4367  435/269 
PHILIPS  LPO/HAITINK  3/78  1/77  57'47 
6500  986  450/278 
WEA  HALLE/LOUGHRAN  2/77  61 '59 
VAR  1033  379/234 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  5/77  9/75  55'00 
SXL  n829  450/278 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  4/78  10/77 
2531  103  435/269 
SYMPHNC  SY'.~YHONI  CA  OF  l'ONDON/MORRI S  1/78 
SYM  5  399/246 
EMI/HMV  LSO/JOCHUM  2/78  60'35 
ASD  3376  440/272 
DG  ROTTERDAM  PO/DECKER 
2548  278  159/9B 
CHS  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL  6/78 
76706  429/26~ 
VPO/SOLTI 
SMU  1131  435/269 
EDUC  MEDIA  VPO/FURTWANGLEH 
Rl-?  456  349/215 
HORIZON  LPO/KARAJAN 
SHZE  l 33  450/278 
i->HILIPS  CONCEHTGEBOUV'I/M ONTEUX  47'21 
6580  079  245/151 
1-IM/,\WNUI  COLL  MUS/MAIER 
0659  9626  435/269 
CBS  NY  PO/i3Ef~:-JSTEI N 
73154  429/265 
EVE!? EST  R  O'~E  HAl /FURDvA NGLER 
81  22  149/92 
PHILirJS  BOSTON  SO/A RRAU 
6580  300  245/151 
25 ELECTROLA  VPO/~~EI  NGARTEN 
C053  01481  390/241 
EMI  VPO/KARAJAN 
C0 53  00790  390/241 
RCA  LPO/STOKOWSKY 
ARL1  0600  399/246 
CLS  PLSR  BPO/CLUYTENS 
CFP  205  149/92 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTfi SH  NAT /L ILL/GIBSON  36'34 
CFP  40259  149/92 
DG  BPO/FRICSAY 
2539  097  275/170 
r'HH?K  23.  BRAHMS a  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prlcesr  rec/est  c/dlsp 
OG  BPO/FURTVIANGLER  5/76  /52 
2~35  162  259/160 
DECCA  COt~CERTGEBOUW/VAN  BEINUM  4/77  6/52 
ECS  793  235/145 
RCA  NBC  SO/TOSCANINI  5/73  II /52 
AT  115  149192 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH  6/75  II /57 
CCV  5018  135/83 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERER  12/76  10/59  43'51 
SXLP  30217  285/176 
DECCA  VPO/KAf?AJAN  6/71  12/60 
SDD  283  250/154 
OG  BPO/BOEHM  7/75  12/60 
2535  102  259/160 
DECCA  SUI SSE/ANSERMET  2/76  2/64 
SPA  37H  235/145 
OG  BPO/KARAJAN  II /64 
13H  924  435/269 
26 PEERLESS  PRAOUE  SO/DIXON  3/71 
3C  319  199/123 
UNICORN  VPO/FURTWANGLER  8/72 
WFS  6  299/185 
DECCA  LSO/STOKOWSKI  2/73  /72 
OPFS  3-4  870/537 
DECCA  LSO/STOKOWSKI  12/74  2113 
PrS  4305  435/269 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT  4/73  44'45 
ASD  2871  440/272 
DG  VPO/ABBADO  12/74  6/73 
2530  424  435/269 
DECCA  VPO/K EliTESZ  1/75  10/73 
SXL  6675  450/278 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITI NK  11/73  43'52 
6500  519  450/278 
CLS  PLSf?  HALLE/LOUGHI~AN  3/75  34'10 
CFP  40096  149/92 
liCA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE  6/76 
A  !iLl  1326  399/246 
DECCA  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL  II /76 
SXL  6783  450/278 
RCA  LSO/HO.l? ENST E  IN  10/76 
GL  25001  249/154 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA  8/76 
2530  889  435/269 
BASF  MUNICH  PO/KEMPE 
2022  391  399/246 
MELOYDIA  USSR  RO/KONDRASHIN 
CJO  04b71  355/219 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/ANCERL 
SUA  50430  299/18'::> 
DECCA  BPO/KLEMPERER 
C053  28939  390/241 
DECCA  VPO/KRIPS 
DPA  553-4  870/537 
CLS  PLSR  HALLE/LOUGH!iAN  170'51 
CFP  7.8252  149/92 
27 OG  BtJO/KA!?AJAN 
2140  193  1475/910 
tJE::EI?LcSS  PHILH/MASTERS 
CHiPS  FJ  I 99/123 
BASf  MUNICH  PO/KEMPE 
oAC  3083  325/201 
TAYLCH{  LSC~/BOULT 
ASC  I 0007  I 99/123 
DECCA  VPO/KRIPS 
ECS  643  235/145 
DG  VtJO/BOEHM 
2740  154  1475/910 
DECCA  CLEVELA~D/MAAZEL 
D39  D4  995/614 
EMI /HM V  LPO/MALCOLM/MENUHIN 
SLS  5093  I 425/8tW 
uG  BPO/JOCHUM 
2530  258  435/269 
EMI IHMV  LtJO/BOJLT 
SLS  5009  1425/880 
OG  BOSTON  SO/OZA~A 
2530  993  435/269 
WORK  24.  BACH:  BRANDENBURG  CONCERTI 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EUROPA  ./MENUHIN 
I I 4002-7  199/123 
SAGA  HAMBERG  KAMMEROCHESTER/NEWSTONE 
XID  5032  175/108 
DECCA  LSO/MUi'..,.CH INGER  4/70  9/50 
ECS  538-9  235/145 
DECCA  PHI LC>MUSI CA/DAHT  7/77  3/59 
IJPA  5 77-8  870/537 
DECCA  SCO/MU!~CHINGER  IOF/3  8/59 
5BB  130-1  795/491 
28 DECCA  SCO/MUNCHINGEH  10/75  8/59 
14 Bf-3  2 I 3-7  995/614 
DG  BPC>/KARAJAN  10/6S 
2726  080  513/320 
DG  LUCEF?NE  FEST  5TH/BAUMGARTNER  6/78  5/61 
2736  001  I 600/988 
SAGA  HAMBURG  CHBR/NE~STONE  12/65  I 04' 
SAGA  5031-2  175/108 
EMI/HMV  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN  5/60  I I 3'  13 
ASD  327-8  440/272 
DECCA  ~URTEMBERG CHBR/FAERBEH  3/66 
TV  34044-S  235/145 
SELECT A  VCM/HM?NONCOURT  3161 
FA6  35043  440/272 
PEEHLESS  HEIDELBERG  CHBR/GOITSCHE  1/69  10/67 
EXP  12-13  235/145 
DECCA  EC0/81-?ITTEN  11/69 
SET  413-1  450/278 
DG  MUNICH  BACH/RICHTER  9/68 
2708  013  870/537 
SUPHAPHON  ARS  REDIVIVA/MUNCLINGER  I I /7 I 
SUA  50641-2  299/185 
PHILIPS  ASMF/MARRINER  9/72 
6700  045  899/555 
CLS  PLSR  VIRT  OF  ENG/DAVISON  10/72  46'08 
CFP  40010  149/92 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT  I /74  96'36 
SLS  866  850/525 
RCA  PAILLARD  CO/PAILLIARD  7/74 
STU  70801-2  475/293 
PYE  ~URZ CAM  ACC/REINARTZ  8/75 
GGCD  301  275/170 
PHILIPS  ECO/LEPPARD  4/76 
6747  I 66  599/370 
DG  LA  PO/ZUKERMAN 
2707  098  870/537 
CBS  MILAN  LA  SCALA/ A  BBADO  8/78  1  22,27 
79215  849/524 
29 WEA  NORTHERN  SINF/MALCOLM 
VAH  1041-2  379/234 
CRO  SAAR  CO/RISTENPART 
30HC  649  // 
ANGEL  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
3627  1040/642 
HM/MUNDI  COLL  AUREUM/ 
151-99643  870/537 
SELECTA  LISZT/SANDOV 
SLPX  11849  340/210 
DECCA  SCO/MUt~CHINGER 
SPA  382-3  235/145 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
1390  05-6  435/269 
HMV 
SLS  831 
BATH  FEST/MENUHIN 
850/525 
DECCA  ECO/BR I 1TEN 
SET  41 0- 11  900/556 
BASf  COLL  MUS/MUNDI 
BAC  300-/-8  7 00/432 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5 007  I 35/83 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5033  I 35/83 
DECCA  LONDON/DAf.?T 
SOL  60005-6  250/154 
OLYMPIA  BOYD  CO/ 
8131-2  198/122 
DeCCA 
SXL  6774-5 
V'IEA 
K53  54/-8 
EC0/1:3RITfEN 
450/278 
NOf? rHERN  S I NF/MALCOLM 
379/234 
HM/MJNUI  /MUNDI 
1C  15599  643-4  870/537 
2/78 
260'12 
I 01 '40 
30 tJCH?K  25.  MAHLE!?:  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/KUBELIK 
ECS  503  235/145 
DECCA  VPM/HO!iENSTEIN 
IV  343555  235/145 
CBS  CBS  SO/i'IALTER 
6 I I I 6  2 99/1 85 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI 
SXL  6113  450/278 
DECCA  LSO/SOLT I 
7l::iB  173-7  1595/985 
PYI::  HALLE/BARB I ROLLI 
GSGC  14074  155/96 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/ANCEHL 
SUA  50675  299/185 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK 
2~35  172  259/160 
UN I CORN  LSO/HO!{ENSTEI N 
RHS  307  399/246 
.PYE  NEW  PHILH/MORRIS 
TPLS  130037  250/154 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  27 22 
DECCA 
SPA  521 
PHI Ll  PS 
6500  342 
RCA 
AHLI  0894 
DECCA 
SXL  6779 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40264 
DECCA 
PFS  4402 















Revi~w dates  Time  lv{  share 
10/69  1/55 
4/71  7/67 
2/70  4/63 
9/64  58'40 
5/75  9/64 





8/71  56'42 
7/78  4/72 
2/7  3  9/72  56' 13 
5/75 
9/76 
11/77  54'23 
2/78 DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA 
2530  993  435/269 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT  53'50 
ASD  3541  440/2/2 
DG  DRESDE~  ST/SUIT~ER 
2~48  123  159/96 
DG  VPO/A HoADO 
2~30 966  435/269 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
SPA  362  235/145 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/ANCERL 
SUA  10675  2 99/1 85 
WOHK  26.  MAHLERz  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  NY  PO/I'IALTER/CUNDAIH  11172  5/61 
61282-3  558/344 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERER/SCHWARZKOPF  8/71  7/63  79'25 
SLS  806  850/525 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI/HARPER  11/66  80'44 
SET  325-6  900/556 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI /HARPEl~  5/75  11/66 
7 BB  173-7  1595/985 
PHILIPS  CO!'lCERTGEBOUW/HAITNI K/AMELI NG  10/68 
6700  024  899/555 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK/MATHIS  3/TI  9/70 
2726  062  518/320 
CBS  LSD/BERNSTEIN/ARMSTRONG  11/74 
78249  849/524 
DECCA  VPO/MEHT A/CORTRUBAS  12/75 
SXL  67 44-5  450/278 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/A BBADO/NEBLETf  6/77 




AHL2  0852 




WOf?K  27.  MAHLER•  3RlJ  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS  COi'lCERTGFBOUW/HAI TI NK/FORRESTER 
6747  435  900/556 
UG  BAV  HO/KUBEL I K/THO'MS 
2726  063  51 8/320 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI/WATTS 
SET  385-6  900/556 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI/WATTS 
7 Htl  173-7  1595/985 
UNICORN  LSO/Hot?ENSTEI N/PROCTER 
HHS  302-3  399/246 
CHS  NY  PO/dEHNSI'EIN/LIPTON 
T/206  549/339 
fiCA  CHICAGO  50/LEVINE/-IORNE 
RL  OJ7f;)./  850/52:5 
PHILIPS  COi'lCEF?TGEBOUW/HA IT INK 
6 7 O'J  03 7  900/556 
MELOYUIA  MOSCOV1  PO/KONDf?ASHI N 
c  0383  700/432 
rJYE  VPO/AULER 
H.\1  2469  500/309 
I'IOf?K  28.  MAHLER r  4T:i  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
JECCA. 




Review  dates  Time  M share 
2/67 
6/78  9/68 
2169  93'35 
5/75  2169 
12/70 
6/74  99' 16 
3/77 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
6/72  10/52 DECCA  CONCEFHGEBOUW/SOLT I/STAHLMANN  9/61  51'45 
SXL  2276  450/278 
DECCA  CONCERTGEBOUW/SOLTI /STAHLMANN  11/75  9/61 
7BB  178-82  1595/985 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERER/SCHWARZKOPF  4/73  7/62 
ASD  27 99  450/278 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL/RASKIN  4/69  8/67 
61056  299/185 
PHILIPS  CL>NCERTGEBOU~/HAITINK/AMELING  9/69  12/68 
SAL  3729  450/278 
DG  BAY  RO/KU BELl K/MOR I SON  8/75  12/68 
2535  119  259/160 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/HORENSTEIN/Pf?ICE  5/71  59'14 
CF.f-1  159  149/92 
CBS  NY  PO/I'IALTER/HALAAN  7/73  /46 
61357-8  598/369 
r?CA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE/BLEGEN  10/75 
ARLI  0895  399/246 
DG  VPO/A BBADO/VON  STAOE  6/78 
2530  966  435/269 
SUPHAt-iHON  CZECH  PO/SV>IAHOnSKY/LORENZ 
I  101346  299/185 
PHILIPS  AMSTEHOAM/HAITINK  47'43 
6500  081  450/278 
FESTIVAL  BPO/M AAZEL 
FC  418  299/185 
DECCA  /SOLTI 
7 BB  183-87  1595/985 
DECCA  /SOLTI 
SPA  362  235/145 
SPHI-.JC  LONDON/l.AORRIS 
SYM  14-5  399/246 
34 WORK  29.  MAHLER  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  nates  Time  ~  share 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEROUW/HAITINK  1/70 
67 00  034  900/556 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  12/70  76'10 
SET  467--70  1800/1111 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  8/75  12/70 
788  178-82  1595/985 
UNICORN  STOCKHOLM  PO/HOf?ENSTEI N  9/75 
RHS  320-1  798/493 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  7/78 
2707  106  870/537 
CBS.  NY  PO/BERNSTEIN  2166 
77215  549/339 
PHILIPS  COt-JCERTGEROUIN/HAIT INK 
SAL  3777-8  450/278 
CBS  NY  PO/WALTER/HALBAN 
61357-8  598/369 
OLYMPIA  CZECH/JANACEK 
8101-2  250/154 
WOPK  30.  MAHLERr  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  ReviP.w  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VSO/HORENSTEIN  3/71  7/61 
TV  34332-S  235/145 
CBS  CBS  SO/\"'ALTER  12/73  12/63 
61369-70  598/369 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI  I0/6l  79'25 
SET  360-1  900/556 
EM I/11MV  NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER  1/76  7/67  85'47 
SXD~ 3021  499/308 
OECCA  LSO/SOLTI  1/75  10/67 
7HB  183-7  1595/985 
35 Pdl LI t>S  CONCERfGEgoU~/HAITINK  7/70 
67 00  021  900/5':>6 
SUPf.?APHON  CZECH  PO/ANCEHL  J/74 
SUA  50BI3-4  598/369 
EMI  VPO/WALTER  9/74  138  96'19 
SH  193-4  61 013T7 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI  4/72 
2707  097  870/537 
EVEREST  LSO/LUuWIG 
SDBI?  3050  229/1851 
CBS  LSO/NYt>O/BEHNSTEIN 
GM  15  2999/1851 
WORK  31 •  TC!-IAI KOtjSKY:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UNICORN  VPO/FURTWANGLER  4/73  12/54 
WFS  7  299/185 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH  8/57 
CCV  5036  135/83 
PYE  HALLE/BARB! ROLLI  8/76  4/58 
GGCD  303  275/170 
DECCA  SUI SSE/A!WENTA  10/74  11/58 
ECS  742  235/145 
DG  LENINGr"?AD  PO/MHAVINSKY  12/74  6/61 
2::,38  178  259/160 
PHILIPS  LSO/DOI?AT I  5/77  7162  40'31 
6582  022  245/145 
DG  BPO/MAAZEL  11/75  1/63 
2548  176  159/98 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  2/65  42'20 
JB  23  250/154 
PHILIPS  LSO/MAf~KEVITCH  11/73  12/65  42·'00 
6580  OT/  245/151 
36 DECCA  LA  PO/'•IEHTA  I /68 
SXL  6323  450/27t3 
DG  BPD/KARAJAN  4/6d 
139  017  435/269 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUVUHAI TI NK  12/70  40'50 
6500  012  450./278 
PYE  AMERICAN  SO/STOI<OWSKI  I /72 
vcs  10095  235/145 
DECCA  LSO/SZELL  3/72 
SPA  206  245/145 
DECCA  RPO/FISTOULARI  I /72 
PFS  4225  435/269 
HMV  BPO/KARAJAN  12/72  136'20 
SLS  833  1145/707 
DECCA  WASHINGTON  SO/OORATI  3113 
SXL  6574  450/278 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTTISH  NAT/GIBSON  1/76  41 '05 
CFP  40228  149/92 
DG  VPO/ABBADO  11/76 
2530  651  435/269 
PYE  LPO/SOUDANT  2/77 
PCNHX  8  450/278 
RDF  CZECH  PO/SLOVAK  4/TI 
LGOO  1 00  699/431 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/SLOVAK  4/78 
410  1749  299/185 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  6/78 
2530  883  435/269 
CBS  NY  PO/BERNSTEIN 
76482  429/265 
MELOYDIA  MOSCOW  RO/ROZHDESTVENSKY 
CM  03576  355/219 
MELOYIJIA  MOSCOW  RO/ROZHDESTVENSKY 
SR  40264  499/308 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
SXL  6157  450/278 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2740  126  1600/988 
37 RCA 
GL  11328 
CLS  PLSR 
CFJ->  161 
DG 




Al-?LI  0665 
DECCA 
08  D6 
DECCA 





BOSTON  SO/MONTEUX 
249/154 
NAT  YOUTH  ORCH/FJELDSTEDT 
149/92 
LENINGRAD  SO/MRAVINSKY 
259/160 
NY  PO/BARENBOIM 
429/265 








CBS  SO/MILLER 
299/185 
n'ORK  32.  TCHAIKOn'SKYt  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
OFCCA  PARIS  CONS/SOLTI 
SPA  223  235/145 
CAMDF.N  BOSTON  SO/MONTEUX 
CCV  5049  135/83 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KEMPE 
SXLP  30216  285/176 
DG  LENINGRAD  PO/MRAVINSKY 
2538  179  259/160 
fJHI LIPS  LSO/OO~ATI 
65B2  013  245/151 
38 
33'38 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/73  10/56 
10/59 
11/76  9/61  47'59 
3/75  10/61 
10/76  11162  46'03 DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  4/64  44'25 
JB  24  250/154 
DECCA  VPO/KRI PS  8/66  5/59 
SOD  142  250/154 
DECCA  NEW  PHILH/STOKOWSKI  1/77  1/68 
SOD  493  250/154 
PYE  LSO/SAfWENT 
HM  511  250/154 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/MEHTA  4/69 
SXL  6380  450/278 
PYE  HALLE/BARB! ROLLI  8/76  10/59 
GGCD  303  275/170 
DECCA  BPO/MENGELBERG  4/63 
DP6  48014  550/340 
HMV  BPO/KARAJAN  12/72  136'20 
SLS  833  1145/707 
DG  LSO/ABBADO  4/72 
2530  198  435/269 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTfiSH  NAT/GIBSON  12/73  44'49 
CFP  40054  149/92 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK  2/76  49'50 
6500  922  450/278 
DECCA  CHICAGO  50/SOLTI  4/76 
SXL  6754  450/278 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  8/76 
2530  699  435/269 
RCA  NEW  PHILH/HOI-?ENSTEIN  10/76 
GL  25007  249/154 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA  I /78 
2530  888  435/269 
DECCA  PHILH/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  6884  450/278 
RDF  CZECH  PO/MATACIC  12/61 
LGDD  I 00  699/431 
MERCURY  /DORATI 
SR  175056  499/308 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
139  018  435/269 
39 .\iELC>YD I A  MOSCOW  RO/ROZHOESTVENSKY 
SH  40265  499/308 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
SXL  6085  450/278 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/MONTEUX 
GL  11328  249/154 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2740  126  1600/988 
PYE  HALLE/BARBIROLLI 
GSGC  14029  155/96 
EMI/HMV 
ASO  2HI5 
SUPRAPHON 




AHLI  0664 
SUPRAPHON 
SUA  10141 
DECCA 
DB  06 
TAYLOR 
ASC  10014 
SAGA 
SAGA  5381 
PEERLESS 
ORPS  86 
DECCA 




2721  184 
DG 
2535  216 
B~S 

















BELGRADE  NAT  SO/ 
199/123 
LA  PO/MEtiTA 
I 995/1231 
NY  PO/BERNSTEIN 
519/320 
LENINGRAD  SCVMRAVINSKY 
259./160 
ROYAL  PO/DORATI 
259/160 





MER  204 
BA\4BEf?G  SO/STEIN 
75/46 
WORK  33.  TCHAIKOWSKYr  6TH  SYM!>HONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Time 
--------------------------------------
RCA  l>HLD/TOSCANINI  7/77 
RL  01900  429/26~ 
OG  BPO/FURTWANGLER  5/76 
2535  165  259/160 
DECCA  PARIS  CONS/KLEIBER  9/76  5/54 
ECS  787  235/145 
DECCA  SUISSE/ANSERMET  I /73  6/57 
SPA  221  235/14~ 
PYE  HALLE/BARR I ROLLI  8/76  5/59 
GGCD  303  275/170 
ROF  CZECH  t->O/TALICH  7/77  6/60 
HCN  8013  199/123 
EMI/HMV  PHI LH/GIULI NI  6/76  4/61  46'55 
SXLP  30208  285/176 
CLS  PLSR  PHILH/KLETZKI  11/61 
CFP  40220  149/92 
DG  LENINGRAD  PO/MRAVINSKY  12/74  11/61 
2538  180  259/160 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  10/64 
138  921  435/269 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/.RE1 NER  6/75  11/65 
CCV  5024  135/83 
SAGA  BOSHOI  TH/MELIK-PASHEV  1/66  45'00 
SAGA  5002  175/108 
DECCA  RPO/LEWIS  1169 
PFS  4161  435/269 
RCA  PHLO/ORMANDY 
SB  6828  399/246 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK  2/71  47~43 
6500  OSI  450/278 
41 RDF  CZECH  PO/MATACIC  12/71 
LGDD  I 00  699/431 
HMV  BPO/KARAJAN  12/72 
SLS  833  1145/707  136'20 
RCA  NBC  SO/TOSCANINI  9/72 
AT  104  149/92 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KARAJAN  6/75  12/72  45'15 
ASD  2816  440/272 
DG  VPO/A BBADO  7/74 
2530  350  435/.269 
PHILIPS  PARIS  ORCH/OZAWA  4/75  44'52 
6500  850  450/278 
RCA  LSO/T JEKNAVOf?IAN  11/"/6 
LHLI  5129  425/262 
PHILIPS  LSO/OORATI  2/77  44' 17 
6582  014  245/151 
DG  BPO/KAHAJAN  6/77 
2530  774  435/269 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  9/77 
SXL  6814  450/278 
PYE  LPO/SOUDANT 
PCNHX  12  450/278 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  9/75  42'50 
JH  25  250/154 
CLS  PLSR  PHILH/'.>ILVESTRI  58'21 
CFP  40013  149/92 
HMV  MOSCOV1  RO/ROZHJJESTVENSKY  45'26 
ASD  3226  440/272 
EMI /HMV  PHILH/KLETZI  45'17 
SXLP  20027  285/176 
MELOYDIA  USSR  SO/SVETLANOV 
c 01525-6  355/219 
SUPHA!->HON  CZECH  PO/MATACIC 
SUA  0100485  299/185 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  t>O/TALICH 
SUA  50124  299/185 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 




SXL  6164 
DG 
2740  126 
uG 
2721  184 
EMI 
EAC  30105 
t>EEHLESS 
ORPS  87 
HMV 
SLS  5003 
RDF 
SLT  60033 
DECCA 
UPA  547-8 
MELOYDIA 
CM  035BI 
DECCA 











BELGRADE  NAT  OP/BADROSSOAN 
I 99/12.3 






MOSCOW  ST/ROZDESTVENSKY 
355/219 
LA  1>.0/"AEHTA 
1995/1231 
WORK  34.  DVORAKa  7TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
238'56 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
--------------------------------
DECCA  LSO/MONTEUX  7/76  1162 
ECS  Tl9  235/145 
DECCA  HAMBURG  FW/SCHMI DT-I SSERSTEDT  5/70  II /53 
· ECS  544  235/145 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL  9/76  II 0-'45 
78304  849/524 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL  211.8  12/63  35'49 
61732  299/185 
43 DECCA  LSO/KERTESZ  10/64  36-'40 
SXL  6115  450/278 
RDF  CZECH  PO/KOSLER  8/77  8/66 
LGO  007  I 99/123 
PYE  HALLE/BARB! ROLLI  2/77  6/59 
GGCD  304/1-2  275/170 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/MEiffA  4/69 
SXL  6381  450/278 
DG  BPO/KUBELIK  10/71 
2530  127  435/269 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/DAVISON  9/74  35'49 
CFP  40088  149/92 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/C  DAVIS  2/77  36'06 
9500  132  450.1278 
EMI/HMV  LPO/GIULI N  I  4/77  40'40 
ASD  3325  440/272 
ROF  CZECH  t>O/NEUMANN 
110  1834  299/185 
SUPRAt>HON  CZECH  PO/KOSLER 
SUA  50647  299/185 
OPUS  SLOVAK/KOSLER 
9110  2280  299/185 
vox  VPO/KERTESZ 
SVBX  5139  575/355 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/KOSLER 
SUA  10647  299/185 
DECCA  LSO/KERTESZ 
D6  07  2095/1293 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/NEWJ.fANN 
110  1621-8  299/185 
HMV  USSR  SO/SVETLANOV 
SLS  881  1575/972 
44 I'WRK  3~.  DVORAK a  9TH  SYM!JHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
-------------- ----
RCA  NBC  SO/TOSCANI NI  4/73  3/55 
AT  114  149/92 
DECCA  VPO/KUBELIK  11/75  10/58 
ECS  771  235/145 
SUPRA~HON  CZECH  ~0/TALICH  7/73  3/59 
SUA  10128  299/185 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KARAJAN  8n3  12/59  51'49 
ASD  2863  440/272 
PYE  HALLE/SARBI ROLLI  1/60 
GH  534  235/145 
PYE  HALLE/BARB! ROLL I  2/77  1/60 
GGCD  304/1-2  275/170 
CLS  PLSR  PHILH/SA~ALLISCH  1ono  4/60  43'40 
CFP  104  149/92 
CBS  CBS  SO/WALTER  12/77  9/60 
61234  299/185 
DG  BPo/FRICSAY  5/69  10/60 
135  053  259/160 
DECCA  V  PO/K EHTESZ  torJo  10/61 
SPA  87  235/145 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/GIULINI  7/74  3/62  5(}'24 
SXLP  30163  285/176 
SAGA  BPO/STRAUSS 
SAGA  5048  175/108 
00  BPO/KARAJAN  1/64 
138  922  435/269 
DECCA  LSO/KERTESZ  II /67 
SXL  6291  450/278 
DECCA  NEW  PHILH/OORATI  1/68  52'08 
PFS  4128  435/269 
EMl/HMV  BPO/KEMPE  53'07 
SXLP  30110  285/176 
PYE  LSO/LUDWIG 
HM  526  250/154 
45 CBS  LSO/ORMANDY  4/69 
61053  299/185 
PHILIPS  LSO/ROWICKI  3/78  1/70 
6580  259  245/151 
PEERLESS  HUNGARIAN  PO/ALBERT  10/70 
EXP  45  235/145  ~ 
·, 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/FIEDLER  6/75  5/71 
CCV  5012  135/83 
DG  BPO/KUBELIK  9/74  10/73 
2530  415  435/269 
CBS  CLEVELANO/SZELL  9/16  I 10'45 
78304  849/524 
DECCA  LA  PO/MEHTA  I 1/76 
SXL  6751  450/278 
EMI /HMV  NE~ JJHILH/MUTI  1/77  41 '22 
ASD  3285  440/272 
WEA  NEW  PHILH/HANDLEY  1/11  41 'I  6 
VAR  1018  379/234 
RCA  RPO/HORENSTEIN  1/11 
GL  25060  249/154 
RDF  CZECH  PO/ANCERL  8/11 
LGD  004  I 99/123 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KARAJAN  10/11  54'04 
ASD  3407  440/272 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GIULI Nl  2/78 
2530  881  435/269 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/NEUMANN 
SUA  I I 01334  299/185 
HMV  NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER  238'56 
SLS  5003  1245/769 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/ANCERL 
SUA  50433  299/J 85 
DECCA  LS 0/K ERTESZ 
SXL  629J  450/278 
RDF  SLOVAK  PO/KOSLER 
9110  0282  299/185 
PHILIPS  SAN  FSU/OZAWA  53'52 
9500  001  450/278 
46 vox  VPO/KERTESZ 
SVBX  5139  575/355 
DECCA  lSO/KERTESZ 
06  07  2095/1293 
00  BPO/GERDES 
2548  204  159/98 
HMV  BIJO/KARAJAN 
SLS  839  1425/880 
RCA  /STOK <>riSK I 
ARL2  0334  798/4.93 
DECCA  LSO/KERTESZ/KUBELIK 
DPA  539-40  435/269 
DECCA  VPO/KUBELIK 
Dt>A  501-2  435/269 
WEA  NEW  PHILH/ 
K53  530  379/234 
PANTON  CZECH  t>O/STUPKA 
01  0447-800  199/123 
SAGA  BPO/STHAUSS 
SAGA  5048  175/108 
PEERLESS  PHILH/MASTERS 
ORPS  94  I 9.9/123 
FESTIVAL  ZURICH/KRIPS 
FC  409  299/185 
WORK  36.  SCHUBERT•  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or label  Interpretation  Review  dates Tbte  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BAV  RO/JOCHUM  6na  t/59 
2736  002  1600/988 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH  10/60 
CCV  5054  135/83 
DECCA  LSO/KRIPS  . 4/77  1/59 
SPA  467  235/145 
RCA  PHLD/TOSCANI Nl  1n1  t0/63·· 
RL  01900  425/262 
47 DG  BPO/HOEHM  1/64 
138  877  435/269 
DECCA  VPO/KEf?TESZ  4/64 
SXL  6089  450/278 
PHILIPS  DRESDEN  ST/SAWALLISCH  3/68  55'45 
6580  207  245/151 
OG  BPO/KARAJAN  2/71 
139  043  435/269 
RCA  PHLD/TOSCANINI  4/72 
AT  102  149/92 
RCA  NEW  PHILH/GUSCHLBAUER  I J /72 
STU  70720  475/293 
EMI/HMY  LPO/BOULT  12/72  53·' 55 
ASD  2856  440/272 
DECCA  RPO/VONK  6/75 
PfS  4335  435/269 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/P.RITCHARD  8/76  59'18 
CFP  40233  149/92 
HCA  BOSTON  SO/STEINBERG  11/76 
GL  25008  249/154 
PHILIPS  CONCERfGEBOUW/HAITINK  2/77  49'49 
9500  097  450/278 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/MEHTA  7/77  52'08 
SXL  6729  440/272 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/KONW ITSCHNY 
SUA  10444  299/185 
AMADEO  K.OLNER  RUND  SO/KLEI BER/KOLN 
AVRSI9  015ST  399/246 
HM/MUNDI  WAND/KOLN 
065  99  736  435/269 
DECCA  SCO/MUNCHINGER 
SXL  6427  450/278 
EMI/HMV  HALLE/BARBIROLLI  52'34 
SXLP  30267  285/176 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI 
2530  882  435/269 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2535  290  259/160 
48 EMI/rlMV  HALLE/BARB! !?OLLI  52'34 
ASO  2251  440/272 
RCA  NEW  PHILH/MASUR 
RL  25031  425/262 
DECCA  LSO/KRI PS 
SPA  467  235/145 
MONO  VPO/KARAJAN 
EAC  30104  :,49/339 
PHILIPS  DRESDEN  ST/SAWALLISCH 
6747  491  1250/7/2 
OG  BPO/BOEHM/PRETRE 
2740  188  3850/2377 
DECCA  VPO/K Ef?TESZ 
0105  05  1150/648 
OG  BPO/BOEHM 
2740  127  1475/910 
DG  BPO/FURTWANGLER  2/55 
2535  808  259/160 
DECCA  CONCERTGEBOUVUKRI PS  7/74  1/52 
ECS  714  239/148 
WORK  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUH  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA  SOLISTI  VENETI/SCI MONE  4/77  12/72 
STU  706RO  475/293 
SELECTA  VCM/HARNONCOURT  3/78 
EK  635380  440/278 
PHI LI !-JS  I  MUSIC IIHO LUGER  10/62 
6768  0 II  1250/172 
DECCA  SCO/MUi'JCHI GER  3172  12/58 
SPA  201  235/145 
DECCA  WUHTENBURG  CHBR/FAERBER  6/66 
TV  340405  235/14:> 
DECCA  NEll./  PHILH/STOKOWSKI  10/67 
PfS  4124  435/209 
49 RDF  SLOVAK  CHBR/WARCHAL  8/77  1/68 
qoy  2001  299/185 
DG  LUCERNE  FEST/BAUMGARTNER  4/68  2161 
135  024  259/160 
PHILIPS  STUTTGART  SOLC>I STS/COURAUD  2/77  9/68  35'37 
6530  014  199/123 
PEERLESS  HEIDELBERG  CHBR/GOTfSCHE  l/69 
EXP  11  235/145 
DECCA  AMSF/MARRINEI?  9/70 
ZRG  654  399/246 
PHILIPS  I  MUSICI/MICHELUCCI  12/70  41'54 
6500  017  450/278 
PHILIPS  ECO/SZERYING  7/72 
6580  002  245/151 
RCA  SOLISTI  VENETI/SCIMONE  7/76  12/72 
STU  70679  475/293 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  5/73 
2530  296  435/269 
CBS  ECO/ZUKERMAN  5/73  42'27 
73079  429/265 
CLS  PLSR  VIRT  OF  ENG/DAVISOtll  6/73  40'59 
CFP  40016  149/92 
DECCA  SCO/MUt'-JCL I NGEH  4174  40'21 
SXL  6557  450/278 
DG  KUENTZ  CHBR/Ff?ASCA-COLOMBIER  I I /75 
2548  005  159/98 
EMI/HMV  LENINGRAD/SHINDER  39'01 
SXLP  30195  285/176 
EMI/HMV  LPO/PEf?LMAN  2/77  43'27 
ASO  3293  440/272 
CRD  ENGLISH  CON/STANDAGE  11/76 
CRD  1025  399/246 
SAGA  SINGONIA  DI  SIENA/1:3ADINI  2117  51 '00 
SAGA  5 443  175/108 
RCA  SOL I STI  DI  ZAGREB/GALWAY  2/77 
f?L2  5034  425/262 
PHI Ll PS  BCO/NEGRI  3171  42'06 
9~00  I 00  450/278 
50 RCA  CANTILENA  ORCH/SHEPHERD  7/77 
Gl25  061  249/154 
EMI  KOTO  NEW  ENS/ 
rwox  1062  440/272 
SUPRAPHON  PRAGUE  CHBR/HLAVELEK  7/78 
410  2028  299/185 
CBS  LA  GRAND  ECURIE/MALGOIRE 
76717  429/265 
DECCA  SCO/MUl~CHINGER 
ECS  506  239/148 
PYE  SOFIA  PO/KADENDJEV 
HMH  107  3991246 
PHILIPS  DREDSEN  ST/SAWALLISCH  55'45 
6580  207  245/151 
PEEHLESS  MILAN  LA  SCALA/ 
ORPS  2  I 99/123 
DECCA  ASMF/ 
0101  010  1 995/1231 
TELEFUKEN  VCM/HARNONCOURT 
6353  386  720/444 
WOOLWORTH  II 
MER  209  75/46 
CBS  ECO/ZUKERMAN  12/73 
18 225  849/524 
r-IOHK  38.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  LSO/GllJLINI 
ASD  2992  440/272 
HMV  PHILH/SOLOMON  10/77  9/55  198'29 
SLS  5094  995/614 
DECCA  LSO/MO:-.ITEUX  7/75  4/60 
SPA  385  235/145 
51 DECCA  LSO/SZELL  12/62  48' 15 
SXL  6023  450/278 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/RUBINSTEIN  12/71  12/67 
DPS  2015  450/278 
EMI/HMV  NE/v  PHILH/BARBIROLLI  3/68  51'20 
ASD  2353  440/272 
HMV  NEv-I  !-JHILH/BARBIROLLI  5/74  3/68  1  02' 15 
SLS  874  850/525 
PHILIPS  CmJCERfGEF30U~I/HA  ITI  NK  10/70 
6700  018  899/555 
PHILIPS  CONCEfUGEHOUW /HAITI  NK  10/70  52'33 
6580  302  245/151 
DG  BPO/JOCHUM  12/72 
2"107  064  870/53/ 
OG  BPO/JOCHUM  6/78  12/72 
2726  082  518/320 
PHILIPS  CONC ERI"GEBOUVUSCHM I DT-I SSERSTEDT  2/75  49' 16 
6500  623  450/278 
EMI  LPO/SZELL  6/75  4/39 
SH  223  305/1 88 
DECCA  LPO/DE  t'iAART  11/75 
SXL  6728  450/278 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/MEHTA  10/76 
SXL  6797  450/278 
RCA  NY  PO/MASUR  2/77 
RL  25031  425/262 
DG  BPO/  JOCHUM/GILELS 
2530  258  435/269 
~EA  HALLE/LOUGHRAN/LI LL  48·'41 
K53  570  379/234 
CBS  PHILH/ORMANDY  167'59 
77372  549/339 
DECCA  VPO/BOEHM 
TV  34549  235/145 
52 I'IORK  39.  BliAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  LAbel  InterpretAtion  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  reclest  cldisp 
f1CA  IOI?Iv\ANOYIRUBINSTEIN 
SB  6889  3991246 
HMV  IMAAZELIR I CHTER 
ASD  2554  4401272 
RCA  NBC  SOITOSCANINIIHORO~ITZ  6176 
VH  019  1751108 
HMV  PHILH/DOBROWENISOLOMON  10177  10147  198'29 
SLS  5094  9951614 
DECCA  VPOIKNAPPERTSBUSCHICURZON  3175  7158 
ECS  751  23'51145 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SOIREINERIGILELS  7159 
CCV  5042  135183 
DECCA  LSDIFERENCS I KIKATCHEN  9177  11160 
SPA  458  2351145 
DG  BPOIFRICSAY lANDA  II 174  6161 
2538  256  2591160 
CLS  PLSR  PHILHIGIULINIIARRAU  617 3  3163  50'22 
CFP  40034  149192 
DECCA  LSOIMErlTAIASHKENAZY  9167 
SXL  6309  4501278 
DECCA  LS 0  IM EHT A  I AS HK E  NAZ Y  9177  9167 
D62  04  I I 951738 
DECCA  VPOIBOEHMIBACKHAUS  10167  48'05 
SXL  6322  4501278 
RCA  RCA  SCVKRIPSIRUBINSTEIN  12171  12167 
DPS  2015  4501278 
EMI IHMV  NEW  PHILHIBARBIROLLIIBARENBOIM  12168  50'  55 
ASD  2413  4401272 
HMV  NEW  PHI LHIBARBI ROLLIIBARENBOI M  5174  12168  1  02' I:, 
SLS  874  8501525 
UNICORN  BPOIFURT~ANGLERIFISCHER  8169 
UNI  102  2991185 
HCA  NBC  SOITOSCANI NI IHOROV'HTZ  4172 
AT  103  149192 
53 OG 
2726  082 
DG 
2540  259 
PHILIPS 
6500  767 
DECCA 
SDD  R522 
OG 
2530  790 
DECCA 
~FS  4428 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40233 
DG 
2535  263 
DG 
2548  237 
RCA 









6/78  12/72 
6/74 
CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK/BRENDEL  12/74 
450/278 
LEIPZIG  GEV'IAND/MASUR/C  OU SSET  2/77 
250/154 








MOSCOrl  RO/ROZHDESTVENSKY 
159/98 
CHICAGO  SO/LEI NSDORF/RI CHTER 
249/154 




OLYMPIA  /I 
c  063-12  788  475/293 
DG 
2107  064 
BPO/ JOCHUM 
870/537 
riOf?K  40.  HEETHOVENr  PIANO  CONCEf?TO  NO.  3 
48'43 
59'18 
16 7 '59 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DF.CCA 
ECS  524 
DECCA 
S/)f)  226 





I /70  2/53 
5/59 DECCA  VPO/SCHMI DT-1 SSERSTEDT /BACKHAUS  6/76  5/60 
SPA  402  235/145 
DG  BAV  SO/FRICSAY/FISCHER  8/76  2/61 
2548  238  159/98 
DECCA  VPM/WALLBERG/BRENDEL  5/68  8/61 
TV  34207S  235/145 
DG  BPO/L El TNER /KEMP FF  7/62 
138  776  435/269 
DG  VSO/SANDERLING/RICHTER  I /76  11/63 
2535  I 07  259/160 
SAGA  I NNSBRUCK  SO/WAGNER/BLUMENTHAL  8/66 
SAGA  5267  175/108 
PHILIPS  CON'CERTGEBOUW/HAINTINK/ARRAU  10/73  8/65  37'43 
6580  078  245/151 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/LEINSOORF/RUBINSTEIN  3/69 
SB  6787  399/246 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAIT INK/A RRAU  12/67 
SAL  37 35  450/278 
DECCA  LSO/FOSTER/LUPU  9/71 
SXL  6503  450/278 
RDF  PRAGUE  SO/SMETACEK/PANENKA  5/72 
110  0897  299/185 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP  1/73  55'  13 
6500  315  450/278 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI/ASHKENAZY  II /75  9/73 
SXL  6653  450/278 
CLS  PLSI~  SC01TISH  NAT/GI BSON/LI LL  6/77  36'34 
CFP  40259  149/92 
DECCA  VPO/WALLBERG 
TV  34400  235/145 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/MUTI/RIC~fER 
ASD  3543  440/272 
DECCA  VPO/STEIN/GIJLDA  34'41 
JB  40  250/154 
DG  BPO/KEMPFF 
2721  128  1600/988 
HMV  PHILH/CLUYTENS/SOLOMON 
SLS  5026  995/614 
55 PHI LI ,JS  LSO/DA VIS/BISHOP 
6747  104  999/617 
HIAV  BPO/KA~AJAN/WEISSENBERG 
SLS  5112  1695/1046 
DECCA  VPO/STEIN/GULDA 
JB  18  250/154 
PHILIPS  LPO/HAI TI NK/BRENOEL 
6767  002  1750/1080 
HMV  NEr'l  PHILH/BARENBOIM/KLEMPERER 
SLS  941-4  1310/809 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTTISH  NAT/  LILL 
CFP  78253  450/278 
~CA  LPO/BARENBOIM 
CRL5  1415  1275/787 
DECCA  VPO/STE I N/GULDA 
SUOE  3047  1250/772 
DG  BPO/KEMPFF/LEITNER 
2721  066  1300/802 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI /SAHK ENAZY 
SXLG  6594-7  1800/11 II 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
SXL  6829  450/278 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL/FLEISCHER 
77 37 1  549/339 
v'IOOUWRTH  I I 
MER  399  75/46 
CLS  PLSR  // 
CFP  40076  149/92 
r'IOiiK  41.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  20104 
NEW  PHI LH/GELBA 
285/176 
56 
Review  dates  Time BWS  //V,ICHELANGELI 
I GI  327  349/215 
BY..S  /SA!iGENT/MALCOLM 
725  349/215 
RCA  RCA  50/HEINER/HOROVHTZ  II /74  6/56 
VH  009  175/108 
DECCA  VPO/KNAPPERTSBUSCH/CURZON  7/74  I /58 
SPA  334  235/145 
PYE  HALLE/BARB I ROLLI/KATZ  8/75  12/59 
GSGC  15015  I 55/96 
DG  BPO/L EITNER/FOLDES  II /75  12/59 
2548  206  159/98 
DECCA  VPO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT/BACKHAUS  10/76  4/60 
SPA  452  235/145 
SAGA  HAMBURG  PM/HU!iST/FIORENTINO  8/61  46'00 
SAGA  5047  175/108 
DG  BPO/L EITNER/KEMP Ff  5/62 
138  777  435/269 
DECCA  LSO/GAMBA/KATCHEN  1/70  9/64 
SOD  225  250/154 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOU~/HAI  TI NK/A RRAU  12/74  8/65  39'07 
6580  094  245/151 
DECCA  VPM/MEHTA/BRENDEL  12/69  4/69 
TV  34209S  235/145 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER/BARENBOIM  41  '41 
ASD  2500  440/272 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS/BISHOP  3/70 
SAL  37 87  450/278 
EMI/HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/GILELS  11/76  12/70  39'28 
SXLP  30223  285/176 
HUNG/SLCT  HUNGARIAN  ST/NEMETH/ANTAL 
SHLX  900009  135/83 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/STOCK/SCHNABEL  8/71 
CCV  5028  135/83 
DECCA  VPO/STEIN/GULDA  12/77  9/71  40'30 
JB  18  250/154 
RDF  PRAGUE  SO/SMETACEK/PANENKA  12/71 
II 0  0649  299/185 
57 PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/ROSBAUD/CASAOESUS  5/72  36'42 
6580  005  245/151 
WINfHH LL  NUREMBURG  SO/TSCHUPP/NAKAJIV.A  7/73 
WMD  I 53  19/49 
MERIDIAN  NUREMBURG  SO/TSCHUPP/NAKAJI V.A  7/78  7/73 
E77  00 I  299/185 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLI I /ASHKENAZY  3/75  9/73 
SXL  6655  450/278 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI /ASHKENAZY  9/TI  9/73 
062  04  1195/738 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI/ASHKENAZY  12/77  9/73 
on D5  1395/861 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTri SH  NAT /GI BSON/L ILL  10/74  39'52 
CFP  40087  149/92 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KARAJAN/WEI SSEi'JBERG  1/75  39'49 
ASD  3043  440/272 
RCA  LPO/BAf.?ENBOIM/RUBENSTEIN  3/78  5/76 
I?L  11420  425/262 
RCA  RPO/KEMPE/FRI KUSNY  II /76 
GL  25014  249/154 
SYMPHNC  SYMPHONICA  OF  LON/MORRIS/ROSEN 
SYM  10  3 99/246 
CBS  NY  PO/BERNSTEIN/SERKIN  38'20 
61918  299/185 
PHILIPS  LPO/HAITINK/BRENDEL  39'43 
9500  243  450/278 
RCA  BOSTON/LEINSDORF 
SB  6598  399/246 
OG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA/ESCHENBACH 
2535  296  21j9/160 
DECCA  NY  PO/SEGAL 
PFS  4291  435/269 
HMV  PHI LH/CLUYTENS/SOLOMON  167'51 
SLS  5026  995/614 
DG  BPO/KE,;.{PFF 
2-/21  128  1600/98f3 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
6747  I 04  999/617 
58 PHI LI  r>S  LPOIHAITINKIBRENDEL 
6767  002  175011080 
CLS  !JLSR  SCOTI'ISH  NATILI LL 
CFP  7H253  4501278 
RCA  LPOIBAHENBOIM 
CHL5  1415  127517  87 
HMV  NEW  .PHILHIBARENBOIMIKLEMPEHER 
SLS  941-4  13101809 
HMV  BPOIKARAJANIV~EI  SSENBErW 
SLS  5112  169511046 
PHILIPS  CONCERfGEBOUWIHAITINK 
6580  078  2451]:,) 
PHI Ll  PS  VSOII-< I C  1-ffEH 
2535  101  2591160 
DECCA  VPOISTEINIGULDA 
SlJUE  304  7  1250177  2 
DG  BPOIK  E~P  FF ll  EITNER 
2721  066  13001802 
EMI IHi-AV  IMUTI IK I CHTER 
ASD  3543  4401272 
CBS  CLEVELANDISZELLIFLE I SCHEH 
T/371  5491339 
EVEf~EST  IBLEME1"JTHAL 
3372-5  7501463 
MERIDIAN  II 
ET/001  2991185 
BASF  HA~BERG PHILHIBERTINIIFRAGER 
BAC  3093  3491215 
WORK  42.  PROKOrl EV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  I 
Co.  or  LAbel  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  reclest  cldisp 
PYE 






45'  114 
Review  dates  Time 
8166  4159 SAGA  MOSCOW  YOUTH  ORCH/KONDRASHI N/  8/63 
SAGA  5160  175/108 
DECCA  LSO/PREVI N/ASHKENAZY  6/76  I 0/75 
SXL  6767  450/278 
HUNG/SLCT  HUl'lGAR I AN  SO/KORODI/8ERMAN  2/77 
SHLX  90048  135/83 
DECCA 
TV  34585 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3571 
HMV 
SLS  882 
LUX  RO/DE  FROMENT 
235/145 
LSO/RATfLE/GAVR I LOV 
440/272 
LEIPZIG  GEWANDHAUS/MASUR 
1145/707 
DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/ASHKENAZY 
1588  218-20  1095/676 
DECCA 
SXL  6532 
SUI SSE  ROMANDE/STEI N 
450/278 
WORK  43.  PROKOFIEVr  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.2 
42'33 
15'29 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  ~/disp 
SUPI?APHON  CZECH  PO/  ANCERL/RA LOGHOVA  2/73  9/65 
SUA  0551  2 99/185 
DECCA  LUX  RO/FROMENT/TACCHINO  12/74 
STGBY  675  250/154 
DECCA  CINCINNATI  SO/  J OHNSON/BOL ET  1/76 
TV  345435  235/145 
DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/ASHKENAZY  6/76  10/75 
SXL  6767  450/278 
DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/ASHKENAZY  32'25 
15BH  218-20  1095/676 
HMV  //BEROFF 
SLS  B82  1145/707 
DECCA  Ff?ENCH  NAT  RAD/CLUTENS/OISTRAKH 
SLS  5004  1245/769 
60 v'HH?K  44.  MOZART I  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices1  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
TV  34260S 
STU'!TGAfrf  SOLO I STS/VH CH/GALLJ NG  7/7  2 
235/145 
DG 
2538  261 
EM I /HMV 
ASD  3218 
SELECT A 
Ah  641993 
HMV 
SLS  5031 
OG 
2720  030 
PHILIPS 
6500  773 
DG 
2740  138 
PHILIPS 
6747  375 








SALZ  MOZ/ANDA 
2150/1327 
VIENNA  CAPELLA/MELKUS 
450/278 
SALZ  MOZ/ANDA 
1300/802 
BOSTON  SO/HAEBLER 
3250/2006 
VWRK  45.  MOZARTI  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices1  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  STUTTGART  SOLOISTS/WICH/GALLI"JG 
TV  34260S  235/145 
DG  SALZ  MOZ/ANDA 
2538  261  259/160 
EMI/HMV  ECO/BARENBOIM 
SLS  3218  440/272 
DG  SALZ  MOZ/ANDA 
27 20  030  2150/1327 
61 
5/78 




Review  dates  Ti~e 
7/72 
5/75 
1/77  14'00 HMV  ECO/BA~ENBOIM  652'01 
SLS  5031  2400/1481 
PHILIPS  VIENNA  CAPELLA/MELKUS  56'58 
6500  773  450/278 
DG  SALZ  MOZ/ANDA 
2740  138  1300/802 
RCA  NBC  SO/TOSACANINI 
AT  110  149/92 
PHILIPS  BOSTON  SO/HAEBLER 
674-/  375  3250/2006 
DG  Vj-JO/BOEHM 
2530  791  435/269 
WORK  46.  MOZAHT r  COt~CERTO  FOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
PHIL! PS 
6580  1 44 
HUNG/SLCT 
SLPX  11631 
DECCA 
SXL  6716 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40291 
PHILIPS 
6747  375 
HMV 
SLS  5031 
LSO/GALLI ERA/HARBLER/HORRMA NN  12/76  10/68 
245/151 





1~ENUHI  N/H& Y&J  MENU HI N 
149/92 










652'01 ~ORK 47.  MOZARTt  CONCERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30175 
PHILH/GALLIERA/HASKIL/ANDA 
285/176 
Review  dates  Time 
9/74  2/57 
DECCA 
TV  340645 
VOLKSOPER/ANGERER/BRENDEL/KLEIN  1/67  5/61 
235/145 
CLS  PLSf1 
CFP  40291 
PHILIPS 
6580  083 
HUNG/SLCT 
SLPX  I 1631 
DG 
2530  456 
DECCA 
SXL  6716 
EM I /HMV 
ASD  3337 
RCA 
RL  25125 
HMV 
SLS  5031 
PHILIPS 
6747  375 




HUNGARIAN  SO/FERENCSI K/K OCS IS 
340/210 






NAT  PO/DUFALLO/WILD/PARKINSON 
425/262 
ECO/BAI1ENBO I M 
2400/1481 
BOSTON  SO/HAEULER 
3250/2006 
IW!?K  48.  SCHUMANII!r  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/H 1~V  PHILH/KARAJAN/LIPATfi 
HI.M  7046  285/176 
DECCA  LSO/KH IPS/KEMP FF 
ECS  802  235/14::) 
DECCA  VPO/ AN D!~EAE/GULDA 
SJ.lA  493  235/14:) 
63 
8/78  8/66  23'43 
8/74  10/68  51 '31 
II /74 




Review  dates  Time 
12/74  II /52  50'04 
9/53 
5/57 CLS  PLSH  PHILH/~ENGES/SOLOMON  12/76  12/59  29'35 
CFP  40255  149/92 
HMV  PHILH/,~ENGES/SOLOMON  10/77  12/59  198'29 
SLS  5094  995/614 
SAGA  HAMBURG  PM/RIEDE/FIOF?ENTINO  5/61  53' 
SAGA  5380  175/108 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/KEF?TESZ/KATCHEN  11/74  l/63 
SOD  422  250/154 
DECCA  VPO/~AND/BACKAUS  5/69  1/63 
SOD  201  250/154 
DG  BPO/KUBELIK/ANIJA  3/64 
138  888  435/269 
PHILIPS  CONCEHTGEBOU~/DOHNANYI/ARRAU  8/75  9/64  66' 14 
6580  108  245/151 
DECCA  SUI SSE/ANSEF?MET /LI PA n·r  1/71 
SOD  271  250/154 
DG  r'IAF?SAr'l  PO/ROWICKI/RICHTEF?  12/71 
25.18  025  259/160 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP  3/72  60'01 
6500  I 66  450/278 
PHILIPS  VSO/MOHALT/HICHTER-HASSER  10/72 
6870  581  245/151 
EMI/HMV  NEr'l  PHILH/BE!?GLUND/OGDON  10/72  59'38 
ASD  2802  440/272 
DECCA  LSO/P REV I N/LU PU  2/74 
SXL  6624  450/278 
DECCA  LUX  RO/FrW'vi"ENT/FIRKUSNY  5/74 
TV  3446HS  235/145 
DECCA  MILAN  LA  SCALA/MICHELANGELI  12/75 
AJ6  41903  350/216 
DG  BAY  RCVKUBELIK/KEMPFF 
2530  484  435/269 
EM I /HMV  MONTE  CARLO  OP/MATACIC/RICHTEF?  11/75  58'32 
ASD  31 33  440/272 
DECCA  BAMBEF?G  SO/FURST/FRANKL  I /76 
TV  34559S  235/145 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BARENBOIM/FISCHER-OIESKAU  49'22 
ASD  3053  440/272 
64 EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEOT /GUT! H?REZ  64'36 
ASD  3541  440/272 
DG  BAY  RO/KEMP FF 
2530  484  435/269 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/NEWMANN 
SUA  410  2073  299/185 
FESTIVAL  VIENNA  OP/DESARZENS 
FC  428  299/185 
DECCA  VPO/GULIJA/KATI N 
DPA  503-4  435/269 
ANGEL  II 
GR  2101  550/340 
~ORK 49.  GRIEGr  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
HUNG  HUNGARIAN/JANDO 
SLJ-IX  11710  340/210 
E'v\I/HMV  J-IHILH/GALLIERA/LIJ-IATTI  12/74  12/74  50'04 
HLM  7046  285/176 
DECCA  LSO/FISTOULARI/CURZON  5/70  11/56 
ECS  514  235/145 
DECCA  LSO/FISTOULARI/CURZON  6/75  11/56 
ECS  753  235/1 445 
RCA  RCA  SO/WALLENSTEI N/IWBENSTEI N  12/71  2/57 
DPS  2014  450/278 
CLS  PLSR  PH I  LH/'.~ENGES  /SOLOMON  12/76  12/59  29'02 
CFP  40255  149/92 
HMV  PHI LH/M ENGES/SOLOM ON  10/77  12/59  198'29 
SLS  5094  995/614 
DECCA  LSO/rJfLOSTAO/CURZON  2/60 
SXL  2173  450/278 
SAGA  COPENHAGEN  ROY  ORCH/FRANDSEN  3160  38' 
SAGA  5027  175/10d 
65 CBS  PHLI)/OfHI:ANDY /ENTRE~H>NT  2/70  0/60 
61040  299/1 ~5 
EM I /HMV  R  PO/I~  ELOON/BACHAUER  10/61  57'  33 
SXLP  20025  285/176 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/KERTESZ/KATCHEN  I I /74  I /63 
suo  422  250/154 
OG  BPC)/KUt3EL I K/ ANDA  3/64 
138  888  435/269 
UG  HPO/KUBELIK/ANDA  3/74  3/64 
2126  021  ~18/320 
DG  BPO/KUHELIK/ANDA  6/78  3/64 
2736  003  1600/988 
OG  BPO/M AAZEL  6/78  II /61 
2736  002  1600/988 
PHILIPS  CONCERfGEF30UW/DOHNANYI/ARRAU  8/75  9/64  66'14 
6~80  108  245/151 
CBS  MUNICH  PO/KEMPE/FREIHE  3/78  I I /65  60'35 
61697  299/185 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/PRITCHMW/KATI N  8/71  46' 16 
CFP  160  149/92 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP  3/72 
6500  166  450/278 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/BERGLUNG/OGDON  10/72  39'38 
ASD  2802  440/272 
DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/LUPU  2/74 
SXL  6624  450/278 
CAMDEN  OSLO  PO/Gf?UNER-HEGGE/BAEKKELUND  6/75 
CCV  5019  135/83 
EMI/HMV  MONTE  CARLO  OP/MATACIC/RICHTER  II /75  58'32 
ASD  3133  440/272 
EMI/HMV  LPO/fENNSTEDT /GUTIERREZ  64'36 
ASD  3541  440/272 
DECCA  LPO/OAVIS/KATIN 
SPA  170  235/145 
DECCA  UTAH/ABRAVANAL 
TV  34624  235/145 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/KERTESZ/KATCHEN 
DPA  567-8  635/392 
66 PHILIPS 
6580  115 
DG 
139  021 
DECCA 
DPA  503-4 






EMI  LPO/KARAJAN 
c 047  01363  218/135 
WORK  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/KRIPS/CAMPOLI 
ECS  52 I  235/145 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI/ELMAN 
ECM  813  235/145 
SAGA  COPENHAGEN  HOY  ORCH/HURST 
SAGA  5025  175/108 
EMI/HMV  PARIS  ORTF/CLUYTENS/D  OISTRAKH 
SXLP  30168  285/176 
45'13 
Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
3/70  5/52 
4/78  11/55  46'  I 0 
44' 
II /74  6/60  45'17 
HMV  FRENCH  NAT  RAD/CLUYTENS/OISTRAKH  10/75  6/60  231''28 
SLS  5004  124.5/769 
CBS  NY  PO/BEfmSTEIN/STERN  2/75  7/60  43''45 
61598  299/185 
HMV  VPO/SILVESTRI/MENUHIN  4/78  12/60  198J'21 
SLS  5106  795/491 
CLS  PLSR  PARIS  CONS/SILVESTRI/KOGAN  II /70  2/61  43'48 
CFP  139  149/92 
CBS  CBS  SO/WALTER/FRANCESCA TTl  6/62 
78309  849/524 
DG  VPO/FURTWANGLER/SCHNEIDERHAN  5/77  12/63 
2535  809  249/154 
PHILIPS  LSO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT/SZERYNG  I /72  1/66  45'15 
6580  004  245/151 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER/MENUHIN  11/66  44'45 
ASD  22~5  440/272 
67 DG  BPO/KAHAJAN/FERRAS  12/67 
139  021  435/269 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN/FERRAS  6161  12/67 
2740  137  I 000/617 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/BOULT/SUK  3/71  52'03 
ASD  2667  440/272 
RCA  NBC  SO/TOSCANINI/HEIRETZ  6/71 
DPS  2006  450/278 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK/SZERYNG  10/74  45'39 
6500  531  450/278 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/DAVIS/GRUNIAUX  3/75  41'42 
6500  775  450/278 
EMI/HMV  VIENNA  OP/BLECH/KREI SLER  9/75  50'47 
HLM  7062  285/176 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK/KREBBERS  2/76  45'13 
6580  115  245/151 
CBS  NY  PO/BARENBOIM/ISAAC  STERN  3/76 
76417  429/265 
RCA  VSO/D  OISTRAKH/I  OISTRAKH  10/76 
GL  25005  249/154 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/BAf?ENBOI M/ZUKERMAN  lilT! 
2530  903  435/269 
UN I CORN  BRNO  PO/WALDHAUS/BLUMENTHAL  10/70 
Ul\15  226  325/201 
DG  ECO/BARENBOIM/BARENBOIM  10/74 
2530  457  435/269 
PHILIPS  NEW  PHI LH/GALLI ERO/GRU~  IAUX 
6570  051  245/151 
HUNG  BUDAPEST  SO/FEf?ENCS I K 
SLPX  I I 97 I  340/210 
DG  BPO/ JOCHU~VSCHN  E  I DEf?HAN 
135  081  435/269 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/KONWITSCHNY 
SUA  50445  299/185 
DG  BPO/K E~P  FF 
2721  128  1600/988 
CBS  /WALTE~ 
61  001  299/185 
68 DACAPO  /MENUHIN 
C  04  7  00 I I 7  2 89  I  I 7 8 
EMI  LEIPZIG  GEWANDHAUS/MENUHIN/KREI 
c  047  1234  285/176 
WOf?K  51.  BRAHMSs  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
ECS  704 
fiCA 
DPS  2002 
VPO/SCHURICHT/FERRAS 
235/143 
BOSTON  SO/MUNCH/HEIFETZ 
450/278 
EMI/HMV  RPO/KEMPE/MENUHIN 
SXIY  30186  285/176 
HM V  BPO/K E'  .  .WE/MENUHI N 
SLS  5106  795/491 
CAMDEN 







Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/75  8/54 
2111  3/56 
6/75  5/59  40'39 
4/78  5/59  182'27 
II /59 
8/76  9/60  40'03 
HMV 
SLS  :.i004 
F~?ENCH  NAT  RAD/KLEMPERER/OI STI-?  I 0/75  II /61  231 '28 
1245/769 
DG 
138  930 
H~.v 
SLS  786 
EM I /H\W 
ASD  2525 
SAGA 
SAGA  5231 
PHILIPS 
6500  299 
1-'HILIPS 
651-30  087 
BPO/KAr?AJAN/FERI-?AS 
435/269 








9/73  2/70 
NE~  PHILH/DAVIS/GRUNIAUX  1/73 
450/278 
CONCERTGEBOUr'UHAI TI NK/K RE BBEf?S  4/7 5 
245/151 
69 





M share DG 
2530  592 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3261 
CBS 
78309 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40221 
DG 
2548  263 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3385 
VPO/  JOCHUM/MILSTEIN  12/75 
435/269 
BPO/KARAJAN/KREMER  10/76 
440/272 




BELGIAN  RO/DEFOSSEZ/KORSAKOV  7/77 
159/98 
CHICAGO  SO/G  I ULI N I /PERLMAN  11/77 
440/272 
EM!  LUCERNE  FEST/FURT~ANGLER/MENUHIN 
c  047  1239  289/178 
HMV  FRENCH  NAT  RAD/KLEMPERER/OISTF? 
c  065  00534  430/265 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK 
6500  530  450/278 
CBS  PHLO/ORMANDY/STERN 
77372  549/339 
EM I /HMV  FHENCH  NAT  HAD/KLE.~PERER/01  STR 
SXLP  30264  285/176 
P EEHLESS  BPO/M ICHAELS 
ORPS  77  I 99/ I 23 
PHILIPS  NY  PO/GRUMIAUX 
6833  234  199/123 
CBS  NY  PO/FRANCESCATII 
61123  299/185 
ELECTHOLA  BPO/STEI NBERG/KREI SLER 
c  053  01401  390/241 
EM I  LPO/K REI SLER 
SH  I 15  305/188 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  r'O/SUK 
50  578  299/185 
EMI/HMV  /RICHTER/BAUER 







41  '07 
167'59 
40'35 ~WRK 52.  MOZARTr  VI OLl N CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
-------------------------------------------·-------
DG  BPO/SCHNEIDERHAN  12/76  1/69 
2535  205  259/160 
t>Hl LIPS  NE!'j  t>HILH/GIBSON/SZERYNG  I 1/7 I  10/70  53'08 
6500  035  450/278 
HMV  BPO/OISTRAKH/0  OISTRAKH  10/72  207' 18 
SLS  828  1  I 45/707 
CBS  ECO/BAHENBOIM/ZUKEHMAN  1/75  145'41 
77381  849/524 
DG  BPO/SCHNEIDERHAN  8/75  1/69 
2740  I 16  1  I 00/679 
DG  Bt>O/KARAJAN 
2531  049  450/278 
PHILIPS  AMSTERDAM  MOZ  ENS/BFWGGEN 
6775  012  899/555 
CRD  NEW  LONDON/THOMAS 
CRD  1041  399/245 
RCA  t>RAGUE/SUK 
LRLI  5084  425/262 
ANGEL  //MENUHIN 
36231  499/308 
WORK  53.  MOZARTr  V  lOLl N CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  HAMBURG  RO/SCHMIOT-ISSERSTEDT  6/73  l/62 
2538  094  259/160 
DECCA  GERMAN  OP/fWTHER/KULENKAMPFF  5/66 
DP6  48013  350/216 
DECCA  GERMAN  OP /ROTHER/KULENKAMPFF  1/78  5/66 
AJ6  42216  350/216 
71 RCA  ORCH/HERF ITZ 
LS1:3  4063  249/154 
DG  RPO/SCHNEIDERHAN 
2740  116  II 00/679 
CLS  PLSR  PARIS  CONS/VANDERNOOT 
CFP  124  149/92 
DECCA  WURTEMI:3URG  CHBR/FAERBER 
TV  34186S  235/145 
CBS  EC0/1:3ARENBOIM/ZUKERMAN 
72859  429/265 
HMV  BPO/OISTRAKH/D  OISTRAKH 
SLS  928  1145/707 
EMI/HMV  BPO/D  OISTRAKH 
ASD  2988  440/272 
CBS  ECO/B.ARENBOI M/ZUKEF?MAN 
77381  849/524 
RDF  ECO/ASENSIO/ASENSIO 
ROY  2012  299/185 
EMI  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN 
2C  069  00201  460/284 
RCA  PRAGUE  CO/SUK 
LRLI  5086  425/262 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN/MU'ITER 
2531  049  450/278 
ANGEL  PHILH/MILSTEIN 
36007  4 99/308 
WORK  54.  TCHAIKOWSKYr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
PEERLESS 
ORP  889 
DECCA 
ECS  509 
RCA 
OPS  2002 




CHICAGO  SO/REINER/HEIFITZ 
4S0/278 
72 
9/72  10/67 
8/75  1/69 
7/72  10/61  51,37 
7/69 
II /70 
10/72  207,1 8 
7/74  30'49 
1/75  145'41 
2/78 
Review  dates  Time 
1/71  12/54 
217 I  l 0/58 DECCA  LSD/ARGENTA/CAMPOLI  7/72  12/58 
SPA  183  235/145 
EMI /HMV  PITTSBURGH  SO/STEINBERG/MILSTN  1/77  6/60  32·' 15 
SXLP  30225  285/1.76 
CBS  PHLD/ORMANDY/STERN  10/73  7/60 
61029  299/185 
DECCA  LSD/SARGENT/RICCI  4/66  8/60 
SOD  126  250/154 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SD/MUNCH/SZERYNG  6/75  8/60 
CCV  5015  135/83 
CLS  PLSR  PAR IS  CONS IS I LVESTfH/KOGAN  I 2/74  10/62  48'25 
CfP  40083  149/92 
EMI/HMV  LPSO/RODZINSKI/MORINI  3/64 
SXLP  20053  285/176 
RCA  LSO/OZAWA/FRIEDMAN  6/66 
SB  6666  399/246 
PYE  LSO/GOEHR/SPIVAKOWSKY 
HM  528  285/176 
RCA  BOSTON  50/LEINSUORF/PERLMAN  9/72  10/68 
LSB  4066  249/154 
CBS  LSO/DORATI/ZUKERMAN  II /69 
72768  429/154 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN/FERRAS  12/67 
139  028  435/269 
DECCA  LSO/PREVI N/KYUNG-WHA  CHUNG  11/70  34'  33 
SXL  6493  450/278 
DG  VPO/ A  BBADO/M I LSTE IN  12/73 
2530  359  435/269 
PHILIPS  ROTTERDAM  SO/WAART/FUJIKAWA  I /75  60'59 
6500  708  450/278 
Dt:CCA  NETH  RO/FOUf?NET/1-?ICCI  1/76 
PFS  4345  435/26<:;) 
PHI Ll PS  LSO/DORATI/SZERYNG  12/75  66'02 
6582  009  245/151 
DECCA  LUX  RO/DE  FROMENT/ROSAND 
TV  34553S  235/145 
PHILIPS  NEW  PHILH/KRENZ/Gf?UMIAUX  6/76  42'29 
9500  086  450/278 
73 PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS/S  ACCARDO  1/77  51'26 
9500  146  450/278 
DECCA  NEW  PHILH/ASHKENAZY/BELKIN  10/77 
SXL  6854  4~0/278 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK/SZERYNG  10/Tl  63'01 
9500  321  450/278 
EMI/HMV  MOSCOW  PO/ROZHDESTVENSKY /OI STR  50'21 
SXLP  30220  285/176 
EMI  BPO/STEINBERG/KREISLER 
c  053  01409  390/241 
PHILIPS  ROTTERDAM  PO/DE  WAART/FUJIKAWA  69'58 
6570  028  245/151 
PYE  LPO/SOUDANT 
PCNHX  14  450/278 
EMI/HMV  MOSCOW  RO/ROZHDESTVENSKY  58'05 
ASD  2813  440/272 
DECCA  LSO/rt ICC I /SARGE NT 
DPA  505  435/269 
EDUC  MEDIA  /I 
RR  442  349/215 
~ORK  55.  DVORAKr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Lnbel  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/SM?GENT /RICCI  4/66  8/60 
SDD  126  250/154 
DECCA  LSD/SARGENT/RICCI  7/75  9/61  31 '49 
SPA  398  235/145 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/ANCERL/SUK  6/64  5/62 
SUA  5018  299/  18S 
CBS  PHU)/Of?MANDY /STERN  9/77  10/66 
61332  299/185 
EMI/HMV  AMSTERDAM  PO/KEr{SJES/KRE BBEHS  81-14  46'42 
SXLP  30170  285/176 
74 EMI/HMV 
ASO  3120 
DG 





~ORK 56.  MOZART•  REQUIEM 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VIENNA  CAPELLA/KRIPS/LUOWIG 
ECS  715  235/145 
DG  BPO/KAf<AJAN/VIENNA  GM/LIPP 
2535  257  259/160 
I)ECCA  MUNICH  BACH  CH&OR/qJCHTER/KOHN 
5001-l  380  325/201 
DECCA  VPO/V I ENNA  ST  OP/KERTESZ/HORNE 
SJJA  476  235/145 
EMI /HMV  NEW  PHILH  &CH/FRUHBECK/MATHIS 
SXLP  30237  285/176 
PHIL! PS  BBC  SO/ALLDIS  CH/DAVIS/DONATH 
SAL  3649  450/278 
OG  VIENNA  OP  CH/VPO/BOEHM/MATHIS 
2530  143  435/269 
EMI/HMV  ECO/ALLDI S  CH/BAf.?EN BOI M/BAK ER 
ASD  2788  440/272 
RCA  GULBENKIAN  SO&CH/CORBOZ/AMELING 
STU  70943  475/293 
DG  BPO/VIENNA  GM/KARAJAN/BALTSA 
2530  705  435/269 
DECCA  AS"AF/MA RF?I NER/COF?TUBAS/WA TIS 
ZRG  876  399/246 
VIENNA  OP/SCHEHCHEN 
28926  XAU  325/201 
HMV  NEI~  PHI LH/FRUHBECK/BUI?GOS 
I  C  037  00088  309/241 
75 
10/75  45'2:2 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/74  I /51 
4/62 
8/73  6/62 
6/77  6/66  53'15 
5/78  3/68  53'41 
3/68 
2/72 




BAC  3091 
FESTIVAL 





WORK  57.  VERDI r  REOU I EM  .'v\ASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA  NBC  SO/SHAW  CH/TOSCANI NI /NELLI  4/73  12/56 
AT  201  350/216 
DECCA  VIENNA  GM/VPO/REINEIUPRICE  4/72  5/61 
GOS  617-8  650/401 
HMV  GH IAUROV /G I ULI N  1/SCHWARZKOP F  7/64  87,17 
SLS  909  875/540 
DECCA  VIENNA  OP  CH/VPO/SOLTI /HORNE  10/68  83'35 
SET  374-5  900/556 
CBS  LSO&CH/BERNSTEIN/AHROYO/VEASEY  6/76  11/70  92'23 
77231  849/524 
DG  VIENNA  GM/BPO/KAP.AJAN/LUOWI G  l/73 
2707  065  870/537 
LPO  CH/RPO/PA IT A/HARPER/VEASEY  I 2/75 
OPFS  5-6  870/53"/ 
RCA  CHICAGO  SOR.CH/SOLTI/PRICE/BAKER  12/77 
RL  02476  850/525 
EMI  PHILH/SERAFIN 
c  181  01461  289/178 
SERAPHIM  ROME  OP/SERAFIN 
IB  6050  780/481 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/ 
c  163  00937-8  430/165 
76 1'40f~K  58.  BEETHOVENt  MISSA  SOLEMNIS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VSO  &  ACAD  CH/KLEMPERER/W I ENER  3/75  6/53 
TV  37072S  235/145 
RCA  SHAW  CH/NBC  SO/TOSCANINI/HINES  2/73  I 0/54 
AT  200  350/21  ·-5 
HMV  NEW  PHI LH  CH/KLEMPEREJ..?/HOFFGEN  7/66  78'30 
SLS  922  875/540 
DG  VIENNA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/  JANO~  ITZ  II /76  10/66 
2726  048  518/320 
DG  VIENNA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/JANOWITZ  3/77  10/66 
2721  135  800/494 
PEERLESS  CHOIR/PFALZ  PO/KL OOR/MOLNAR  8/68 
EXP  8-9  235/145 
PHILIPS  NETH  Ro  CH/CONCERTGEBOUW/  JOCHU.I~  10/71 
6799  001  900/556 
DG  VPO  & CH/BOEHM/PRICE/LUDWIG  6/75 
2707  080  870/531 
HMV  VIENNA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/  JANOWITZ  7/75  84'05 
SLS  979  875/540 
HMV  NEW  PHILH  CH/LPO/GIULINI/TEAR  1/16  87'54 
SLS  989  875/540 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI /POPP/MI NTON  8/78  81'54 
087  02  850/525 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS 
6769  OOJ  1200/741 
EMI  BPO/KARAJAN 
c  181  006227  289/178 
RCA  LEIPZIG  GEWANDHAUS/MASUR 
LRL2  5054  639/394 
EMI/HMV  NPO/KLEMPERER 
SAN  165-6  440/272 
77 WOI-?K  59.  HANDELr  MESSIAH 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LPO  & CH/BOULT/VYVYAN/PROCTOR  9/71  5/54 
ECS  613-5  235/145 
SAGA  LPO  &  CH/JACKSON/HARPER/WAITS  II /61  157' 
SAGA  5111-3  175/108 
PHILIPS 
6703  001 
HMV 
SLS  714 
DECCA. 
SETA  465-7 
PYE 
vcs  1 0090-2 
HMV 
SLS  845 
DG 
2723  019 
RCA 
STU  70921 
DECCA 
D I E~  D3 
GFH 
GFH  1-4 
Ai~CHOR 
v'iGX  3003 
EMI 
SH8  46 
OG 
2710  069 
DECCA 
0104  U3 
DECCA 
l.RG  812 
ALLDIS  CH/LSO/DAVIS/HARPER 
1250/833 
AMBROSIAN  SINGERS/ECO/~ACKERRAS 
850/525 
AMBFWSI AN  SINGERS/ECO/BONYNGE 
1350/833 
AMOR  ARTIS  CH/ECO/SOMARY/Pr?ICE 
525/324 
KINGS  COLL  CH/ASMF/W I LLCOCKS 
1145/707 
AUSTRIAN  RO/CHORUS/MACKERRAS 
1 I 00/619 
ECO/LEtltlAfW/PALMER/WA TIS 
475/293 









LON  CH  SOC/ENG  SO/TOBI N/PfWCTER  I /77 
1200/741 
V  ACAD  CH/VIENNA  ST  OP/SCHERCHEN 
849/524 












I 66'03 PHIL! PS 
SAL  3584 
DG 





WORK  60.  CARL  ORFFI  CARMINA  BURANA 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
SAN  162 
NEW  PHILH  & CH/FRUHBECK/POPP  6/66  62''01 
DG 
2548  194 
DG 
139  362 
RCA 
LSB  4006 
SUPI?APHON 




GSGC  15001 
EM I/HMV 
ASD  3117 
PHIL! PS 
9500  040 
DECCA 
PFS  436Ei 
440/272 
LEIPZIG  RO  &  CH/KEGEL/NYLPI US  9/75  I /68 
159/98 
BPO/JOCHUM/JANOWITZ/STOLZE  7/68 
435/269 
CHORUS/BOSTON  50/0ZAWA/MANDAC  11/70 
249/154 
CZECH  S  INGEI~S  &  PO/SMETECEK 
299/185 
CLEVELAND  ORCH&CH/THOMAS/BLEGEN  5/75 
349/265 
SALZ  MOZ/PRESTEL/HARTMANN 
I 55/96 




DRESDEN  KAP/LEIPZIG  RAD  CH&RO/  10/76 
450/278 
BfHGHTON  FEST  Cd/RPO/DOHATI 
435/269 
12/76 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/STOWKOWSKI 
G  0236  50409  299/185 
79 
61  ''59 
62•'50 
57•'05 
52•'21 SUf?Vf:Y  l1ESULTS 
BY  liETAIL  OUfLET OUTLET  z  LONDON  ONE 
W.  H.  SMITH  - BRENT  CROSS WORK  I.  BEETHOVEN:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
-------------J-----------------------------------
DG  VPO/BOEHM  3/77  11/72 
2721  154  1900/1173/1900 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2740  172  2250/1389/1650 
CLS  PLSf?  BPO/CLUYTENS  402'43 
CFP  78251  1149/709/1 192 
HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERER  476'36 
SLS  788-9  1695/1046/1695 
DG  VPO/BOEHM  11/72 
2740  115  2095/1293/1900 
WORK  2.  BRAHMSa  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
-----------"""------------------------------·----
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  4/74  I 1/64  40 
2721  075  1200/74  I /1200 
DG  VPO/BOEHM  10/76  40 
2740  154  1350/833/1350 
CLS  PLSR  HALLE/LOUGH RAN  I 70•'51  20 
CFP  78252  1 149/709/900 
WORK  3.  MAHLER:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
82 WORK  4.  TCHAIKOWSKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5099 
LPO/ROSTROPOVI CH 
1995/1231/1595 
WORK  5.  WAGNER:  WALKURE 
Co.  or  LAbel  Int8rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  6.  WAGNER:  LOHENGRI N 
Co.  or  LAbel  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5071 
VPO/KEMfJE 
1425/81'"30/1245 
'NC)f{K  7.  MOZART:  UON  GI OVA IIINI 
Co.  or  Labgl  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UG 
27 II  001) 
PRAGUE  NAT  TH/BOEHM 
1740/1 (n4/1140 
83 
Review  dates  Time 
10/77  327'59 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
12/76 
Review  dates  Time 
10/67 WORK  8.  MOZARTa  ~ARRIAGE OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  995 
ECO/BARENBOIM 
1425/880/1425 
WORK  9.  MOZARTa  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
DG 
2709  017 
DG 





~ORK  10.  BIZETa  CARMEN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOHK  II.  PUCCINI:  BOHEME 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  896 
DECCA 
PFS  4389 
RCA  SO/BEECHAM 
720/444/720 
NAT  PO/CAMARATA 
435/269/379 
84 
Review  dates  Time 
165'07 
Review  dates  Time 
10/65 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
11/74  1/57  107'43 ~~<H?K  I 2.  PUCCINI:  TOSCA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  825 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABATA 
720/444/625 
WOPK  13.  PUCCINI:  TURANDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
rWRK  14.  PUCCINI:  MADAME  BU"ITERFL Y 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
SET  584-6 
HMV 
SLS  5128 
VPO/KARAJAN 
1350/833/1350 
RO"iE  OP/SANTINI 
895/552/750 
nOHK  15.  VERDI:  THOVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 




SLS  5111 





Review  dates  Ti~e 
3/73  12/53  108'00 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/75  145' 15 
136'50 
Review  dates  Time 
10/77  163'07 
4/78  138'55 INORK  16.  VERDia  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5108 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614/995 
H~V 
SLS  917 
CONVENT  GARDENS/MUTI 
1310/809/1195 
~ORK  17.  VERDI:  fH GOLETfO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
GOS  655-7 
SAN  CEL/SANZOGNO 
975/602/750 
f!ORK  I 8.  VERDI:  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  ROME  OP/SERAFIN 
SLS  5097  795/491/695 
DG  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO 
2726  049  518/320/518 
DG  BAV  ST  OP/KLEI BER 
2707  103  870/537/870 
WORK  19.  MUSSORGSKYa  BORIS  GODUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
86 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
I /56 
2/75  146'011 
Review  dates  Time 
9/75  6/62 
Review  dates  Time 
9/60  119'52 
8/76  4/63 
Review  dates  Time rWI?K  20.  f:3EP.LI OZ:  SYMP riO NY  FANTAST I'1UE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/e~t c/disp 
PYE 
GSGC  15010 
CAr.H)EN 
CCV  5048 
RCA 
GL  25012 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40281 
HALLE/f:3ARBIROLLI 
I 55/96/1 55 
BOSTON  SO/PRETP.E 
135/83/115 




v'IOHK  21.  BEETHOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EM I /H,viV 
ASU  2565 
DECCA 
SPA  113 
OG 
2548  205 
DECCA 
JB  2 
DG 
2530  142 
EMI/HMV 
ESIJ  7004 
DECCA 
SXL  6763 
DG 
2535  219 
DG 
2531  106 
PHILH/KLEMPEREP. 









MU"ll CH  PO/K EMJ->E 
285/176/285 







Review  dates  Ti~e  ~A  share 
8/75  6/64  25 
10/76  40 
53' I 5  20 
Revi~w dates  Time 
5/74  10/58  56'29 
12/70  3/60 
11/75  1/01 
9/77  12/67  42'05 
2/72 
2/77  ll/74  39'39 
4/76  9/75 
4/78  10/77 CLS  PLSR  BPO/CLUYTENS  2/73  I /62  33'  2'8 
CFP  40017  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT  4/78  42'07 
ASD  3456  440/272/440 
EMI/HMV  LSO/JOCHUM  43'19 
ASD  3583  440/272/440 
WORK  22.  BEETHOVEN:  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/BOEHM  7/75  10/62 
2525  I 01  259/160/259 
DECCA  VI-'0/MO'HEUX  7/71  11  /~":l 
SPA  123  235/145/1 99 
CBS  NY  PO/BEfmSTEIN  II /77  I 0/66  49'.35 
61902  299/185/279 
DECCA  VPCVSCrlMIDT-ISSERSTEDT  1/78  11/66 
JB  6  250/154/250 
CLS  PLSf?  BPO/CLUYTENS  8/72 
CfP  40076  149/92/149 
DG  ROTTERJ)AM  PO/DECKE!~ 
2548  278  159/98/159 
CBS  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL  6/78 
76706  429/265/429 
ELECTfWLA  V  PO/v~EI NGAHTEN 
C053  01481  390/241 
88 viOf?K  23.  BRAHMS:  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
OG  BPO/BOEHM 
25 3:>  I 02  259/160/199 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
138  924  435/269/435 
DG  VPO/A Bf3ADO 
2530  424  435/269/435 
CLS  PLSf?  HALLE/LOU GHf.?A N 
CFP  40096  149/92/149 
RCA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE 
ARLI  1326  3 99/246/3  99 
UG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA 
2530  889  435/269/435 
WORK  24.  BACH:  BHANOENHUHG  CONCEFHI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
27 36  001 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40010 
EM l/HMV 
SLS  866 
PYE 




CCV  5007 
LUCERNE  FEST  STR/BAUMGARTNER 
I 600/988/  I 450 




WURZ  CAM  ACC/REINARTZ 
275/170/299 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/ABBADO 
849/524/849 
BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
135/83/135 
89 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
7/75  I 2/60  20 
I I /64  20 
12/74  6/73  15 
3/75  34' I 0  10 
6/76  15 
8/76  20 
Review  dates  Time 
6/78  5/6  I 
10/72  46'08 
1/74  96'36 
8/75 
8/78  I 22 '27 WORK  2~.  MAHLER:  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interoret~tion  Heview  d~tes Time  M shnre 
Hef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
------------------------------------------------
RCA  LSO/LEVINE 
ARLI  0894  399/246/399 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/DELOGU 
CFP  40264  149/92/149 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA 
2530  993  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT 
ASD  3541  440/272/440 
DG  DRESDEN  ST/SUITNER 
2548  123  159/96/159 
WORK  26.  MAHLEHr  2N0  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
27 26  062 
DG 
2707  094 
BAV  RO/KlJBELIK/MATHIS 
51 8/320/518 
CHICAGO  SO/ABBADO/NEBLETT 
810/537/870 
fiORK  27.  MAHLE!?:  3Ru  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
5/75  15 
II /77  54'23  10 
~~5 
53'50  ~~5 
~~5 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
3/77  9/70  ~iO 
6/77  ~iO 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
--.------------------------------------------------
NIL 
90 1'/0HK  28.  MAHLEf.?a  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
1-?ef.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
EMI/HMV  PHI LH/KLEMPERER/SCHVIARZK OPF 
ASO  27 99  450/278/440 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK/MORI SON 
2535  119  259/160/259 
CLS  PLSH  LPO/HORENSTEIN/PRICE 
CFP  159  149/92/149 
OG  V  PO/A BBAOO/VON  STADE 
2530  966  435/269/435 
'lWRK  29.  MAHLER  tSTH  SY)~PHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretatton 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
I'IORK  30.  MAHLE~?:  9TH  SY~v!PHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UG 
2/07  097 
CHICAGO  SO/GI UL I Nl 
870/537/870 
•WRK  31.  TCHAIKOr~SKY:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
?.:S3i1  1  7 t3 
LENI NG~AD  fJO/Ml?AVI ~SKY 
21j9/l6J/199 
91 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
4/73  7/62  25 
8/75  12/68  30 
5/71  59' 14  15 
6/78  30 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
Review  dates  Ti~e  ~~  .c:;hare 
4/72 
Review  dates  Time DG  BPO/KARAJAN  4/68 
139  017  435/269/435 
OG  VPO/ABBADO  11/76 
2530  651  435/269/435 
RDF  CZECH  PO/SLOVAK  4/77 
LGDD  100  699/43  I /450 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  6/78 
2530  883  435/269/435 
VWRK  32.  TCHAIKOWSKYs  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Lnbel  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  LSO/A BBADO  4/72 
2530  198  435/269/435 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  8/76 
2530  699  435/269/435 
RlJF  CZECH  PO/MATACIC  12/61 
LGIJD  I 00  699/431/450 
t~ORK  33.  TCHA I Km~SKY  s  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  LEN I NGf?AD  PO/Mf?AVI NSKY  12/74  11/61 
2538  180  259/160/199 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  10/64 
138  921  435/269/435 
DG  VPO/ABBADO  7/74 
2530  350  435/269/435 
lJG  BPO/KAHAJA.N  6/TI 
2530  774  435/269/435 
92 r"'ORK  34.  DVORAK:  7TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2530  127 
BPO/KUBELIK 
435/269/435 
WORK  35.  DVORAK:  9TH  SY~PHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2863 
PYE 
GH  534 




PYE  HALLE/BARB! ROLLI 
GGCD  304/1-2  215/170/299 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  104 
DG 
135  053 
DECCA 
SPA  87 
EMI/H\AV 
SXLP  30163 
EMI/HMV 
SXIY  30110 
PHILIPS 
6580  259 
CA~-IDEN 
CCV  5012 
DG 













BOSTON  SO/FIEDLER 
1  35/83/135 
BPO/KUBELIK 
435/269/435 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
10/71 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
8/73  12/59  51,49  1  0 
l/60 
2/77  1/60 
10/70  4/60  43'40 
5/69  10/60 
10/70  10/61 
50'24  10 
'j3'07  10 
3/78  1/70 
6/75  5/71 
9/74  10/73  15 
93 CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL 
78304  849/524/849 
WEA  NEW  PHILH/HANDLEY 
VAR  1018  31912341319 
RCA  RPO/HORENSTEIN 
GL  25060  249/154/249 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/Gl ULI NI 
2530  881  435/269/435 
OG  RPO/GEf.?DES 
2~48 204  159/98/159 
WORK  36.  SCHUI:3EfHz  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EM J /HMV 
ASD  2H56 
EMI /i-IMV 





V'/Of?K  37.  VIVALDI:  TrlE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  WURTENBURG  CHBR/FAEJ~BER 
TV  340405  235/145/235 
!)G  LUCERNt::  FEST/BAUMGARTNER 
135  024  259/160/259 
PHILIPS  STUTfGART  SOLO I STS/COUf~AUD 
6530  014  I 99/123/1 99 
DECCA  AMSF/MAl-mi NEf? 
Z.P.G  f) 54  399/246/450 
CBS  ECO/ZUKEHMAN 
73079  429/265/439 
94 
9116  II 0'45 
1/77  41'16 
7/77 
2118  15 
15 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
12/72 
Review  dates  Time 
6/66 
4/68  2/61 
2/77  9/68  35'37 
9170 
5/73  42';U EMIIHMV  LPO/PERLMAN 
ASD  3293  440/272/440 
RCA  CANTILENA  ORCH/SHEPHERD 
GL25  061  249/154/249 
CBS  LA  GRAND  ECURIE/MALGOIHE 
76717  429/265/429 
OECCA  II 
0101  010  I 995/  I 2 31 /I 995 
WOHK  38.  BHAHMSr  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA 
f?L  25031 
OG 
2~30 258 




W  01? K  3 9.  8 RA HM S  :  P  I A N  0  C ONCE HT 0  N  0.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/REI NER/GILELS 
CCV  5042  135/83/135 
DG  BPO/  JOC HUMGI LEL S 
2540  259  435/269/4.35 
DG  VPO/A BBADO/POLL I NI 
2530  790  435/269/435 
95 
2/77  43'27 
7/77 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
2111  40 
60 
Review  dates  Time 
7/59 
6/74 
8/TI i.VORK  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CO!~CERTO NO.3 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Hef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SPA  402 
VPO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT/RACKHAUS  6/7f>  5/60 
235/145/235 
DG 
2548  231:3 
CLS  PLSf~ 
CFP  40259 
E.'•\ I/HMV 
ASD  3543 
DECCA 
JB  40 
DG 
2721  128 
HMV 
SLS  5112 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  78253 
BAV  SO/FRICSAY/FISCI-IER 
I 59/98/159 










SCOTfiSH  NAT/  LILL 
450/278/450 
WORK  41  •  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/~st c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/KNAPPERTSBUSCH/CURZON 
SPA  334  235/145/199 
EMI /HMV  NEV'I  PHILH/KLEMPERER/BARENBOIM 
ASD  2500  440/272/399 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/STOCK/SCHNABEL 
CCV  5028  135/83/135 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  6655  450/278/450 
CLS  PLSR  SCOITI SH  NAT /GI BSON/L ILL 
CFP  40087  149/92/149 
96 
8/76  2/61 
6/77  36'34 
34'41 
Review  dates  Time 
7/74  1/58 
41'41 
8/71 
3/75  9/73 
10/74  39'52 RCA 




9500  243 
DG 





WORK  42.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.I 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
EMI/HMV 
ASO  3571 
LSO/RATfLE/GAVRILOV 
440/272/440 
1\'0HK  43.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  "10.2 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  44.  MOZART•  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5031 
DG 
2720  030 
ECO/BARENROIM 
2400/741/2400 
SALZ  MOZ/ANOA 
2150/1327/1950 
97 
3/7"3  5/76 
39"43 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
42"33 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
652"01 WORK  45.  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2720  030 
SALZ  MOZ/ANDA 
2150/1327/1950 
~Of?K  46.  MOZART&  CONCERTO  FOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices&  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
SXL  6716 
ECO/BARENBOI M/ASHKENAZY 
450/278/450 
WORK  47.  MOZART&  CONCERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2530  456 
DECCA 
SXL  6716 




VIOHK  48.  SCHUMANN:  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices&  rec/est c/disp 
DG 




Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
6/75  23'  115 
Review  dates  Time 
II /74 
6/75  25'30 
Review  dates  Time 
3/64 WORK  49.  GRIEGr  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/FISTOlJLARI/ClJRlON  6/75  11/56 
ECS  753  235/145/199 
DG  BPOIKUBELIK/ANDA  3164 
138  888  4.35/269/435 
CBS  MUNICH  PO/KEMPE/FREIRE  3178  11/65  60'35 
61697  299/185/299 
CAMDEN  OSLO  PO/GRUNER-HEGGE/BAEKKELUND  6/75 
CCV  5019  135/83/135 
EMIIHMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT/GUTIERREZ  64'36 
ASD  352 I  44012721440 
vWRK  50.  BEETHOVENr  VIOLIN  CONCEIHO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
EM IIHMV  PARIS  OfUF/CLUYTENS/D  OISTf?AKH  I 1/74  6160  45'17 
SXLP  30168  285/176/285 
CBS  CBS  SO/WALTER/FRANCESCATri  6162 
78309  849/524/849 
DG  BPO/KAI?AJAN/FERHAS  12/67 
139  021  4 35/269/4  35 
DG  BPO/KAf?AJANIFERRAS  6167  12/67 
2740  137  I 000/617/1000 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK/KREBBERS  2176  45,13 
6580  115  2451151/245 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/BAHENBOI M/ZUKER~AN  11/77 
2530  903  435/269/435 
DG  BPO/ JOCHUM/SCHN EI DE RHAN 
135  081  435/269/199 
99 WO!?K  51.  81-?AHMSt  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
r?CA  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH/HEIFETZ 
JWS  2002  450/27tl/500 
EMI/rlMV  BJ-lC)IKE,1APE/MENUHI N 
SXLP  30186  285/176/285 
DG  BPO/KAI?AJAN/FE!WAS 
138  930  435/269/435 
DG  VPO/  JOCHUM/,\\ I LSTEI N 
2530  592  435/269/435 
CBS  PHLD/Of?MANDY /STERN 
78309  849/524/849 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/LOUGHF?A N/HA SSOf\1 
CFP  40221  149/92/149 
WOP.K  :>2.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
f'ICH?K  53.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2538  094 
HAMBURG  RO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT 
259/160/259 
100 
Review  dates  Time  .1-A:  share 
2/71  3/56  5 
6/75  5/59  40'39  7 
II /64  7 
12/75  30 
12/77  9/60  7 
39,  ~~7  5 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
6/73  1/62 1 NORK  54.  TCHAIKDVYSKY:  VIOLIN  COI'-JCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA  CHICAGO  SO/REINER/HEIFITZ 
DPS  2002  4~0/27(j/500 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH/SZERYNG 
CCV  5015  I 35/H3/J 35 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN/FE  RI?AS 
139  028  435/269/435 
DG  VPO/A BBADO/MILSTEI N 
2530  359  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  ROTTERDAM  PO/DE 
1/~AART  /FUJIKAWA 
61;)70  028  245/151/245 
VIOHK  55.  DVORAK:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  ':>6.  MOZART:  REQUIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EM! /HMV 
ASD  27 88 
DG 
2530  705 





Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/71  10/58 




Review  dates  Time  M share 
Review  dates  Time 
7/72  54'20 
12/76 v\OHK  57.  VEIWI:  REQUIEM  MASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  909 
DG 
2707  065 
GHI AUROV /G I ULI N  I /SCHWARZKOPF 
875/~40/875 
VIENNA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/LUDWIG 
870/537/870 
fiORK  58.  BEETHOVEN:  MISSA  SOLEM~IS 
7/64  87'  17 
I /73 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
TV  37072S 
DECCA 
DB/  D2 
VSO  &  ACAD  CH/KLEMPEREfUW I ENER  3/75  6/53 
235/145/199 
CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI/POPP/MINTON  8/78 
850/525/850 
WORK  59.  HANDEL:  MESSIAH 
81 '54 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Rev1ew  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS  ALLDI S  CH/LSO/DAVI S/HARPER  II /68 
6703  001  1250/833/999 
WAV  AMBROSIAN  SINGERS/ECO/MACKERRAS  3/67  154'!)3 
SLS  774  850/525/850 
DECCA  ASMF/MARr?I NER/AMELI NG/HOWELL 
Dl8  03  I 095/676/ II 95 
DECCA  LSO/BOULT  I 66'03 
0104  03  850/525/850 
DECCA  ASMF/MARRINER 
ZHG  872  399/246/399 
DG  LPO/RICf-ffER 
2720  069  II 00/679/1000 
102 WORK  60.  CARL  OHFFa  CARMINA  BURANA 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dntes  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/JOCHUM/JANOWITZ/STOLZE  7/68 
139  362  435/269/435 
CBS  CLEVELAND  ORCH&CH/THOMAS/BLEGEN  5/75  61 '59 
76372  349/265/429 
EMI/HMV  LSO  & CH/PREVIN/ARMSTRONG  10/75  62'50 
ASD  3117  440/272/440 
PHILIPS  DRESDEN  KAP/LEIPZIG  RAD  CH&RO/  10/76  57'05 
9500  040  450/278/450 
103 OUTLET  :  LONDON  T~O 
BOOTS  - BRENT  CfWSS WORK  I.  BEETHOVEN:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  ReNiew  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
V'JORK  2.  BRAHMS t  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT ION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
RP-f.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
·"'ORK  3.  MAHLER:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
>J I L 
1\0f~K  4.  TCHAIKCW~SKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTIO~ 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Pef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
105 ~WRK 5.  WAGNER z  V'IALKUHE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
-------------------------------------------~---------------------------
NIL 
WORK  6.  WAGNER:  LOHENGRIN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
wor~K 7.  MOZART:  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretaion  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
V'IORK  8.  MOZART:  MAR:-HAGE  OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
1tHH~K  9.  MOZART:  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
106 riOHK  I 0.  BIZET a  CAR.'.o{EN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretaion  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  II.  PUCCINI:  BOHE~E 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
IWI1K  12.  PUCCINI  1  TOSCA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
riORK  13.  PUCCINI•  TURANDOT 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices• rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
107 'fJCH<K  14.  PUCCINI:  MADA'viE  BUTTERFLY 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
1'-i I L 
WO~?K  I 5.  VERDI:  TfWVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SPA  513 
GENEVA/EREDE 
235/145/199 
1'/0f?K  I 6.  VERDI:  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WOHK  17.  VERDI:  RIGOLETTO 
Co.  or  Label  IntP.rpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
108 WORK  18.  VEROia  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  19.  MUSSORGSKYa  BORIS  GODUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nurnber  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOHK  20.  BERLIOZ:  SYMPHONY  FANTASTIOUE 
Co.  or  LabP.l  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/iiMV 
ASD  3263 
PHI LI t>S 
6500  774 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5048 
CLS  PLSH 
CF!J  402BI 








WORK  21.  BEETHOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nurnber  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 




Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
10/76  6  74 
3/75 
53'  '15 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/70  3/60 CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/REINER  12/62 
CCV  5053  135/83/135 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS  I 0/72  12/62  47'46 
6580  050  245/151/245 
DECCA  VPO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT  9/77  12/67  42'05 
JB  2  250/154/250 
DG  VPO/BOEHM  2/72 
2530  142  435/269/395 
EM I /HMV  MUNICH  PO/KEMPE  2/77  11/74  39'39 
ESO  7004  285/176/285 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  4/76  9/75 
SXL  6763  450/278/399 
CLS  PLSR  BPO/CLUYTENS  2/73  1/62  33'28 
CFP  40017  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT  4/78  42'07 
ASD  3456  440/272/440 
EMI /HMV  LSO/JOCHUM  43'19 
ASD  3583  440/272/440 
WORK  22.  BEETHOVEN•  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  ABC  SO/BARB! ROLLI  7/76  3/68  53'50 
SXLP  30209  3 99/246/285 
WEA  HALLE/LOUGHRAN  2/77  61'59 
VAR  I 033  379/234/349 
EMI/HMV  LSO/JOCHUM  2/78  60'35 
ASD  3376  440/272/440 
CBS  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL  6/78 
76706  429/265/429 
llO V'!OliK  23.  Br?AHMS:  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
~ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  50/.MUNCH  6/75  11/57 
CCV  5018  135/83/135 
EMI /HMV  !-JHILH/KLEMPE~E~  12/76  10/59  43 '5' I 
SXLP  30217  285/176/2B5 
CLS  PLS~  HALLE/LOUGHf?AN  3/75  34'10 
CfP  40096  149/92/149 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA 
2530  993  435/269/435 
i'IORK  24.  BACH:  BRANJENBUf?G  CONCEf?TI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
~ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR  VIRT  OF  ENG/DAVISON  10/72  46'08 
CfP  40010  149/92/149 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5007  135/83/135 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5033  135/83/135 
vWHK  25.  MAHLER r  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  CBS  SO/WALTER  2/70  4/63 
61  116  2 99/185/2 99 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/DELOGU  II ITT  54'23 
CFP  40264  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT  53'50 
ASO  3541  440/272/440 
111 WORK  26.  MAHLEF~:  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
~ef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
-----------------------------------------
NIL 
WORK  27.  MAHLER:  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
VWRK  28.  MAHLER:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL/RASKIN  4/69  8/67 
61056  299/1 85/299 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/HO~ENSTEIN/PRICE  5/7 I  59'1 4 
CFP  I 59  149/92/149 
CBS  NY  PO/r~ALTER/HALBAN  7/73  /46 
61357-8  598/369/5  99 
WO~K 29.  MAHLER  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
112 WORK  30.  MAHLERt  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  .  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est c/disp 
----------------------------------------------------·---------
NIL 
WORK  31.  TCHAI KOWSKY t  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5036  135/83/135 
PHILIPS  LSO/DORATI 
6582  022  245/145/245 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2~30 883  435/269/435 
fWRK  32.  TCHA I KCH'iSKY t  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Lab8l  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SXL  6884 
PHILH/ASHKENAZY 
450/278/399 
t~ORK  33.  TCHAIKm~SKY:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
8/57 
5/77  1162  40'31 
6/78 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
------------------------------·  ---------------------
iJG 




113 WORK  34.  DVORAKr  7TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  35.  DVORAKr  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KARAJAN 
ASD  2863  440/272/440 
DECCA  LSD/KERTESZ 
SXL  6291  450/278/399 
WEA  NE~ PHILH/HANDLEY 
VAR  1018  379/234/349 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KAf?AJAN 
ASD  3407  440/2 72/440 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GI ULI NI 
2530  881  435/269/395 
WORK  36.  SCHUBEI-Hr  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5054 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2856 





Review  dates  Time  M share 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
8/73  12/59  51'49 
II /67 
I ITT  41'16 
10/77  54'04 
2/78 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
10/60 
12/72  53'55 CLS  PLSf.?  LPO/PHITCHAIW 
CFJ-'  40233  149/92/149 
fiCA  BOSTON  SOISTEI Nf:3ElW 
GL  25008  249/154/249 
E,
1~I/dMV  HALLE/BARBIROLLI 
SXLP  30267  285/176/285 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI 
2~30  882  435/269/435 
rlORK  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Price~:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2530  296 
EMI/HMV 





WORK  38.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
6580  302 
CONCERfGEBOUW/HAITINK 
245/151 /245 
WORK  39.  BRAHMSr  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5042 
CHICAGO  50/REINER/GILF.LS 
135/83/135 
115 
8/76  59'18 
11/76 
52'34 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/73 
2/77  43'27 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
10/70  52'33 
Review  dates  Time 
7/59 EMIIHMV 
ASD  2413 
NE~~  PHI LHIBARBI ROLLI IBARENBOI M 12168 
44012721440 
50'  55 
MJRK  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  reclest cldisp 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBO!JWIHAINTINKIARRAU  10173  8165  37'43 
6580  078  24511511245 
CLS  PLSR  SC01TISH  NATIGIBSO~ILILL  6177  36'34 
CFP  40259  1491921149 
DECCA  VPO/STEINIGULDA  34'41 
JB  40  25011541250 
CLS  PLSR  II 
CFP  40076  1491921149 
v10RK  41.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCEf?TO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Int8rprP.tation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  reclest  cldisp 
EMIIHMV  NEW  PHII.HIGELRA 
SXLP  20104  28511761285 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUWIHAITI NKIA RRAU  12174  8165  39'07 
6580  094  24511511425 
EMI IHiv\V  NE•~  PHI LHIKLEMPERERIBARENBOI M  41'41 
ASD  2500  440/2721440 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SOISTOCKISCHNAF3EL  8171 
CCV  502H  1351831135 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SOISOLT I IASHK ENAZY  3175  9113 
SXL  6655  4~012181399 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTTISH  NATIGIBSONILILL  10174  39'52 
CFP  40087  149192/149 
ChS  NY  POI3ERNSTEINISEr?KIN  38'20 
61  91  >j  29911851399 
ll6 WORK  42.  PROKOFIEV I  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. I 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices• rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOHK  43.  PROKOFIEV•  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Price's a  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOHK  44.  MOZARTt  PIANO  CONCEHTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
r'IORK  45.  MOZAHTa  PIANO  CONCEfUO  NO.  4 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
ll7 tiCH-?K  46.  MOZAfH:  CO\JCERTO  FOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Price:S:  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Time 
-----------------------------------------------------
PHILIPS 
65RO  144 
LSO/GALLIERA/HARBLErUHORR~ANN  12/76  10/68 
245/151/245 
53,13 
CLS  PLS~? 
CFP  40291 
Lf--10/MENUHI N/HR  Y&J  '~ENUHI  N 
149/92/149 
WOf-?K  47.  MOZART:  COt~CERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40291 
HATH  FEST/MENUHIN/H  MENUHIN 
149/92 
r/ORK  48.  SCHUMANN:  PIANO  CONCEFHO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
ECS  802 
EMI/HMV 
ASO  3~21 
LSO/KRIPS/KEMPFF 
235/145/199 
LPO/TENNSTEDT  /GUTIERREZ 
440/272/440 
WO!?K  49.  GRIEG:  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR 




8/78  8/66  46'06 
Review  dates  Time 
8/78  8/66  23'43 
Review  dates  Time 
9/53 
64'36 
Review  dates  Time 
12/76  12/59  29'02 rtORK  50.  BEETHOVEN•  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  NY  PO/BERNSTEIN/STERN  2/75  7/60  43'45 
61598  299/185/279 
PHI Ll PS  CONCERTGEBOUW/DAVIS/GRUNIAUX  3/75  41  '42 
6500  T/5  450/278/450 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAI TI NK/KREBBERS  2/76  45'13 
6580  115  245/151/245 
WORK  ~I.  BRAHMS:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  IntP.rpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KEMPE/MENUHIN  6/75  5/59  40'39 
SXLP  30186  285/176/285 
CAMDEN  LSO/MOl'-lTi::lJ X  /SZE RY NG  11/59 
CCV  5052  135/83/135 
CBS  PHLD/ORMANDY/STERN  8/76  9/60  40'03 
61325  2 99/185/279 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK/KREBBERS  4/75  40'48 
6580  087  245/151/245 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/LOUGHRAN/HA SSON  39'27 
CFP  40221  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  CHICAGO  SO/GI ULI Nl /PERLMAN  II /77  43'00 
ASD  3385  440/272/460 
119 iWF?K  52.  MOZA!Hr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  LAbP.l  Interpretation  ReviP.w  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
---------------------------------------------------
RCA 
LRLI  5084 
Pf.?AGUE/SUK 
425/20~/399 
Y'iOftK  53.  MOlARTr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
~Of{K  54.  TCHAI KOV'ISKY:  VIOLIN  CO"iCE!tTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  PITfSBURGH  SO/STEINBERG/MILSTN 
SXLP  30225  285/176/285 
DECCA  LSO/SARGENT/RICCI 
SOD  126  250/154/250 
DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/KYUNG-WHA  CHUNG 
SXL  6493  450/278/399 
r'IOF?K  55.  DVORAK:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
120 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
liT/  6/60  32'15 
4/66  8/60 
II /70  34'33 
Review  dates  Time  M share WORK  56.  MOZAHTt  REQUIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2188 
ECO/A LLO IS  CH/RAF?ENBO I .VI/BAKER 
440/272/440 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
7/72  54'20 
RCA 
STU  70943 
GULBENKIAN  SO&Cl-1/CORBOl/AMELING  6/76 
475/293/399 
WOf?K  57.  VEiiDit  REQUIEM  MASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
~ORK 58.  BEETHOVENt  MI SSA  SOLEMNIS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
~ORK 59.  HANDEL:  MESSIAH 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
ECS  613-5 
L.PO  R.  Cl-1/BOULT/VYVYAN/PROCTOF? 
235/145/1 99 
121 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/71  5/54 ~ORK 60.  CARL  ORFfz  CARMINA  BURANA 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  NE'N  PHI LH  R  CH/FRUHBECK/P OPP  6/66  62'01 
SAN  162  440/272/440 
CBS  CLEVELAND  ORCHR.CH/THOMAS/BLEGEN  5/75  61 '59 
76372  349/265/429 
PYE  SALZ  MOZ/Pf?ESTEL/HAf?TMANN  8/75 
GSGC  15001  I 55/96/155 
EMI/HMV  LSO  &  CH/Pf~EVI  N/ARMSTRONG  10/75  62'50 
ASJJ  3 I 17  440/272/440 
DECCA  BF?IGHTON  FEST  CH/HPO/DORATI  12/76  52'21 
r>FS  436t3  435/269/379 
122 OUTLET  r  LONDON  THREE 
HMV  - NOTfi  NGHI LL  GATE WOf?K  I.  BEETHOVENr  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT! ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
IJG 
2740  172 
PHILIPS 
6747  135 
BPO/KAf?AJAN 
2250/1389/2250 
LEIPZIG  GEWAND/MASUR 
I 7 99/1 I I 0/1 7 99 
~Of?K  2.  BRAHMS r  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5093 
LPO/JOCHUM 
1495/923/1425 
)oHJRK  3.  MAHLEf? r  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT ION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS 
GM  15 
LSO/NY  PO/BERNSTEIN 
2999/1d51/2999 
Review  dates  Time 
9/75 
Review  dates  Time 
10/77  187,55 
Review  dates  Time 
1/77 
'NOi?K  4.  TCrlA I K  Ov~SKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT! ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  Hd 1 
USSR  50/SVETLANOV 
1375/849/1375 
124 
Review  dates  Time 
9/74  365'13 
M share 
M share DECCA 
080  6 
HMV 
SLS  5099 
VPO/MAAZEL 
I I 95/738/ I I 95 
LPO/ROSTROPOVICH 
I 995/1231 /I 995 
•Wf~K  5.  ~vAGr-.jEli:  vvALKURE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
I'HH?K  6.  V'IAGNEF?:  LOHENGR IN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5071 
VPO/KEMPE 
1425/880/1425 
WOF?K  1.  MOZART:  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  PHILH/GIULINI 
SLS  5083  995/614/995 
DECCA  VPO/LEINSDORF 
DlOD  4  I 350/833/ I I 95 
DG  VPO/BOEHM 
2709  085  1305/806/1305 
125 
9/70 
10/77  327'59 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
12/76 
Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
7/77  2/61  160'35 
12/76  6/59  170'13 WORK  8.  MOZART:  MARRIAGE  OF  FIGAIW 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  rlatPs  Time 
Ref.  number  Price~r  rec/est  c/disp 
---------------------------------------------
NIL 
WORK  9.  MOZARTr  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5052 
HMV 
SLS  912 
VPO/KARAJAN 
720/444/720 
PH I LH/KLE'~P  ERER 
1310/B09/1310 
HMV  /KARAJAN 
IC  147  01663-5M  867/535/867 
WORK  10.  BIZETr  CARMEN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  II.  PUCCINir  BOHEME 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  896 
HMV 
SLS  5059 
RCA  SO/BEECHAM 
720/444/720 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO 
720/444/625 
126 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
6/76  12/52  129'01 
11/64  156'03 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
11/74  1/57  107'43 
8/76  3/58  104'52 WORK  12.  PUCCINir  TOSCA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
[JL:CCA 
GOS  61 2-3 
SAN  CEL/MOLI NARI -PRADELLI 
975/602/750 
HMV 
SLS  917 
PARIS  CONS/PRETRE 
875/540/875 
r'IORK  I 3.  PUCCINI r  TURA NDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
r'Wf?K  I 4.  PUCCINI:  MADAME  BUTTERFLY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/SERAFIN 
[)41)  3  850/525/850 
HMV  f?OVIE  OP /BARB I ROLLI 
SLS  927  1310/809/1310 
DECCA  BM?CELONA  SO/GATTO 
D68D  fD  995/614/995 
H.Y1V  RO'AE  OP/SANTINI 
SLS  5128  895/552/895 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KAf?AJAN 
SLS  5015  995/614/895 
127 
Review  dates  Time 
2/60 
9/71  7/65  111·'51 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
8/76  2/59 
9/67  141 '07 
2/78 
136'50 
5/76  12/55  138'06 WORK  15.  VERDI  a  TROVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
SLS  869  995/614/995 
DECCA  NAT  PO/BONYNGE 
D82D  3  1295/799/1295 
DECCA  GENEVA/EREDE 
SPA  513  235/145/199 
WORK  I 6.  VERDI  a  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5108 
HMV 
SLS  977 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614/995 
CONVENT  GAf?DENS/MUTI 
1310/809/1310 
WORK  I 7.  VERDI  a  RI GOLETfO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Price-sa  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
128 
Revie~ dates  Time 
2/74  11/57  I 55'58 
10/77  163'07 
Review  dates  Time 
I /56  I 44'  ?2 
2/75  146'01 
Review  dates  Time WORK  18.  VERDir  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5097 
DG 
2707  I 03 
RO~E OP/SERAF IN 
795/491/995 
8AV  ST  OP /KLEIBER 
870/537/870 
VWHK  19.  MUSSORGSKYr  BORIS  GODU1\JOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  1000 
HMV 
SLS  5072 
POLISH  RO/SEMKOV 
1695/1046/1695 
FRENCH  NAT  RAD/OOBROWEN 
1195/738/1310 
WORK  20.  BEf?LI ozr  SYMPHONY  FANTASTIOUE 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2535  256  259/160/259 
DECCA  VPO/MONTEUX 
SPA  222  235/145/1 99 
EMI/HMV  FRENCH  NAT  HAD/BERNSTEIN 
ASD  3397  440/27 2/3  99 
DECCA  VPO/ANSERMET 
DPA  613-4  435/269/435 
129 
Review  dates  Time 
9/60  119'52 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/77  224'08 
2/77  4/53  176'49 
Review  dates  Time  M !':hAre 
7/65  10 
7/7  3  11/60  50 
52'06  10 
10 vWRK  21.  BEETHOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  L~bel  Interpretation  Review  rlates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/~isp 
F./v\1/HMV  PHI UI/KLE~PERER  5/74  I 0/58  56'  ;.~9 
AS ll  256?  440/272/440 
DECCA  V  PO/SCHMIDT- ISS ERST EDT  9/77  12/67  42'05 
Jl-3  2  250/154/250 
PHILIPS  COt~CERTGEROUW/  JOCHUM  I 1/69  42'~)8 
651:30  139  245/151/245 
EM I /H.'<IV  MUNICH  PO/KEMPE  2/77  11/74  39'39 
ESD  7004  285/176/275 
CLS  PLSR  BPO/CLUYTENS  2173  1/62  33 ';~8 
CfP  40017  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT  4/71:3  42'07 
AS()  3456  440/272/440 
WORK  22.  BEETHOVEN:  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  number  Price~:  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Time 
CBS  NY  PO/BERNSTEIN  I I /77  10/66  49'35 
61902  299/185/279 
DECCA  VPO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT  1/78  I 1/66 
JB  6  250/154/250 
CLS  PLSR  BPO/CLUYTENS  8112  56'51 
CFP  40076  149/92/149 
PHI Ll PS  L'PO/HAITINK  3/78  1/77  57'47 
6~00 986  4?0/278/399 
130 v'WI{K  23.  BRAHMS:  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/rlisp 
E~H/HMV  PHI LH/KLEMPERER 
SXLP  30217  285/176/285 
EMI/HIAV  LPO/BOULT 
ASD  2871  440/272/399 
CLS  PLSR  HALLE/LOUGHI{AN 
CFrl  40096  149/92/  I 49 
MH{K  24.  HACHr  RRANDENBURG  COi'>/CERTI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/MUNCHINGER 
ECS  538-9  2 3 5/  I 4 5/  I 99 
DECCA  PHI U>MUS ICA/OAIH 
D?A  577-8  870/537/758 
EM I /H"AV  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN 
ASD  327-8  440/272/440 
CLS  PLSf{  VIRT  OF  ENG/DAVISOI\1 
CFP  40010  149/92/149 
PHILIPS  ECO/LEPPARO 
6747  166  599/370/599 
DECCA  SCO/MUNCHINGER 
SPA  382-3  235/145/199 
DECCA  ECO/BRI1TEN 
SXL  6T/4-5  450/278/399 
WOI<K  25.  MAHLER:  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 




Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
12/76  10/59  43'51 
4/73  44'45  20 
3/75  34'  I 0  60 
Review  dates  Time 
4/70  9/50 
7/77  3/59 
5/60  113'13 
10/72  46'08 
4/76 
101'40 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
4/71  7/67  10 DECCA  LSO/SOLTI  5F/5  9/64 
7 BB  17 3-7  1595/985/1595 
DECCA  RPO/LEINSDORF  1118  4/72  50 
SPA  521  235/145/235 
CLS  PLSF?  LPO/lJELOGU  11/T/  54'2.3  10 
CFP  40264  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT  53'50  10 
ASD  3541  440/272/440 
WORK  26.  MAHLER•  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/P.st  c/disp 
CHS  NY  PO/I'IALTER/CUNDARI  11/72  5/61  40 
61282-3  558/344/558 
lJECCA  LSO/SOL TI /HARPEH  5/75  11/66  110 
7 BB  17 3-7  1595/985/1595 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAI TNI K  /AMELI NG  10/68  10 
6700  024  899/555/899 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK/MATHIS  3/77  9/70  40 
2726  062  518/320/518 
WORK  27.  MAHLERr  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK/FORRESTER  2/67  10 
6747  435  900/556/7 98 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELI K/THOMAS  6/78  9/68  50 
2726  063  518/320/518 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI/WATTS  5/75  2169 
7 BB  173-7  1595/985/1595 
132 WORK  28.  MAHLE!~  r  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  iec/est  c/disp 
---------------------~---------------------------------
EM I /HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERER/SCHWARZKOPF  4/73  7/62  10 
ASD  2799  450/278/440 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL/RASKIN  4/69  8/67  10 
61056  299/185/299 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/HORENSTEIN/Pf?ICE  5/71  59'14  50 
CfP  159  149/92/149 
CBS  NY  PO/I"'ALTEIUHALBAN  7/73  /46  20 
61357-8  598/369/558 
DG  VPO/A BBADO/VON  STADE  6/78  10 
2530  966  435/269/435 
WOr?K  29.  MAHLER  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
----------------------------..,...-----------------------------
DG 
2707  I Oo 
BPO/K Af?AJ AN 
870/537/870 
~CH?K 30.  MAHLE!<:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VSO/HORENSTEIN 
rv  34 332-S  23'::>/145/149 
CBS  CBS  SO/'\' ALTER 
61309-70  598/369/558 
EM I /rlMV  NEW  PHI Ll-1/KLEMPEl~Ef~ 
S X  lM  3021  4 99/30d/4 99 
PHILIPS  CONCER/7980UW/HAITINK 
67 00  021  900/556 
133 
7/78 
Review  dates  Time  M shr:~re 
3/71  7/61  10 
12/73  12/63  20 
1/76  7/67  85'47  20 
7/70  50 CBS 
GM  15 
LSO/NYPO/BEfmSTE IN 
2 999/ 1  851 /2  999 
W<H~K  31.  TCHAIKC>r'ISKY:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
JB  23  250/154/275 
DECCA  LSO/SZELL 
SPA  206  245/145/199 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTfiSH  NAT/GIBSON 
CFP  40228  149/92/149 
rWRK  32.  TCHAIKOWSKY:  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  PARIS  CONS/SOLTI 
SPA  223  235/145/199 
SMI /HMV  BPO/KEM/250 
SXLP  30216  285/176 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
JB  24  250/154/275 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2530  699  435/269/435 
WOHK  33.  TCHAIKOWSKY:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 




Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/65  42'20 
3/72 
1/76  41 '05 
Review  dates  Time 
2/73  10/56 
11/76  9/61  47'59 
4/64  44'25 
8/76 
Review  dates  Time 
6/76  4/61  46'55 CLS  PLSR 




2538  180 
LENINGRAD  PCVMRAVINSKY 
259/160/259 
DECCA 
08  06 
VPO/MAAZEL 
1195/7  38/  I 195 
WOHK  34.  DVORAK:  7TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/MONTEUX 
ECS  779  235/145/199 
DECCA  HAMBURG  RO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT 
ECS  544  235/145/199 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL 
61732  299/185/279 
RDF  CZECH  PO/KOSLEr? 
LGO  007  199/123/199 
HMV  USSR  SO/SVETLANOV 
SLS  881  1575/972/1375 
WORK  35.  DVORAKs  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR  PHILH/SAWALLISCH 
CFP  104  149/92/149 
CBS  CBS  SO/WALTER 
61234  299/185/279 
DECCA  V  PO/K Ef?TESZ 
SPA  8/  235/145/199 
135 
11/61 
12/74  II /61 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
7/76  1/62  25 
5/70  11/53  25 
2/78  12/63  35'49  25 
8/77  8/66  25 
Review  dates  Time  i-A  share 
10/70  4/60  43'40 
12/77  9/60 
10/70  10/61 EM I /HMV  PHI LH/GI ULI NI 
SXLP  30163  285/176/2':JO 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/MUTI 
ASlJ  3285  440/272/440 
RCA  !?PO/HOI? ENST E  IN 
GL  25060  249/154/249 
Ei·l, I /HMV  BPO/KA~~AJAN 
ASD  3407  440/272 
i'iOHK  36.  SCHUBE~?T:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Price~a  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/KRIPS 
SPA  467  235/145/199 
PHILIPS  DRESDEN  ST/SAWALLISCH 
6580  207  245/151/245 
EM I /H1~V  LPO/BOULT 
ASD  2856  440/272/399 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/PRI TCHARD 
CFP  40233  149/92/149 
PHILIPS  COi'lCEJHGEBOUW/HAITI NK 
9500  09-1  450/278/450 
PHILIPS  DRESDEN  ST/SAWALLISCH 
6747  491  1250/712/1250 
DECCA  VPO/KE!?TESZ 
0105  D5  1150/648/ 1150 
1"iOf1K  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUr?  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
TV  340405 
WURTENBURG  CHBR/FAERBER 
235/145/199 
136 
7/74  3/62  50'24  :20 
I IT!  41 '22  20 
1/TI 
10/77  54'04  35 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
4/TT  I /59  30 
3/68  55'45 
12/72  53'55 
8/76  59'  18  10 
2/77  49'49  40 
Review  dates  Time 
6/66 DECCA  AMSF/MArmiNEF?  9/70 
Zl?G  654  399/246/399 
iJHILIPS  ECO/SZERYING  7/72 
6580  002  245/151/245 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  5/73 
2530  296  435/269/435 
CLS  PLSR  VIRT  OF  ENG/DAVISON  6F/3  40'59 
CFP  40016  149/92/149 
EMI/rlMV  LPO/P  Ef?LMA 1\1  2/T/  43'27 
ASD  3293  440/2-/2/3 99 
DECCA  ASMF/ 
0101  JlO  1995/1231/199~ 
WOHK  38.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/MONTEUX  7/75  4/60  10 
SPA  385  235/145/199 
DECCA  LSO/SZELL  12/62  48'15  10 
SXL  6023  450/278/399 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHI LH/BARBI ROLLI  3/68  51 '20  30 
ASO  2353  440/272/399 
HMV  NEI"i  r>HILH/BAR!JIROLLI  5/74  3/68  102'15 
SLS  874  850/525/750 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK  10/70  52'33  30 
6580  302  245/151/245 
DG  BPO/JOCHUM  12/72  10 
2707  064  870/537/870 
DG  BPO/JOCHUM/GILELS  10 
2530  258  435/269/435 
137 1"40HK  39.  BRAHMSt  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
----------------------------------------·-----
DECCA  VPO/KNAPPERTSBUSCH/CURZON  3/75  7/58 
ECS  751  235/145/199 
DECCA  LSO/FERENCSIK/KATCHEN  9/TI  11/60 
SPA  458  235/145/199 
DECCA  LSO/MEHTA/ASHKENAZY  9/67 
SXL  6309  450/278/399 
EMI /HMV  NE~~  PHI LH/BARBI fWLL I /BARENBOI M  12/68  50'  55 
ASD  2413  440/272/440 
HMV  NEN  PHILH/BARBI f?OLLI/BARENBOIM  5/74  12/68  102'15 
SLS  874  850/525/750 
UG  VPO/A BBADO/POLL I'NI  8/77 
2~30 790  435/269/435 
DECCA  PHILH/FISTOULARI/VERED 
PfS  4428  435/269/379 
DG  B  P  0 I J OC HUM 
2707  064  870/537/870 
WOHK  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Lnbel  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Hef.  nu~ber  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
nECCA  VPO/SCHM IDT-I SSEHSTEDT/BACKHAIJS  6/76  5/60 
SPA  402  235/145/199 
DECCA  V~~/~ALLBERG/BRENDEL  5/68  ,9/61 
TV  34207S  235/145/199 
DG  BPO/LE  ITNER/KE~~p  FF  7/62 
138  T/6  435/269/435 
DECCA  CHICAGl>  SO/SOLTI/ASHKENAZY  II /75  9/73 
SXL  6653  450/27d/3Q9 
CLS  PLSf?  SC01TI SH  ~JAT/GI 850"1/L ILL  6/77  36'34 
Cf-P  40259  149/92/149 
138 EMI/HMV  PHILH/MUTI/RICHTER 
ASD  3543  440/272/440 
DECCA  YPO/STEIN/GULDA  34'41 
JB  40  250/154/250 
OG  BPO/KE/..{PFF 
2721  128  1600/988/1450 
HMY  BPO/KARAJAN/V'IEI SSENBEf?G 
SLS  5112  1695/1046/1695 
PHIL! PS  LPO/HAI TI NK/BRENDEL 
67 67  002  1750/1080/1525 
HMV  NEW  PHILH/BARENBOIM/KLEMPERER 
SLS  941-4  1 31 0/809/ I I 45 
('IOHK  41.  BEETHOVENI  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  V PO/K NA PPERTSBUSCH/CU RZON  7/74  1/58 
SPA  3.14  235/145/199 
DECCA  VPO/SCrlMI DT-I SSH~STEDT/BACKHAUS  10/76  4/60 
SPA  452  235/145/  I 99 
DECCA  VPM:/!JiEHTA/8 !"?ENI)EL  12/69  4/69 
TV  342095  235/145/199 
EMI/HMV  NEd  PHI LH/KLEMPEf?E!UBA!-?ENBOI M  41'41 
ASD  2500  440/272/440 
DECCA  VPO/STEIN/GULDA  12/TI  9/71  40'30 
JB  l.>j  250/154/250 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLT I /ASHK ENAZY  3/75  9/73 
SXL  6655  450/27 8/3  99 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTfi SH  NAT /GI BSO"l/L ILL  10/74  39'52 
CFP  400t37  149/92/149 
C8S  NY  PO/BERNSTEIN/SERKIN  38'20 
61918  299/185/279 
PHILIPS  LPO/HAITI NK/BHENOEL  39'43 
9500  243  450/278/450 
139 WO!~K  42.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.1 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  PricAs:  rec/est  c/disp 
--------------------------------------------------------
F.'1\ I /HMV 
ASU  3571 
H~V 
SLS  882 
LSO/HATTLE/GAVRILOV 
440/272/440 
LEIPZIG  GEWANDHAUS/MASUR 
1145/707/095 
vW~?K  43.  Pf-?OKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
TV  345435 
HMV 
SLS  882 




WORK  44.  MOZAfH:  PIANO  CONCEI?TO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3218 
rlMV 





WOHK  45.  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 





Review  dates  Time 
1/76 
Review  dates  Time 
1/77  15'28 
652·'0 1 
Review  dates  Time 
1/77  14'00 VWRK  46.  MOZARTr  CONCERTO  FOI~  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40291 
LPO/MENUHIN/HR.YR.J  MENUHIN 
149/92/149 
WORK  47.  MOZARTr  CONCERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  number  Price~r  rec/est  c/disp 
EM I/HM'/  PHILH/GALLIERA/HASKIL/ANDA 
SXLr>  30l75  285/176/250 
CLS  PLSR  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN/H  MENUHIN 
CFP  40291  149/92/149 
DG  VPO/BOEHM/E&E  GILELS 
2530  456  435/269/435 
f'IORK  48.  SCHUMANNr  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40255 
PHILIPS 
6500  166 
PH I  LH/MENGES/SOLO'~ON 
149/92/149 
BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
450/278/399 
Review  dates  Time 
8/18  8/66  46'06 
Review  dates  Time 
9/74  2/57  42'04 
8/78  8/66  23'43 
11/74 
Review  dates  Time 
12/76  12/59  29'35 
3/72  60'01 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  31  33 








64'36 ~OF?K  49.  GRIEG:  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/F I STOULARI/CUIEON  5/70  11/56 
ECS  514  235/145/1 99 
CLS  PLSR  PHI LH/1.1ENGES/SOLOMON  12/76  12/59  29'02 
CFP  40255  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  RPC)/WELDC)N/BACHAUEH  10/61  57'  33 
SXLP  20025  285/176/250 
CLS  PLSI{  LPO/PRITCHARD/KATI N  8/71  46'16 
CFP  160  149/92/149 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP  3/72 
6500  I 66  450/2  78/399 
EM I /HMV  MO~TE CARLO  OP/MATACI C/HI CHTEH  II /75  58'32 
AS!l  3 I 33  440/272/440 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT/GUTIERREZ  64'36 
ASD  3521  440/27  2/440 
DECCA  LPO/DAVIS/KATIN 
SPA  170  235/145/199 
WOF?K  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Hef.  number  Price~:  rec/est  c/disp 
EM I /HMV  PAL?IS  ORTF/CLUYTENS/D  OISTRAK:i  II /74  6/60  45'17 
SXLP  30168  285/176/250 
EMI/rlMV  NEt/  PHILH/KLEMPERER/MENUHIN  11/66  44'45 
ASU  2285  440/272/399 
EMI /HMV  NE'/'1  PHILH/BOULT/SIJK  3/71  52'03 
ASU  2667  440/272/399 
142 DG 
2530  903 
CHICAGO  SO/BARENBOI M/ZUKERMAN  II /Tl 
435/269/435 
PHILIPS 
6570  051 
NEW  PHILH/GALLIE~J/GRUMIAUX 
245/151/245 
WOPK  5 I •  BRAHMS:  VIOL! N  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/KA RAJAN/FE Rf?AS 
138  930  435/260/435 
HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/D  o I STF?AKH 
SLS  786  7 20/  444F/20 
EMI/HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/0 I STRAKH 
ASD  2525  440/272/399 
CLS  fJLSR  LPO/LOUGHRAN/HA SSON 
CFP  40221  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  FRENCH  NAT  .L?AD/KLEMPEREf?/OISTf~ 
SXLP  30264  285/176/285 
•'\'Of~K  52.  MOZAfH:  V IOU N  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
I"'CH~K  53.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCEf?TO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
f.MI/HMV 
AS!)  29 8B 
HPO/D  OISTRAKH 
440/2-/2/440 
143 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
II /64 
2/70  75'14 
9/73  2/70  40'56 
39'27 
40'35 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 




45 WORK  54.  TCHAIKOWSKYa  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/ARGENTA /CAM POL I  7/72  12/58 
SPA  183  235/145/199 
CLS  PLSR  PARIS  CONS/SILVESTRI/KOGAN  12/74  10/62  48'25 
CFP  40083  149/92/149 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN/FERRAS  12/67 
139  028  435/269/435 
DECCA  LSO/PHEVIN/KYUNG-WHA  CHUNG  11/70  34'33 
SXL  6493  450/279/450 
PHILIPS  NEW  PHILH/KRENZ/GRUMIAUX  6/76  42'29 
9500  086  450/278/399 
PHIL! PS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK/SZERYNG  10/Tl  63'01 
9500  321  450/27 8/3  99 
EMI/HMV  MOSCOW  PO/ROZHDESTVENSKY/OISTR  50'21 
SXLP  30220  285/176/250 
V'JORK  55.  DVORAK•  VIOLII\J  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
144 WORK  56.  MOZARTr  REQUIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
---------------------·  -------·  -------------------
DECCA  VIENNA  CAPELLA/KR  IPS/LUDWIG  5/74  1/51 
ECS  715  235/ I 45/  I 99 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN/VIENNA  GM/LIPP  4/62 
2535  257  259/160/259 
DECCA  VPO/VI ENNA  ST  OP/KEf?TESZ/HORNE  6/77  6166  53·' 15 
SPA  476  235/14S/199 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH  &CH/FRUHBECK/MATHIS  5/78  3168  53'41 
SXLP  30237  285/176/285 
WORK  57.  VERDir  REQUIEM  MASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
HCA  NBC  SO/SHAW  CH/TOSCANI NI /NELLI  4/73  12/56 
AT  201  350/216/350 
HMV  GHI AUROV /GI ULI N  I /SCHWAf?ZK OP F  7/64  87'17 
SLS  909  875/540/875 
RCA  CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI/PRICE/BAKER  12/77 
RL  02476  850/525/898 
v'IO!?K  58.  BEETHOVEN r  M  I SSA  SOLEMN IS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  NEW  PHILH  CH/KLEMPEREP/HOFFGEN  7/66  78'30 
SLS  922  875/540/795 
DG  VIENNA  GM/BPO/KAf?AJAN/JANOWITZ  II /76  10/66 
2726  048  518/320/518 
HMV  NEr"'  PHILH  CH/LPO/GIULINI/TEAH  7/76  87'54 
SLS  989  8 75/5  40F/95 
145 DECCA 
D87  D2 
CHICAGO  SORCH/SOLTI /POPP /M I NTO"J  8/78 
850/525/895 
~Wf?K  59.  HANDEL:  MESSIAH 
81 '54 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
ECS  613-5 
HMV 
SLS  774 
HMV 
SLS  R45 
DECCA 
018  03 
DECCA 
0104  03 
LPO  R  CH/BOULT/VYVYAN/PROCTOF? 
235/145/199 
9/71  5/54 
AMBROSIAN  SINGERS/ECO/\iACKEHRAS  3/67 
8 50 /5 2  5/7  50 
KINGS  COLL  CH/ASMF/WI LLCOCKS 
1145/707/1145 









Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH  &  CH/FRUHBECK/POPP  6/66  62'01 
SAN  162  440/272/399 
DG  LEIPZIG  FW  &  CH/KEGEL/NYLPI US  9/75  1/68 
2548  194  I 59/98/159 
DG  BPO/JOCHU~/JANOWITZ/STOLZE  7/68 
139  362  435/269/435 
EM I /HMV  LSO  & CH/PREVIN/ARMSTRONG  10/75  62'50 
ASD  3117  440/272/399 
DECCA  BRIGHTON  FEST  CH/RPO/DORATI  I 2/76  52'21 
PFS  4368  435/269/379 
146 OUTLET  :  L  ONDOf\J  F  OU f? 
WHITELEYS  - QUEENSWAY v\OI~K  I.  BEETHOVEN:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT! ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
CLS  PLSf.? 
CrP  7H251 
!WO/CLUYTENS 
I 1 49/709/1195 
WORK  2.  BRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  3.  MAHLER:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
402'43 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
IWRK  4.  TCHA IKO~SKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  5.  WAGNEr~:  ':~ALKU!<E 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 




M share WORK  6.  WAGNER:  LOHENGRIN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
-------------------------------------------------
NIL 
nOI?K  7.  MOZAfrf:  OON  Gl OVANNI 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/Ast  c/disp 
OG 
2709  085 
VJ-lO/BOEHM 
l305/B00/l350 
tHlRK  8.  MOZAHT:  MMmiAGE  OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
r\ORK  9.  MOZART:  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/jfsp 
HMV 
SLS  505~ 
VPO/KA I~ A  JAN 
720/444/7?0 
149 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
6/76  12/52  129'01 WORK  10.  BIZETr  CAR!v{EN 
Co.  or Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  II.  PUCCI Nl r  BOHEME 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  896 
RCA  SO/BEECHAM 
720/444/720 
W'WRK  I 2.  PUCCINI r  TOSCA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  825 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABATA 
720/444/720 
WORK  13.  PUCCINir  TURANDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
11/74  1/57  107'43 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3173  12/53  108'00 
Review  dates  Time 
-----------------------------------------·-----
NIL 
150 WOI-?K  14.  PUCCINI:  MADAME  BUTTEHFLY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
1-?ef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
---------------------------------------------
DECCA 
D6HD  R3 
BARCELONA  SO/GA TfO 
995/614/995 
~ORK  15.  VERDI:  TROVATORE 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
1'101-?K  16.  VERDI:  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOI-?K  17.  VERDI  a  RI GOLETTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 




Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time r'IORK  I 8.  VEfWI:  LA  TiiAVI ATA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WO!?K  19.  MUSSOHGSKY:  BORIS  GOOUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
~ORK  20.  BEHLIOZ:  SYMPHONY  FANTASTIOUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2535  256  259/160/259 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
SXL  6571  450/27 8/399 
DECCA  VPO/MONTEUX 
SPA  222  235/145/199 
EMI/HMV  FRENCH  NAT  RAD/BERNSTEIN 
ASD  3397  440/272460 
WORK  21.  BEETHOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref~  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 




Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
7/65  20 
11/72  51 '40  20 
7/73  11/60  20 
52'06  40 
Review  dates  Time 
12/70  3/60 PHILIPS  Cm-.JCEfHGEBOUW/ JOCHU 1~  11/69  42'58 
6580  139  245/151/245 
DECCA  CHICAGD  SO/SOLTI  4/76  9/75 
SXL  6763  4~0/27  8/3 99 
DG  RPO/DOi~AT  I 
2535  219  259/160/215 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  4/18  10/TI 
2531  I 06  435/269/435 
V\1 EA  HALLE/LOUGHf.?AN  1/78  44'55 
VAf.?  1036  379/234/439 
'  EM I /HMV  LP0/30ULT  4F/ d  42'07 
ASD  3456  440/272/460 
EMI  PHI UI/KLE'~PERt:l? 
2C  069  00799  460/284/460 
DECCA  VPO/SC:iMIDT 
SXL  6329  450/278/399 
vWRK  22.  BEETHOVEN:  3RO  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/FRICSAY  4/75  1/60 
2548  088  159/98/159 
DECCA  VPO/MO!'HEUX  7/71  11/63 
SPA  123  235/145/199 
DECCA  VPO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT  I /78  II /66 
JB  6  250/154/250 
PHILIPS  LPO/HAITINK  3/78  1/77  57'47 
6500  986  450/278/450 
WEA  HALLE/LOUGHRAN  2/77  61 '59 
VAf.?  I 033  379/234/439 
OECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLT I  5/77  9/75  55'00 
SXL  6H29  450/278/399 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  4/78  10/77 
2531  I 03  435/269/435 
153 DG 
2548  278 
PHILIPS 
6580  300 
fH>TIERDAM  PO/DECKER 
159/98/159 
BOSTON  SO/A RRAU 
245/151/245 
WOJ.?K  23.  BRAHMS•  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  CONCERTGEBOUW/VAN  REINUM 
ECS  793  235/145/199 
DG  BPO/BOEHM 
2:i 35  I 02  2591160/259 
DECCA  VPO/KERTESZ 
SXL  6675  4501278/399 
CLS  PLSR  HALLE/LOUGHRAN 
CFP  40096  149/92/149 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA 
2530  889  435/269/435 
NOHK  24.  BACHr  BRANDENBURG  CONCERTI 
Co.  or  Label  IntP.rpretation 
Hef.  nurTJber  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2"126  080 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40010 
DG 
2707  098 
v~EA 
VAH  1041-2 
DECCA 
SPA  382-3 
BPO/KAHAJAN 
518/320/518 










Review  dates  Time  M share 
4/77  6/52  16 
7/75  12160  16 
1/75  10/73  .24 
3/75  34'  I 0  .24 
8/76  16 
Review  dates  Time 
10/65 
10/72  46'08 
2/78 WORK  25.  MAHLER r  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ret.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
--------------------------------------------------
CBS  CBS  SO/WALTER  2/70  4/63  10 
61116  299/IB':S/299 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK  5/68  10 
2535  172  259/160/259 
UNICORN  LSD/HORENSTEIN  12/69  10 
RHS  307  399/246/399 
IJECCA  RPO/LEI NSDORF  7/78  4/72  15 
SPA  521  235/145/199 
CLS  PLSF?  LPO/DELOGU  II /77  54'23  15 
CFP  40264  149/92/149 
DECCA  RPO/PAITA  2/78  10 
PfS  4402  435/269/379 
EM I  IH!~V  LPO/TENNSTEDT  53'50  15 
ASD  3541  440/272/440 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
SPA  362  235/145/1 99 
WORK  26.  MAHLERr  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  nu~bAr  PricAsr  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  27.  MAHLER:  3RU  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ret.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
155 WORK  28.  MAHL.Ef~:  4Td  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
fief.  nurTJbPr  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  CLEVEL~ND/SZELL/RASKIN 
olO~tS  2 99/1 8?/2 99 
UG  BAV  H  0/KUBELI K/MOI?l SON 
2535  119  2S9/160/235 
CLS  PLSf?  LPO/HOf"?ENSTE I  N/P~?  ICE 
CFI-'  159  149/92/149 
JG  VPO/A HBADO/VON  STADE 
25 30  Q ()6  43S/269/435 
DECCA  /SOLTI 
SPA  362  235/145/199 
~'ICH?K  29.  MAHLEF?  6TH  SYI~PHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UNICORN 
f?HS  320-1 
STOCKHOLM  PO/HOHENSTEIN 
798/493/798 
!A/ORK  30.  MAHLEH:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
156 
Review  dates  Ti~e  1-A  share 
4/()9  8/67  16 
8/75  12/68  16 
5/71  59'14  24 
6/7B  16 
24 
F?eview  dates  Ti~e  "'I  share 
9/75 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share WOF?K  31.  TCHAIKO'NSKY:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/0isp 
DG  LENINGRAD  PO/Mf~A  VI NSKY 
253R  17R  259/160/235 
DG  BPO/MAAZEL 
2548  176  159/98/159 
uECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
JH  23  250/154/250 
DECCA  LSO/SZELL 
SPA  206  245/145/199 
CLS  PLSF?  SCOITISH  NAT/GIBSON 
CFP  40228  149/92/149 
DG  BP~>/KA  F?AJAN 
2~  30  883  435/269/435 
vWF<K  32.  TCHAIKot'ISKY:  5TH  SYMPHOtiY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
F?ef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SPA  223 
DECCA 
SXL  o884 




>AJOF?K  33.  TCHAIKOWSKY:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SJ-lA  221 
CLS  PLSH 






Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/74  6/61 
11/75  I /63 
2/65  42'20 
3/72 
1/76  41  '05 
6/78 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/73  10/56 
Review  dates  Time 
1/73  6/57 
11/61 RCA  LSOITJEKNAVORIAN 
U?LI  5129  42512621349 
PYE  LPOISOUDA NT 
PCNHX  12  4501278/405 
DECCA  VPOIMAAZEL 
JB  25  25011541250 
fWHK  34.  DVOf?AK t  7TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numoer  Prices:  reclest  cldisp 
RDF 
LGD  007 
CZECH  POIKOSLER 
I 99 I  I 2 3  I  I 7  4 
WORK  35.  DVORAK a  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  reclest cldisp 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2863 
PYE 





PYE  HALLEIBARBIROLLI 
GGCD  30411-2  27511701275 
DECCA 
SPA  87 
VPOIK EliTESZ 
23511451199 
EMIIHMV  PHILHIGIULINI 
SXLP  30163  28511761250 
EMIIHMV 
ASD  3285 
WEA 
VAH  1018 
NEW  PHILHIMUTI 
44012121460 
NEW  PHILHIHANDLEY 
37912341439 
158 
I I 116 
9175  42'50 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
8177  8166 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
8113  12159  51'49  12 
I 160  8 
2111  1160  8 
10110  10161  12 
1114  3162  50'24  8 
liT!  41,22  12 
liT/  41'16  8 EMI/HMV 
ASD  3407 
BPO/KAf1AJAN 
440/272/460 
DECCA  LSO/KERTESZ/KUBELI K 
DPA  539-40  435/269/379 
WCH?K  30.  SCHUBERT:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est c/disp 
PHILIPS  DI-?ESDE,~  ST/SAWALLISCH 
6580  207  245/151/245 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT 
ASD  28~6  440/272/460 
CLS  PLSH  LPO/P  f? ITCrlA RD 
CFP  40233  149/92/149 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/MEl-ITA 
SXL  6729  440/272/399 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GI ULI NI 
2530  882  4 35/269/435 
VIO!iK  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  SCO/MUNCHINGER 
SPA  201  235/145/199 
DG  LUCERNE  FEST/BAUMGARTNER 
135  024  259/160/259 
DG  KUENTZ  CHBfUFRASCA-COLOMB I ER 
2548  005  159/98/159 
EMI/HMV  LENINGRAD/SHINDER 
SXLP  30195  285/176/250 
EMI/HMV  LPO/PERLMAN 
ASD  3293  440/272/440 
159 
10/77  54'04  12 
8 
Review dates  Ti~e  M share 
31M3  55'45  16 
12/72  53'  55  24 
8/76  59'18  24 
1/TI  52'08  16 
16 
Review  dates  Time 
3112  12/58 
4/68  2/61 
11/75 
39'01 
2/TI  43'27 WORK  38.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCEIHO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
PHILIPS 
6580  302 
DECCA 
SXL  6797 
C<)NC ERTGERC)UW/HAI T INK 
245/151 /245 
ISRAEL  PO/MEHTA 
450/278/399 
W<H~K  39.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.2 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/SCI;MIDT-I SSERSTEDT/BACKHAUS 
SPA  402  235/145/199 
DG  BAV  SO/FRICSAY/FISCHER 
2548  238  159/98/159 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTTISH  NAT/GIBSON/LILL 
CFP  40259  149/<)2/149 
EMI/HMV  PHI LH/MUT I/  RICHTER 
ASD  3543  440/272/440 
160 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M shAre 
10/70  52'33  60 
10/76  40 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
6/76  5/60 
8/76  2/61 
6/77  36'34 WORK  41.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/KNAPPERTSBUSCH/CURZON  7/74  1/58 
SPA  334  235/145/199 
DECCA  VPO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT/BACKHAUS  10/76  4/60 
SPA  452  235/145/.1 99 
DECCA  VPM/MEHTA/BRENDEL  12/69  4/69 
TV  34209S  235/145/199 
EMI/rlMV  NE1"4  PHI LH/KLEMPERER/BARENBO I M  41'41 
ASD  2500  440/272/460 
DECCA  VPO/STEIN/GULDA  12/Fl  9/71  40'30 
JB  18  250/154/250 
VWRK  42.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCE!HO  NO.I 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WCH?K  43.  PF?OKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.2 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  44.  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
161 1'101-?K  45.  MOZAfH r  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
------------------------------------------------------
NIL 
WORK  46.  MOZARTr  CONCERTO  FOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
CLS  t1LSR 
CFP  40291 
LPO/MP.JUHIN/H&Y&J  MENUHIN 
149/92/149 
WORK  47.  MOZARTr  CONCERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40291 
BATH  FEST/MENUHIN/H  MENUHIN 
149/92/149 
WORK  48.  SCHUMANNr  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40255 
DECCA 






Review  dates  Ti~e 
8/78  8/66  46'06 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
8/78  8/66  23'43 
Review  dates  Time 
12/76  12/59  29'35 
2/74 WORK  49.  G~IEG:  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/FISTOULARI/CUHZON 
ECS  514  235/145/199 
CLS  PLS~?  PH I LH/'>'IENGES/SOLOMON 
CFP  40255  149/92/149 
DECCA  LSO/Pf?EVIN/LUPU 
SXL  6624  450/27t3/399 
WOf?K  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCEfHO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI /ELMAN 
ECM  f313  235/145/199 
EMI/HMV  PARIS  CH?TF/CLUYTENS/0  0 I STRAKH 
SXLP  30168  285/176/250 
CBS  NY  PO/BEf?NSTEI N/STERN 
61598  299/l 85/299 
EM l/HMV  NEN  PHILH/KLEMPERE~/MENUHIN 
ASD  2285  440/272/460 
t~ORK  ~l.  81-?AHMS:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Into.rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/dMV 
SXLP  30186 
BPO/KE~PE/MENUH  IN 
285/176/250 
163 
Review  dates  Time 
5/70  II /56 
12/76  12/59  29'02 
2/74 
Review  dates  Time 
4/78  II /55  46'10 
11/74  6/60  45'17 
2/75  7/60  43'45 
11/66  44'45 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
6/75  5/59  40'39  28 CBS 
61325 
CLS  PLSR 
CfP  40221 




WOHK  52.  MOZAf?TI  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices&  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
VWI?K  53.  MOZART&  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices&  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN 
2C  069  00201  460/284/460 
DG 
2531  049 
BPO/KAf?AJAN/MUTfER 
450/278/435 
~ORK 54.  TCHAIKOWSKY&  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 




TV  34553S 
DECCA 
SXL  6854 
P HLD/ORMANDY /STERN 
299/185/299 
LUX  RO/DE  FROMENT/ROSAND 
235/145/199 
NEW  PHILH/ASHKENAZY/BELKIN 
450/27 8/399 
164 
8/76  9/60  40'03  .2'8 
39'27  42 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
10/73  7/60 
10/77 WORK  55.  DVORAK:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  56.  MOZART:  REQUIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30237 
NEW  PHI LH  R.CH/FRUHRECK/MATHI S 
2tl5/i76/250 
vWRK  57.  V  Ef?DI:  REOU I E:M  MASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretatjon 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  909 
GHI AU ROY /G I ULI N I /SCHWAf.?ZKOP F 
875/540/7  95 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
5/78  3/68  53'41 
Review  dates  Time 
7/64  87' 17 
RCA 
RL  02476 
CHICAGO  SORCH/SOLTI/PRICE/BAKEf?  12/77 
425/262/798 
tWf?K  58.  BEETHOVEN:  MISSA  SOLEMNIS 
Cc.-.  or  j_abel  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
6790  001 
NETH  fW  CH/CONCERTGEROUV'I/ JOCHUM  I 0/7 I 
900/556/1 198 
165 
M shAre ~ORK 59.  HANDEL:  MESSIAH 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
-.....--------------------------------------------
DECCA 
018  03 
ASMF/MARRINER/AMELING/HCmELL 
1095/676/1895 
WORK  60.  CARL  ORFFa  CARMINA  BURANA 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
166 
Review  dates  Time OUTLET  r  LONDON  FIVE 
BARKERS  - KENSINGTON  HIGH  ST WORK  I •  BEETHOVEN:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  reclest  cldisp 
DG  VPOIBOEHM  3117  I I 112 
2721  154  I 9001117  31 I 900 
CBS  NY  POI~VALTER  4114  327'32 
7751 I  99916 I 71999 
OLYMPIA  IFURD~ANGLEH 
B12  017  I I 00161911 I 00 
WORK  2.  BRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  reclest  cldisp 
HAAV  LSOII  .POIROULT  I J  HAKH?  6175  203'20  18 
SLS  5009  1425/Bd011245 
DECCA  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL  91Tl  12 
D39U  4  99516141995 
HMV  LPOI  JOCHlHI  10171  I 87 '55  118 
SLS  5093  1495192311245 
DG  RPO/KA f?AJ AN  4114  I I 164  118 
2721  075  I 2 0017  4 I I I 2 00 
DG  VPO/BOEHM  10176  118 
2740  I 54  13501833/1350 
1 t'WRK  3.  MAHLEF?:  COMPLETE  SY!v~PHONY  COLLECT ION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  reclest  cldisp 
NIL 
168 ·rwHK  4.  TCHA I KONSKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPH()NY  COLLECT ION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
i-IMV 
SLS  881 
USSf~  SO/SVETLANOV 
1375/849/1375 
~WRK 5.  y~jAGNEH:  ~ALKURE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
VWHK  6.  WAGNER:  LOHENGRIN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/74  365'13 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
--------------------------------·  ------------------
DECCA 
Dl2  D5 
HMV 
SLS  5071 




1 11JORK  7.  MOZART:  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  508J 
PHI LH/GI ULI NI 
995/614/995 
169 
8/76  2/54 
12/76 
Review  dates  Time 
7/77  2/61  160'35 DECCA 
DIOD  4 
DG 





rcoRK  8.  MOlARTs  MARRIAGE  OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  995 
DG 




2850/ I 759/2600 
.-fORK  9.  MOZART 1  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/BOEHM 
2709  017  1305/806/1305 
HMV  PHILH/KLEMPEREH 
SLS  912  1310/809/1310 
DG  BPO/BOEHM 
136  440  435/269/435 
DG  BPO/BOEHM 
2740  108  2850/1759/2600 
WORK  10.  BIZETs  CARMEN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
170 
12/76  6/59  170'13 
9/74 
Review  dates  Time 
165'07 
9/74 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/65 
11/64  156'03 
Review  dates  Time 
------------WORK  II.  PUCCINI:  BOHEME 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  RCA  50/BEF.:CHAM 
SLS  896  7 20/444/7  20 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTfO 
SLS  5059  720/444/720 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/SERAFIN 
050  2  695/429/595 
WORK  12.  PUCCINI:  TOSCA 
Co.  or  Lobel  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2708  087 
PARIS  ORTF/fWSTROPOVICH 
870/537/790 
H~1V 
SLS  825 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABATA 
720/444/720 
WORK  13.  PUCCINI:  TUf?ANDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Int8rpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 




Review  dates  Time 
I 1/74  1/57  107'43 
8/76  3/58  1  04 '52 
8/76  12/58 
Review  dotes  Ti~e 
12/76 
3/73  12/53  108'00 
Review  dates  Time 
9/73  117 '30 WORK  14.  PUCCINI a  MADAME  BUTTERFLY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/SERAFIN  8/76  2/59 
D4D  3  850/525/850 
HMV  ROME  OP/BARBIIWLLI  9/67  141 '07 
SLS  927  I 31 0/809  I  I 195 
DECCA  BARCELONA  SO/GA ITO  2/78 
D68D  R3  995/614/995 
HMV  ROME  OP/SANTINI  136'50 
SLS  5128  895/552/995 
CBS  AMBROSIAN  PO/MAAZEL  148'26 
79313  1249/771/1499 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN  5/76  12/55  138'06 
SLS  5015  995/614/990 
r'iORK  15.  VERDI:  TROVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN  8/76  12/63 
27 28  008  777/480/777 
DECCA  NAT  PO/BONYNGE  10/77  163 '0  7 
0820  3  1295/799/1295 
HMV  B!JO/KARAJAN  4/78  138'55 
SLS  5111  1310/809/1199 
DECCA  GENEVA/EREDE 
SPA  513  235/145/1 99 
172 I'W!?K  16.  VE!?DI:  AIJA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5108 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SE~AFIN 
995/614/895 
HMV 
SLS  9TI 
CONVENT  GAIWENS/MUT I 
1310/809/1310 
V'IO!~K  17.  VERDI:  RIGOLETTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/r:iisp 
NIL 
NO!?K  18.  VERDI:  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5097 
DG 
2707  103 
ROME  OP/SERAFIN 
795/491/795 
BAV  ST  OP/KLEIBER 
870/53//870 
WORK  19.  MUSSORGSKY:  BORIS  GOOUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
173 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
l/:i6  I 44'  22 
2/75  146'01 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
9/60  I I 9'52 
Review  dates  Time ~ORK  20.  BERLIOZ:  SYMPHONY  fANTAST I OUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VP0/.
1H>~TEUX 
SPA  222  235/145/199 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2530  597  435/269/435 
CAMDEN  BOSTOI~  SO/PRETHE 
CCV  5048  135/83/135 
CLS  PLSR  HALLE/LOUGHRAN 
CfP  40281  149/92/149 
DECCA  VPO/ANSEHMET 
DPA  613-4  435/269/379 
CBS  TORONTO  SO/OZAWA 
61659  299/1 85/1 99 
WORK  21.  BEETHOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2565 
DECCA 
SPA  113 
DG 
2530  142 
EM I/HMV 
ESD  7 004 
DG 
2535  219 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40017 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3456 
EMI/HMV 


















Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
7/73  11/60  15 
25 
15 
53'15  15 
15 
15 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/74  10/58  56'29 
12/70  3/60 
2/72 
2/T/  11/74  39'39 
2/73  1/62  33'28 
4/78  42'07 
43'19 WOHK  22.  BEETHOVEN•  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LPO/SARATA 
6BF3  236-7  495/306/395 
OG  BPO/BOEHM 
2525  I OJ  259/160/259 
DECCA  VPO/SCHMIDT-I SSERSTEDT 
JB  6  250/154/250 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS 
6500  141  450/27'3/199 
CLS  PLSR  BPO/CLUYTENS 
CFj-J  40076  149/92/149 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLI! 
SXL  6820  450/278/379 
DG  Bj-JO/KA~AJAN 
2531  103  435/269/435 
Sn\PHNC  SYMPHOr~  ICA  OF  LONDON/MO Rf~ IS 
SYM  5  3 99/246/3  99 
EMI/H\.IV  LSO/JOCHUM 
ASD  3376  440/272/440 
DG  f?OTTEROAM  PO/DECKEi? 
2548  278  159/98/159 
WORK  23.  B~AHMS  a  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/~isp 
OG 
2535  162 
CA~If)EN 
CCV  50 U3 
BPO/FUIHVIANGLER 
259/lf>0/259 
BOSTON  SO/~WNCH 
135/83/135 
175 
Review  dates  Time 
10/76  0/4  7 
7/75  10/62 
1/78  II /66 
3/78  9/77  59'46 
8/72  56'51 
5/77  9/75  55'00 
4/78  10/77 
l /78 
2/78  60'35 
Review  dntes  Ti~e  M shAre 
/52  10 
6/75  II /57  5 IJG  BPO/BOEHM  7/7'-:J  12/60  10 
2535  I 02  259/160/259 
DG  BPO/KAf~AJAN  II /64  5 
138  924  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  LPO/I::Hl:.JLT  4/73  44'45  10 
ASD  2871  440/272/440 
IJG  VPO/ABBADO  12/74  6/73  10 
2530  424  435/269/435 
CLS  PLSJ~  HALLE/LOUGHHAN  3/75  34'10  5 
CFP  40096  149/92/149 
RCA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE  6/76  5 
AHLI  1326  399/246/425 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA  8/76  10 
2530  889  4 35/2  69/4  35 
EM I/HMV  LPO/MALCOLM/MENUHIN  10 
SLS  5093  1425/880/1245 
DG  BPO/JOCHUM  10 
2530  258  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOJLT  10 
SLS  5009  1425/880/1245 
WORK  24.  BACH:  BRANDENBURG  CONCERTI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices: rec/est c/disp 
EMI/HMV  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN  5/60  113'  13 
ASD  327-8  440/272/440 
DG  MUNICH  BACH/RICHTEf~  9/68 
2708  013  870/537./870 
CLS  PLSR  VIRT  OF  ENG/DAVISON  10/72  46'08 
CFP  40010  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT  1/74  96'36 
SLS  866  850/525/750 
DG  LA  PO/ZUKERMAN 




SPA  382-3 
DG 
1390  05-6 
RCA 
CCV  5001 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/A BBADO 
849/524/849 
SCO/.~.w  '-JC!II NGER 
235/145/199 
BPO/KM?AJAN 
4 3~/269/4  3~) 
BOSTON  SOh.WNCH 
13'.)/83/135 
MHK  25.  MAHLEf?:  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  HAV  RO/KURELI K 
2535  172  259/100/259 
DECCA  !?PO/LEINSlJOHF 
SPA  521  235/14~/199 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/OELOGU 
CFP  40264  149/92/149 
OG  BOSTON  SO/OZAVIA 
2530  993  435/269/435 
EMI/H!.W  LPO/TENNSTEDT 
ASO  3541  440/272/440 
VIORK  26.  MAHLER:  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
EMI/HMV  PHI LH/KLEMPEHER/SCH~ARZKOPF 
SLS  806  850/525/850 
OG  BAV  HO/KUBELIK/MATHIS 
2726  062  518/320/518 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/ABBADO/NEBLETI 
2707  094  870/537/870 
177 
8/78  122'27 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
5/68  25 
7/78  4/72  12 
11/77  54'23  12 
25 
53'50  25 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
8/71  7/63  79'25  30 
3/TI  9/70  30 
6/77  30 SYMPHNC 
SYM7-8 
SY.\.IPHONI CA  OF  LONDON/MOR!H S 
7 98/493/798 
VHH?K  27.  MAHLEH:  3f.?D  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  28.  MAHLER:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Lnbel  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EM IIHMV  PHI LH/KL.EMPEREIUSCHWA RZKOPF 
ASD  2799  450/278/440 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL/RASKIN 
61056  299/185/279 
DG  BAY  RO/KUBELIK/MORISON 
2535  119  259/160/259 
WORK  29.  MAHLER  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 









Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
4/73  1162  40 
4/69  8/67  20 
8/75  12/68  40 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
7/78  60 
2/66  30 f'IOHK  30.  MAHLE!-?:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DG 
2707  097 
CHICAGO  SO/GI ULI NI 
8/0/531/870 
WOHK  31.  TCHA I KOWSKY:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5036  135/83/135 
DG  BPO/KAf?AJAN 
139  017  435/269/435 
DECCA  LSO/SZELL 
SPA  206  245/145/199 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2':JJO  mn  435/269/435 
nCH~K  32.  TCrlAIKCh~SKY:  ~TH SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DECCA  PM?IS  CONS/SOLTI 
SfJA  223  235/145/1 99 
CAMUE"'J  BOSTON  so/M oNn:ux 
CCV  5049  135/83/135 
tJECCA  VPO/MAA.ZEL 
JH  24  250/154/250 
DG  LSO/A B-:3ADO 
2~30  19H  435/209/435 
179 
Review dates  Ti~e  M share 
4/72 





Review  dates  Time 
2/73  10/56 
10/59 
4/64  44'25 
4/72 WORK  33.  TCHAIKOWSKYa  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR  PHI LH/KLETZK I 
CFP  40220  149/92/149 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
138  921  435/269/435 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/REINER 
CCV  5024  135/83/135 
DG  VPO/ A  BBADO 
2530  350  435/269/435 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
SXL  6814  450/278/379 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
JB  25  250/154/250 
HMV  MOSCOW  RO/ROZHDESTVENSKY 
ASiJ  3226  440/272/199 
WORK  34.  DVORAK:  7Trl  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DG 
2530  127 
BPO/KUBELI K 
435/269/395 
l>'IOHK  35.  DVOHAKI  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
EMI /HMV 
ASD  286.3 
B  P  0/K  Ar?A JAN 
440/272/440 
180 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
11/61 
10/64 
6/75  11/65 
7/74 
9/TI 
9/75  42 150 
45'26 
Review  dAtes  Ti~e  ~~  share 
10/71 
Review  dates  Ti~e  .'A  share 
8/7.3  12/59  51 '49  10 CLS  PL5f1  PHILH/SAWALLISCH  10/70  4/60  43'40  5 
Cl-P  104  149/92/149 
UG  B.t-'0/FRICSAY  5/69  10/60  10 
13:>  053  259/160/259 
UECCA  V  PO/K f}HESZ  I 0/-/0  10/61  5 
SPA  87  235/145/199 
fi•AI/HI·.~V  PHI LH/G IULI N  I  7/74  3/62  50'24  5 
SXLY  30163  285/170/285 
UG  BPO/KARAJAN  1/64  10 
138  922  435/269/435 
CA I·,\!) EN  BOSTON  SO/FIEDLER  6/75  5/71  5 
CCV  5012  135/83/135 
f)G  BPO/KU~3EL  I K  9/74  10/73  10 
2530  415  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  NEN  PHILH/MUTI  I /77  41,22  10 
ASU  3285  440/272/440 
EMIIHMV  BPO/KA i?AJ Al'J  10/77  54'04  10 
ASD  3407  440/272/440 
UG  CHICAGO  SO/GI ULI NI  2/78  10 
2530  881  435/269/435 
P EH?LESS  PH I LH/.1MSTEf?S  5 
Of{f-IS  94  I 99/1 23/99 
WORK  36.  SCHUBERT:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH  10/60 
CCV  5054  135/83/135 
EM I /HMV  LPO/BOULT  12/72  53'55 
ASD  2856  440/272/440 
CLS  PLSf?  LPO/P R  ITCHARD  8/76  59'18 
CfP  40233  149/92/149 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/MEHTA  7/77  52'08 
SXL  6729  440/27  2/399 
181 EM I /HMV  HALLE/:3ARBI f?OLLI 
SXLP  30267  285/176/285 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI 
2530  882  435/269/435 
EMI/H.\W  HALLE/BARB I  r~o LLI 
ASD  22~  1  440/27 2/3 99 
DG  HPO/BOEHM/PRETRE 
2740  188  3850/2377/3500 
DG  BPO/BOt:HM 
2740  127  1475/910/1350 
DG  BPO/FUl.rfV'jA ~GLER 
2535  808  259/160/259 
WORK  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Int~roretntion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  LUCERNE  FEST/BAUMGARTNER 
135  024  259/160/259 
CBS  ECO/ZUKEI?MAN 
73079  429/265/439 
EMI/HMV  LENINGRAD/SHINDER 
SXLP  30195  285/176/285 
EMI/HMV  LPO/PERLMAN 
ASD  3293  440/272/440 
DECCA  ASMF/ 
0101  010  I 995/1 2 31/1 995 
WORK  38.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2530  258 






Review  dates  Ti~e 
4/68  2/61 
5/73  42'27 
39'01 
2/Tl  43'27 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
50 WEA 
K53  570 
CBS 
77 372 




ifiORK  39.  BRAHMSr  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/REINER/GILELS 
CCV  5042  135/83/135 
DG  BPO/ JOCHUMGILELS 
2540  259  435/269/435 
DECCA  LEIPZIG  GEWAND/MASUR/C  OUSSET 
SDD  R522  250/154/250 
DG  V  PO/A BBADO/POLL I NI 
2~30 790  435/269/435 
CBS  NY  PO/LSO/v-IATfS 
78315  H49/524/Ej49 
v-101-?K  40.  BEETHOVENr  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
DG 
138  716 
OG 
2535  I 07 
EM I /lirv\ V 
ASJJ  3543 
DECCA 
JB  40 
!WO/LE ITN ER /KF:!AfJ FF 
435/269/435 
VSO/SANDE!{L I NG/ !?I CHTER 
259/160/259 





48'41  25 
167'59  25 





Review  dates  Ti~e 
7/62 
I /76  II /63 
34'41 DG 
2721  128 
BPO/KEMPFF 
1600/988/1450 
WORK  41.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCE!HO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Time 
DECCA 
SPA  452 
VPO/SCHMIDT-I SSERSTEDT/AACKHAUS  I 0/76  4/60 
235/145/1 99 
DG 
138  Tl7 
EMI /HMV 
ASD  2500 
CAMDEN 
CCV  502H 
RCA 
RL  11420 
SYMPHNC 
SYM  10 
CBS 
61918 
PHI LI tJS 
9500  243 
DG 
2721  128 
HMV 
SLS  941-4 
BPO/LEITNER/KEMPFF 
435/269/435 
NEW  PHI LH/KLEMPEREf?IBARENBOI M 
440/272/440 
CHICAGO  SO/STOCK/SCHNABEL 
135/83/135 
LPO/BAREN  RO I M/RUAE'JSTE IN 
425/262/425 
SYMPHONICA  OF  LON/MORRI S/f.WSEN 
399/246/399 
NY  PO/BERNSTEIN/SERKIN 
299/185/279 
LPO/HAI TI NK/BHENOEL 
450/278/450 
BPO/KE,·~p  FF 
1600/988/1450 
NE'fo/  PHI LH/BARENBOI 'VKLEMPEHEH 
1310/809/1310 
WOHK  42.  PHOKOFIEVr  PIANO  CONCEHTO  N0.1 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 






3/7B  5/76 
38'20 
39'43 
Review  dates  Ti~e 1'\'CH~K  43.  t-Jl?OKOFI t:V:  PIANO  CONCl:fHO  N0.2 
Co.  or  Label  Int8rpretation 
Ref.  ntmber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SLS  5004 
H?ENCH  NAT  RAD/CLUTENS/0 I STRAK:-1 
1245/769/1425 
iHH?K  44.  MOZAfH:  PIANO  CONCEfHO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
~Of<K  45.  MOZAI?Tz  PIANO  CONCEHTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
l'iORK  46.  MOZART:  CONCERTO  fOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
185 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time WORK  4  7.  MOZA!H:  CONCERTO  FOH  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
-----------------------------------------
DG 
2530  456 
VPO/BOEHM/ER.E  GILELS 
435/269/4]5 
WORK  48.  SCHUMANNr  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/KRIPS/KEMPFF 
ECS  802  235/145/199 
DECCA  VPO/ANOREAE/GULDA 
SPA  493  235/14'5/199 
CLS  PLSR  PHILH/\.\ENGES/SOLOMON 
CFP  40255  149/92/149 
DG  BPO/KUBELIK/ANDA 
138  888  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  NEv'i  PHILH/BERGLUND/OGOON 
ASD  2802  440/272/440 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT/GUTIERREZ 
ASD  3521  440/272/440 
ViORK  49.  GRI EGr  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40255 
EMI/HMV 







Review  dates  Time 
9/53 
5/57 
12/76  12/59  29'35 
3/64 
10/72  59'38 
64'.36 
Review  dates  Time 
12/76  12/59  29'02 
10/61  57'  33 DG  BPO/KUBELIK/ANDA  3/64 
138  Sf38  435/269/435 
EM I/HMV  NEW  PHILH/BERGLUNG/OGDON  10/72  39'38 
ASlJ  2802  440/272/440 
CAMlJEN  OSLO  PO/GRUNER-HEGGE/BAEKKELUND  6/"/5 
CCV  5019  13S/83/135 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT/GUTIERREZ  64'36 
ASlJ  3521  440/272/440 
vWF?K  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  IntP.rpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI /HMV  PAfHS  OfHF/CLUYTENS/D  OISTHAKLJ  II /74  6/60  45'17 
SXLP  30ioR  2B5/ 176/285 
CBS  NY  PO/t3ERNSTE I N/STEf?N  2/"/5  7/60  43'45 
61598  299/185/299 
DG  BPO/KA  f?AJAi~/FERHAS  12/67 
139  021  435/2()9/435 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/BAf?ENAOI M/ZUKEfH\AN  II /77 
2530  903  435/269/435 
DG  BPO/  JOC rlU M/SCHN E I DElmAN 
13':)  081  435/209/259 
WCH?K  5 I •  BRAHMS:  VI OLl  N  CONC EfHO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
RP.f.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/~isp 
F:M I/HMV  BPO/K  E '.IP E/1.~  FNLJH IN  6/75  5/59  40'39  8 
SX!Y  30IRo  285/176/285 
CMWf:N  LSO/M 01HEUX /SZEI?YNG  II /59  8 
CCV  ':)052  135/83/135 
DG  HPO/KA:?AJAN/  FE R!?AS  11/64  16 
13!-3  930  4 35/269/435 
187 HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/D  OISTHAKH  2/70  75'14 
SLS  786  720/444/720 
DG  VPO/JOCHUM/MILSTEIN  12/75 
2530  592  435/269/435 
EM 1/HMV  CHICAGO  50/GIULINI/PERLMAN  II /77  43'00 
ASO  3385  440/272/440 
CBS  PHLD/ORMANOY/STERN  167'59 
77372  549/339/849 
EM I /HMV  FRENCH  NAT  RAD/KLEMPERER/01 STf?  40'35 
SXLP  30264  285/176/285 
VWHK  52.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOf?K  53.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  IntP.roretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Price~:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
253H  094 






~ORK 54.  TCHAIKO\~SKY:  VIOLIN  COi'IJCERfO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
St'A  183 
LSO/  Af<:J ENTA/CAM POI. I 
235/145/199 
188 
Heview  dates  Time 





139  028 
DECCA 
SXL  6854 
BPCVKARAJAN/FERRAS 
435/269/435 
NEW  PHILH/ASHKENAZY/BELKIN 
450/278/399 
rWRK  55.  DVORAK:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS 
61332 
PHLD/ORMANDY  /STERN 
2 99/1 85/2 99 
WORK  56.  MOZART:  f?EOUIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EM I /HMV 
ASD  27 H8 
DG 
2530  705 
ECO/A LLDI S  CH/BARENBOI M/RAK ER 
440/272/440 
BPO/V I ENNA  G.~/KARAJAN/BALTSA 
435/269/435 
WORK  57.  VERDI:  REQUIEM  MASS 
Co.  or Label  Intepretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  909 




Review  dates  Time 
9/77  10/66 
Review  dates  Time 
7/72  54'20 
12/76 
Review dates  Ti~e 
7/64  87'  17 
F?CA 
RL  02476 
CHICAGO  SO~CH/SOLTI/Pf?ICE/BAKER  12/77 
8501525/798 
189 
M share ~ORK 58.  BEETHOVEN:  MI SSA  SOLEMNIS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2726  048 
DECCA 
087  D2 
VIENNA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/JANOr~  ITZ  II /76  I 0/66 
518/320/518 
CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI /POPP/Ml NTON  8/7  8 
850/525/850 
~ORK 59.  HANDEU  MESSIAH 
81'54 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
0104  D3 
DG 
2720  069 
LSO/BOULT 
850/5 25/H50 
LPO/R I Cl-ffE!? 
II 00/679/  I 000 
tWRK  60.  CAHL  ORFFa  CARMINA  f3UHANA 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/JOCHUM/JANOrviTZ/STOLZE 
139  362  435/269/435 
CBS  CLEVELAND  ORCH&CH/THOMAS/BLEGPJ 
76372  349/265/439 
EMI/HMV  LSO  &  CH/PREVIN/AR~~ST!WNG 
ASD  3117  440/272/440 
190 
1 66'03 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
7/68 
5/75  61 '59 
10/75  62'50 OUTLET  :  LONDON  SIX 
'NOOLWORTH  - KENS I NGfON  HIGH  ST ~\Of~K  I.  BEETHOVEN:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or LAbel  Interpretation  Review  dotes  Ti~e 
Ref.  nufTlber  Prices:  rec/est  c/rJisp 
NIL 
vWPK  2.  BRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  '·A  c;hare 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WO~K 3.  MAHLER:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dotes  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
r'iORK  4.  TCHA IKOWSKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  5.  WAGNER a  '~ALKURE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
192 1\0f?K  o.  ~~AGNER:  LOHENGR I ".J 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Revi~w dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
V'JORK  7.  MOLART:  !JON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
1 ."/0HK  8.  MOZART:  MARHIAGE  OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
r'IORK  9.  MOZART:  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
193 1"40RK  JO.  BIZETa  CAJ.?i~EN 
Co.  or Label  Interpretaion  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  I I.  PUCCI Nl  a  BOHE~E 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
('jOfiK  I 2.  PUCCINI:  TOSCA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/~isp 
NIL 
rWf.?K  13.  PUCCINI  t  TURANDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
194 WORK  14.  PUCCINI1  MADAME  BUTfERFLY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesl  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
~ORK  I 5.  VERDI  I  TROVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  nuMber  Prices1  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
tWRK  16.  VERDI1  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices1  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
f.IORK  I 7.  VERDI  I  RI GOLETTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  nurT'!ber  Pricesl  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOf?K  18.  VEf.?Dia  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices1  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
195 f'IOHK  19.  MUSSOHGSKYt  BOHIS  GODUNOV 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Heview  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
------------------------------------------------------
NIL 
WOHK  20.  BEHLI OZ:  SYMPHONY  FANTAST! QUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5048 
ROSTON  SO/PHETHE 
135/83/135 
WORK  21  •  BEETHOVEN t  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  22.  BEETHOVEN:  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
196 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time V'iOI-?K  23.  BRAHMS r  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMOEN 
CCV  5018 
BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
135/83/135 
V'IOI?K  24.  BACH:  HHANJENBURG  CONCERTI 
Co.  or  Lnbel  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN 
CCV  500-/ 
CA!I\Dc!~ 
CCV  5033 
BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
135/83/135 
BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
135/83/135 
WOF~K  25.  MAHLER:  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOPK  2f>.  MAHLEr-?:  2~W SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Pef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
6/75  II /57 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
Review  dates  Time  M c:;hare 
197 WORK  27.  MAHLERz  3RO  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  TiMe  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
fiORK  28.  MAHLERz  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  nuMber  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOI?K  29.  MAHLER  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M shAre 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
fi'ORK  .10.  MAHLER 1  9Td  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interoretation  Review  rlate~  Ti~e  M shAre 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
198 'NOf?K  31.  TCHA I KOioJSKY:  4TH  SY.i.APHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  PrieRs:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDf:N 
CCV  5030 
BOSTON  SO/.';IIJNCH 
135/~33/135 
IJOHK  32.  TCHAIKOIJI/SKYr  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5049 
li OOL  ~"' 0 liTH 
'viEt?  204 
BOSTON  SO/MONTEUX 
135/33/135 
BA.\>IBEiiG  SO/STEIN 
7'::>/46/7':; 
WORK  33.  TCHA I K01t~SKY  r  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5024 
CHICAGO  SO/REI NEf? 
135/83/135 
tiO!iK  34.  DVORAK:  7TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
199 
Review  dates  Time 
8/57 
Revi~w dates  Time 
10/59 
Review  dates  Time 
6/75  11/65 
Review  dates  Time  M share 'NOI1K  35.  DVORAK:  9Ti~  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  LAb8l  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Price~:  rec/est c/iisp 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5012 
BOSTON  SO/FIEDLER 
135/83/135 
r"'ORK  36.  SCHUBERT:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5054 
BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
135/83/135 
WORK  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
WOOLWORTH 
MER  209 
// 
75/46/75 
WOHK  38.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
200 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
6/75  5/71 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
10/60 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time  M share WORK  39.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  No.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  reclest  cldisp 
------------------------------------.------------------
CAMDEN 
CCV  5042 
CHICAGO  SOI~?EI  NERIGILELS 
1351831135 
WOf<K  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCEfiTO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  reclest  cldisp 
~'I'OOU'WRTH 
MER  399 
II 
75146175 
WOI?K  4 I •  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
f?ef.  number  Prices:  reclest  cldisp 
NIL 
~WPK 42.  PlWKOfl EV:  PIANO  COI\ICERTO  NO. I 
Co.  or LAbel  Interpretation 




Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dntes  Time WORK  43.  PROKOFIEV•  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.2 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  44.  MOZART•  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
nORK  4:>.  MOZAHTt  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  46.  MOZART•  CONCEIHO  rOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  47.  MOZARTa  CONCERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
202 1'/0f~K  4H.  SCHUMA:\lf\1:  r>IANO  COiiJCEfHO 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretAtion 
Ref.  nu~ber  ~rices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
I"'ORK  49.  GRI C:G:  PIANO  COi'.JCEI-rro 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
NIL 
I'IOHK  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
NOI?K  51.  BI?AHMSr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN 
CCV  '5052 
LSC>IMC>NTEU X  /SZERYNG 
135/83/135 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time  ~  share 
11/59 
203 IWliK  52.  MOZART:  VI ~>LIN  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  IntP-roretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOHK  53.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  54.  TCHAIKOWSKYt  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5015 
BOSTON  SO/MUNCH/SZERYNG 
135/83/135 
t"'ORK  55.  DVORAKt  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  56.  MOZARTt  REQUIEM 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
204 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
6/75  8/60 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
Review  dates  Time WORK  ':J7.  VERDI:  REQUIEM  MASS 
Co.  or Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pric~sr  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WOPK  5H.  nEETHOVENr  MISSA  SOLEMNIS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  59.  HANDEL:  MESSIAH 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
rWHK  60.  CAf~L  ORFFr  CM?\HNA  BUf?ANA 
Co.  or  Label  Inteoretation  Review  rlates  Ti~e 








































1 OUTLET  :  LONDON  SEVE1'-J 
v,.  H.  SMITH  - SLOANE  SOUAf?E tWRK  I •  B  EEfHOVEN 1  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT! ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interoret8tion  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Hef.  nu~uer  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/KAI~AJAN 
2740  172  2250/1.189/1650 
CLS  PLSH  BPO/CLUYTENS  402'43 
CFP  78251  1149/709/895 
HMV  PHILH/KLEMPEREH  476'36 
SLS  188-9  1695/1046/1495 
DG  VPO/BOEHM  I I 112 
2740  115  2095/1293/1900 
WORK  2.  BRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL  9/77 
D39D  4  995/614/995 
HMV  LPO/JOCHUM  10/TI  187'55 
SLS  5093  1495/923/1245 
CLS  PLSR  HALLE/LOUGHf~AN  170'51 
CFP  78252  1149/709/450 
WORK  3.  MAHLER:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT! ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
207 WORK  4.  TCHAI K  OW SKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/diso 
HMV 
SLS  5099 
LPO/ROSTROPOVICH 
I 995/1231 I  1595 
WORK  5.  WAGNER:  WALKURE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  6.  v~AGNER:  LOHENGR IN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  7.  MOZART•  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5083 
DG 
2709  085 





Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/77  327'59 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
7177  2161  160'35 WORK  8.  MOZART•  MARRIAGE  C>F  FIGARO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesa rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  9.  MOZART a  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  10.  BIZFrs  CAR'~EN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretaion  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  II.  PUCCINis  BOHEME 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
HMV  RCA  SO/BEECHAM  II /74  1/57  107'43 
SLS  B96  720/444/720 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTfO  8/76  3/58  104'52 
SLS  5059  720/444/720 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/SE~?AFI  N  8/76  12/58 
D5D  2  695/4291595 
209 WORK  12.  PUCCINir  TOSCA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
--------------------...··----------------------------
HMV 
SLS  825 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABATA 
7 20/444/625 
WOf?K  13.  PUCCINI r  TURANDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
flORK  14.  PUCCINI•  MADAME  BUTTERFLY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5128 
CBS 
79313 
ROME  OjJ/SANTINI 
895/552/750 
AMBROSIAN  PO/MAAZEL 
1249/Tll/1249 
WOf?K  I 5.  VERDI a  TROVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 




3/73  12/53  108'00 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
136'50 
148'26 
Review  dates  Time WORK  16.  VERDia  AIDA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5108 
HMV 
SLS  977 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/6 I 4/895 
CONVENT  GARDENS/MUTI 
I 31 0/809/ I I 95 
wVOHK  I 7.  VERDI  1  Rl GOLETTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5018 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614/995 
t'IORK  18.  VERDia  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5097 
ROME  OP/.SERAFI N 
795/49  I /795 
WORK  19.  MUSSORGSKYa  BORIS  GODUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Time 
1/56  144'22 
2/75  146'01 
Review  dates  Time 
3/16  2/56  141~27 
Review  dates  Time 
9/60  119'52 
Review  dates Time 
-------------------------------------·---
NIL 
2ll V'IORK  20.  BERLI 021  SYMPHONY  FANTAST! QUE 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est c/disp 
DG 
2535  256 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5048 
RCA 
GL  25012 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  402BI 
DECCA 
DPA  613-4 
BPO/KARAJAN 
259/160/259 
BOSTON  SO/PRETRE 
I 35/83/ I I  5 






riORK  21.  BEETHOVENc  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesc  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  PHI LH/KLEMPERER 
ASD  2565  440/272/309 
DECCA  VPO/MONTEUX 
SPA  I 13  235/145/199 
DG  BPO/MAAZEL 
2548  205  159/98/159 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS 
6580  050  245/151/245 
DECCA  VPO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT 
JB  2  250/154/250 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
SXL  6763  45012781399 
212 




Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/74  10/58  56'29 
12/70  3160 
11/75  1/01 
10/72  12162  47'46 
9177  12167  42'05 
4/76  9/75 DG 
2535  219 
DG 





WO!?K  22.  BEETHOVEN•  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BJ:>O/BOEHM 
2525  I 01  2~9/160/259 
DECCA  VJ:>O/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT 
JB  6  250/154/250 
CLS  PLSR  BPO/CLUYTENS 
CFJ:>  40076  149/92/149 
WEA  HALLE/LOUGHRAN 
VAR  1033  379/234/379 
DG  ROTTERDAM  PO/DECKER 
2548  278  159/98/110 
f~Of~K  23.  BRAHMS a  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5018  135/83/135 
DG  BPO/BOEHM 
2:,35  I 02  259/160/259 
CLS  PLSR  HALLE/LOUGHRAN 
CFJ:>  40096  149/92/149 
HCA  LSD/HORENSTEIN 
GL  25001  249/154/249 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA 
2530  889  435/2fJ9/435 
213 
4/78  I 0/77 
Review  dates  Time 
7/75  10/62 
1/78  11/66 
8/72  56'51 
2/77  61 '59 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
fJ/75  11/57 
7/75  12/60 
3/75  34'10 
10/76 
8FI6 DECCA 
039  [)4 
EMI/HMV 




1 425/880/  L245 
WORK  24.  BACHa  BRANDENBURG  CONCERTI 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
DPA  577-8 
DG 
2726  080 
DG 





LA  PO/ZUKERMAN 
870/537/870 
WEA  NORTHERN  SINF/MALCOLM 
VAR  1041-2  379/234/349 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5033 
BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
135/83/135 
WORK  25.  MAHLERa  ISf  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
Review  dates  Time 
1/11  3159 
10/65 
2178 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
-----------------·  -------------------------
OECCA  VPO/KUBELIK  10/69  1/55 
ECS  503  235/145/1 99 
DG  BAV  RO/KUHELIK  5/68 
2535  172  259/160/259 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/DELOGU  11/77  54'23 
CF!-1  40264  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT  53'50 
ASD  3541  440/272/440 
214 /WRK  26.  MAHLERr  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2707  094 
CHICAGO  SO/ A  BBAUO/NEBLETf 
870/53//870 
WORK  27.  MAHLERr  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2726  063 
BAV  RO/KUBELIK/THOMAS 
518/320/518 
WORK  28.  MAHLER•  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
EMI /HMV  PHI LH/KLEMPERErUSCHWARZKOPF 
ASD  2799  450/278/440 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK/MOFUSON 
2535  119  259/160/259 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/HORENSTEIN/PRICE 
CFP  159  149/92/149 
OG  VPO/A BBADO/VON  STADE 
2530  966  435./269/435 
215 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
6/77 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
6/78  9/68 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
4/73  7/62 
8/7.5  12/68 
5/71  59'14 
6/78 WORK  29.  M.AHLEI~  6TH  SY'APHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UN I COliN 
RHS  320-1 
STOCKHOLM  PO/HORENSTEIN 
798/493/798 
WORK  30.  MAHLER:  9fH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
rWRK  31.  TCHAIKO~SKYr  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CA".mEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5036  135/83/135 
DG  LENINGRAD  PCVMRAVINSKY 
2!:>38  178  259/160/259 
UECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
Jl:3  23  250/154/250 
RDF  CZECH  PO/SLOVAK 
LGDD  I 00  699/431/450 
OG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2530  883  435/269/435 
~01-?K  32.  TCHAIKOv-ISKYr  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5049 
BOSTON  SO/M ONTEUX 
I 35/~,3/ I I 5 
216 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
9/75 
Review  dates  Ti~e  ~A  share 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
8/57 
12/74  .6/61 
2/65  42'20 
4/77 
6/78 
Review  dates  Time 
10/59 DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  4/64  44·'25 
JB  24  250/154/250 
DECCA  PHILH/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  6884  4.50/278/450 
RDF  CZECH  PO/MATACIC  12/61 
LGDO  I 00  699/431/450 
~OHK  33.  TCHAIKOWSKYa  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
f?ef.  number  Prices  a  rec/est c/disp 
DG  LENINGRAD  PO/MRAVFNSKY  12r14  11/61 
2538  180  259/160/259 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/REINER  6/75  11/65 
CCV  5024  135/83/135 
RJJF  CZECH  PO/MATACIC  12/71 
LGU)  100  699/431/450 
RCA  LSO/T JEKNAVORIAN  II /76 
LHL1  S129  425/262/399 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  9/75  42'50 
JH  25  250/154/250 
riOr?K  34.  DVORAK•  7TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Labql  I~terpretRtion  Review  dates  Time  M share 




2 99/  1  8:> I 2 99 
217 
2/78  12/63  35'49 ~ORK 35.  DVORAK:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
----------------
DECCA 
ECS  771 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2863 
PYE 
GH  534 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  I 04 
DG 
135  053 
DECCA 













EMI/HMV  PHILH/GIULINI 
SXLP  30163  285/176/250 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
138  922  435/269/435 
EMI/rlMV  BPO/KEMPE 
SXLP  30110  285/176/285 
CAMDEN 




GL  25060 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3407 








WORK  36.  SCHUBERT:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates Time  M share 
II /75  I 0/58 
8113  12/59  51'49 
1/60 
10/70  4/60  43~40 
5/69  10/60 
10/70  10/61 
7/74  3/62  50'24 
1/64 
53'07 
6/75  5/71 
9116  110'45 
7/77 
10/77  54'04 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
-------------------------------------~---------
DG 
27 36  002 
BAV  RO/JOCHUM 
1600/988/1450 
6/78  1/59 
218 EMI/HMV  LPO/BOuLT  12/72  53'  55 
ASD  2856  440/272/399 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/STEINBERG  11/76 
GL  25008  249/154/249 
EMI/HMV  HA LLE/3ARB I ROLL I  52'34 
SXL!J  30267  285/176/285 
PHILIPS  DRESDEN  ST/SA~ALLISCH 
6747  491  1250F7 72/950 
DECCA  VPO/KE!?TESZ 
0105  05  1150/648/1150 
t'WRK  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
--------------------- --------
OG 
135  024 
DECCA 
ZRG  654 
DECCA 
DI01  010 






WORK  38.  BRAHMS&  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices  a  rec/est  c/disp 
4/68  2/61 
9/70 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share  ________________________________  , __ _ 
RCA 
RL  25031 
NY  PO/MASUR 
425/262/399 
2/77 
219 ~OI?K  39.  BHAHMS a  PIANO  CONCERTO  No.  2 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
--------------------------------------------
DG 
25.30  790 
CBS 
78315 
Vt>O/A B3ADO/t>OLLI NI 
435/269/435 
NY  PO/LSO/WATfS 
849/524/849 
WORK  40.  BEETHOVENa  PIANO  CONCERTO  No.  3 
Co.  or Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/LEITNER/KEMPFF 
138  776  435/269/435 
DG  VSO/SANDERLING/RICH:TER 
2535  I 07  259/160/259 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTTISH  NAT/GIBSON/LILL 
CFP  40259  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/MUTI/RICHTER 
ASD  3543  440/272/440 
DECCA  VPO/STEIN/GULDA 
JB  40  250/154/250 
HMV  BPO/KARAJAN/WEISSENBERG 
SLS  5112  1695/1046/1695 
DG  BPO/KEMP FF/LEITNER 
27'21  066  1300/802/1200 
WORK  41.  BEETHOVEN•  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.5 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices• rec/est c/disp 
PHILIPS 





Review  dates  Ti~e 
1162 
I /76  11/63 
6/Tl  36'34 
34'41 
Review  dates  Time 
12/74  8/65  39'07 EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER/BARENBOIM  41'41 
ASD  2500  440/272/440 
DECCA  CHICAGO  50/SOLTI/ASHKENAZY  3/75  9/73 
SXL  6655  450/270/399 
RCA  RPO/KEMPE/FRIKUSNY  11/76 
GL  2501.4.  249/154/24.9 
CBS  NY  PO/BERNSTEIN/SERKIN  38'20 
61918  299/185/299 
PHILIPS  LPO/HAITINK/BRENDEL  39'43 
9500  243  450/278/450 
CLS  PLSR  SCOITISH  NAT/LI LL 
CFP  78253  450/278/450 
HMV  BPO/KARAJAN/WEISSENBERG  203'14 
SLS  5112  1695/1046/1695 
DG.  BPO/KEMPFF/LEITNER 
2721  066  1300/802/1200 
WORK  42.  PROKOFI EVa  PIANO  CONCE!?TO  NO. I 
Co.  or Label  lntP.rpretation  Review  dates Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
----------------------------------· 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3571 
LSO/RATfLE/GAVR I  LOV 
440/272/440 
WORK  43.  PROKOFIEVt  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.2 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 




Review  dates  Time WORK  44.  MOZART•  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
-------------------------------------------
NIL 
f'IORK  45.  MOZART•  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOHK  46.  MOZARTr  CONCERTO  FOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
SXL  tS716 
ECO/BAI-?ENBOI M/ASHKENAZY 
450/27  81399 
WORK  47.  MOZART•  CONCERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  LabP-1  IntP.rpret~tion 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
6/75  23-' 15 
Review  dates Time 
---------------------------------------------------
DECCA 




6/75  25'30 ~OHK 48.  SCHU·'<IA1~N  I  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpret.ation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
---....-----~-------~--------~----------
DECCA 
SPA  493 
EM I/HMV 
ASD  3541 
VPO/ANDREAF./GULDA 
235/145/235 
LPO/TE:~NSTEOT/GUT  I ERREZ 
440/272/440 
vVOHK  49.  G:HEGa  PIANO  CONCERTO 
5/57 
64'36 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 




MUNICH  PO/KEMPE/FREIHE 
2991185/299 
3/78  11/65  60'35 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5019 
EMI/HMV 
ASO  3541 
DECCA 
SPA  170 
OSLO  PO/GRUNER-HEGGE/BAEKKELUND  6/75 
135/83/135 




WORK  50.  BEETHOVEN•  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
64'36 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates Time 
Ref.  number  Prices&  rec/est c/disp 
------------.-------- --------
OECCA  LSO/SOLTI/ELMAN  4/78  I J/55  46'10 
ECM  813  235/145/199 
EMI/HMV  PARIS  ORTF/CLUYTENS/0  OISTRAKH  U/74 6/60  45' 17 
SXLP  30168  285/176/250 
CBS  CBS  SO/VIALTER/FRANCESCA TTl  6/62 
7~309  849/524/849 
EMI/HMV  NEw  PHILH/KLEMPERER/MENUHIN  I 1/66  44-'45 
ASD  2285  440/272/440 
223 DG 
2530  903 
CHICAGO  S0/1:3ARENBOI M/ZUKER\iAN  II /7/ 
435/269/435 
PHILIPS 
6570  051 
DG 
135  081 
NE
1N  PHILH/GALLIERO/GRU'·~IAUX 
245/151/245 
BPO/  JOCHUM/SCHN E I DElmAN 
435/269/259 
WORK  51.  BRAHMSt  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KEMPE/~ENUHI  N 
SXLP  30186  285/176/285 
EMI/HMV  CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI/PERLMAN 
ASD  3385  440/272/440 
EMI/HMV  FRENCH  NAT  RAD/KLEMPERER/OISTR 
SXLP  30264  285/176/285 
V'IORK  52.  MOZARTt  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
Review  dates  Time 
6/75  5/59  40'39 
II /77  43'00 
40'35 




WORK  53.  MOZART•  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est c/disp 
DG 
2538  094 
HAMAURG  RO/SCHMIDT-ISSERSTEDT  6/73  1/62 
259/160/259 
224 00 
2531  049 
BPO/KARAJAN/MUTTER 
450/278/435 
WORK  54.  TCHAIKOWSKYt  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
• 
Review  dates Time 
--------------------------------·-----
DECCA 
SXL  6493 
LSO/PREVIN/KYUNG-WHA  CHUNG 
450/278/399 
I I /70  34·' 33 
DECCA 
SXL  6854 
NE~ PHILH/ASHKENAZY/BELKIN  10/77 
450/278/399 
PHILIPS 
6570  028 
ROTTERDAM  PO/DE  WAART/FUJIKAWA  69'58 
PYE 




WORK  55.  DVORAK•  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  !-'rices•  rec/est c/disp 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
----.,-...-------------------------.......-------
NIL 
rWRK  56.  MOZART•  REQUIEM 
Co.  or LabAl  IntArpretation  Review  dates Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
-------------------------------------------------------·---------
DG 
2535  257 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  27 88 
BPO/KARAJAN/VIENNA  GM/LIPP 
259/160/259 
4/62 
ECO/ALLDIS  CH/BARENBOI\1/BAKER  7172 
440/272/440 
22S 
54'20 WORK  57.  VERDia  REQUIEM  MASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  909 
GHIAUROV /GI ULI NI /SCHWARZKOPF 
875/540/795 
Review  dates  Time 
7/64  87-'17 
RCA 
HL  02476 
CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI/PRICE/BAKER  12/77 
850/525/4  99 
r'H>RK  58.  BEETHOVENr  MISSA  SOLEMNIS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VSO  R.  ACAD  CH/KLEMPEREf?/WIENER  3/1":J  6/53 
TV  310725  235/145/199 
DG  VIENNA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/JANmHTZ  II /76  10/66 
2726  048  f::JIS/320/518 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI /POPP/MI NTON  8/78  81'54 
D87  D2  850/525/850 
WORK  59.  HANDELr  MESSIAH 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
---------------------------------------
PHILIPS  ALLDIS  CH/LSO/DAVIS/HARPER  11/68 
6703  001  1250/833/999 
HMV  AMBROSIAN  SINGERS/ECO/MACKERRAS  3/67  154'53 
SLS  714  850/525/850 
HMV  KINGS  COLL  CH/ASMF/WILLCOCKS  6/73  151,17 
SLS  845  1145/707/995 
226 DECCA 
Dl8  1)3 
AS 1 -{F/MA RR I NER/  A MEL I NG/rlOW ELL 
I 095/676/850 
WORK  60.  CARL  ORFFI  CARMI NA  13URANA 
Co.  or Label  Inteoretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices•  rec/est  c/~isp 
Review  dates Time 
--~---------------~-----
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH  P.  CH/FRUHBF.CK/POPP  6/66  621 01 
SAN  162  440/272/460 
DG  LEIPZIG  Ro  R.  CH/KEGEL/NYLPIUS  9/75  l/68. 
2~48 194  1~9/98/199 
DG  · BPO/  JOCHUI.{/  JANOWITZ/STOLZE  7/68 
139  362  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  LSO  & CH/PREVIN/ARMSTRONG  10/75  62·150 
ASD  3117  440/272/440 
DECCA  BRIGHTON  FEST  CH/RPO/OORATI  12/76  521 21 
PFS  4368  435/269/435 
PYE  SALZ  MOZ/PRESTEL/HARTMANN  8/75 
GSGC  15001  155/96/J 55 
227 OUTLET  a  LONDON  EIGHT 
M?MY  AND  NAVY  STORES  - VICTORIA  ST. WORK  I.  BEETH<>VENt  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co. ~-or  Label  Interpretation  ReV-iew  dates Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
-~--. -··------ ------------.... -------------
NIL 
i10Hl(  2.  BRAHMS t  COMPLETE  SYMPHO~Y COLLECT I ON 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates Time  M share 
f?ef.  nurnber  Prices  •  rec/est c/disp 
------------------------------------------·-----------------------
NIL 
WORK  3.  MAHLER r  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT I ON 
Co •. or  Label  lnterpretat  ton 
Hef~  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
---.------·--------·--------· 
NIL 
WOHK  4.  !CHAIKOWSKY•  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
.Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/dlsp 
------·------------ ---- .. ·-----------
NIL 
~O!~K  5.  ~AGNEH  t  wALK liRE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates Time 
Hef.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
-------------------------------------------------~-------·-----------
NIL 
229 WORK  6.  WAGNERa  LOHENGRIN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  7.  MOZART•  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2709  085 
DG 
27 I l  006 
VPO/BOEHM 
1305/806/1305 
PRAGUE  NAT  TH/BOEHM 
1740/1074/1740 
WCH?K  8.  MOZARTa  MARRIAGE  OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  9.  MOZARTI  ~AGIC FLUTE 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 





Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  T!~e 
10/67 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
--------------
Review  dates  Time 
6/76  12/52  129'01 DG 
2709  017 
liMV 





AORK  10  ..  BIZET•  CARMEN 
Co.  or .Label  InterpretRion 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
10/65  . ,· 
I t./64  156'03 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
--~---------------------------------------------~--~ 
NIL 
\10RK  11.  PUCCINit  BOHEME 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates Time 
RAf.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp  ____  ..._, __________________________ _ 
HMV 
SLS  896 
RCA  SO/BEECHAM 
720/444/720 
WOf?K  12.  PUCCINI t  TOSCA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
II /74  I /57.  J 07'43 
Review  dates Time 
--~----~------------ --~--------· 
PHILIPS 
6700  I 08 
HMV 
SLS  825 
.CONVENT  GARDENS/DAVIS 
900/556/798 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABATA 
720/444/720 
5/77 
3113  12/53  108'00 
231 WOf?K  13.  PUCCIN!t  TURANDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
-------------------------------·------....--------
NIL 
WORK  14.  PUCCINit  MADAME  BUTTERFLY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  HOME  OP/SANTINI  136'50 
SLS  5128  895/552/995 
CBS  AMBROSIAN  PO/MAAZEL  148'26 
79313  1249/771/1249 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN  5/76  12/55  138'06 
SLS  5015  995/614/995 
WORK  15.  VERDI a  TROVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
-----------------------------------------·--
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN  2/74  11/57  155'58 
SLS  869  995/614/895 
RCA  NEW  PHILH/MEHTA  7/70 
SER  5586-8  1350/833/855 
HMV  B.PO/KARAJAN  4/78  138'55 
SLS  5111  1310/809/1195 
232 WORK  16.  VERDI•  AIDA 
Co.  or Label Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c(disp 
DECCA 
047  03 
SA"4  C'EL/EREUE 
750/463/696 
WoRK  17.  VERDI t  RIGOLETfo 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.* mo~mber  Prices•  rec/est. c/disp 
Review  dates Time 
12/52 
·~ -.~ 
Review .dAtes  Time  · 
- ·-~-------------------------------- . --~-----------------------
.I  "c'; 
DECCA 
SET  542-4 
HMV 
SLS  5018 
LSO/BUNYNGF. 
1350/833/1275 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614/995 
ttORK  18.  VERDI a  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
5/73  113-' 35 
3/76  2/56  141'27 
Review  dAtes  Time 
_...,_~--~-------- '  !  c_:  -----·------------·---·-·-··  ----·------
NIL 
WORK  19.  MUSSORGSKYt  BORIS  GCillUNOV 
Co.  or Label  Interpret~tion  Review  dates  Tt~e 
~?ef.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/rlisp 
--~~---------~----------------·-------·---------------------------
NIL 
233 WORK  20.  BERLIOZ•  SYMPHONY  FANTASTIQUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Pticesa  rec/est c/disp 
----------------------.-------------,----
DG  BI->0/KARAJAN  7/65  25 
2535  256  259/160/259 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  50 
2530  597  435/269/435 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/PRETRE  5 
CCV  5048  135/83/135 
CLS  t>LSR  HALLE/LOUGHRAN  53'  15  5 
CFP  40281  1491921149 
DECCA  VPO/ANSERMET  5 
DPA  613-4  435/269/379 
i'WRK  21  •  BEETHOVEN 1  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numbP.r  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/KLEMPEREI?  5/74  10/58  56'29 
ASLJ  2565  440/272/440 
DG  VPO/BOEHM  2112 
2530  142  435/269/435 
CBS  NY  PO/BERNSTEIN  11/T/  12/74  44' 15 
61905  299/185/279 
WEA  HALLE/LOUGHRAN  1/78  44'55 
VAH  1036  379/23411 Q9 
CLS  PLSH  BPO/CLUYTENS  2/73  1/62  33'28 
CFI->  40017  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT  4/78  42'07 
ASD  3456  440/272/440 
EMl/HMV  LSO/JOCHUM  43'19 
ASO  3583  440/272/440 
234 WORK  22.  BEETHOVEN•  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co. ,:or.  Label  I nt.er:p,retat ion 
Re{~ ·number  tJr1ce5•  rec/est c/disp 
CBS· 
6 I 902  · 
DECCA 
Jfj 6 
CLS  PLSR 
CF!J  40076 
DO 
2?30  437 
PHIL.It>S 



























ROTfERUAM  PO/DECKER 
159/98/159  . . .  . 
CLEVELAND/MAAZEL 
429/265/429 
WORJ€  23.  BRAHMS•  I Sf  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  ·Prieesa  rec/est c/disp 
J 1/77  J0/66;  ..  491 35 
I /78  l t/66' 
8/72.  56'51 
9174  11n2 
3118  f/J7  571 47 
2117  61~59 
1/78 
2118  60'35 
6118. 
Re.view dates .Tl'De  .j(  share 
------~-----------------------~~~----~--------·----------
. t)Q 




CF!J  40096 
BASF 







MUNICH  PO/KEMPE 
325/201/199 
,, .  .., 
11/64 
12/74  6/73 
3/75 
235 
. '  . ' 
65 
30 l"iORK  24.  BACHz  BRAN0ENBU!W  CONCERTI 
Co.  or  Label  IntP.rpretation  Review pates Time 
Ref.  number  ~ricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
-----------------------------------
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  10/65 
2726  080  518/320/518 
EMI/HMV  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN  5/60  113-' 13 
ASD  327-8  880/544/798 
CLS  PLS!?  VIRT  OF  PIG/DAVISO"J  10/72  46'08 
CFP  40010  149/92/149 
PHILIPS  ECO/LEPPARD  4/76 
6747  166  5 99/370/495 
DG  BPO/KAi-?AJAN 
1390  OS-6  435/269/435 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5033  135/83/135 
~ORK 25.  MAHLER:  1ST  SYM~HONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
--------------------- ----------------
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI  9/64  58'40  50 
SXL  6 I I 3  450/278/399 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK  5/68  20 
2535  I 72  259/160/259 
DECCA  RPO/LEINSDORF  7/78  4/72  5 
SPA  521  235/145/235 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/DELOGU  I 1/77  54'23  5 
CF~ 40264  149/92/149 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZA~A  5 
2530  993  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT  53'50  5 
ASD  354.1  440/272/440 
236 WORK  26.  MAHLERt  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpret~t.ion 
Ref. rriumber  Prices•  rec/est c/dlsp 





BAV  RO/KURELI K/MATHIS 
518/320/518 
SYMl'HONICA  OF  LONOON/MORRI S 
798/493/798 
WORK  27.  MAHLER•  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref •. number  Prices•  rec/es:t c/disp 
Review  dates Time_,  M share 
··-~----------~----~-
3111  9/10 
Review  da.t•~ t.t-me  .:N  snare 
,_,_,_.....,_.,.._ ____________  ~------.---------·  ....... ---·--
NIL 
~ORK 28.  MAHLERt  4T!i  SYMPHONY 
_co.  or Label  Interpretation 




ASO  2799 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  159 
00 





VPO/ABBAOO/VON  STADE 
435/269/435  . 
tWitK 29.  MAHLER  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 




4fl3  1162  t5 
snt  59'14  15 
6/78 ,.  10 
Review  dates  Ti~e  ~ share WORK  30.  MAHLER•  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
R~f.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
-------------------
NIL 
WORK  31.  TCHAIKOWSKYr  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
OG 
2538  178 
HMV 
SLS  833 
LENINGRAO  PO/MRAVINSKY 
259/160/259 
BPO/KARAJAN 
I I 45/707/435 
riORK  32.  TCHAI KC>r~SKY:  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
----------------------· 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/72  136'20 
Review  dates  Time 
------------------------------------------------
NIL 
WOf?K  33.  TCHAIKOrVSKY:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR 




Review  dates  Ti~e 
11/61 OG 
253t1  t 80 
LENING::?AD  PO/MRAVI NSKY 
259/160/259 
EMI/HMV 
ASP  ~~.~0 q . 
DG 









WORl(  34.  DVORAK•  7TH.  SY!tu>HONY 
Co.; or  La  be 1  I nterpre  tat  ion 
Ref~ number  Prlce.sa  rec/e~t c/disp 
tJG 
2530  127 
BPO/KUBELI K 
435/269/435 
~OR!C  3~.  DV()RAK•  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co., or La  be  1  Interpretation 
Jle  (;,.  ournber  Prtc,st. xec(~st. C/disp. 
1114 
6171 
Review dates Time  M. s.hare 
ton  I· 
',  ,'· 
Rev~e.w date.s Ti'f\&.  ~ share 
........,....__....,__ ___________  ...,..  ___  _  ____  ............_ 
EMI'/H~V  BPO/KARAJAN  8113  12/59  51'49  7 
ASQ  2863  440/272/399 
cui PLSR  PHILH/SAWALLISCH  l0/70  4/60  43'40  1 
CFP  104  149/92/149 
DE~A  VPO/KERTESZ  10/70 ,• 10/6.1  1.·' 
SPK 87  235/145/199 
00·  BPO/.KARAJAN  ·.J .t64  <.  ,:  .1. 
.l38 922  ....  . .. dl-35/269/435 
DECCA  LSO/KERTESZ  liY61 ·  ,,  30 
SXL  6291  4,50/278/450 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/FIEDLER  6/75  5/71  1 
CCV  5012  135/83/135 
DG  BPO/KUBELIK  9/74  J0/73  1 
2530  415  435/269/435 
239 
~ \',, EMI/HMV 
ASD  3285 
~EA 
VAR  1018 
NEW  PHILH/MUTI 
440/272/399 
NEr~  PHILH/HANDLEY 
379/234/ I 99 
l'iORK  36.  SCHUBERTa  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40233 
LJ.>O/PRITCHARD 
149/92/149 
WORK  37.  VIVALDI:. THE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
1 /T/  41,22  7 
1/"/7  41'16  7 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
8/76  59'18 
Review  dates  T1~e 
----------------------------·- ....  -----
DECCA  SCO/MUNCHIGER  3/72  12/58 
SPA  201  235/145/199 
DECCA  AMSF/MA RR I NER  9/70 
zrw  654  399/246/450 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  5/73 
2530  296  435/269/435 
CLS  PLSR  VIRT  OF  ENG/DAVISON  6/73  40'59 
CFJ.>  40016  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  LENINGRAD/SHINDER  39'01 
SXLP  30195  285/17.6/285 
EMI/HMV  LPO/PERLMAN  2/77  43'27 
ASD  3293  440/272/440 
CBS  LA  GRAND  ECURIE/MALGOIRE 
76717  429/265/429 
DECCA  ASMF/ 
DIOI  DIO  1995/1231/1995 
240 liOR~ 38  •.  BRAHMS•  PIANO. CONCERTO  NO. 
Co. :Or Label  Interpretation 

















f'40RI(  39.  BRAHMS•  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  2 
Co. ·;or  Label  Interpretation 




2540  259 
DG 
2530  "/90 
·--------··· 
CHICAGO  50/REINER/GILELS 






WORK  40.,BEETHOVEN•  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  3 
~ 
Co.  or·La.bel  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  . Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
Review dates Tt'ile  M share 
12/62  48'15  15 
10/70·  52'33  15 
55 
,., 
I'.,  ~- .,  48~·4,1 •  ,15 
Re.vtew  dates.  Ti111e 
7/59. 
6/74 
Re.view  date.s  Time 
-----------·  . - ..... ___  ____.  ....... ___  .....;.......,._~------........ -·-
00 
138  776  ,. 
00 





259/160/259  ' 
241 
1162 
1/76  11/63 
'· EMI/HMV 
ASO  3543 
DECCA 





WORK  41.  BEETHOVENr  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.5 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
DG  BPO/LEITNER/KEMPFF 
138  777  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER/BAREN&>IM 
ASO  2500  440/212/399 
EMI/HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/GILELS 
SXLP  30223  285/176/250 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/STOCK/SCHNABEL 
CCV  5028  135/H3/135 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTTISH  NAT/GI BSON/LILL 
CFP  40087  149/92/149 
RCA  LPO/BAf?ENBOI M/RUBENSTEI N 
RL  11420  425/262/425 
SYMPHNC  SYMPHONICA  OF  LON/MORRIS/ROSEN 
SYM  10  3 99/246/3  99 
CBS  NY  P<VBERNSTEIN/SERKIN 
61918  299/185/279 
PHILIPS  LPO/HAITINK/BRENDEL 
9500  243  450/278/450 
WORK  42.  PROKOFIEVr  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.I 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
34'41 
Review  date~  Ti~e 
5/62 
41 '41 
11/76  12/70  39'28 
8/71 
10/74  39'52 
3/78  5/76 
38'20 
39'43 
Review  dates  Time 
----------------------------·----
DECCA 
SXL  6767 
LSO/PREVIN/ASHKENAZY 
450/278/450  . 
6/76  10/75 
242 EMI /#IMV 
ASO  i57 I 
LSO/RA'ITLE/GAVRILOV 
440/272/440 
:'lORK  43.  PROKOFIEV•  PIANO  CONCEI?TO  N0.2 
Co.  or Label  Intftron~tation 
Ref.  n4mber  }>rice.st  rec/est c/disp 
42'33 ,' 
Review  dates Time 
----L~~--------~---------------~~----------------------· 
NIL 
WO~Kl, 44.  MOZARTt  t>II\NO  CONCERn>  NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  date:s Tl"'le 
Ref.  number  Prtcest  rec/est c/disp 
--~------------·-----------~--------- ~~-----------------
NIL 
I  ; 
~ORK4~. MOZARTt  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.4 
Co.  br·Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
------·-------~----------
NIL 
WORJ<i;  46.  MOZART•  CONCERTO  FOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Revt.ew  dates ··Ti:ne 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
DECC!A.  ECO/BARENBOI M/ASHKENAZY 
SXL '6716  4'50/27  613 99  . 
6/7? 
243 WORK  47.  MOZART:  COi~CERTO  FOH  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SXL  6716 
ECO/AA!?t:NROI M/ASHK ENAZY 
450/278/399 
WORK  48.  SCHUMANN:  PIANO  CONCEf?TO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/KRIPS/KEMPFF 
ECS  802  235/145/235 
DECCA  VPO/ANDHEAE/GULDA 
SPA  493  235/145/235 
EMI/rlMV  NE~~  PHI LH/BERGLUNO/OGlJON 
ASD  2802  440/272/399 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT/GUTIERREZ 
ASD  3541  440/272/440 
WORK  49.  GRIEG:  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices&  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/PRITCHARD/KATI N 
CFP  160  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/BERGLUNG/OGDON 
ASD  2802  440/272/399 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT/GUTIERREZ 
ASD  3541  440/272/440 
244 
Review dates  Ti~e 
6/75  25'30 
Review  dates  Time 
9/~3 
5/57 
10/72  59'38 
64'36 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
8/71  46' 16 
10/72  39'38 
64'36 WOI-?K  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCEHTO 
Co.  or  Lobel  Interpretation 
1-?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
OG 
135  081 
f3PO/ JOCHUM/SCHNE I DEI-?HAN 
435/209/410 
dOf?K  :SI.  HRAHMS:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Lobel  InterpretAtion 




2530  592 
EMI/f-P.W 
ASU  3385 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30264 
EM I /H!~V 
AS])  3425 
1-'HLO/OF?MPJOY  /STEI~N 
2 99/ I 8  ':)I I 7 9 
VPO/JOCHUM/MILSTEIN 
435/269/435 
CHICAGO  SCVG I ULI N  I /PEf-?LMAN 
440/272/399 
FRE·\JCH  NAT  I~AO/KLE\o\PEI-<ER/01 STfl 
285/176/285 
/li  I CHT E~?/  BA UEF? 
440/272/399 
WOr?K  52.  MClZAI?T:  VIOLIN  COI~CERTO NO. 
Co.  or  Lobel  IntP.rpretAtion 
f?ef.  nuMber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
245 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time  .M  shore 
8/76  9/60  40'03  10 
12/75  40 
11/77  43'00  10 
40'  35  I 0 
10 WORK  53.  MOZARTa  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
-------------------------------------------------~-----
DG 
2538  094 
DG 
2~31  049 




~ORK 54.  TCHAIKOWSKYa  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
139  028 
BPO/KARAJAN/FERHAS 
435/269/435 
WOHK  55.  DVORAK:  VIOLIN  CONCEfHO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 





WOHK  ~6.  MOZM?Ta  RF.OUIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2535  257 
lJECCA 
ZRG  876 





6/73  1/62 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/67 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
9/77  I 0/66 
Review  dates  Time 
4/62 ':IJOI~K  57.  VEHDiz  HEOJI!::M  MASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/rlisp 
HNI v 
SLS  909 
l-?CA 
PL  02476 
GHI AUfWV /GI ULI "JI /SCHv~AfEKOPF 
875/540/875 
7/64 
CHICAGO  SOR.CH/SOLTI /Pf?I CE/BAK ER  I 2/77 
850/525/898 
87'17 
;Hlf{K  58.  BEETHOVEN z  ~H SSA  SO!,.EMNI S 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DG 
?..707  080 
VPO  R.  CH/80EHM/PRICE/LUDWIG 
F310/537 /870 
~OHK 59.  HANDEL:  MESSIAH 
6/75 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  714 
HMV 
SLS  845 
DECCA 
[)18  !)3 
DECCA 
0104  D3 
AMAf.?OSI AN  SI NGERS/ECO/MACKERfiAS  3/67 
850/5.25/850 
KINGS  COLL  CH/ASMF/V'IILLCOCKS 
I 145/707/1145 








166'03 WOHK  60.  CARL  ORFF:  CARMI NA  Bi.H?ANA 
Co.  or  LAbel  Intepretation  Review  datps  Time 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 









































































1 OUTLET  LONDo;~  NINE 
C  r·AETfS  LTD.  - CHAfH NG  CROSS  ROAD WORK  I.  BEETHOVEN•  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5053 
PHILH/KARAJAN 
I 31 0/809/ 1  I 80 
~OHK  2.  HRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT I ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DECCA 
[)J90  4 
CLEVELAND/MAAZEL 
995/614/995 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/76 




H'AV  LPO/JOCHUM 
1495/923/1346 
10/77  187,55  50 
SLS  5093 
WOHK  3.  MAHLEH:  COMr!LETE  SYMPHONY  COLLt:CTI ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
1'10f~K  4.  TCrlAI K  Ch~SKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/rliso 
NIL 
250 r\01?:<  ~.  r1AGNER:  i"'ALKUHE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpret8tion 
~ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
i'i I l. 
lWRK  6.  WAGNER:  LOHENGRIN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  numuer  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
rWRK  7.  MOZART:  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
rlMV 
SLS  5083 
PHI LH/GI LJLI NI 
995/614/995 
WOf?K  8.  MOZART:  MARRIAGE  OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DFCCA 
GOS  585-7 
CETRA 
LPS  3219 
CETf?A 








Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
7/77  2/61  160·'  35 
Review  dates  Time 
6/70  3/59  171 1 25 ~ORK 9.  MOZART:  ;·.1AGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
H.ViV 
SLS  5052 
OG 





I'VORK  10.  BIZET:  CAf·t~EN 
Co.  or Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  II.  PUCC!N!I  BOHEME 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  RCA  SO/BEECHAM 
SLS  896  720/444/720 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO 
SLS  5059  720/444/720 
DECCA  BPO/KARAJAN 
SET  565-6  900/556/85 I 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
6/76  12/52  129'01 
10/65 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
I I /74  1/57  107'43 
8/76  3/58  104'52 
8/73  I 10'00 
252 ~cmK  I 2.  PUCCINI:  TOSCA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CETRA 
LO  41 
HMV 
SLS  825 
HELLAS  AJ-HES/PI CCO 
798/493/700 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SAAATA 
720/444/720 
i'IOHK  13.  PUCCINI:  TURA"lDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  L.PO/MEiffA 
SET  561-3  I 35 0/H .33/ I I 50 
~O~K  14.  PUCCINI:  MADAME  BUTTERFLY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
riM V 
SLS  512B 
HMV 
SLS  5015 
ROI~E  OJ-1/SANTI NI 
895/552/805 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
995/614/995 
IWf?K  15.  VEf?DI:  TfWVATORE 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  num0er  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HIAV 
SL~)  R6C) 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
99~/614/995 
253 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3/73  12/53  108'00 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/73  117'30 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
136'50 
5/76  12/55  138'06 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/74  11/57  155'58 DG 
2728  008 
CE'fRA 
LO  29-2 




WORK  16.  VERDir  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  510B 
CETHA 
LO  40 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614/995 
BELLAS  AHTES/FABR I Tfl S 
11911139/891 
v'iORK  I 7.  VE!WI:  RI GOLETfO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/~isp 
CETHA 
LO  37 
HMV 
SLS  5018 
BELLAS  ARTES/MUNGAI 
1196/7  3H/945 
M  !LAN  LA  SCALA/SEI?AFI N 
995/614/995 
WORK  18.  VERDir  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/diso 
HMV 
SLS  5097 
HOME  OP/SERAFIN 
795/491/795 
254 
8/76  12/63 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
1/'::>6  I 44' 22 
Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
3/76  2/56  141'27 
Heview  dates  Time 
9/60  119'52 NOHK  I 9.  MU SSO!~!:JSKY:  El<H? 1  S  GODU;'./OV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
:-IM V 
SLS  I UOO 
POLl SH  fW/SEMKOV 
1695/1046/1695 
HMV 
SLS  5cn2 
FHEi'./CH  NAT  f·?AD/DOB!WWEN 
I 195/738/1169 
iVORK  20.  BERLIOZ:  SYMPHONY  FANTASTIOUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS 
65f30  127  245/151/245 
DECCA  NEv'l  PHI LH/STOK  OrJSK I 
5 IJ[)  495  250/154/250 
DECCA  VPO/MO;HEUX 
5.1-'A  222  235/145/1 99 
PHI LI  P5  CONCERTGEBOUW/DAVIS 
6':.>00  774  450/278/450 
f~CA  SYDNEY  SO/OITEHLOO 
GL  25012  249/154/249 
DECCA  VPO/  ANS Ef?I,IET 
DPA  613-4  435/269/379 
tWF?K  21  •  BEETHOVEN 1  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 




Review  dates  Time 
9/77  224'08 
2/77  4/53  176'49 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
10/76  5/64  55'01  15 
8/76  6/69  8 
7/73  11/60  15 
3/75  54'58  25 
10/76  5 
8 
Review  dates  Time 
5/74  10/58  56'29 DG  VPO/HOEHM  21-12 
2?30  142  435/269/43? 
LJG  BPO/KA!iAJAN  4/78  10/77 
2531  1  06  435/269/435 
CLS  PLSR  BPO/CLUYTENS  2/73  1/62  33'2R 
CfP  40017  149/92/149 
EMI/HMV  LSO/JOCHUM  43'19 
ASD  3583  440/272/440 
r\ORK  22.  BEETHOVEN:  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PEERLESS  BERLIN  PM  SO/ 
ORPS  534  199/123/125 
HMV  PHI LH/KLEMPERD?  5/74  7/56  62'28 
SLS  873  850/525/750 
EMI /HMV  BBC  SO/BARB! ROLLI  7/76  3/68  53'  50 
SXLP  30209  3 99/246/250 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/JOCHUM  II /76  II /69 
6580  137  245/151 /245 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS  3/78  9/77  59'46 
6500  141  450/278/399 
CLS  PLSR  BPO/CLUYTENS  8/72  56'51 
CFP  40076  149/92/149 
SYMPHNC  SYMPHOI'l ICA  OF  LONDON/MORRIS  1/78 
SYM  5  399/246/379 
EMI/HMV  LSO/  JOCHUM  2/78  60'35 
ASD  3376  440/272/399 
CBS  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL  6/78 
76706  429/265/429 
256 ~ORK  23.  Bf1AHMS r  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numbP.r  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/FUI?TV'IANGLER 
2535  162  259/160/259 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
SXLP  30217  285/176/285 
E.lvl I  /i-JI~V  LPO/BOULT 
ASD  2~71  440/272/399 
RCA  LSO/HO!iENSTEIN 
GL  25001  249/154/249 
rWRK  24.  BACH:  ~RANJENBU!W CONCEF?TI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  WUIHEM13ERG  CHBfUFAEHBE~~ 
TV  34044-S  235/145/199 
P  EEI~Lt:SS  HE IDELI3ERG  CHBfUGOTTSCHE 
EXP  12-13  235/145/249 
CBS  MILAN  LA  SCALA/ A  BBADO 
19215  B49 /524/899 
v\ot?K  25.  MAHLEr?:  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
lj N  I c  () l?  I~ 
~?HS  307 
E1AI/d'.W 






Review  dates  Time  M share 
5/76  /52  20 
12/76  10/59  43'51  20 
4/73  44'45  40 
10/76  20 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3/66 
1/69  10/67 
8/78  1 22'  27 
Review  dates  Time  M shAre 
12/69  50 
53'50  50 r'IORK  26.  MAHLEH:  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp  _________________________________________  _._ ____________ _ 
NIL 
WORK  27.  '-'IAHLER:  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  IntArpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
'NOf?K  28.  MAHLEr?:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
F.M 1/H\W 





VPO/ARf3ADO/VOf\J  STADE 
435/269/435 
WOf~K  29.  MAHLEH  6TH  SY.'viPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Price~:  rec/est  c/jisp 
DECCA 
7 BB  I 78-82 
CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
1595/985/1256 
258 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
4/73  7/62  30 
6/78  60 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
8/75  12/70 VWRK  30.  MAHLEF?r  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Lobel  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
-------------------------------------~-------------------
EMI /HMV 
sxuw  3021 
NE~  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
4 99/308/4 99 
'i'/ORK  31.  TCHAIKOWSKYr  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
OG  LENINGf.?AU  PO/MRAVI\ISKY 
2538  I I'd  259/160/259 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
JB  23  250/154/250 
DECCA  LSO/SZELL 
S~'A  206  245/145/235 
UG  LENING;{AlJ  SO/MRAVINSKY 
27 21  I 84  259/lf>0/259 
tWi~K  32.  TCHA I KO.AJSKY:  5TH  SYMPHO\IY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UG 
2':.>3d  179 
DECCA 
SXL  0~.>8:.> 
P EEPLt:SS 
Of?PS  ~s6 
UG 
2721  ld4 




BELGF~ADE  NAT  SO/ 
19()/12311 25 
LENI  NGi~AO  SO/MI?AV I "JSKY 
259/160/259 
259 
I /76  7/67  85'47 
Review  dates  Time 
12/74  6/61 
2/65  42'20 
3FI2 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3/75  10/61 ~ORK  33.  TCHAI KC>r~SKY:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30208 
DG 
2721  J,84 
P  EEHLE'SS 
ORPS  87 
DECCA 
SXL  6814 
DECCA 
JB  25 
PHILH/GIULI NI 
285/176/250 
LENINGRAD  SO/MRAVINSKY 
259/160/259 
BELGRADE  NAT  OP/BADROSSOAN 
I 99/123/125 




rWRK  34.  DVORAK:  TL-1  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DG  BPO/KL/13EL I K 
2~30  1?7  435/2()9/435 
PHILIPS  CONC EHTGEBOUVUC  DAVIS 
9500  132  450/2113/399 
t:M I /dMV  LPO/Gl uLI Nl 
ASD  3325  440/272/399 
~NOHK  35.  DVOf?AK:  9Td  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Price~:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
260 
Review  dates  Time 
6/76  4/61  46'55 
9/77 
9/75  42'50 
Heview  dates  Ti~e 
10/71  30 
2/Tl  36'06  30 
4/77  40'40  30 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share WORK  36.  SCHUBEI?Tr  9TH  SYM!-JHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpr8tation 
Ref.  number  !-Jrices:  rec/est  c/1isp 
l)c;  RJ-lO/KARAJAN 
139  043  435/269/435 
RCA  HOSTON  SO/STEINBEI~G 
GL  25008  249/154/249 
!-JHILlrJS  CO\ICEfHGEBOU~'I/HAI  TI NK 
9500  097  450/278/399 
EMI/HMV  HALLE/BARB! ROLLI 
SXLP  30267  285/176/285 
UG  CHICAGO  SO/GI ULI Nl 
2530  882  435/269/435 
WOJ.?K  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUl-?  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
9500  100 
DECCA 




I 995/1231 I  1795 
1 NORK  38.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5094 
PHI LH/S OL OM ON 
995/614/895 
261 
Review  dates  Time  ~~  share 
2/71  12 
11/76  12 
2/77  49'49  25 
52'.34  12 
25 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3/TI  42'06 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
10/77  9/55  198'29  25 DG 
2530  2~8 
BPO/ JOCHU\VGI LELS 
435/269/435 
~"101-?K  39.  BHAHMS:  PI <\r-.JO  CONCE!TfO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/0isp 
HMV  PHI LH/iJOHfW(~EN/SOLOMON 
SLS  5094  995/614/895 
uG  HPO/ JOC HUMGI LELS 
2S40  259  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK/BRENDEL 
6500  767  450/278/309 
WOHK  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  t'-JO.  3 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SOD  226 
DG 
2548  238 
PHILIPS 
6500  3 I 5 
CLS  PLSH 
CFP  40259 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3543 
DECCA 
JB  40 
LSO/GAMBA/KATCHEN 
250/154/250 
BAV  SO/FRICSAY/FISCHER 
159/98/159 
BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
450/278/399 
SCcr!TISH  NAT/GIHSON/LILL 
149/92/149 






ReviP.w  dates  Ti~e 
10/TI  I 014-1  193'29 
6/74 
12/74  43'43 
Heview  dates  Ti~e 
5/59 
8/76  2/61 
1/73  55'13 
6/77  36'34 
34'41 IIOf~K  41.  Bl::t:THOVEN:  PIANO  COl\ICE~TO  NO.  ~ 
Co.  or  Label  Int~roretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  ~rices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
I)G  Hl-'0/l.E ITN  ER/KE·\~P  FF  5/62 
138  777  43~/2()9/4.15 
DECCA  LSO/GA '•IBA/KATCHEN  1/70  9/64 
SUD  225  250/154/250 
EMI !.--1M V  CLEVELAND/SZELL/GILELS  11/76  12/70  39'28 
SXLP  30223  285/176/250 
Mt:R I 0 I At~  NUf?tMBuRG  SO/TSCHU PP/NAKAJI MA  1118  7/73 
En  001  299/1 f35/299 
[?CA  l?PO/KE:.'\P E/Ff? I KUSJ:JY  11/76 
GL  2:J014  24)/154/249 
·.~OHK  42.  PfWKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCE~?'f<> ·NO.1 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
1\l I L 
m>RK  43.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.2 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp  _____________________________________________________  ..,_ 
NIL 
263 WORK  44.  MOZAHT r  PIANO  CONCEfHO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numb~r  ~ricRsr  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
65oo  n J 
VIENNA  CAPELLA/1 .\ELKUS 
450/278/175 
WOPK  4~).  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCEf<TO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  ~rices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
6~00  773 
VIENNA  CA~ELLA/MELKUS 
4~0/278/175 
rWRK  46.  MOZART:  CONCERTO  FOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  ~ricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  jates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
56'58 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
PHILIPS 
65HO  I 44 
LSO/GALLIERA/HAI?BLER/HORRMANN  12/76  10/68 
245/151/245 
53'  13 
nORK  47.  MOZART:  CONCERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
1-'HILII-'S 
6580  083 
DG 
2530  456 
LSO/RO~ICKI/HAEBLER/HOHRMANN 
245/151/245 
VPO/BOEHM/E&E  GILELS 
435/269/435 
264 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
8/74  10/68  51,31 
11/74 WOI?K  48.  SCHUMANN:  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
HLM  7046 
DECCA 
ECS  802 
DECCA 
SPA  493 
HMV 
SLS  50_94 
PHIL! PS 
6:! 00  I 66 








BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
450/2/B/399  . 
Reyiew  dates  Time 
12/74  11/52  50'04 
9/53 
5/57 
10/77  12/59  198'29 
3/72  60'01 
E.MI/HMV 
ASI.J  3133 




FC  428 
VIENNA  OP/Dt:SAHZC:NS 
29()/185/299 
WOHK  49.  Gi-?IEGr  PIANO  COi~CEfHO 
Co.  or  Label  IntorprPt8tion 
l?ef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
EMI/HMV  PHI LH/GALLI Ef~A/LI PATri 
HUI\  /iJ46  2Eb/ 17 6/2:.>0 
HMV  PH I LH/".IENGES/SOUPWN 
SLS  ':)094  99r)/614/895 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
6~00  I 60  45()/2 7 3/399 
E/  .. ·\ I /JJ.v;v  MCHTE  CAHLO  OP /MATAC I CIH I CHTEf? 
AS1J  '31  33  440/272/440 
265 
Review  rlates  Time 
12/74  12/74  50'04 
IOIT1  12/59  198'29 
3/72 
II /75  59'32 WORK  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI/ELMAN 
ECM  813  235/145/199 
HMV  VPO/SILVESTRI/MENUHIN 
SLS  5106  795/491/875 
DG  VPO/FURH~ANGLEH/SCHNEI  OERHAN 
2535  809  249/154/259 
DG  B!JO/KARA JAN/FERRAS 
139  021  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  CONCEf?fGEROUW/DAVIS/Gf?:.JNIAUX 
6500  775  450/27 8/3  99 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  r>O/KONWITSCHNY 
SUA  50445  299/185/299 
nORK  51  •  BliAHMS:  VIOLIN  CONCEf?TO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
Sl.S  :) l 06 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2525 
!JHILir>S 
6500  2 'J9 
DG 
2530  592 
CLS  PLSF? 
CFP  40221 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3385 
P EEHLESS 
OliPS  77 
SUPF?APHON 
50  578 
RPO/KEMPE/~ENUHI  N 
7 95/491 /B75 
CLEVELAND/SZELL/OI ST!?AK H 
440/272/460 
NE~  PHILH/OAVIS/GRUNIAUX 
45()/278/399 




CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI/PERLMAN 
440/272/440 
HP0/1-HCHAELS 
I 99/1 2 3 /  I 2 5 
CZECH  PO/SU K 
299/185/299 
266 
Review  dates  Time 
4/78  II /55  46'1 0 
4/78  12/60  198'27 
5/77  12/63 
12/67 
3/75  41 '42 
Review  dates  Time 
4/78  5/59  182'27  8 
9/73  2/10  40'56  25 
I /73  39'09  8 
12/75  15 
39'27  8 
11/Tl  43'00  15 
8 
8 iHH<K  52.  MOZART:  VI ()Ll N  CONCE!?TO  NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numb~r  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
0775  012 
AMSTERDAM  MOZ  ENS/BRUGGEN 
899/555/225 
WOF?K  53.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  ~rices:  rec/est c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
ASU  2988 
DG 
2~31  049 




~ORK 54.  TCHAIKOI'ISKYr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EM 1/H\ofV  PITfSBURGH  SO/STEINBERG/MILSTN 
SXLP  30225  285/176/250 
PHILIPS  NEW  PHILH/KRENZ/GRUMIAUX 
9500  086  4~0/278/399 
EMI/HMV  MOSCOW  PO/ROZHDESTVENSKY/OISTR 
SXLP  30220  285/176/250 
267 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
7/74  30'49 
Review  dates  Time 
1/77  6/60  32'15 
6/76  42'29 
50'21 t'IOHK  5:,.  DVORAK:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  LabP.l  Interpretation  RAViAw  dAtes  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
NIL 
WORK  56.  MOZART:  HEOU I EM 
Co.  or Label  IntP.rpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  57.  VERDI:  REOUIEM  ·i~ASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VIENNA  OP  CH/VPO/SOLTI/HOI?NE  10/68  83'35 
SET  374-5  900/556/851 
DG  VIENNA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/LUDI'IIG  1/73 
2707  065  870/537/870 
RCA  CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI /PRI  CE/BAKEf~  12/77 
1-?L  02476  850/525/798 
~WRK 58.  BEETHOVEN:  Ml SSA  SOLEMN IS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
6799  001 
NETH  RO  CH/CONCERTGEBOUW/JOCHUM  10/71 
900/556/798 
HMV 
SLS  989 
NEW  PHILH  CH/LPCVGIULINI/TEAR 
875/540/795 
268 
7/76  87'54 
M share WORK  59.  HANDELr  MESSIAH 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
6703  00 I 
ALLDIS  CH/LSO/DAVIS/HARPER 
1250/833/1078 
Review  dates  Time 
11/68 
HMV 
SLS  T/4 




0104  D3 
LSO/BOULT 
850/525/850 
fiOHK  60.  CARL  ORFF:  CARMINA  BURANA 
Co.  or  Label  lntepretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3 I 11 




Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/7'j  62'50 OUTLET  s  LONDON  TP.l 
HENHY  STAVE  - DEAN  ST. .wR~  I •  B  EETHOV C:N:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT I ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2740  172 
BPO/KARAJA"J 
2250/1389/1690 
l'WRK  2.  BRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHO:-JY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Kef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Time  M c;hare 
-....---------------------------------------------------
DECCA 
0390  4 
DG 
2740  193 




WORK  3.  MAHLER:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT I ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS 
GM  15 
LSO/NY  PO/BERNSTEIN 
2 999/1 t~51/2499 
9/77 
11/64 
Review  dates  Time 
liT/ 
VWRK  4.  TCHAIKO~~SKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
271 
M share WOf<K  5.  WAGNER:  'NALKURE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CETf?A  VPO/K NA PP FRTSBLJSCH 
LO  59  1995/1231/1745 
DECCA  LSO/LEI NSDORF 
7 BB  12~-9  1595/985/1595 
DECCA  VPO/SOLTI 
SET  312-6  2250/1389/1575 
HMV  ENG  NAT  OP /GOODALL 
SLS  5063  1425/880/1149 
r'IOHK  6.  V'IAGNER:  LOHENGRIN 
Co.  or  Lnbel  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
Dl 2  D5 
PHILIPS 
6747  241 
BAYREUTH  FEST/KEILBERTH 
750/463/995 
BAYREUTH  FEST/SA~ALLISCH 
II 99/740/ II 99 
WORK  7.  MOZARTz  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
OLYMPIA  VPO/SALZ/FURTWANGLER 
9109-4  //916 
DECCA  VPO/KRIPS 
GOS  604  975/602/750 
DG  BPO/F!-?ICSAY 
2728  003  777/480/585 
272 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3/73  9/62 
9/66  220'10 
9/18  245'46 
Review  dates  Time 
8/7n  2/54 
7/76  /62 
Review  dates  Time 
3/71  6/59 
2/73  11/59 liMY 
SLS  5083 
IJHI LHIGI ULI NI 
99516141995 
BV~S  SALZ  MOZII"'ALTER 
802  1047164611047 
CETRA  NY  MET  OPIWALTER 
LO  27-3  1197173911049 
ESTROAHMNCO  PARIS  OP  ORCHISOLTI 
4 EA  0 I I  I 2 001141 I  I I 99 
r"iOHK  8.  MOZART t  MAf?H I AGE  OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  IJricest  reclest  cldisp 
rJECCA  VPOIKLEIREH 
GOS  585-7  97516021750 
IJHI LIPS  f:lBC  SOIDA VIS 
6707  014  17991111011499 
Bi'iS  SALZ  MOZIFUHH~A  NGLEH 
IGI  3-43  1047164611047 
CFff?A  V  POIFU f?TI"iA NGLEf.? 
LO  H-.3  I 1  9717  3 9 I  I 04  7 
B~vS  VPOISALZ  MOZIV'IALTEf~ 
801  1047164611047 
1iOHK  9.  MOZART:  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  reciP.st  clrlisp 
r!MV 
SLS  5052 
I)(~ 






1171  2161  160'35 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
6110  3159  171'25 
II 171 
Review  rlates  Ti~e 
6116  12152  129'01 
10165 HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERER  II /64  156'03 
SLS  912  1310/809/1310 
DECCA  VPO/SOLTI  2/71  I 55'  33 
SET  479-81  1350/833/1275 
BWS  SALZ  MOZ/FUfHWANGLER 
IGI  337  1047/646/1047 
ANGEL  BAV  SO/SAW A LLI SCH 
sec  3807  1495/923/1495 
SUPRAPHON  HAMBURG  SO/SAVVALLI SCH 
114  034-5  598/369/199 
~ORK  10.  BIZET:  CAR~EN 
Co.  or Label  Interpretaion  Review  date~ Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  II.  PUCCINI:  BOHE'viE 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  ~eview dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  ~CA  SO/REECHAM  I I /74  I 157  107'43 
SLS  896  720/444/7::?0 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO  8/76  3/58  104'52 
SLS  5059  720/444/720 
UECCA  BPO/KM?AJAN  8/73  I I 0'  00 
SET  565-6  900/5515/850 
ESTRAC>RMNCO  MILAN  LA  SCALA/PRETRE 
EA  042  698/431/698 
274 VHHK  12.  PUCCINI:  TOSCA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  ntfrnbP.r  Prices:  rec/est  c/cliso 
SE~APdHI  RO~f OP/FAW?IT I IS 
1B  6027  //59H 
EUUC  'AEDIA  // 
RR514  698/431/698 
t:•.l I  FRENCH  NAT  !?AD/PRETHE 
c  001  10608  440/272/430 
Hit\V 
SLS  H2~ 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABATA 
720/444/720 
o"'O!?K  13.  PUCCINI:  TURA~·IDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
f~ef.  nurTJber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DI:CU. 
SET  561-3 
LPO/'viE:ffA 
1350/833/1275 
EMI  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SEfiA.FIN/CALLAS 
c 1  63  00969-7 1  1290/796/1 290 
NORK  14.  PUCCIN!I  MADAME  BUTTEf?FLY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  1-?0ME  OP/BARt3IROLLI 
SLS  927  1310/809/1310 
DECCA  VPO/KARAJAN 
SET  584-6  1350/833/1275 
DECCA  BARCELONA  SO/GA TfO 
D68U  1?3  995/614/995 
SERAPHIM  RO'.~E  PO/GA VAZZEN 1/GOBB I 
1C  6090  //1050 
275 
f? e vi e w  c! ate  s  T i rTJ e 
3173  12/53  108'00 
Review  dates  TirTJe 
9/73  117'  30 
Review  dates  Ti"le 
9/67  141'07 
2/75  145'15 
2/78 HMV 




SLS  501~ 
1-W~~t:  OP/SANTI NI 
895/552/995 
AM Rl?OSI AN  PO/MAAlEL 
1249/771/1249 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
99'::)/614/995 
IWRK  I?.  V  EFWI:  TROVATOf?E 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  nu~uer  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
H\-IV 
SLS  869 
Ct:TRA 
LO  29-2 




WOHK  16.  VERDI r  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
SLS  5108  995/614/995 
HMV  CONVENT  GARDENS/MUTI 
SLS  977  1310/809/1310 
CETRA  BELLAS  AI?Tt:S/FABR I rr  IS 
LO  40  1197/739/1047 
v'VOI-?K  17.  VEROI:  RIGOLETfO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CETRA 
LO  37 





5/76  12/55  138'06 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
J /56  I 44'  22 
2/75  146'01 
Review  dates  Ti~e RCA  f?O.'viE/SOLTI 
LSC  70271:31-2  1320/815/900 
RCA  ROIAE  OP/BJOHLING 
VIC  0041  1750/1080/1650 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
SLS  5018  995/614/995 
1\'0HK  I 8.  VHWI:  LA  THAVI ATA 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpr~tation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EM I  Df?ESDE:-J  ST/PATANE· 
c  06J2C>054  860/531/399 
EM HER  1-'YE  TU-?IN  RO/SANTI NI 
GVC  2345  465/28//405 
DG  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTfO 
2726  049  51.3/320/390 
uG  BAV  ST  01-'/KLEI HEf{ 
2701  103  8/0/53  116~)0 
DECCA  Bl-'0/GA;WELL I 
JB  21644  I 250/712/11 25 
~\OHK  19.  MLJSSO!iGSKY:  HOHIS  GODU>lOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  nu~ber  Pric~s=  rec/est  c/disp 
SF!?Al-'HI M 
1D  0101 
1-PviV 
SLS  1000 
FRENCH  NAT  f?AU/UOBfWIH::t\1 
t395/552/895 
IJOLISH  !W/SE',~KOV 
1695/1046/1195 
:iMV  PAR IS  CONS/CLUYTENS 
C 1  9  1 0000 I q 1  2  1  ~)60/963/  I 380 
t:UUC  \IEtH A 




31-16  2/56  141'27 
Review  dates  Time 
12/73  1/58 
8/76  4/63 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/77  22-1'08 
203'17 WORK  20.  f3Ef?LIOZt  SYMPHONY  FANTASTI!JUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2530  597 
BPO/KA RAJ  AN 
435/269/325 
WORK  21  •  BEETHOVE1'l t  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  VPO/BOEHM 
2530  142  435/269/325 
~~EA  HALLE/LOUGHRAN 
vAf~  1036  379/234/299 
EMIIH'AV  LPO/BOULT 
ASD  3456  440/272/299 
WORK  22.  BEETHOVEN t  3rm  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
f?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EM I /HI·AV  PH I LH/!<LEiviPf:f?ER 
ASIJ  2562  44012721?99 
DECCA  VPO/SCH.1A  I DT-ISS  ERST EDT 
JB  6  2~0/154/199 
UG  BPO/KAf?AJAN 
2531  I 03  435/269/325 
EMI/HMV  LSO/JOCHUM 
ASU  3376  440/272/299 
EOUC  ,'AEUI A  Vr'O/FUf?T1"4A liJGLEf? 
rm  456  349/215/349 
278 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
2F/2 
I /78  44'55 
4/7<3  42'07 
Review  dates  Time 
3/62  60'21 
1/78  11/66 
4/7d  10/77 
2/78  60'35 itWfiK  23.  BRAHMS:  I Sf  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  LAbP.l  IntProrAt~tion 
!ief.  nu'Tll>er  Price's:  rec/est  c/::fisp 
JG 
IJH  924 
BPO/KAi?AJAN 
435/2()9/299 
vWHK  24.  BACH:  BRANDEN8Ul?G  CONCEfHI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est c/diso 
SACA  HA ,'A  1-1 E  f?G  KAW·~EROCHES  fEP/NF.WSTONE 
XIO  S032  175/IO.C:VI?S 
DECCA  PHILOMUSICA/DAF?T 
DPA  577-8  870/537/379 
SAGA  HA'v\BUI-?G  CHBH/NE'NSTONE 
SAGA  5031-2  175/103/175 
EM I /HMV  BALi  Ft:ST  /MENU HI N' 
ASD  327-8  440/272/299 
PHILIPS  ASMF/MARRINEH 
6700  045  899/555/899 
CLS  PLSR  VIRT  ()~  ENG/DAVISON 
CFP  40010  149/92/149 
CBS  MILAN  LA  SCALA/ABBADO 
79215  849/524/849 
1"1l:A  NOI?THERN  SI NF/MALCOLM 
VAH  1041-2  379/234/299 
DECCA  ECO/BH I 1TEN 
SXL  6114-5  450/278/399 
279 
Review  ctates  Time  M shAre 
11/64 
Review  dates  Time 
7/77  3/59 
12/65  104' 
5/60  I 13' I 3 
9/72 
10/72  46'08 
8/78  I 22'27 
2/78 
I 01 '40 WORK  2~.  MAHLE!?:  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Lab8l  Int8rpr8tation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  26.  MAHLER:  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numb8r  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CHICAGO  50/ABBADO/•'lEBLETr 
8/0/537/650 
r'IORK  21.  MAHLER:  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
r'10F?K  28.  MAHLER:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2530  966 
VPO/ A  RRADO/VON  STADE 
435/269/325 
280 
Review  dates  Time  ''A  share 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
6/71 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
Review  dates  Time  .M  share 
6/78 r'IOf?K  29.  MAHLER  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
r"iOI?K  30.  MAi~LERt  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
----------------------------.--------------------------------
L)G 
no7  097 
CHICAGO  SO/GI ULI NI 
8-10153716?0 
t10!<K  31.  TCHAIKOI'ISKY:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UG  BPD/KAt?AJAN 
130  017  435/269/209 
CLS  PLSF?  SCOTTISH  NAT/GIBSON 
CF!J  40228  149/92/79 
PI)F  CZECH  PO/SLOVAK 
LG !JI)  I 00  699/431/399 
CLS  PLSH  NAT  YOUTH  OI?CH/FJ ELDSTEDT 
CFP  161  149/92/79 
281 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
4/68 
1/76  41 '05 
4/77 ~ORK 32.  TCHAIKC>v~SKYz  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ret.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
------------------------------------------------------
DG  LENINGRAD  PCVMRAVINSKY 
2538  179  259/160/199 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTT ISH  NAT/GIBSON 
CFP  40054  149/92/79 
RDf  CZECH  PO/MATACIC 
LGUD  I 00  699/431/3 99 
DG  ROYAL  PO/DORATI 
2535  216  259/160/199 
BWS  ITAL  RO/FURTWANGLEf? 
DIS  3702  349/215/349 
WOf.?K  33.  TCHAIKOivSKY:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Lobel  Interpretation 
Ret.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
ECS  7 87 
RDf 
LGUD  I 00 
HMV 
ASD  .3226 
PARIS  CONS/KLEIBER 
235/14S/125 
CZECH  PO/MATACIC 
699/431/399 
MOSCOV'l  r?O/f.?OZHDESTVENSKY 
440/272/299 
WOHK  34.  DVORAK r  7TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
282 
3/75  10/61 
12/73  44'49 
12/61 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/76  5/54 
12/71 
45'26 
Review  dates  Ti~e  ~~  share ;~Of~K  35.  DVOf?AK:  9Li  SY\1PHONY 
Co.  or  LAbel  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WCJf?K  36.  SCHUBERT:  9TH  SY'v~PHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/iisp 
DG 
?535  290 
Bl-'0/KA~AJAN 
259/160/259 
rWfiK  Tl.  VIVALDI:  THE  ~OUR SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
fWF  SLOVAK  CHRR/f'IARCHAL 
ROY  2001  299/185/199 
DECCA  AMSF/MAf-?IHNER 
ZRG  654  399/246/450 
RCA  SOLISTI  DI  ZAGREB/GAUiA Y 
f?L2  5034  425/262/425 
CBS  LA  GHANO  ECURIE/MALQOIRE 
76-/17  429/265/439 
DECCA  ASMF/ 
U I 0 I  010  I 995/ I 23 I I  I 995 
283 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
Review  dates  Time 
8/77  1/68 
9/70 
2/77 v'WPK  38.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCE~?TO NO. 
Co.  or Label  InterorP.tation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est c/disr 
PHILIPS 
65HO  302 
f?CA 
I~L  25031 
CONC F.f?TGFROUI"I/ HAITI NK 
245/151/245 
NY  PO/:~ASUR 
425/262/299 
WORK  39.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SUD  R5 22 
DG 
2530  790 
RCA 
GL  11267 
LEIPZIG  GEWAND/MASUR/C  OUSSET 
250/154/250 
VPO/ A  HB 1\DO/PO LL IN I 
435/269/325 
CHICAGO  SO/LEINSDORF/1-/ICHTER 
249/154/249 
WORK  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/LEITNER/KEMPFF 
13H  776  435/269/325 
DG  VSO/SANDERLING/RICHTER 
2535  I 07  259/160/259 
DECCA  VPO/STEIN/GULDA 
JB  40  250/154/250 
HMV  PHI LH/CLU YTENS/ SOL OM ON 
SLS  5026  995/614/995 
284 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
10/70  52'33 
2/77 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/77 
8/71 
Review  dates  Time 
7/62 
1/76  II /63 
34'41 HMV 
SLS  5112 
DG 
27 21  066 
BPO/KARAJAN/V~EI  SSPlBERG 
1695/1046/1399 
BPO/KB~P  FF/LE  ITNER 
1300/802/900 
WCH~K  41  •  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/rlisp 
8i1S  I /M I C  Ht:LA NGELI 
IGI  327  349/215/349 
BVIS  /SAIWEIH/MALCOLM 
72'j  349/215/349 
DG  BPO/L EI TN EIUK EMP FF 
138  777  435/269/435 
DECCA  VP(J/STE IN/GULDA 
JB  1~  250/154/175 
'-'lt:PI DIAN  NUHEMBUfW  SO/TSCHU2P/NAKAJI MA 
ETI  001  299/185/299 
SYI~PHNC  SYMPHON ICA  OF  LON/\WRP. IS/ROSEN 
SYM  10  399/246/379 
CBS  NY  PO/BEHNSTEI N/SE!?KI N 
01918  2 99/185/279 
PHILIPS  LPO/HA IT  I NK/RHE1'-lDEL 
9500  243  450/27cV450 
HMV  BPO/KAl?AJAN/t"'EI SSENBERG 
SLS  5112  1 695/  1 046/ I 3 99 
DG  Bi--0/K  E~~p  rF/LEITNEH 
2721  066  I 300/8U2/900 
285 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/62 
12/77  9/71  40'30 
7/78  7/73 
38'20 
39'43 
203, 14 WORK  42.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.I 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
EMI /HMV  LSO/RA  TTLE/GAVH I LOV 
ASD  3571  440/272/440 
DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/ASHKENAZY 
1588  218-20  1095/676/995 
WORK  43.  PfWKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.2 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  CINCINNATI  SO/JOHNSON/BOLET 
TV  345435  2351145/199 
DECCA  LSO/PREVII\1/ASHKENAZY 
1588  218-20  1095/676/995 
WOf?K  44.  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
6500  773 
VIENNA  CAPELLA/MELKUS 
450/278/199 
~OFIK  45.  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCEIHO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
6500  T/3 
VIENNA  CAPEI.LA/IM~LKUS 
4S0/278/199 
286 
Review  dates  Time 
42'33 
15'29 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
1/76 
32'25 
Review  dates  Time 
56'58 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
56'58 f1 ORK  46.  MOZA!-H:  CCHCEfHO  FOH  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nurnber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HUNG/SLCT 
SLPX  1163 1 
CLS  PLSR 
CFY  40291 
HU:\fGARIAN  SO/FERENCSIK/KOCSIS 
340/210/340 
LP0/
1'1\E~UH I N/HRY RJ  1 ·AENUH IN 
149/92/149 
r'iOf?K  4 7.  MOZART r  CO'\ICERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
E:,l I /HMV  PHILH/GALLIERA/HASKIL/ANDA 
SXLP  30175  285/176/250 
CLS  PLSR  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN/H  MENUHIN 
CFP  40291  149/92/149 
HU:..IG/SLCT  HUNGARIAN  SO/FEF?ENCSIK/KOCSI S 
SLPX  11631  340/210/340 
VWF?K  48.  SCHUMANN:  PIANO  CONCEF?TO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40255 
FEST I VAL 
FC  428 
PHI LH/~ENGES/SOLOMON 
149/92/149 
VIENNA  OP/DESARZENS 
299/185/299 
287 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
8/78  8/66  46'06 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/74  2/57  42'04 
8/78  8/66  23'43 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/76  12/59  29'35 WORK  49.  GfiiEG:  PIANO  CONCEHTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSf? 
CFP  40255 
HUNG 
SLPX  11710 




WORK  ?0.  !:3EETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA  NBC  SOITOSCANINI/HEIRETZ 
DPS  2006  450/278/385 
PHILIPS  COi~CERTGEBOUW/HAITI  NK/KRE BBERS 
6?80  115  245/151/245 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/BAf?ENBOI M/ZUKERMAN 
2530  903  435/269/435 
DG  BPO/JOCHUM/SCHNEIDERHAN 
135  081  435/269/195 
WORK  51  •  BRAHMS I  VI DLI N CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH/HEIFETZ 
DPS  2002  450/278/385 
EMI/HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/OISTRAKH 
ASO  2525  440/272/299 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEHOUW/HAITINK/KREBBERS 
6580  087  245/151/245 
288 
Review  dates  Time 
12/76  12/59  29'02 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
6/71 
2/76  45'13 
II /77 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
2/71  3/56 
9/73  2/70  40'56 
4/75  40'48 OG  VPO/  JOCHUM/MILSTEIN  12/75 
2~30 592  435/269/325 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30264 
FRENCH  NAT  HAD/KLEMPERER/0! STR  40'  35 
285/176/285 
WORK  52.  MOZARTr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
iWHK  ~3.  MOZAJ.?T:  VIOLIN  CONCI::!?TO  NO.5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2~31  049 
BPO/KA!~AJAN/MUTfEf{ 
450/278/455 
1'10!?K  54.  TCHAIKOWSKY:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
l?ef.  nurTJber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
F?CA  CHICAGO  SO/REI NI::R/dEI FI TZ 
DPS  200?.  450/27.'3/385 
i::M I /HMV  PI TfSBUfWH  SO/STEI NBERG/MILSTN 
SXLP  3022~  285/176/250 
DG  VPO/  A Bl3ADO/ lA I LSTE IN 
2530  359  435/269/325 
PHILIPS  NEvv  ~HILH/KRENZ/GRUMIAUX 
9500  Ot30  450/278/399 
289 
Review dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
2/71  10/58 
1/71  6/60  32'15 
12/73 
6/76  42'29 DECCA 
SXL  6854 
NEW  PHILH/ASHKENAZY/BELKIN 
450/278/399  . 
10/TI 
PHILIPS 
9500  321 
CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK/SZERYNG  I 0/77 
450/278/399 
63'01 
EDUC  MEDIA 
RR  442 
// 
349/215/349 
WORK  55.  DVORAK:  VIOLIN  CONCEJno 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disr 
NIL 
WOHK  56.  MOZAf?T:  HEOUIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2535  2~)7 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30237 
DG 
2530  143 
DECCA 
ZHG  f3  76 
28926  XAU 
RPO/KARAJAN/VIENNA  GM/LIPP 
259/160/2'19 
NEW  PHILH  RCH/FRUHBECK/MATHIS 
285/176/250 
VIENNA  OP  CH/VPO/BOEHM/MATHIS 
435 /2fi9 /4  35 
AS~AF/MA  fmi NER/CORTUBAS/WA n·s 
399/246/450 
VIENNA  OP /SCHEI?CHEN 
325/201/325 
rWRK  57.  VEfWI:  REOU I EM  .\lASS 
Co.  or  Label  Inteoretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/~isp 
Nil. 
290 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
4/62 
5/78  3/68  53'41 
2/72 
ReviRw  dates  Time 
M share rHl!~K  58.  BEETHOVEN:  MI SSA  SOLEMN! S 
Co.  or  Label  IntP.rpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/P.st  c/disp 
H,\W 
SLS  979 
VIENNA  GM/BPO/KAl{AJAN/  JANOl'J ITZ  7/75 
875/540/795 
I'IO!{K  59.  HANDEL:  MESSIAH 
84'05 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/jisp 
PHILIPS 
6703  00 I 
ALLOTS  CH/LSO/UAVIS/HAf?PEH 
I 250/83.3/1 I 97 
11/68 
HMV 
SLS  774 
AMBfWS I AN  S I NGERS/ECO/MACKE!-?HAS  3/6  7 
850/525/850 
t-lYE  AMOR  ART! S  CH/ECO/SOMAl~Y  /PRICE  11/7 I 
vcs  10090-2  525/324/525 
WOf?K  60.  CAHL  ORFF:  CARMINA  BURANA 
154'53 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
SAN  162 
DG 
139  362 
SUPHAt-lHON 
SUA  50409 




CZECH  SI NGEHS  &  PO/SMETECEK 
299/185/225 
291 
6/66  62'01 
7/68 OUTLET  z  LO"lDON  ELEVEN 
VILLAGE  BOOKS  AND  RECORDS  - REGENT  ST. fWHK  I •  1:3EETHOVEN:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
OG 
2740  172 
Bl-'0/KARAJAN 
2250/1389/2250 
WOf?K  2.  BRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHOi~Y COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5093 
LPO/  JOCHUM 
1495/923/1495 
I'IORK  3.  MArlLEI?:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT! ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/77  187,55 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
~IJOI~K  4.  TCi1AIKO/.JSKY:  COI·APLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion  Review  dates  Ti~e 




M share WORK  5.  WAGNERr  WALKURE 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SET  312-6 
IJG 





~WRK 6.  ~vAGNEH  r  LOHENGI?I l'i 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  7.  MOZARTr  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
f?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
DIOD  4 
DG 





WORK  8.  MOZAHTr  MAfNIAGE  Of  FIGA!-?0 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  nu'T!ber  Prices:  n~c/est c/disp 
DECCA 




Review  dates  Time 
9/66  220' I 0 
4/67 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Revi~w dates  Ti~~ 
12/76  6/59  170'13 
Review  dates  Time 
3/75  10/60 DECCA 
GO~i  5 i35-7 
:w,v 
SLS  995 
CEDI A 
LPS  3219 
CETIL\ 
LO  B-3 
VPO/KLE I BEf? 
9-/5/602/750 
ECO/BA!IEI\IBOIM 
1425/881J/  142~ 
fW\\ E/PfiEV I TAL I 
8971554/897 
V  tJC)/rU :HViA.. NGLEt? 
I I 97/7  39/981 
N.Of~K  9.  MOlAIH:  .'.1AGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UG 
2709  017 
PYE  HBC 
F?EK  223 
BPO/BOEHM 
1305/8D6/1305 
S~EDI  Sri  SO/ERICSON 
7 50  I 4 6 3 /7  50 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
'I'JO!?K  II.  PUCCINI:  BOHEME 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5059 
DECCA 
SET  565-6 





6/70  3/59  171'25 
165'07 
Review  dates  Time 
1  0/()5 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
8/76  3/58  1041 52 
8/73  110'00 f.?CA 
Af<L2  037 I 
CFH?A 
LPS  3237 
L!-'0/SOLTI 
79'd/493F/98 
TU :-?LH N  !iO/SA NTI  NI 
598/369/598 
I'IOHK  12.  PUCCINI:  TOSCA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
HMV 
SLS  917 
CETf?A 
LPS  3261 
PA:::?IS  CONS/PRETHE 
875/540/795 
TUf.?RIN  SO/BASILE 
598/369/598 
WOf?K  13.  PUCCINI:  TURANDOT 
Co.  or  Lnbel  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  14.  PUCCINI:  MADM~E BUTfERFLY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
0680  RJ 
CETRA 
LPS  3248 
CBS 
79313 




AMBROSIAN  PO/MAAZEL 
1249/771/1249 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/71  7/65  1 11'51 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
2/78 
148'26 
296 ,HJHK  I 5.  VEHUI:  Tf.?OVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
lJ82D  3 
HMV 
SLS  51 II 




MH?K  16.  VERDI:  AIDA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  9TI 
CONVENr  GAfWENS/MUTI 
I 31 0/809/1 I 95 
MH~K  17.  VERDI  r  !?I GOLETIO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DECCA 
SET  542-4 
HlviV 
SLS  50 I B 
LSO/BONYNGE 
1358/833/1273 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/61 4/E395 
i'Hli<K  I 11.  VEfWI:  LA  TI?AVIATA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
l?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DG 
2720  049 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO 
518/320/51(3 
297 
ReviP.w  dates  Time 
10/TI  163'07 
4/78  138'55 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/75  146'01 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/73  113'35 
3/76  2/56  141'27 
Review  dates  Time 
8/76  4/63 WORK  I 9.  MU SSORGSKY 1  BOf.? IS  GOOU I\IOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5072 
FRENCH  NAT  RAD/DOAROWPJ 
I I 95/7  38/ I I 45 
WORK  20.  BERLIoz r  SYMPHONY  FANTAST I OUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  21.  BEETHOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  lntP.rpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  VPO/BOEHM 
2530  142  435/269/435 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
SXL  6163  450/278/399 
DG  BPO/KAI?AJAN 
2531  100  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  LSO/  JOCHU ',1 
ASD  3583  440/272/440 
298 
Review  dates  Time 
2/77  4/53  176'49 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
Review  dAtes  Time 
2/72 
4/76  9/1'::> 
4/78  10/T/ 
43'19 ~WI{K  22.  B  t!::THOV EN:  31W  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  LAbel  IntP.rpretAtion  Review  rlates  Ti~P. 
~ef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/jisp 
------------------------------------------------.  -----------------------
UG 




:SY 1\\  S 






·A!Of<K  23.  BRAHMS:  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UG  fWO/BOcHM 
2535  I 02  259/160/259 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
13B  924  435/269/359 
DECCA  LSO/STOKOWSKI 
PfS  4305  435/269/335 
HCA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE 
ARLI  1326  3 99/246/3  99 
DECCA  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL 
SXL  6183  450/273/350 
!)(}  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA 
2530  889  435/269/435 
WOHK  24.  BACH:  !:3RANOENHURG  CONCEHTI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 






4/7  8  10/TI 
l/78 
6/78 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
7/75  12/60 
11/64 




Review  dates  Ti~e PHILIPS 
6 74 7  I 66 
DG 
1390  05-6 
DECCA 







WOf?K  25.  MAHLERr  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI 
SXL  6113  450/278/450 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK 
2~35  172  259/160/259 
UNICORN  LSD/HORENSTEIN 
f?HS  307  3 99/246/3  99 
PHILIPS  CONCERfGEBOUW/HAITINK 
6500  342  450/278/399 
RCA  LSO/LEVI NE 
Af?Ll  0894  399/246/349 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/MEl-ITA 
SXL  6TI9  450/278/350 
DECCA  RPO/PAITA 
PFS  4402  435/269/335 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZM~A 
2530  993  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT 
ASO  3541  440/272/440 
300 
4/76 
I 01 '40 
Review  dAtes  Time  M share 
9/64  58'40 
5/68 
12/69 




53'50 WORK  26.  MAHLEJ.?s  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
J.?ef.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c{disp 
CBS  NY  PO/fiALTEFUCUNDARI 
612B2-3  558/344/558 
DECCA  LSO/SOL  TI /HAHPEH 
SET  325-6  900/556/649 
JG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK/MATHIS 
2726  062  518/320/518 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/Af3BADO/NEBLE·n 
no1  094  870/537/870 
WOf?K  27.  \~AHLEf?:  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELI K/THOM:AS 
27?6  063  518/3~0/518 
iJI-:CCA  LSO/SOL  TI /'IVA 11'S 
SET  38:>-6  900/556/750 
UNICORN  LSO/HCH? ENSTEI N/  PROCTEr? 
HHS  302-3  79f3/493/798 
HCA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVI NE/HOf.?NE 
!~L  01757  850/52:>/798 
v'\Of?K  28.  MAHLEk:  4T:-l  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
l?ef.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/r:lisp 
DECCA 
SXL  2/lo 
Etn /HMV 
ASD  2799 





Review  dates  Time  M  share 
II /72  5/61 
11/66  80'44 
3/Tl  9/70 
6/77 
Review  dates  Time  'A  share 
6/78  9/68 
2/69  93'35 
121.10 
3/77 
f?eview  dates  Tirne  M share 
9/61  51'45 
4/7  3  ., /62 CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL/RASKIN 
61056  2 99/ 18'5/279 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK/MORISON 
2535  119  259/160/259 
RCA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE/BLEGEN 
AHLJ  0895  39912461399 
DG  VPO/ A  BBADO/VON  STADE 
2530  966  435/269/435 
~Of?K  29.  MAHLE!-?  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
UNICOHN 
I?HS  320-1 
DG 
2707  I 06 




WOI?K  30.  MAHLEHa  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  InterprAtation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI 
SET  360-1  900/556/750 
EMI/HMV  NEN  PHI LH/KLEMPEI?Ef? 
sx iJfi  3021  4 99/308/450 
DG  CHICAGD  SO/GIULINI 
2707  097  870/537/870 
302 
4/69  8/67 
8/75  12/68 
10/75 
6/78 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
9/75 
7178 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/67  79'25 
1/76  7/67  85'47 
4/72 "NOfW  31.  TCHAIKOl~SKY:  4TH  SYMPHDNY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  ~ates  Ti~e 
lief.  nu111ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
-------------------------------.,.---------------
JECCA  V  t->0/~,·1 AAZEL  2/65  42'20 
JB  23  250/154/250 
DG  VPO/A88ADO  II /76 
2530  651  435/269/435 
fWF  CZECH  PO/SLOVAK  4/77 
LGUD  I 00  699/431/600 
[}G  BPO/KAf~AJAN  6/78 
2530  883  435/269/435 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
SXL  61 'j7  450/278/350 
IKA  BOSTON  SO/Iv\ONTEUX 
GL  11328  249/154/249 
WORK  32.  TCHAIKOWSKY:  5TH  SYMPHDNY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  4/64  44'25 
Jl:3  24  250/154/250 
DG  LSO/A!:3f3ADO  4/72 
2530  198  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK  2/76  49'50 
6500  922  450/278/399 
DG  BPO/KM?AJAN  8/76 
2530  699  435/269/435 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA  J /78 
2~30 888  435/269/435 
DECCA  fJHILH/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  681:l4  450/278/399 
HDF  CZECH  P0/
1AATAC IC  12/61 
LGDD  I 00  699/431/600 
303 WOHK  33.  TCHA I KCPISKY r  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
f?DF  CZECH  PO/MATACIC  12/71 
LGDO  I 00  699/43 I /600 
RCA  LSO/TJEKNAVORIAN  I I /76 
UtLI  5129  425/262/399 
DG  1:3PO/KA 1-?AJAN  6/TI 
2530  774  435/269/435 
DeCCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  9/Tl 
SXL  6814  450/278/350 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  9/75  42'50 
JB  25  250/154/250 
HMV  MOSCOW  RO/ROZHDESTVENSKY  45'26 
ASD  3226  440/27  2/399 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
SXL  6164  450/278/350 
rWHK  34.  DVORAK:  7TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/KERTESZ  10/64  36'40 
SXL  6 I I 5  450/278/350 
DG  BPO/KU1:3ELIK  10/71 
2530  127  435/269/359 
EMI/HMV  LPO/G IU LIN I  4/77  40'40 
ASD  3325  440/272/350 
RDr  CZECH  PO/NEUMANN 
I 10  1834  299/185/299 
304 VWt?K  35.  DVORAK:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  ~/disp 
----------------------------------------------r------------------------
DECCA  LSO/KEf?TESZ 
SXL  6291  450/278/350 
EMI /HMV  NEV>I  PHILH/MUTI 
ASD  32a5  440/272/399 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KARAJAN 
ASlJ  3407  440/272/440 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI 
2530  881  435/269/435 
WORK  36.  SCHUBERT•  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
fief.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/STEI NBEfW 
GL  25008  249/154/249 
HM/MUNDI  WAND/KOLN 
065  99  736  435/269/435 
EMI/dMV  HALL E/BARBI ROLL I 
SXLP  30267  2E35/176/285 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI 
2530  8b2  435/269/435 
UG  BJ->0/KA!?AJAN 
2535  290  259/160/259 
~'Wt?K  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUH  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Into.rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UG 
135  024 




1/77  41'22 
10/77  54'04 
2/78 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
11/76 
52'34 
Review  dates  Time 
4/6b  2/61 DECCA  AMSF/MAf~fHNER  9/70 
ZRG  654  399/246/450 
RCA  SOLISTI  VENETI/SCIMONE  7/76  12/72 
STU  70679  475/293/475 
CBS  ECO/ZU KEH ,\>IAN  5/73  42'27 
73079  429/265/429 
EMI/HMV  LPO/PEHLMAN  2/TI  43'27 
ASD  3293  440/272/399 
SUPRAPHON  PRAGUE  CHBR/HLAVELEK  7/78 
410  202B  299/185/299 
CBS  LA  GRAND  ECURIE/MALGOIRE 
76717  429/265/429 
WORK  38.  BRAHMSr  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
OECCA 
SXL  6023 
EMI /HMV 
ASD  2353 
PHILIPS 
6500  623 
DECCA 
SXL  6797 
RCA 
RL  25031 
WEA 
K53  570 
LSO/SZt:LL 
450/278/350 




CONCEFHGEROUW/SCHM I DT- I SSERSTEDT  2/75 
450/273/350 
ISRAEL  PO/'-'\Elfl'A 
450/278/350 









49'  I 6 
48'41 
M share WOI(l(  39.  Bf~AHMS:  PIANO  CONCEHTO  NO.2 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
f?CA  /Of~.',IA!~I)Y  /RUBINSTEIN 
58  6~3H9  399/246/399 
;-IMV  /M AAlEL/1-?I CHTEf~ 
ASD  2554  440/272/350 
UN! COHN  BPD/rUfHI"'ANGLEIUFI SCHE~  8/69 
UNI  102  299/185/299 
DG  BPO/  JOC HU MG I LELS  6/74 
2540  259  435/269/435 
DECCA  LEIPZIG  GEWAND/MASUH/C  OU SSET  2/Tf 
SDD  R522  250/154/250 
OG  VPO/A I:BAOO/POLLI NI  8/Tf 
2530  790  435/269/435 
DECCA  PH I LH/F  ISTC)ULAR I /VERED 
PrS  4428  435/269/379 
UG  BPO/KAf?AJA N/  ANDA 
2535  263  259/160/259 
RCA  CHICAGO  SO/LEI NSiJOf?F/RI CHTER 
GL  11267  249/154/249 
~OHK 40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  VSO/SANDERLING/RICHTER  l/76  11/63 
2? 35  I 07  259/160/259 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP  I /73  55' 13 
6500  315  450/278/399 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI/ASHKENAZY  I I /75  9/73 
SXL  6653  450/278/399 
EM I /HMV  PHI LH/!~UTI  /RICHTER 
ASLl  3543  440/272/440 
307 DECCA 
JB  40 
HMV 
SLS  5 I I 2 
VPO/STEIN/GULDA 
250/154/250 
BPO/KA f?AJAN/W E  I SSENBEffG 
1695/1046/1695 
V'IORK  41.  BEETHOVENa  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
JB  18 
DECCA 
SXL  6655 
RCA 
GL  25014 
SYMPHNC 




9500  243 
DG 
2535  296 
HMV 
SLS  5112 
VPO/STEIN/GULDA 
250/154/250 




SYMPHONICA  OF  LON/MORRIS/ROSEN 
399/246/379 




BOSTON  SO/OZAWA/ESCHENBACH 
259/160/259 
BPO/KM?AJAN/~~EI  SSP.lBERG 
1695/1046/1695 
WORK  42.  Pl-lOKOFI EVa  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  I 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
SAGA 
SAGA  5160 
DECCA 
SXL  6767 






Review  dates  Ti~e 
I 2/77  9/7 I  40'30 





Review  dates  Time 
8163 
6/76  10/75 WORK  43.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.2 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c./disp 
----------------------------------------------------------
DECCA 
TV  345435 
DECCA 
SXL  6767 




WOI?K  44.  MOZARTt  PIANO  CONCEHTO  NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3218 
ECO/BARENBOIM 
440/272/440 
~ORK 45.  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref~  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
I /76 
6/76  10/75 
Review  dates  Time 
1/77  15'28 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
-------------------------------------------\  ----------------
EMI /rlMV 
SLS  3218 
ECO/BAHENHOIM 
440/272/440 
('IOI{K  46.  MOZART:  CO\ICEfHO  fOH  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  LAbel  Int~rpretAtion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
!\I I L 
309 
1 /TI  14'00 
Review  dates  Time WORK  47.  MOZARTa  CONCERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  48.  SCHUMANN:  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
ECS  802 
DG 
138  888 
DECCA 
SXL  6624 
DG 
2530  484 
DECCA 
TV  34559S 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3541 
FESTIVAL 







BAV  RO/KUBELIK/KEMPFF 
435/269/359 
BAMBERG  SCVFURST/FRANKL 
235/145/189 
LPO/TENNSTEDT /GUT I El?REZ 
440/272/440 
VIENNA  OP/DESARZENS 
2 99/1 85/2 99 
~ORK 49.  GRIEGa  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 




Review  dates  Time 






Review  dates  Time 
2160 DECCA 
SXL  6624 
EMI/.{MV 
ASD  3511-1 
LSO/P R  i.V I •ULU PU 
45ulnol399 
L!JO/TE t\JNSTEDT/GUTI Ef.WEZ 
440/272/440 
v'JOPK  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCErHo 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/Ast  c/disp 
CBS  NY  PO/F3ERNSTF.IN/STERN 
6159r3  299/185/279 
PHI Ll  !JS  COi'-JCEF?TGEBOUYUDA VI S/GRU NI AUX 
6500  715  450/278/399 
PHILIPS  COI~CEH  fGEBOU~'I  /HAlT  I NK/KRE BBEf?S 
6~80  115  245/1~1/450 
CBS  NY  P0/3ARENBOIM/ISAAC  STERN 
76477  429/265/379 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/BARENBOI M/ZUKEINAN 
2530  903  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  NE/'1  PHI LH/GALLI ERO/GRUM I AUX 
65 -,o  051  245/151 /245 
NOHK  5 I •  8!-?AHMS:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  PHLD/ORMANDY  /STERN 
61325  299/185/229 
EMI/HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/OISTRAKH 
ASD  2525  440/272/350 
DG  VPO/  JOCHUM/MILSTEIN 
2530  592  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KAHAJAN/KREMER 




Review  dates  Time 
217~  7t60  43'4~ 
3/75  41 '42 
2/76  45' 13 
3/76 
II IT! 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
8/76  9/60  40·'03 
9/73  2110  40'56 
12/75 
10/76  41'25 EMI /Hi-AV 
ASO  3385 
PHILIPS 
6500  530 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30264 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  .3425 








WOf{K  52.  MOZAf?Tr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WCH?K  53.  'v\OZAJ?T:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
~OHK 54.  TCHAIKOv'VSKYr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  PI'JTSBURGH  SO/STEINBERG/MILSTN 
SXLP  30225  285/176/225 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/LEINSDOHF/PEJ?LMAN 
LSB  4066  249/154/249 
CBS  LSO/DORATI/ZUKERMAN 
72768  429/154/429 
312 
I I /77  4.3' 00 
41'07 
40'35 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
1/77  6/60  32' I 5 
9/72  10/68 
I I /69 DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/KYUNG-WHA  CHUNG  11/70  34'33 
SXL  6493  450/278/450 
DECCA  NEW  PHILH/ASHKENAZY/BELKIN  IQ/77 
SXL  6854  450/278/399 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUVUHAI TI NK/SZERYNG  10/77  63'01 
9500  321  450/278/450 
EMI/dMV  MOSCOW  PO/ROZHDESTVENSKY/OISTR  50'21 
SXLP  30220  285/176/350 
v'IORK  55.  DVORAK:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
rvCHK  56.  MOZART:  f?EOUIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  jates Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
lJG  BPO/KARAJAN/VI ENNA  GM/LIPP  4/62 
2535  2':)7  2':)9/160/259 
F.MI /HMV  NEv~  PHILH  &CH/F!WHHECK /MATrll S  5/78  3/68  53'41 
SXLP  30237  285/1 -, f.l/250 
F:)J. I /H.\W  ECO/A LLD IS  CH/BARENBOI 1.\/EiAKEI?  7/72  54'20 
ASU  27 88  440/272/440 
UG  BPO/Vl t::NNA  GM/KARAJAN/BALTSA  12/76 
2530  /05  435/269/435 
UECCA  ASi·ft.F/,\:IA Hf?I NE!?/CORTU BAS/WA TfS 
/!?G  876  399/246/399 
313 WOHK  57.  VERDI:  REQUIEM  MASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2707  065 
VIENNA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/LUDWIG 
870/531/870 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
1/73 
RCA 
RL  02476 
CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI/PRICE/BAKEI?  12/17 
850/525/698 
WOHK  58.  BEETHOVEN:  MISSA  SOLEM~IS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  9H9 
NEW  PHILH  CH/LPO/GIULINIITEAR 
875/540/795 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
7 F/6  87'54 
DECCA 
!)tj 7  D2 
CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI/POPP/MI NTOI\J  8/78 
850/525/850 
81 '54 
WORK  59.  HANDEL:  MESSIAH 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  num~er  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
ECS  613-5 
HMV 
SLS  845 
DECCA 
0104  03 
LPO  & CH/ROULT/VYVYAN/PP.OCTOH 
23S/145/199 
KINGS  COLL  CH/ASMF/WILLCOCKS 
I I 4 5 /7  0 7 I  I I 4 5 
LSO/HOULT 
850/525/B50 
I.JORK  60.  CAf{L  OR FF:  CAI?M INA  BU RI\NA 
Co.  or  Label  Int~pYetation 
f.?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
314 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/71  5/54 
6113  151'17 
I 65 '03 OUTLET  r  LONDON  TWELVE 
CHRISTOPHER  FOSS  - PADDINGTON i"/OF?K  I.  HEETHOVENr  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT I ON 
Co.  or  Label  lnteroretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Price~:  rec/est  c/disp 
------------------------------------------------
DG 
2740  172 
HMV 
SLS  7tW-9 




WOf~K  2.  BRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SY.'viPHONY  COLLECT ION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2740  154 
VPO/BOEHM 
1350/833/1095 
PYE  UTAH  SO/ABRAVANAL 
vcs  10117-20  940/580/970 
riORK  3.  MAHLER:  COMrJLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT! 01\f 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
476'36 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/76 
Review  dates  Time 
i'IORK  4.  TCHAIKCMSKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTIOI\l 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Re~iew dates  Time 




1~  share 
50 
50 
M share WORK  5.  WAGNER:  WALKURE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
r'IO!{K  6.  V'IAGNER:  LOHE~Gfii  N 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
'NOI?K  7.  ~10/.ART:  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numb~r  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5CHl3 
PHI LH/G IULI N I 
99')/614/995 
v\Of?K  r3.  MOZAf·?Tt  'AAINIAGE  Of  FIGARO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
l?ef.  nurnber  Prices:  rec/est  c/'iisp 
NIL 
317 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
7/77  2/61  160'35 
Review  dates  Time WOHK  9.  MOZAHTt  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
------------------------------------------------------
HMV 
SLS  912 
PHI LH/KLEMPEHEf? 
I 31 0/809/  11 95 
V'iORK  10.  81 ZET s  CARr~  EN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  952 
DG 
2709  083 
HMV 
SLS  5021 
PARIS  OP/FRUHBECK 
I 310/809/1 I 95 
LSO/A BBADO 
1305/806/1305 
PARIS  OHTF/!3EECHAM 
995/614/895 
WOPK  1 1.  PUCCINI I  BOHEI~E 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/~isp 
HMV 
SLS  896 
RCA  SO/BEECHAM 
720/444/720 
fiORK  12.  PUCCINI:  TOSCA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  917 
PARIS  CONS/r:>RETf-?E 
8751:>40/725 
318 
11/64  156'03 
Review  dates  Time 
10/70  I 51  'I:> 
2/76  6/60  161'15 
Review  dates  Time 
11/74  1/57  107'43 
Review  dates  Time 
9/71  7/65  I 11'51 I'ICHiK  13.  PUCCINI  t  TJRA '-JiJOT 
Co.  or  Label  IntA.rpretation 
~ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SET  561-3 
LPO/I~E ffA 
l350/R33/1275 
1'101-?K  14.  PUCCINI:  MADAME  BUTT~RFLY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SET  584-6 
VPO/KAl-?AJAN 
1350/833/1277 
l'iOf.?K  15.  VERDI  t  TI-WVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
V'IOHK  16.  VERDI:  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SXL  2lf>7-9 
DECCA 
SET  427-9 
VPO/KARAJAN 
1350/833/ II 97 
ROME  OP/SOLTI 
1350/833/ 11 25 
319 
Review  dates  Time 
9/73  117,30 
ReviA.w  dates  Ti~e 
2/15  145' 15 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
12/59  149'30 
II /70  7/62 WORK  1-1.  VCf.?DI:  'iiG{lLETfO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~0er  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
----------------------------------------------------
DECCA 




SLS  5018 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614/t395 
WOHK  18.  VERDI:  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Price~: rec/est c/disp 
EMHER  PYE 
GVC  2345 
TURIN  RO/SANTINI 
465/287/405 
DECCA 
SET  249-51 
MAGGIO  MUSICALE/PRITCHARD 
I 350/833/1 I 25 
WORK  19.  MUSSORGSKY:  BORIS  GOOUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/dfsp 
NIL 
WORK  20.  BERLIOZ:  SYMPHONY  FANTASTIQUE 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 




5/73  113'  35 
3/76  2/56  141'27 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/7  3  1/58 
8/63  109'45 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
7/65  70 !JI-ll LIPS  LSO/DAVIS 
6~80  127  245/151/245 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTr 
SXL  6511  450/278/399 
DECCA  VPO/ANSEHMET 
DPA  613-4  435/269/379 
VW!iK  21.  BEETHOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  lntP.rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
l.JG 
2531  I 06 
EM I /HI~V 





iWiiK  22.  B EETHOVt:N:  3f?l)  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
f?ef.  nur:1ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
138  802 
PHILILPS 
6!:>00  9B6 
IJG 
2~31  I 03 
DG 
2548  278 
CLS  PLSH 




450/27 8/3 99 
BPD/KARAJAN 
435/269/4:35 
ROTfEHDAM  PO/DECKEI? 
159/98/159 
SCOTfiSH  NAT/LILL/GIBSON 
I 49/92/ lA 9 
321 
10/76  5/64  55'01  10 
II /72  51 '40  10 
i 
10 
Review  dates  Time 
4/78  10/77 
4/78  42'07 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/63 
3/78  I /TI  57'47 
4/78  10/77 
36'34 WOf?K  23.  BRAHMS:  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
--------------------------------------------------------
DECCA 
ECS  793 
CONCERTGEBOUVUVAN  BEl NUM 
235/145/199 
RCA 
ARL1  1326 
CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE 
399/246/399 
WORK  24.  BACH:  BRANut:NBURG  CONCERT I 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/dlsp 
DECCA  PHI LOMUSI CA/DART 
DPA  5T/-8  870/537/399 
DG  BPO/KAI?AJAN 
2726  OBO  518/320/518 
BASr  COLL  MUS/MUNDI 
BAC  300-1-8  700/432/699 
nOHK  25.  MAHLER:  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nui'Tlber  Prices:  rec/est  c/r:lisp 
OG 
2530  993 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3541 





4/Tl  6/52  50 
6/76  50 
Review  dates  Time 
7/77  3/59 
I 0/65 
Review  dates  Time  M shAre 
50 lHHK  20.  lv!AHLEP:  2ND  SY.~PHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
------------------------------------------------------------
NIL 
wo;?K  27.  MA~iLER:  3RU  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
JG 
2726  063 
HAV  RO/KUHELIK/THOMAS 
~ld/320/:>18 
RCA 
!?L  01757 
CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE/HORNE 
850/525/698 
WORK  28.  MAHLER:  4Td  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2530  966 
VPO/ARRADO/VON  STAI1E 
435/269/435 
WORK  29.  MAHLER  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
323 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
6/78  9/68  90 
3/77  10 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
6/78 
Review  dates  Time  'vi  share r'iOt?K  30.  MAHLER r  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI 
Sf-!  193-4 
VPO/V'iALTE~? 
610/377/530 
WORK  31.  TCHAIKChVSKYr  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Price~r  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  LENINGqAU  PCVM~AVI~SKY 
2t:>3B  178  259/160/259 
DECCA  VJ->0/MAAlEL 
JB  23  250/154/250 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2530  883  435/269/435 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/MONTEUX 
GL  11328  249/154/249 
DG  LENINGRAD  SO/MRAVINSKY 
2721  184  259/160/259 
WORK  32.  TCHAIKOWSKYr  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices1  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
9/74  138  96' 19 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/74  6/61 
2/65  42'20 
6/78 





2721  184 
CLEVELAND/SZELL 
299/185/279 
LENINGRAD  SO/MRAVINSKY 
259/160/259 
324 
44'30 WORK  33.  TCHAIKm~SKYs  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Lab~!  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 




PCNHX  12 
DI:CCA 
JB  25 
BPO/KA RAJAN 








2721  184 
LENI NGiiAO  SO/MHA VI N'SKY 
259/160/259 
v'W!~K  34.  OVORAK:  TrH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 





IWRK  35.  OVORA K  I  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 




138  922 





Review  dates  Time 
10/64 
6/77 
9/75  42'50 
Revi~w dates  Time  M share 
2/78  12/63  35'49 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
12/77  9/60  10 
I /64  60 DG 
2530  881 
CHICAGO  SO/GIULI NI 
435/269/435 
DECCA  LSO/KEHTESZ/KUBELI K 
DPA  539-40  435/269/379 
WOHK  36.  SCHUBERT•  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
Sl-'A  467 
LSO/KRIPS 
235/145/199 
AMADEO  KOLNEI-?  RUND  SO/KLEI BER/KOLN 
AVRSI9  Ol5ST  399/246/399 
EMI/HMV 
SXU>  30267 
DG 
2530  882 
DG 
2535  290 
HALLE/BARB! ROLLI 
285/176/285 




WORK  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or  label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS  I  MUSICI/MICHELUCCI 
6500 on  450/21.-3/399 
CLS  PLSf?  VIRT  OF  ENG/DAVISON 
Cfl-'  40016  149/92/149 
RCA  CANTILENA  ORCH/SHEPHEP.D 
GL25  061  2491154/249 
326 
2/78  20 
10 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
4/77  1/59  10 
10 
52'34  35 
35 
10 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/70  41'54 
6/73  40'59 
7/71 /II():{K  3H.  Bf{AHMS:  PIANO  CONCE!HO  1W. 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  number  Price~:  rec/est  c/disp 
l·li'J: v 
SLS  ~094 
DG 
2·126  Ot32 




WORK  39.  BRAH.\15:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  PHI LH/DOBfWWEN/SOLOMON 
SLS  5094  995/614/H95 
OG  BIJ 0/  JOCHUM/GI LELS 
27 26  082  518/320/518 
OG  BPO/KA !?AJAN/ ANDA 
2535  263  259/160/259 
1\'0HK  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
Review  dates  Ti~e  i,{  share 
10/77  9/55  198'29  50 
6/78  12/72  50 
Review  dAtes  Time 
10/77  10/47  198'29 
6/78  12/72 
Review  dates  Time 
----------------------------------------------------
DECCA 
SXL  f>653 
f:M I/HMV 
ASU  3543 
DECCA 
JB  40 
DECCA 
SXL  6829 






CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
450/278/399 
327 
II /75  9/73 
34'41 WORK  41.  BEETI-fOVt:N:  PIANO  CONCI::fHO  ~o.  b 
Co.  or  Lnbel  Int~rpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Hef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
---------------------------------------------------
DG  BPO/LEITNER/KEMPFF  5/62 
138  777  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  LSD/DAVIS/BISHOP  3170 
SAL  37 87  4~0/278/450 
RCA  LPO/BAl~EN  BO I M/RU BENSTE IN  3/78  5/76 
RL  11420  425/262/399 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAVVA/ESCHENBACH 
2535  296  259/160/259 
WOHK  42.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCEfHO  NO.  I 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
fi'OHK  43.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.2 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  44.  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices: rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
328 1'101-?K  45.  MOZART•  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
IWRK  46.  MOZART:  CO!'lCERTO  FOI-?  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices&  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSR 
CfP  40291 
LPO/MENUHIN/HRY!U  \4ENUHIN 
I 49/92/149 
WORK  47.  MOZART:  CONCERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices&  rec/est  c/rlisp 
CLS  PLSH 
CFP  40291 
BATH  FEST/MENUHIN/H  MENUHIN 
I 491921 I 49 
~OHK 48.  SG:-JUMAi'JNs  PIA:'l'O  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  ~rices&  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  f'L3R 




Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
8/78  8/66  46'06 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
8/78  8/66  23'43 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/76  12/59  29'35 HMV  PHILH/~ENGES/SOLOMON 
SLS  5094  995/614/895 
PHIL! PS  CONCERTGEBOUW/DOHNANYI / AR.RAU 
6580  108  245/151/245 
DECCA  BAMBERG  SCVFURST/FRANKL 
TV  345595  235/145/199 
r\'ORK  49.  Gf.?I EG:  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
CLS  PLSR  PHI LH/MENGES/SOLOMON 
CfP  40255  149/92/149 
HMV  PHILH/MENGES/SOLOMON 
SLS  5094  995/614/895 
DECCA  LSO/FJELDSTAD/CURZON 
SXL  2173  450/27  8/3  99 
CBS  PHLD/ORMANDY/ENTREMONT 
61040  299/185/279 
PHILIPS  CONCERrGEBOUW/DOHNANYI /ARRAU 
6580  108  245/151/245 
CBS  MUNICH  PO/KEMPE/FREI I?E 
61697  299/185/279 
WORK  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  number  Price~l  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5106 
PHILIPS 
6570  051 
VPO/SILVESTHI/MENUHIN 
795/491/795 
NE'N  PHI LH/GALLI ERO/GRU'v\IAUX 
245/151/245 
330 
10/77  12/59  198'29 
8/75  9/64  66'14 
1/76 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/76  12/59  29'02 
10/77  12/59  198'29 
2/60 
2/70  9/60 
8/75  9/64  66' I 4 
3/78  11/65  60'35 
Review  dates  Time 
4/78  12/60  198'27 •WRK  :J I.  BRAHMS:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5106 
RPO/K E.~PE/MENUHI  N 
795/491/795 
EM I /!l.~V 
SXLP  30264 
FREt~CH NAT  RAD/KLEr~PERER/OISTR 
285/116/285 
WOf~K  52.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCEfHO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA 
U?L l  5084 
PF?AGUE/SUK 
425/262/399 
'fWf?K  53.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2531  049 
BP 0/K  A  !?A JAN/  M  U  TrE  R 
450/278/435 
WORK  54.  TCHAI KOh'SKY:  VIOLIN  COtllCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
CBS 
610~9 
PHLD/ORMANDY  /STERN 
299/185/279 
331 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
4/7H  5/59  182'27  70 
40'35  30 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
l 0/73  7/60 DG 
139  028 
DECCA 
SXL  6493 
PHILIPS 
6570  02H 
BPO/KAHAJA N/FERf~AS 
435/269/399 
LSO/PREVIN/KYUNG-V'iHA  CHUNG 
4~0/278/399 
ROTfEf?lJAM  PO/DE  WAART/FJJ I KAWA 
245/151/245 
V'iORK  55.  DVOHAK r  VI Oll  N  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 






SXLP  30170 
AMSTERDAM  PO/KERSJES/KREBBERS 
285/176/250 
WORK  56.  MOZART•  REQUIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WORK  57.  VERDI•  REQUIEM  MASS 
Co.  or Label  Intepretation 




I 1/70  34'33 
Review  ~ates  Ti~e  M share 
9/77  10/66  50 
8/74  46'42  50 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time ~ORK 58.  BEETHOVEN:  MISSA  SOLEMNIS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  989 
DECCA 
087  D2 
PHILIPS 
6769  001 
NEW  PHILH  CH/LPO/GIULINI/TEAR 
875/540/725 
7/76 
CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI/POPP/MINTON  8/78 
850/525/850 
LSD/DAVIS 
1200/741/ II 99 
WORK  59.  HANDEL:  MESSIAH 
87'54 
81 '54 
Co.  or  Label  Interpr~tation  Rev1Aw  dates  Time 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
0104  03 
LSO/BOULT 
850/525/850 
I'HH?K  60.  CARL  OHFF:  CARMINA  BURANA 
I 66 '03 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/~st c/disp 
EMI/i!MV 
SAN  162 
DG 




PFS  4368 
NEW  PHI LH  & CH/FIWHBECK/POPP 
440/272/440 
HPO/JOCHUM/JANOWITZ/STOLZE 
4 35/269/4  35 
6/66 
71M3 
CLEVELAND  ORCH&CH/THOMAS/BLEGEN  5/75 
349/265/429 





61  '59 
52'21 OUTLET  a  LONDON  THIRTEEN 
TEiv\PLEH  - HIGH  rlOLBURN NORK  I.  BEETHOVEN:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nurnber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 




()7 67  003 
COi~CH7  fGEROUW/\1ENGELBH?G 
2400/1481/2040 
DG 
2740  172 
CLS  PLSH 
CFP  78251 
JG 





CC>NC Ef.?TGEBC)UV'j/KU BEL I K 
2250/1389/187~ 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLfi 
JJBB  IBB/96  2395/1478/1697 
HMV 
SLS  5053 
HMV 





WOHK  2.  BRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT I ON 
Co.  or  Label  Int8rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  LSO/LPO/BOULT/J  BAKER 
SLS  5009  1425/880/997 
DECCA  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL 
0390  4  995/614/797 
HMV  LPO/JOCHUM 
SLS  5093  1495/923/ 1196 
DG  BPO/KAf?AJAN 
2740  193  1475/910/10BO 
335 
Review  dates  Ti~e 





Review  dates  Ti~e 
6/75  203'20 
9/Tl 
















1 1 45FIJ7  /915 
WOf?K  3.  MAHLE!~:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT ION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/jfsp 
CBS 
GM  15 
LSO/NY  PO/REI?NSTEI N 
2999/1851/3345 
17()'51  5 
5/11  1RI'I6  35 
Review  dates  Ti~e  l,i  share 
1/77  I 00 
t~OHK  4.  TCrfAIKov-~SKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT! ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5099 
DECCA 
0950  6 
LPO/I?OSTROPOVI CH 
1995/1231/1597 
LA  PO/MEHTA 
1995/1231/1595 
rWRK  ~.  WAGNER:  V'IALKUfiE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/SOLT I 
SFT  312-6  2250/1389/1810 
HMV  ENG  NAT  OP/GOODALL 
SLS  5063  1425/880/1140 
DECCA  VPO/SOLTI 
DIOO  019  5500/3395/3900 
336 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/Tl  327'59 
Review  dates  Time 
9/66  220' 10 
9/78  245'46 
8177  12/68 UG  BPO/KA!~AJAN 
2720  0~1  46  75/2886/37  00 
r"iORK  6.  WAGNER:  LOHENGRIN 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
fJ -I 4-,  24 I 
HMV 
SLS  ':)071 




1Wf-?K  7.  MOLART:  iJON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  lnteroretation 
l?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
OECCA 
GOS  604 
DG 
2-/2'd  003 
;;.'W 
SLS  50E53 
J)ECCA 
UIOU  4 
PHI !.IPS 
070/  022 
i!MV 
SLS  9hi 
UG 
noY  DEb 
V!JO/KfHPS 
97 ':5/602/7 B I 
fWO/fR ICSAY 
7I7 /480/662 




CONVEN f  GAFWEN/DAV IS 
1/99/  I I I 0/1 440 
ECO/BAI?EN dOl M 
I fJ95/I •J4fJ/I I 26 
VfJJ/HOEHM 
130'J/t300/1045 




Review  dates  Time 
7/76  162 
12/76 
Review  dates  Time 
3/71  6/59 
2/73  11/59 
1171  2/61  160'35 
I 21-16  6/59  170'13 
11/7 3 
4/7':5  189'45 WORK  8.  MOZARTr  MARRIAGE  OF  FIG.c\RO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/KLEIBER 
GOS  585-7  975/602/638 
HMV  ECO/BARENBOIM 
SLS  995  1425/880/1140 
DG  BPO/BOEHM 
2740  108  2850/1759/2080 
WORK  9.  MOLARTr  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  S052 
DECCA 





WORK  10.  BILETr  CA!?~EN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  913 
DECCA 
f) I I  D3 
DG 
2-/09  OH3 
HMV 
SLS  5021 






PARIS  ORTF/HEECHAM 
995/614/752 
338 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
6/70  3/59  171 '25 
165'07 
9/74 
Review  dates  Tim~ 
6/76  12/52  129'01 
2/71  155'33 
!?eview  dates  Ti•ne 
12/64  14!')'40 
10/16  159'40 
2/16  6/60  161'15 NOi?K  II.  PUCCINI:  IWJ-lf:-:•,IE 
Co.  or  LAbel  InterprAtAtion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
:  ... v.w  RCA  SO/BEECHAM 
SLS  tlW)  1201444/~)3? 
HMV  MILAr·J  LA  SCALA/VOTfO 
SLS  ~059  720/444/'..J76 
DECC\  SAN  CEL/S!:f?AFIN 
D~i.J  2  695/429/421 
DECCA  hP~)/KAf.?AJ  AN 
St:T  565-6  900/556/72() 
i~CA  LPO/SOLTI 
Af1L2  0371  798/493/640 
IJG  fLORENCE/VO ITO 
2705  038  51(3/320/441 
RCA  N  BC/TOSCA NI N  I 
AT  203  350/216/298 
WORI(  12.  PUCCINia  TOSCA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numbAr  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  917 
~HILI  PS 
6  ... /00  108 
DG 
2707  087 
HMV 
SLS  825 
PARIS  ccmS/PRETRE 
875/S40/677 
CO\JVENT  GAfWENS/DAVI S 
90')/556/680 
FRA 1\JCE/fWSTf?OH)VI CH 
S70/53l  /611 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABATA 
720/444/532 
339 
11/74  1/57  1  o-t '43 
8/76  3/S8  104'52 
8116  12/58 
8FI3  110'00 
Review dates  Ti~e 
9/71  7/65  111'51 
5/77 
3/73  12/53  108'00 l·'WPK  13.  PUCCHd:  TURANDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
1-fef.  nurnber  Prices:  n~c/est c/disp 
DECCA 
SET  561-3 
LPO/MF.dTA 
1350/H33/IOBO 
v'IOHK  14.  PUCCINI:  MADA'~E  BUTTERFLY 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Hef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/iisp 
DECCA  SA.'J  CELIS EI?AFI N 
1)41)  3  8~)0/525/591 
H.MV  IW·IAE  Ot'/BAF?HI ROLLI 
SLS  927  1310/80{,1/1018 
DECCA  VPO/KARAJAN 
SET  584-6  1350/833/1083 
DECCA  BARCELONA  SO/GATTO 
0680  R  .3  995/614/852 
HMV  ROIAE  OP/SANTINI 
SLS  5128  895/552/715 
CBS  AMBROSIAN  PO/MAAZEL 
79313  I 249/771 I  I 000 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
SLS  5015  995/614/797 
WORK  15.  VERDI•  TROVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  869 
DG 
2728  008 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
995/614/800 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
777/4.80/662 
340 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9113  II 1'  30 
Review  dates  Time 
8/76  2/59 
9/67  I 41 '07 




5/76  12/55  138'06 
Review  dates  Time 
2/74  11/57  155·'58 
8/76  12/63 DECCA  NAT  !JO/BONYNGE  10/TI  163'07 
D82D  3  1295/799/1037 
~iMV  BPO/KM?AJAN  4FI8  138'55 
SLS  5111  1310/809/957 
CET~A  NAPLES/SERAFIN 
LO  29-2  798/493/595 
'.rWHK  16.  VEliDI:  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion  Review  dates  Time 








MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614/995 
CONVENT  GAI?DENS/·ViUT I 
131 O/E3J9/1 048 
~'Hl!iK  17.  VEfWI:  RI (;OLETl'O 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
Hef.  nu~oer  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  501H 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
90":;/014/762 
rWf?K  I 13.  VElWI:  LA  TPA VI ATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
l?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
E!MlEf?  PYE 
GI/C  2345 
TUidN  t?O/SANTIN I 
465/28//345 
341 
11~6  I 44'  22 
2/75  146'01 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3/76  2/56  141'27 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/73  1/58 HMV 
SLS  5097 
DECCA 
SET  249-51 
DG 
2707  I 03 
RO~E OP/SERAFI N 
795/491/556 
MAGGIO  MUSICALE/PRITCHARD 
1350/833/1058 
BAV  ST  OP/KLEIBER 
870/537/696 
v'WRK  19.  MUSSOf-?GSKY:  1:30fHS  GOOUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  POLl SH  fW/SEMKOV 
SLS  I 000  1695/1046/1197 
HMV  FRENCH  NAT  f.?AD/OOHROI"'EN 
SLS  5072  1195/738/1015 
DECCA  VPO/KAf?AJAN 
SET  514-7  I 800/1 I 11/1 55 7 
V'IOf?K  20.  BEf~LIOZ:  SYMPHOI~Y  FANTAST I rJUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/KA RAJ AN 
2535  256  259/160/234 
EMI/HMV  PAHIS  ORTF/MART I NOf~ 
AS!J  3263  440/272/349 
OG  BPO/KAf?AJAN 
2530  597  435/269/385 
fiCA  SYDNEY  SO/OTfEf-?LOO 
GL  25012  249/154/IRO 
EMI/HMV  F!-?EIKH  NAT  I·? AD/ fiEfmSTE IN 
ASU  3397  440/272/349 
RDF/Ot-lUS  SLOVAK  PO/KOSLEr~ 
9110  0211  299/185/270 
342 
9/60  119'52 
8/63  109'45 
Review  dates  Time 
9/77  224'08 
2/TI  4/53  176'49 
111-14  211 '05 
Review  dates  Ti~e  !A  share 
7/65  9 
10/76  ()  74  53'50 
9 
10/76  9 
52'06  22 
9 CLS  1-'L!-?S  HALL 1:: /LOU GHf{A N 
CfP  402HI  149/92/135 
r'HI LIPS  LSO/OAI/IS 
I)/ 4/  211  1250/772/1000 
JECCA  V  PO/ A  NS Ef?'.l ET 
UP P.  613-4  435/269/342 
>'WI<I<  21.  8ETfHOVEN:  oTH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
Hef.  number  !-'rices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EM I /HMV 
ASD  2565 
PHILIPS 
65~30  I 39 
EM! /H.'ftV 
AS[)  2:>35 
DG 
2530  142 
EMI/H\\V 




2535  219 
~~EA 
VM?  I 036 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40017 
EM I /HMV 
ASO  3456 
EMI/HMV 
ASO  3583 
CLS  PLSI? 









MU\IICH  PO/KEMPE 
285/176/275 















53'15  9 
9 
9 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/-/4  10/58  56'29 
II /69  42'58 
3110  53'32 
2/72 
2/TI  11/74  39'39 
II IT!  12/74  44' 15 
1/78  44'55 
2173  I /62  33'28 
4/78  42'07 
43'19 
45 IWf?K  22.  BEETHOVEN r  3HD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
l.JECCA 
6BB  236-7 
liUf 
LGD  013 
DG 
2~25  I OJ 
DECCA 
JB  6 
EM I li-V.1V 
SXLP  30209 
PHILIPS 
6580  137 
PHILIPS 
6500  141 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  400""16 
PHILI~S 
6500  986 
WEA 
VAR  I 033 
EMI/HMV 
ASIJ  3376 
DG 









V!-JO/SCHMI DT-I SSERSTEIJT 
250/154/225 












LSO/  JOCHU'J 
440/272/349 





10/76  6/47 
9/77  10/60 
7/75  10/62 
1/78  I I /66 
53'50 
111-16  11/69 
3/78  9/77  59'46 
8/72  56'51 
3178  1177  ~7'47 
2/Fl  61 '59 
2/78  60'35 
6/78 WORK  23.  BRAHMS z  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  '..{  shAre 
Ref.  numb8r  Prices:  rec/est c/jisp 
DECCA  C01~C  ERTGEROUW/VAN  BEINUM  4/77  6/52  7 
ECS  793  235/145/171 
EM I /HMV  PHI LH/KLEMPERER  12/76  10/59  43'51  20 
SXLP  30217  285/176/257 
DECCA  SUI SSE/ANSEHMET  2/76  2/64  7 
SPA  31'1:3  235/145/135 
DG  BPO/KA.L?AJAN  II /64  30 
13B  924  435/269/38!) 
CLS  i-lLS!?  HALLE/LOUGHRAN  3/75  34' 10  7 
CFP  40096  149/92/135 
r?CA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE  6/76  7 
ARL1  !326  399/240/270 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA  8/76  7 
2530  889  435/269/3f35 
DECCA  BPO/KLE.'AP ERe!?  7 
C053  28939  390/241/300 
rHJ!?K  24.  BACH:  HF?ANDENBURG  co,'-ICERTI 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DG  fWO/KARAJAN  10/65 
2-/26  080  51 f3/32J/407 
!:MI /IVA V  BATH  FEST/I~ENUHI  N  5/60  113'  13 
ASU  321-o  44D/212/390 
CLS  PLSI?  VIIH  OF  ENG/DA VI  S01~  10/72  46'08 
CfP  4001 0  149/92/135 
1-'Yt::  V'1UI?l  CA\1  ACC/REI NAfHZ  8/75 
GGC!l  301  27':)/170/270 
345 PHI Ll PS  ECO/LEPPARD  4/76 
6747  166  5 99/370/5  00 
OG  LA  PO/ZUKERMAN 
2707  098  870/537/696 
CBS  MILAN  LA  SCALA/ABBAOO  8/78  122'27 
79215  849/524/681 
SELECT A  LISZT/SANDOV 
SLPX  II 849  340/210/380 
DECCA  SCO/MUNCHINGEH 
SPA  382-3  235/145/171 
OG  BPO/KAHAJAN 
1390  05-6  435/269/385 
tlOHK  25.  MAHLER1  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  numbPr  Prlcesa  rec/est  c/dlsp 
DECCA  VPO/KUBELIK  10/69  1/55  10 
ECS  503  ?35/145/180 
CBS  CBS  SO/WALTER  2/70  4/63  10 
61  116  299/185/252 
UNICORN  LSO/HORENSTEIN  12/69  20 
RHS  307  3 99/246/349 
DECCA  IWO/LEI NSDOf?F  7/78  4/72  10 
Sl-'A  521  235/145/235 
DECCA  RPD/PAITA  2/7B  10 
PfS  4402  435/269/279 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA  30 
2530  993  435/269/3f35 
DG  DRESDEN  ST /SU ITNEF?  10 
254g  123  159/96/144 
346 NOf?l<  26.  MAi-JLEP:  2ND  SY\1P HONY 
Co.  or  LabAl  IntArorAtation 
~ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/~isp 
DF.CCA 
SFf  325-6 
DG 
2726  062 
LSO/SOLT I/HAfWEf? 
900/556/720 
BAV  RO/KLJBELIK/MATHIS 
51  t3/3;~0/46  7 
1-\~0f{K  2·1.  MAHLEF?:  3r?D  SYiviPHONY 
Co.  or Label  IntP.rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  G/disp 
UNICDf?N 
f?HS  302-3 
RCA 
1-?L  0175'/ 
LSO/HORENSTEI N/PROCTER 
399/246/640 
CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE/1-fOI-?NE 
850/525/678 
'NOf?K  28.  MAHLE!?:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  PHI LH/KLEMPERE!? /SCH~~ARZKOPF 
ASD  27 99  450/278/349 
CBS  OLEVELANO/SZELL/RASKIN 
61056  299/185/270 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/HOqENSTEIN/PRICE 
CF!J  159  149/92/135 
DG  VPO/ A  BBADO/VON  STADE 
2530  966  435/269/3R5 
347 
ReviAw  dAtes  Time 
11/66  80'44  40 
3/77  9/70  60 
Review  dates  Time  .'vi  share 
20 
3/11  80 
ReView  dates  Time  M share 
4/73  7/62 
4/69  8/67 
5/71  59' 14 
6/78 r\OHK  29.  MAHLE!-?  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UNICm?N 
rms  320-1 
STOCKHOLM  PO/HOI?ENSTEI  ~ 
798/493/()40 
DG 
2707  106 
BPO/!<Af~AJAN 
870/537/696 
WOl?K  30.  "AAHLER:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
SXDv~  3021  499/308/450 
PHI Ll J-IS  CONCERTGEBOUV'I/HAITI NK 
6700  021  900/556/680 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI 
2707  097  870/53//612 
WORK  31.  TCHAIKOWSKY:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  SUISSE/ARGENTA 
ECS  742  235/145/180 
DG  LENINGHAD  PO/MRAVINSKY 
2538  178  259/160/233 
PHILIPS  LSO/DORATI 
6582  022  245/145/221 
DG  BPO/MAAZEL 
2548  176  159/98/144 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
JB  23  250/154/225 
348 
Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
9/75  40 
7/78  60 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
1/76  7/67  85'47  80 
7/70  10 
4/72  10 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/74  11/58 
12/74  6/61 
5/77  7/62  40'31 
11/75  1/63 
2/65  42'20 HMV  BPO/KARAJAN  12/72  136'20 
SLS  833  1145/707/797 
CLS  PLSR  SC<nTI SH  NAT/GIBSON'  1/76  41 '05 
CFP  40228  149/92/135 
i.JG  VPO/ABBADO  11/76 
2530  651  435/269/385 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/MONTEUX 
GL  11328  249/154/225 
CLS  PLSf~  NAT  YOUTH  ORCH/FJELDSTEDT 
Crl-l  161  149/92/135 
V\'Or?K  32.  TCHAIKOlAJSKY:  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Kef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/~-!MV  BPO/KE1,1PE  11/76  9/61  47'59 
SXLP  30216  285/176/?25 
DG  LENI NG:?AD  P  0/Mf?A VI  N'SK Y  3/75  10/61 
253>3  179  259/160/194 
!JI-ll LIPS  LSO/LJOf<ATI  10/76  II /62  46'03 
6582  013  245/1~1/221 
DECCA  VPCl/MAA7.EL  4/64  44'25 
Jb  24  250/154/225 
H
1AV  BPO/KA f~AJAN  12/72  130'20 
SLS  833  I I 45/707/7  97 
RCA  NEI'I  fJHILH/HDRENSTEI N  I0/7!'S 
GL  25001  249/154/225 
fJG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA  1/78 
2~30  HB8  435/269/385 
DECCA  PH I  LH/ASIJKEI~AZY 
SXL  6 f3t34  4~0/2-/  ~314 00 
349 WOf?K  33.  TCHA I  Km~SKY&  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices&  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/FURTWANGLER 
2535  165  259/160/234 
DECCA  PM1 IS  CONS/KLEIBER 
ECS  7'd7  235/145/780 
DG  LENINGRAD  PO/MRAVINSKY 
2538  lBO  259/160/234 
DG  BPO/KAf.1AJAN 
138  921  435/269/385 
HMV  8jJO/KARAJAN 
SLS  833  I 145/707/797 
PHI Ll PS  PARIS  ORCH/OZAWA 
6500  850  450/278/345 
PHILljJS  LSO/DORATI 
6582  014  245/151/225 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2530  T/4  435/269/385 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
SXL  6814  450/278/349 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
JB  25  250/154/225 
DG  LENINGr?AD  SO/MRAVINSKY 
2121  184  259/160/234 
WORK  34.  OVOFiA;,:  , TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 




9500  132 
CLEVELAND/SZF.LL 
299/185/199 
CONCEHTGEBOUW/C  DAVIS 
450/278/349 
350 
Review  dates  Time 
5/76 
9/76  5/54 




4/75  44'52 
2/77  44' 17 
6/77 
9/77 
9/75  42'50 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
2118  12/63  35'49 
2111  36'06 EM I/HI~V 
ASU  3325 
DECCA 
06  iJ7 




~·WI?K  35.  DVOHAK a  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~et.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/dMV 
A.SD  2863 
CLS  PLSR 




SXLP  301()3 
PHILIPS 
()580  259 
EMI/.rlMV 
ASD  32S5 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3407 
DG 
2530  881 
PHILIPS 















CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI 
435/269/385 
SAN  FSO/OZA'I'IA 
450/278/349 
r'!ORK  36.  SCHUBERT:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
UG 
27 36  002 
BAV  RO/  JOCHUM 
1600/988/1160 
351 
4117  40'40 
ReviP-w  dates  Time  M share 
8/73  12/59  51'49  5 
10/70  4/60  43'40  5 
12/77  9/60  5 
7/74  3/62  50'24  20 
3/7  8  1/70  5 
1/77  41'22  20 
10/77  54'04  20 
2/78 
53'  52  5 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
6/78  1/59 PHILIPS  DRESDE;'l  ST /SA\rvALLI SCH  3168  55'4~ 
0580  201  245/151/221 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT  12/72  53'  55  35 
ASD  2856  440/272/380 
CLS  PLS!?  LPO/PRITCHARD  8/76  59'18 
CFP  40233  149/92/135 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/STEINBERG  II /76 
GL  25008  249/154/149 
AMADEO  KOLNEH  RUND  SO/KLEI BER/KOLN 
AVRSI9  OI5ST  3 99/246/2  70 
HM/MUNDI  I'IA t-.ID/K OLN 
065  99  7 36  435/269/349 
EMI/HMV  HALLE/BARB I HO LL I  52'34  20 
SXLP  30267  2851176/257 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GI ULI NI  10 
2530  882  435/269/385 
RCA  NEtj  PHILH/MASUR 
!?L  2503 I  425/262/300 
DECCA  LSO/KRIPS  35 
SPA  467  235/145/212 
WORK  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  numuer  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DG  LUCERNE  FEST/BAUMGARTNER  4/68  2161 
135  024  259/160/234 
PEERLESS  HEIDELBERG  CHBR /GCl"fTSCHE  I /69 
EXP  II  235/145 
PHILIPS  ECO/SZEHLING  7/72 
6580  002  245/151/221 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  5/73 
2530  296  435/269/385 
CLS  PLSR  VIRT  OF  ENG/DAVISON  6/73  40'59 
CFP  40016  149/92/135 
352 EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30195 
EMI 





KOTO  NEW  ENS/ 
440/272/349 
LA  GHM.JD  ECURIE/MALGOIRE 
429/265/379 
VWf?K  38.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  NEW  PHI LH/BARBI ROLLI 
SLS  874  850/525/680 
PHILI r)S  CONCEHTGEBOUIUHAITI NK 
6580  302  245/151/221 
DG  lWO/ JOCHUM/GI LELS 
2530  25f~  435/269/385 
r~EA  HALLE/LOUGHHAN/LILL 
K53  5/0  379/234/3(19 
'NOf~K  39.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCEfHO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
dMV  PHIL  H/i)OFH?CJ,~FN/SOLOMON 
SI.S  5094  995/614/717 
dMV  Nt:v'l  PHI LH/BARBI fWLLI /BAf?ENHOI M 
SLS  t3 /4  350/525/680 
I)()  VPO/  A  Bi3ADO/PO LL IN I 
~530  /90  435/269/385 
DG  BPO/KA r~AJAN  I ANDA 
2~35  263  25//160/234 
PCA  C i-II CAGD  50/LEINSDORF/HICHTER 
GL  II 267  249/154/225 
353 
39'01 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
5/74  3/68  1  02'  15  20 
10/70  52'33  20 
60 
48'41 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/Tl  10/47  19B'29 
5/74  12/68  102'15 
8/Tl CBS 
78315 
NY  PO/LSO/WA n·s 
849/524/681 
WORK  40.  BEETHOVEN•  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BAV  SO/FRICSAY/FISCHER 
2548  23H  159/98/134 
DG  VSO/SANDERLING/RICHTEH 
2535  I 07  259/160/234 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  6653  450/278/349 
CLS  PLSf?  SCOTTISH  NAT/GIBSON/LILL 
CFP  40259  149/92/135 
EMIIHMV  PHILH/MUTI/RICHTEI? 
ASD  3543  440/272/390 
DECCA  VPO/STEIN/GULDA 
JB  40  250/154/225 
HMV  PHILH/CLUYTENS/SOLOMON 
SLS  5026  995/614/762 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
6747  104  999/617/799 
WOt?K  41.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  1110.  ~ 
Co.  or  LAbel  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
Review  dates  Time 
8/76  2/61 
1/76  11/63 
11/75  9/73 
6/11  36'34 
34'41 
DECCA 
SPA  452 
VPO/SCdMIDT-ISSEHSTEDT/BACK!fAUS  10/76  4/60 
235/145/180 
EMI/HMV 
ASU  2500 




ETI  00 I 
Dl:CCA 
SXL  6655 
SYM!-'HNC 
SYiv\  10 
DG 
25 35  296 
NUREMBUf~G SO/TSCHU PP/NAKAJI MA 
299/1 ~:)/220 
CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI/ASHKENAZY 
450127H/349 
SY'i\PHONICA  OF  LON/'vWRRI S/FWSEN 
399/245/329 
BOSTON  SO/OZAWA/ESCHENBACH 
259/160/234 
rWRK  42.  PfWKOFI EV:  PIANO  CONCE!rfO  NO.1 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
~·wr?K  43.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  N0.2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
l\IL 
WOf?K  44.  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
f?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5031 
DG 
2720  030 
ECO/BM?ENBO I M 
2400/741/1920 
SALZ  MDZ/ANDA 
2150/1327/1560 
355 
7/7  8  7/7  3 
3/75  9/73 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
652'01 WOHK  45.  MOZAJ.?Tr  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2720  030 
HMV 
SLS  5031 
!JHILIPS 
6747  375 
SALZ  MOZ/ANDA 
2150/1327/15(')() 
ECO/BM?ENBOI M 
2400/1481/ I 920 
BOSTON  SO/HAEBLEI-? 
3250/2006/2320 
WORK  46 •.  'v!OZAJ.?Tr  CONCEf?TO  FOR  3  PI MWS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ret.  number  !Jricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SXL  6716 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40291 
PHILIPS 
6747  375 
ECO/BARENBOI M/ASHKENAZY 
4:,0/278/349 
LPO/V1ENUHIN/H&Y&J  MENUHIN 
149/92/135 
BOSTON  SO/HAEBLEP. 
3250/2006/2320 
~WRK 47.  MOZART a  CONCERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
CLS  PLSR  BATH  FEST/MENUHI~/H MENUHIN 
CFP  40291  149/92/135 
DECCA  ECO/BARENBOI M/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  6716  450/278/349 
PHILIPS  BOSTON  SO/HAEBLER 
6747  375  3250/2006/2320 
356 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
652'01 
Review  dates  Time 
6/75  23'15 
8/78  8/66  46'06 
Review  dates  Time 
8/78  8/66  23'43 
6/75  25'30 IW~K 48.  SCHUMANN s  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/~st c/disp 
DF.CCA  LSO/K RI PS/K EMPFF 
ECS  R02  235/145/180 
DECCA  VPO/AN11REAE/GULDA 
SPA  493  235/145/1.80 
CLS  PLSR  PHILH/MENGES/SOLOMON 
CFP  40255  149/92/135 
HMV  PHI LH/\.1 ENGES/SOLOM ON 
SLS  5094  995/614/717 
DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/LUPU 
SXL  6624  450/278/349 
EN.I/dMV  MO"JTE  CARLO  OP/MATAC I C/RI  CIITEr~ 
ASD  3133  440/272/349 
;'Wf~K  49.  GRIEG:  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  IntP.rpretAtion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSf~ 
CFP  40255 
HMV 
SLS  5094 
EMI/1-FW 
SXLtJ  2 0025 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  160 
PHI LH/VI ENGES/SOLOMON 
149/92/135 
PH I LH/MENGES/SOLOWli'-1 
995/614/717 




Reyiew  dates  Time 
9/53 
5/57 
I 2/76  12/59  29'35 
10/77  12/59  198'29 
2/74 
I I /75  58'32 
Review  dAtes  Time 
12/76  12/59  29'02 
10/77  12/59  198'29 
10/61  57'33 
8/71  46'16 
EM I /H'·AV 
ASD  3133 
MONTE  CARLO  OP/'~ATACJC/RICHTER  11/75 
441)/27 21319 
58'32 
357 WORK  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI /ELMAN  4/78  I I /55  46' 10 
ECM  813  235/145/2 I 2 
EMI/HMV  PARIS  OfUF/CLUYTENS/0  OISTRAKH  I I /74  6160  45' I 7 
SXLP  30168  285/176/257 
CBS  NY  PO/BERNSTEIN/STERN  2/75  1160  43'45 
61598  299/185/252 
HMV  VPO/SILVESTRI/MENUHIN  4/78  12/60  198'27 
SLS  5106  795/491/637 
CBS  CBS  SO/WALTER/FHANCESCA1TI  6/62 
78309  849/524/468 
EMI /HM V  NE~ PHILH/KLEMPERER/MENUHIN  I 1/66  44'45 
ASD  2285  440/272/349 
DG  BP<>IKAI?AJAN/FERRAS  12/67 
139  021  435/269/383 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUVIIHAI TI NK/K RE BBERS  2/76  45' I 3 
6580  I I 5  245/151/221 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/BAREi~BO  I M/ZUKER~AAN  11117 
2530  903  435/269/385 
HUNG  BUDAPEST  SO/FERENCSI K 
SLPX  119/1  340/210/306 
WORK  5 I •  BI~AHMS  r  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Heview  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
E'..l I /HMV  RPO/KE\iPE/MFNLJHIN  6/75  5/59  40'.19  10 
SXLP  30186  2H5/170/?25 
HMV  BPO/KE'APE/MENUI-ll N  4/78  5/59  182'27  10 
SLS  5106  795/491/6.17 
CBS  fJHLD/Of?\1ANDY /STERN  8/76  9/60  40'03  10 
61325  299/185/252 
DG  BPO/KAqAJAN/FE  rmAS  I I /64  10 
138  9.10  43'5/269/345 
358 H 1~. v  CLEVELANIJ/SZE LL/D  O!ST!~AKH 
SLS  786  720/444/532 
r>HI LI  I-'S  NE~·~  PHILH/DAVIS/GF?UNIAUX 
0~00 299  400/278/349 
l-'H!LIPS  CONCEf?TGEHOUV'I/HA I TI NK/K HE 83El(S 
6580  OWl  245/151/221 
CBS  PHLfJ/OfHIANDY /STERN 
78309  849/524/468 
CLS  PLSH  LPO/LOUGHR AN/HA SSO!-J 
CfP  40221  149/92/135 
vWRK  52.  ~AC>ZAf?T:  V IDLI  N  CONCEfHO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
1-'HILir>S 
f>TI':J  012 
AMSTERDAM  MOZ  F.:NS/F3RUGGEN 
899/555/350 
~·Wf?K  53.  MOZAfH:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 




2531  049 




WOHK  54.  TCHAIKOWSKY:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
21-10  75'14 
'1/7 3  39'09 
4/75  40'48 
12/77  9/60 
39'27 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
11/70 
Review  dates  Time 
EM I /H'AV 
SXLP  30225 







10 DG  BPO/KAt?AJAN/FE HHAS 
139  028  435/269/385 
PHILIPS  NE~  PHILH/KRENZ/GRUMIAUX 
9500  086  450/27d/270 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/JAVIS/S  ACCAHDO 
9500  146  450/278/349 
DECCA  NEt'~  PHILH/ASHKENAZY/BELKI N 
SXL  6854  4~0/27d/349 
EMI/HMV  MOSCm~ PO/ROZHDESTVENSKY /OI STR 
SXLP  30220  285/176/225 
PHILIPS  ROTfERIJAM  PO/DE  WAAr?T /FUJIKAWA 
6~70 02B  245/151/221 
WORK  55.  DVORAK:  VIOliN  CONCE!?TO 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation 





fiORK  56.  MOZART:  REQUIEM 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices1  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/KAf~AJAN/VI  E  NNA  GM/LI PP 
2535  257  259/160/234 
EMI/HMV  NEV'I  PHILH  &CH/FRUHBECK/MATrli S 
SXLP  30237  285/176/225 
EMI/HMV  ECO/A llD  IS  CH/BARENBO I M/BAKER 
ASD  27 88  440/272/349 
DECCA  ASMF/MARR I NER/CORTUBAS/V'IA TfS 
ZRG  876  399/246/349 
360 
12/67 
6/76  42'29 




Review  dates  Ti~e  ,·~  share 
9/77  10/66 
Review  dates  Time 
4/62 
5/78  3/68  53'41 
7/72  54'20 vWHK  57.  VERDI:  REOUI  EM  MASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA  NRC  SO/SHAW  CH/TOSCANINI/NELLI  4/73  12/56 
AT  201  350/216/315 
HMV  GHI AUHOV /G I ULI N  !/SCHWARZKOPF  7/64  87,17 
SLS  909  875/540/640 
F?CA  CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI/PRICE/BAKER  12111 
FIL  02476  425/262/678 
iHli?K  S8.  Bt:tTHOVEN:  'vii SSA  SOLEM 'liS 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
f~ef.  nurnber  Price's:  rec/est  c/:iisp 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
HM.V  VI ErmA  GM/RPO/KARAJAN/JANOI'/ITZ  7/75  84'05 
SLS  979  875/540/7  ()() 
HMV  NE•~  Hli  LH  CH/LPO/GI ULI  \JI /TEAf?  7/76  87'::>4 
SLS  989  t~ 75/~)40/616 
IJt:CC A  CHICAGO  SOR..CH/SOLTI /POrlP/MI NT0\1  8/78  81 '54 
1)1:3"1  1)2  850/52':>/6(:)0 
80f?K  59.  HAt~DEL:  MESSIAH 
Co.  or  Lao~l  InteroretAtion  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
1-"'dl Ll PS  ALLIJI S  CH/LSO/DAVI S/HA!?PEf?  11/M~ 
o701  001  I 2')0/833/ 1080 
H.'<\V  A  Mf1 rwc; I AN  S I NGEPS/ECO/·IA ACKE f.?RAS  3/67  154'53 
SLS  T/4  t350/525/6HO 
HMV  K  I i~GS  COLL  CH/AS~AF/Id  LLCOCKS  6/73  151,17 
SI.S  i345  I 1  45/7•J 7/R4  7 
361 DECCA 
018  03 
DECCA 
0104  D3 
DG 
2720  069 






tWHK  60.  CARL  ORFFa  CARMINA  BU~ANA 
Co.  or Label  Intepretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DG  LEIPZIG  RO  !1.  CH/KEGEL/i'.JYLP I US 
2548  194  159/91:3/144 
DG  BPO/  JOCHUM/  JANm~I  TZ/STOLZE 
139  362  435/269/3B5 
CBS  CLEVELAND  O~CHRCH/THOMAS/  BLEGEN 
76372  349/265/378 
362 
166'03 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/7~  1/68 
1/61:3 
5/75  61 '59 OUTLET  r  LONf10N  FOURTEEN 
SELFf-?IDGES- OXFORD  ST. rvOHK  I.  BEETHOVEN:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT I ON 
Co.  or  Label  Int~ror~tation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  VPO/BOEHM 
2721  154  I 9 00  I  I I 7 3/1 9 00 
UG  BPO/KM?AJAN 
2740  172  2250/13tl9/2250 
CLS  PLSH  BPO/CLJYTENS 
CFP  78251  I 149/70.9/1192 
DECCA  CHICAGD  SO/SOLT I 
II 88  I 88/96  2395/1478/2395 
HMV  PHILH/KAF?AJAN 
SLS  5053  1310/809/1310 
HMV  PHI LH/KLEMPEF?H? 
SLS  788-9  1695/1046/1695 
DG  VPO/BOEHM 
2740  115  2095/1293/1900 
WOF?K  2.  BRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DECCA 
039[)  4 
CLEVELAND/MAAZEL 
995/614/995 
PYE  UTAH  SO/ABRAVANAL 
vcs  10117-20  940/580/tl25 
WORK  3.  MAHLER r  COMt-'LETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT I ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS 
GM  15 
LSO/NY  PO/BERNSTEIN 
2999/1851/2999 
364 
F?eview  rlates  Time 





Review  dates  Time 
9/T/ 
Review  dates  Time 
1/77 
1,\"  share 
50 
50 
M share WOf~K  4.  TCHAIKC>r~SKYr  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT! ON 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5099 
LPO/ROSTROPOVICH 
I 995/1231/2250 
rHlRK  5.  WAGNER:  v~ALKUHE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
WOf?K  6.  WAGNEJ?:  LOHEl'-IGf?I  i'-1 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  VPO/K E1~P  E 
SLS  5071  I 4~5/  880/ 1425 
l"iOI?K  7.  MOLARI:  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 




SLS  50E33 
Bt-'D/FIHCSAY 
rn  /4'd0/777 
PH I U-J/G lULl ,J I 
995/614/995 
365 
Review  dates  Time 
10/TI  327'59 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Heview  dates  Ti~e 
t2/7o 
Review  dates  Time 
2/73  II /59 
7/Tl  2161  160'35 DG 
2709  085 
VPO/BOEHM 
1305/806/1305 
~.VOHK  8.  MOZART•  !.AARRIAGE  OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  995 
ECO/BARENROIM 
1425/880/1425 
WOI?K  9.  MOZART•  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5052 
HMV 





WOHK  I 0.  BIZET:  CAHt'v~EN 
Co.  or Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  PARIS  OP/PRETf?E 
SLS  913  1310/809/1310 
DG  NY  .\~ ET  OP /BEF?NST E  IN 
2740  1  OJ  II 00/6191 I 000 
HMV  PAfHS  OHTF/f:3EECdAM 
SLS  5021  995/614/995 
366 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
165'07 
Review  dates  Time 
6/76  12/52  129'01 
11/64  156'03 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/64  145'40 
6/73 
2/76  6/60  161,15 ·:YO~?K  II.  iJt..JCCI NI:  f:H>HI:Iv\E 
Co.  or  Label  IntPrprP-t~tion 
Ref.  number  Price~:  rec/est  c/disp 








RCA  SO/HF.ECHAM 
-/20/444/7  20 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTfO 
720/444/720 
v'W!iK  I 2.  PUCCINI:  TOSCA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CETHA 
LO  41 
Hrv\V 
SLS  82'5 
8 ELLAS  AfHES/P I CCO 
798/493/700 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABATA 
720/444/720 
1'iORK  13.  PUCCINI:  TURANDOT 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/d!sp 
DECCA 
SET  561-3 
LPO/MEHTA 
1350/833/1350 
/'o/ORK  14.  PUCCINI:  MADA\~E  BUTfEHFLY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation' 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
Docm  R3 
BARCELONA  SO/GATTO 
995/614/1150 
367 
11/74  1/57  101'43 
8/76  3/58  104'52 
Review  dates  Time 
3173  12/53  108'00 
Review  dntes  Ti~e 
9/73  117'  30 
Review  dates  Time 
2/78 YMV 
SLS  51 28 
HMV 
SLS  5015 
f./m\E  OP/SANTINI 
895/552/895 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
995/614/995 
iNOHK  15.  VEHDI  1  TROv'ATOiiE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
lief.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HivW  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
SLS  869  995/614/995 
HMV  BfJO/KAI~AJAN 
SLS  5111  1310/809/1310 
CETI?A  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTfO 
LD  35  1197/739/1050 
~ORK  16.  VERDI  1  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices1  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
SLS  5108  995/614/995 
Hiv\V  CONVENT  GAHDENS/MUTI 
SLS  97/  1310/809/1310 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/EREDE 
047  D3  750/463/750 
368 
136'50 
~/J6  12/~5  138'06 
Heview  dates  Time 
2/-/4  11/57  1 55 '58 
4/78  138'  55 
Review  dates  Time 
1/56  144'  22 
2/75  146'01 
12/52 WORK  17.  VERDI:  ~?IGOLEITO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
--------------------------------------------~-------------------------
DG 
2709  014 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/KURELIK 
1305/806/1305 
DECCA 
SET  542-4 
CETRA 
LO  37 
LSO /BOt-JYNG E 
1350/833/1350 
BELLAS  AHTES/MUNGAI 
1196/7  J/1 050 
MH?K  18.  VEf.WI:  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  ~rices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  509"7 
DG 
2707  103 
RO~E OP/SERAFIN 
795/491 /-/95 
BAY  ST  0~/KLEIBEH 
fH0/531 /870 
iHH?K  19.  MUSSORGSKY:  BOiilS  GODUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  I 000 
POLISH  HO/SEMKOV 
1695/104o/1695 
/1/0RK  20.  BEPLIOZ:  SY.'~PHONY  FANTASTIQUE 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UG 
~53~  2':)() 




5/73  113'35 
Review  dates  Time 
9/60  119'52 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/77  224'08 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
7/65  8 EMI/HMV  P  A~  I S  0  ~T  F  I MART I N  0 N 
ASD  3263  440/272/440 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/DAVIS 
6500  7/4  450/278/450 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2530  597  435/269/435 
CLS  PLSH  HALLE/LOUGHRAN 
CFP  40281  149/92/149 
DECCA  VPO/ANSEH~ET 
DPA  613-4  435/269/435 
WORK  21.  BEETHOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/iisp 
EMI/HMV 
ASIJ  25<15 
PHILIPS 
6580  139 
DG 
2530  142 
EMI/HMV 
ESf)  7004 
DG 
2535  219 
l'll:A 
VAH  1036 
CLS  PLSI? 
CF!l  40017 
EMI/HMV 


















10/76  6  74  53'56  20 
3/75  54'58  40 
20 
53'15  5 
5 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/74  10/58  56'29 
11/69  42'58 
2/72 
2FI7  II /74  39'39 
44'55 
2/7  3  1/62  33'28 
4/78  42'07 WOI-?K  22.  BEETHOVEN:  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
-----------------------------------------------------
OG  BPO/BOEHM 
2525  I OJ  259/Jf>0/259 
f)ECCA  VPO/SCHM HH-I SSERSTEDT 
JB  6  250/154/250 
EMI/HI~V  BBC  SO/BARB I ROLLI 
SXL!-J  30209  399/246/285 
CLS  PLSR  BPO/CLUYTEr.JS 
CrP  40016  I 49/92/149 
uc  VPD/BOEHM 
2'J30  431  435/269/435 
1-JHILitJS  LPO/HAITINK 
6500  9B6  450/27d/450 
WEA  HALLE/LOUGH~~AN 
VAf?  I 033  T/9/234/349 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOU' I 
SXL  6~329  450/21~/399 
DG  BPD/KA~~AJA  I-Ii 
2531  I 03  435/269/435 
EMI/HI.W  LSO/  JOCi-JUi.~ 
ASU  3376  440/272/440 
CBS  CLEVELANO/MAAZEL 
16'/06  420/265/439 
CLS  PLSR  sccrrn SH  NAT /L  ILL/GIBSON 
Cf-P  40259  149/92/140 
"'0!-?K  2.3.  BI·?AHMS:  I ST  SYM!-JHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
!?ef.  nurrtber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
iJG 
2::- J'J  I f>? 
lW 0 I  HJ  .~n~  /I. ·'WL FJ( 
25()/J6d/2'J9 
371 
7/75  10/62 
J/78  I I /66 
7/76  3/68  53'50 
8/72  56'51 
9/74  I 1/72 
3/78  1/TI  57'47 
2/Tl  61 '59 
5/-/7  9/75  55'00 
4/78  10/77 
2/7R  60'35 
f>/7 8 
36'34 
Review  rlates  Ti~e 
5/76  /52  5 DECCA  CONCERfGEBOUW/VAN  BEINUM 
ECS  793  235/145/199 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5018  135/83/135 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
SXLP  30217  285/176/285 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
13B  924  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT 
ASD  2871  440/272/440 
DG  VPO/ A  Bi3ADO 
2530  424  435/269/435 
RCA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE 
AHLJ  1326  399/246/349 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA 
2530  889  435/269/435 
V\'OHK  24.  HACH:  8~?ANJENt3UfW CONCERTI 
Co.  or  LAbel  IntArpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/iisp 
EM I /i·U,~V 
ASO  327-8 
CLS  PLSf~ 




1390  05-6 
UECCA 
SXL  6/14-5 
BATH  FEST/MENUHIN 
440/272/440 
VIF?T  Of  ENG/DAVISO'J 
149/92/149 







4/77  6/52  5 
6/75  II /57  5 
12/76  10/59  43'51  5 
II /64  5 
4/73  44 '45  40 
12/74  6/73  25 
6/76  5 
8/76  5 
ReviAw  dates  Ti~A 
5/60  I I 3'  13 
10/72  46'08 
8/li3  I 22 '21 
I 01 '40 iHll-?J<  2':l.  MAHLEH:  IS r  SYMtJHONY 
Co.  or  LAbel  InteroretAtion  Review  dates  Time  .'vi  share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp  _____________________  ._ ______________________________ _ 
CHS  CBS  SO/VI ALTER 
0 I I I tS  2 ()9/1 fb/2 99 
DECCA  LS'>ISOLT I 
SXL  6113  4501273/399 
DG  bAV  RO/KUHELIK 
2':l35  172  259/160/259 
UrJ I CCHH~  LSO/HOHENSTI::IN 
f?i-IS  307  399/240/399 
U!::CCA  1-?l-' 0/L  E  I NSUOHF 
SPA  521  23j/14iJ/199 
CLS  PLS!i  LPO/UELOGU 
CFP  40264  149/92/149 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA 
2':l30  993  435/26()/435 
EMI/H.'v\V  LPO/TENNSTEUT 
AS[)  3541  440/272/440 
IHJl{K  26.  MAHLER:  2ND  SYMl-'HONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EM I /H,~IV 
SLS  1306 
PHI LH/KLEMPERER/SCH'l'IAPlKOPF 
850/525/850 
fWRK  27.  MAHLE!-?:  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
UNICORN 




2/-/0  4/63  10 
9/64  5(3'40  10 
5/68  10 
12/69 
7/7H  4/72  40 
lilT/  54'23  10 
10 
53'50 
Review  dAtes  Ti~e  '~  share 
8/71  7/63  79'25  50 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
12/70  20 WOf.?K  28.  MAHLEf.?s  4Trl  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  LAbel  Int~rprPtation 
Hef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  CONCEf?TGEI30UW/SOLTI /STAHLMA NN 
SXL  2216  450/218/399 
EMI /rV.W  PH I L H/KL  E\~  PER E!USC  fMAFI ZK OP F 
ASD  2799  450/278/440 
CHS  CLEVELANU/SlELL/f.?ASKIN 
610:.)6  2 99/1 tb/2  99 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELI K/MO!< I SON 
2~35  119  259/160/259 
OG  VPO/A BBADO/VON  STA0E 
2530  966  435/269/435 
fWf?K  29.  MAHLER  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
UNICORN 
RHS  320-1 
SToCKHOLM  PO/HORENSTEI111 
798/493/798 
WORK  30.  MAHLER:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  datPs  Ti~e  M shAr~ 
9/61  :.) I '45  10 
4/73  7/62  60 
4/69  a/67  10 
8/75  12/68  10 
6/78  10 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
9/15  100 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
----------------------------------------------------
EM I /dMV 
SXDW  3021 
NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
4 99/308/4  99 
374 
I /76  7/67  85'47  I 00 ~'iOf?K  31.  TCHAIKcnSKY:  4TH  SY1<1PHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
~?ef.  nuraber  Prices:  rec/est  ..  c/disp 
--------------------------------~---------------------
CAMIJ~.\J  HOST ON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5030  135/83/135 
fJG  LEN I NG~?AD  PO/M!?AV I i~SKY 
2538  1 n3  259/160/259 
DECCA  VPO/I~AAZEL 
JB  23  250/154/250 
DG  HPO/KAI?AJ .\N 
2530  883  435/269/435 
t'ICH?K  32.  TCHAIKm~SKYr  5TH  SYM~HONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMIJE,IJ 
CCV  5049 
EM I /H'~V 
SXLP  30216 
DG 
2538  179 
UECCA 
JH  24 
DG 
2530  198 
PHILIPS 
6500  922 
[)G 
2530  699 
DECCA 
SXL  6884 
CBS 
61289 




















12/74  6/61 
2/65  42'20 
6/ld 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/59 
11/76  9/61  47'59 
317':;  10/61 
4/64  44'25 
4/72 
2/76  49'50 
8/76 
44'30 I'ICJHK  33.  TCdAIKOdSKY':  nTH  SYM.PHONY 
Co.  or  Label  lntP.rpretation  Review  dates  Tim~ 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
l.)()  Lt:NI NGI?AD  PO/Mf?AVI '~SKY 
2538  1HO  259/160/259 
DG  Ht->0/KARAJAN 
13f3  921  435/269/435 
CAMiJEN  CdiCAGO  SO/REINER 
CCV  5024  135/83/135 
DG  VPO/A Hl3ADO 
2530  350  435/269/435 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
JB  25  250/154/21j0 
WORK  34.  DVORAK:  7TH  SYI~PHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 




2530  127 
Cl .EVELAND/SZELL 
299/185/299 
BPO/KU l3EL I K 
435/269/435 
riORK  35.  DVORAK:  9Trl  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI /HMV 





CBS  SO/WALTEf? 
299/185/299 
376 
1 2F/4  11/61 
10/64 
6/75  11/65 
7/74 
9/15  42'50 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
2/78  12/63  3?'49  50 
10/71  50 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
8/73  12/59  51'49  10 
12/77  9/60  10 EMI/HMV  PHI LH/GI ULI NI  1174  3162  50'24  10 
SXLP  30163  285/176/285 
DECCA  LSO/KEHTESZ  I 1/67  30 
SXL  6291  450/278/399 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KE,.,APE  53'07  10 
SXLP  30 I I 0  285/176/285 
PHILIPS  LSO/HW~  ICK I  3/78  1110  10 
6580  259  245/151/245 
DG  BPO/KUdELI K  9/74  I 0/73  10 
2530  415  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KAHAJAN  10/77  54'04  10 
ASD  3407  440/272/440 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GI ULI NI  2/78 
2530  881  435/269/435 
v'IOI?K  36.  SCHUBEIH:  9TH  SYMI-'HONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Heview  dat~s  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
PHILIPS  COi'-JCEfHGEROUW /!-fAIT INK 
9500  097  450/27~3/399 
DECCA  ISRAEL  P0/\1EHTA 
SXL  6729  440/272/399 
UG  CHICAGO  SO/GIULI NI 
2530  882  435/269/435 
V'10fiK  31.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUf?  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
!{~?f.  nurnber  Prices:  rec/est c/iisp 
DeCCA 
51-'A  201 
SCO/M lJi'-JCH IG f:R 
235/145/199 
377 
2/TI  49'49  40 
1/T/  52'08 
60 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3/72  12/58 RDF  SLOVAK  CHBR/WARCHAL 
ROY  2001  299/185/270 
DG  LUCERNE  FEST/BAUMGARTNER 
135  024  259/160/259 
DECCA  AMSF/MARRINEH 
ZRG  654  39912461399 
PHILIPS  I  MUSICI/MICHELUCCI 
6500  017  450/278/450 
EMI  KOTO  NEV'I  ENS/ 
T(iOX  1062  440/272/440 
V'IORK  38.  BHAHMSt  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SXL  6023 
LSO/SZELL 
450/27 8/3  99 
fiOHK  39.  BRAHMSt  PIANO  CONCEi?TO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/KNAPPERTSBUSCH/CUPZON 
ECS  151  235/145/199 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/t~EI NEfUGILELS 
CCV  5042  135/83/135 
DECCA  LSO/FERENCSIK/KATCHEN 
SPA  45B  235/145/199 
l.)G  BPO/JOCHUM/GILELS 
2726  082  518/320/518 
DG  BPO/ JOCHU~~GI  LELS 
2540  25()  435/269/435 
378 
8/77  I /68 
4/68  2/61 
9/70 
12/70  41 '54 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
12/62  48'15  100 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3/75  7/58 
7/59 
9/77  11/60 
6/7tj  12/72 
6/74 UECCA 
PFS  442d 
DG 
2~4t3  237 
PHI Lii/FI STOULAfH /VERE:O 
43'1/269/319 
.'-'IOSCOW  RO/!?OZHDESTVENSKY 
1~9/98/1~9 
i'\'Of?K  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCLHO  NO.3 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  HPO/LE  ITNF:F?IKEMP FF 
13H  116  435/269/435 
JG  VSO/SMWEf?LI NG/RI CHTEl? 
2535  I 07  259/160/259 
0ECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI I ASHKENAZY 
SXL  6653  450/279/399 
t:MI/HMV  PHILH/~Uli/~ICHfER 
ASO  3543  440/272/440 
DECCA  VPO/STEIN/GULDA 
JB  40  250/154/250 
I"'ORK  41  •  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
OG  BPO/LEITNER/KEMPFF 
13£3  777  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  CO:\ICERTGEBOUW/HAITI NK/ARHAU 
6580  094  245/151/245 
EMI/HMV  NEI~  PHI LH/KLEMPERER/BARENBO I M 
ASD  2500  440/272/440 
EMI/HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/GILELS 
SXLP  30223  285/176/285 
CAMDEN  CHICAGll  SO/STOCK/SCHNABEL 
CCV  5028  135/83/135 
379 
Review  'iates  Ti11e 
7/62 
1/76  II /63 
I 1/75  9/73 
34'41 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/62 
12/74  8/65  39'07 
41  '41 
11/76  12/70  39'28 
8/71 ~~EfH UlAN 
t.T/  001 
IJE:CCA 
SXL  6655 
SYMPl-11'-IC 
SYM  10 
CBS 
61911:3 
NLJfit.M HUI?G  SO/TSCriU PP /NAKAJIMA 
2 99/1 8:512 99 
CHICAGO  SO/SOLTIIASHKEI~AZY 
450/2/13/399 
SYI·~PHOJ\j ICA  OF  LON/\WR!H S/I?O~EN 
3 99/246/379 
NY  PO/BERNSTEIN/SE~KIN 
2 99/1 8:5/2 99 
WOHK  42.  PfWKOFit.Vs  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.I 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numb~r  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
~ORK  43.  PIWKOFI EV s  PIANO  CONCEf?TO  NO.2 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
~ORK  44.  MOZARTs  PIANO  CONCEHTO  No. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
380 
7//d  1173 
3/7'-j  9/73 
3F3'20 
Review  date~  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Ti~e VW~K  45.  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
--------------------------------------------------------
NIL 
WORK  46.  MOZART:  COJ~CERTO  FOH  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS  LSD/GALLI ERA/HAHBLER/HOf{R~A  NN 
658U  144  24~/1?1/245 
DECCA  ECO/BARENRO I M/ASH.KENAZY 
SXL  6716  450/278/399 
CLS  PLSH  LPO/MENUHIN/H&YP.J  MENUHIN 
CFP  40291  149/92/149 
WOl?K  4 7.  MOZART:  COr~CERTO  FOI?  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
Cl..S  PLSR 
C~J-1  40291 
DECCA 
SXL  6-/ 1  t'> 
BATH  FEST/~ENUHIN/H  MENUHI~ 
149/92/149 
ECO/BA !?ENBOI M/ASHK ENAZY 
450/278/399 
v'/OI~K  4E3.  SCHLJ.'.\ANN:  PIANO  CONCEfHO 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpr~tation 
!-?ef.  nurrtber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
f:,\1 I /WW 




Review  dates  Time 
12/76  10/68  53'  13 
6/75  23'15 
8/78  8/66  46'06 
Review  dntes  Time 
8/7  8  8/66  23'43 
6/75  25'30 
12/74  11/52  50'04 CLS  PLSR  PHI LH/~ENGES/SOLOMON 
CFP  40255  149/92/149 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
6500  I 66  450/278/450 
EMl/HMV  NEW  PHILH/BERGLUND/OGDON 
ASD  2802  440/272/440 
~ORK 49.  Gl-?IEGr  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
HLM  7046 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40255 
DECCA 
SXL  2173 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  20025 
PHILIPS 
6500  1 66 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2802 
PHILH/GALLI F.RA/LI PATfl 
285/176/285 




RPO/W ELl )ON I BACHA U  E  R 
285/176/285 
BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
450/278/450 
NE~  PHILH/BERGLUNG/OGIJON 
440/272/440 
12/76  12/59  29'35 
3112  60·'01 
10/72  59'38 
Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
12/74  12/74  50'04 
12/76  12/59  29'02 
2/60 
10/61  57'  33 
3/72 
10/72  39'38 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5019 
OSLO  PO/GRUNER-HEGGE/BAEKKELUh.JD  6/75 
135/83/135 
i"'ORK  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCEf?TO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI /f-UAV 
ASD  2285 
NE1"1  PHILH/KLEMPERER/MENUHIN 
440/272/440 
382 
Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
11/66  44'45 EMI/H'~V 
ASU  266/ 
NE:~  PHILH/BOULT/SLJK 
440/272/440 
3171  52'03 
DG  CHICAGO  50/BARENBO l.'-.VZU KER~AN  I liT! 
2~30 903 
UG 
135  081 
435/269/435 
Bt-JC)/ JC>C HUM/SCHNE I DERHA 'J 
435/269/259 
v10HK  51.  BHAHMSr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numbP-r  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CbS  PHLIVOR
1~ANDY  /ST5RN 
61325  299/185/299 
UG  BPO/KA!?AJA.~>·UFERRAS 
138  930  43~/269/435 
EMI/H,'.W  CLEVELANO/SZELL/OI STF?AK H 
ASD  2525  440/272/440 
EMI/HMV  CHICAGd  SO/GIULINI/PERLMAN 
ASU  3385  440/272/440 
EMI/HMV  FRENCH  NAT  RAD/KLE'~PERER/OI  STI? 
SXLt>  30264  285/176/285 
/1/0f?K  52.  MOZAf?Tr  VH>LIN  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
383 
Review  date~  Ti~e 
8/16  9/60  40'03 
11/64 
9/73  2170  4CJ'56 
11/77  43'00 
40'35 
Review  dates  Ti~e 





10 ~~Of?K  53.  MOlAl-?l:  VIOLIN  CONCt:f?TO  NO.~ 
Co.  or  Label  InterprP.tation 
Ref.  nu~oer  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2538  094 
EMI/HMV 
ASU  2988 
HA~H3UfW  HO/SCHMI lJT-I SSf:RSTElJT 
25G/160/259 
ij!JO/])  OISTRAKH 
440/272/440 
WORK  54.  TCHAIKOv~SK''(:  VIOLIN  CONCEfHO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/A!?GENTA  /CA:Ik~OL  I 
SPA  183  235/145/199 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH/SZERYNG 
CCV  5015  I 35/83/1 55 
DG  BPC>IKAI{AJAN/FE  RRAS 
139  028  435/269/435 
DECCA  LSO/Pf?t:VI N/KYUNG-~IHA  CHUNG 
SXL  6493  4~0/278/399 
tJECCA  NH~ PHILH/ASHKENAZY  /BELKIN 
SXL  6854  450/278/399 
EMI/HMV  MOSCO~ PO/ROZHDESTVENSKY/OISTR 
SXLP  30220  J/285 
vWHK  55.  DVORAK:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
SUPHAPHON 
SUA  5018 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3120 
CZECH  J-10/ANCEI-?L/SUK 
299/185/216 
LPO/BAf?EN BO I M/P Ef?LMAN 
440/272/440 
384 
Review  ~ates  Ti~e 
6/73  1/62 
7/74  30'49 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
7/12  12/58 
6/75  8/60 
12/67 
I J/70  34 1 33 
10/77 
50'21 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
6/64  5/62  40 
10/75  45'22  60 1'/0iiK  56.  MOZART:  REOUIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  d~tes Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/G!sp 
-----------------------------------------------------
DG  BPO/KARAJAN/VIENNA  GM/LJ PP  4/62 
2535  251  259/160/259 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH  &CH/FRUHBECK/MATHIS  5/78  3/68  53'41 
SXLP  30237  285/171')/285 
EM! /HMV  ECO/ALLDI S  CH/BARENBOI M/BAKER  7/72  54'20 
ASD  2188  440/272/440 
DECCA  ASMf/MARRI NER/CORTUBAS/WA  ITS 
ZHG  876  3 99/246/399 
WORK  57.  VEI.Wlr  REQUIEM  MASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dAtes  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  909 
f)() 
27 07  06:> 
HCA 
fiL  02476 
GHI AUROV /Gl ULI N  I /SCHWARZKOPF 
875/540/875 




CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI /PI?! CE/BAK ER  12/77 
850/525/698 
IWHK  58.  BEETHOVEN:  MI SSA  SOLEMN IS 
87'  17 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  numb8r  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
H1\l V 
SLS  92?. 
t-1!-ll LIPS 
6799  001 
NEI~  1-'HILH  CH/KLEIJPEREIUHOFFGF.N  7/66 
f375/540/875 
NETH  ~W CH/CONCERTGEROU¥'1/ JOCHU.\A  I 0/71 
900/556/1 I 99 
385 
78'30 DG  VJ->0  &  CH/BOEHM/P~ICE/LUDWIG 
210-1  OBO  B70/537/870 
HMV  NEW  PHILH  CH/LPO/GIULI NI/TEAH 
SLS  989  875/540/875 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI/POPP/MINTON 
087  02  850/525/850 
WORK  59.  HANDEL:  MESSIAH 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHIL! PS  ALLDI S  CH/LSO/OAV IS/HARPER 
6703  001  1250/833/ 1197 
HMV  AMB!~OSIAN  SINGEHS/EC0/1...\ACKERHAS 
SLS  774  850/525/B50 
HMV  KINGS  COLL  CH/ASMF/WILLCOCKS 
SLS  845  1145/707/1145 
DECCA  AS'JIF/MA RR INER/A1 ..\ELI NG/1-:IOW ELL 
D18  D3  1095/616/1095 
DG  LPO/RICHTER 
2710  069  1205/B06/IOOO 
WOI1K  60.  CARL  OHrF:  CARMINA  BUHANA 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
E~H/HMV 
SAN  162 
DG 
139  362 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3 117 
NE~ PHILH  R  CH/Ff?UHBECK/POPP 
440/272/440 
BPO/  JOCHUM/  JAN<H~  I TZ/STOLZ  E 
435/269/435 
LSO  ,II,.  CH/PHEVIN/AHMSTRONG 
440/272/440 
6/75 
7/76  87'54 
8/78  81 '54 
Review  dates Time 
11/68 
3/67  154'53 
6F/3  151,17 
Review  dates  TimP. 
6/66  62'01 
7/68 
10/75  62'50 
PHILIPS 
9500  040 




PFS  4368 
Bf?IGHTON  FEST  CH/t?PO/OORATI 
435/269/379 
386 
12/76  52'21 OUTLET  r  LONDON  FIFTEEN 
HMV  - OXFORD  ST. WOF?K  I.  BEETHOVEN:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  number  ~rices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DG 




6747  307 
DG 
2740  172 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  lF3251 
DG 
2740  155 
VPO/BOEH1A 
190')/1173/1900 








COI'-JCEf?TGEflOUW/KUBEL I K 
2250/1389/2250 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
11BB  188/96  2395/1478/2395 
HMV  PHILH/KARAJAN 
SLS  5053  1310/809/1310 
HMV  PHILH/KLEMPERE!? 
SLS  788-9  1695/1046/1695 
PHILIPS  LEIPZIG  GEWAND/MASUR 
6747  135  1799/J 110/1795 
WORK  2.  BRAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHO"JY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  LSO/LPO/BOULT/J  BAKER 
SLS  5009  1425/880/1425 
DECCA  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL 
0390  4  995/614/995 
H~W  LPO/JOCHUM 
SLS  5093  1495/923/1425 
388 
Review  dates  Time 








Review  dates  Time 
6/75  203'20 
9/77 
10/Tl  187 '55 
~~  share OG  BPO/KM?AJAI\l  4/74  II /64 
27 21  075  1 2 00/7  4 I I  I 2 00 
PHILIPS  CONC Ef?TGEHOUW /HAITI  NK  9/76 
6746  270  I 999/ I 2.34/1 995 
CLS  PLS!?  HALLE/LOUGHRAN  170'51 
CrP  78252  1149/709/600 
J->YE  UTAH  SO/A BRAVANAL 
vcs  10117-20  940/580/895 
RCA  NBC  SO/TOSCANINI 
AT  305-3  1575/972/1625 
rvOf?K  3.  MArlLER:  COMJ->LETE  SYMPrlONY  COLLECTIO~ 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
!?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
l~ I L 
vWl?K  4.  TCHA I K  m~SK  Y:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT  I ON 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/di5p 
!1.\.W 
SLS  5099 
LPO/f?OSTROPOV I CH 
1 995/ I ~31 I  2250 
•Wf?K  5.  viAGNE!~:  v'iALI<URE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
f?ef.  nurTJber  J->rices:  rec/est  c/r:Hsp 
DECCA 
1 dB  I 25-9 
LS0/1 .E I NSDOf?F 
1595/9'-35/1395 
Review  dates  Time 
10/77  327'59 
Review  dates  Time 
3/73  9/62 
389 
20 
30 DECCA  VIJO/SOLTI  9/66  220'10 
SET  312-6  2250/1389/2250 
HMV  ENG  NAT  OP/GOODALL  9/78  245'46 
SLS  5063  1425/880/1425 
EMI/HMV  ROME  SO/FURTWANGLER 
RLS  702  3350/2068/3350 
PHILIPS  BAYREUTH  FEST /BOEH'A 
6747  037  3199/1975/3995 
'IWHK  6.  WAGNEf?:  LOHENGRIN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  numb~r  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  BAYREUTH  FEST/KEILRERTH  8/76  2/54 
Dl2  05  750/463/995 
PHILIPS  BAYREUTH  FEST/SAWALLISCH  7/76  /62 
6747  241  1199/740/1250 
HMV  VPO/KEMPE  12/76 
SLS  5071  1425/880/1425 
~ORK 7.  MOZART:  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or Label  InterpretAtion  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
DG  BPO/FRICSI\Y  2/73  I 1/59 
n28  oo3  777/480/775 
UECCA  ECO/BOi'-IYNGE  2/70 
SET  412-5  I H  00  I  I I I I /I 7 00 
DG  VPO/BOEHM 
2709  085  1305/806/1300 
390 ·~'Oi?K  8.  •'!;OZART:  \IAR!?IAGE  OF  FIGAIW 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
Hef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c~iisp 
-------------------------------------------~----.  -----------------------
HII.V 
SLS  995 
ECO/BAf?EN 130 I M 
1425/H~0/1425 
'NOHK  9.  MOZAf?T:  MAG I C  FLUTE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  ~rices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/ROEHM 
GOS  501-3  975/602/975 
H.\IV  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
SLS  <?12  13JO/e09/13JO 
PYE  Bf3C  Sl~EDISH SO/ERICSc>N 
REK  223  7:>0/463/825 
WOI?K  I 0.  BIZET:  CARMEN 
Co.  or  Label  lnterpretaion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA  VPO/KARAJAN 
SEH  5600  1350/H3J/1050 
HMV  PARIS  OP/PRETHE 
SLS  913  1'310/809/1310 
HMV  PARIS  OP/FRUHBECK 
SLS  9~2  1310/809/1310 
!)G  NY  MET  OP/BEf?NSTEIN 
2-140  101  II 00/619/1000 
DECCA  LPO/SOLTI 
OJ  I  D3  1350/833/1350 
HMV  PAR IS  ORTF/BEECHAM 
SLS  5021  995/614/995 
391 
I 65 '07 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
2/f>l  I I /55 
I J/64  156'03 
1/16 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
II /TI  6/60 
12/64  146'40 
10/70  151'15 
6/73 
10/76  159'40 
2/76  6/60  161'15 DECCA 
SET  256-8 
SUI SSE  Rm~Ai'W/SCHI  PPERS 
135:)/833/1275 
WORK  11.  PUCCINI:  BOHE.\~E 
Co.  or  Label  InterorP.tation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  RCA  SO/HEECHAlv\ 
SLS  896  720/444/720 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO 
SLS  5059  720/444/720 
riM V  F?OME  OJl /SCrli PPEf~S 
SLS  90l  825/509/875 
DECCA  IWO/KAf{AJAN 
St:T  ~65-6  900/556/900 
RCA  NBC/TOSCANINI 
AT  203  350/216/350 
VIOf?K  I 2.  PUCCINI :  TOSCA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  PARIS  CONS/PRETRE 
SLS  917  875/540/875 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/MAAZEL 
SET  341-2  900/556/850 
PHILIPS  C<L'.JVENT  GARDENS/DAVIS 
6700  108  900/556/895 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABATA 
SLS  825  720/444/720 
392 
11/63 
Revi~w  rlnt~s  Ti~e 
11/74  1/57  107'43 
8/76  3/58  104'52 
4/64  102'18 
8113  110'00 
Review  dntes  Time 
9/71  7/65  111 '51 
6/67  111 '00 
5/Tl 
3/73  12/53  108'00 ,·wf?K  13.  PUCCI Nl  1  TURANOOT 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
l?ef.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
dMV  RO'AE  OP/MOLINARI-PRADELLI 
SLS  921  1310/809/1310 
DECCA  LPO/MEHTA 
SET  561-3  1350/833/1350 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/ERE0E 
GOS  622-4  975/602/975 
RCA  F?OM E  OP /LEINS  DO R  F 
Se!{  5643-5  1497/924/1050 
WOHK  14.  PUCCINI  1  MAIJA~E  BUITEI~FLY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  92/ 
SEf~APdi M 
IC  6090 
HMV 
SLS  5128 
CBS 
79313 
RO'v\E  CW/BARBIROLU 
1310/R89/1310 
f.?O'~E  fJD/GAVAZZENI/GOBBI 
//118~ 
H  0\H:  OP /SANTIN I 
895/552/895 
AMi31?0SI AN  PO/MAAlEL 
1249F111 /1250 
v'IOiiK  15.  VERDI:  TfWVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
f.?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/Jisp 
DECCA 
GOS  614-6 
GENEVA  GRAN])  TlVEf.?EDE 
975/602/750 
393 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/66  111'03 
9/73  117'30 
11/72  4/58 
I I /7  2  4/61 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/67  141'07 
136'50 
148'26 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
I I /7 I  I I /56 HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
SLS  869  995/614/995 
DECCA  NAT  P0/80JiYNGE 
0821)  3  1295/799/1350 
HMV  BPO/KARAJAN 
SLS  5111  1310/809/1310 
RCA  NEW  PHILH/MEHTA 
SEH  5~86-8  1350/833/1050 
WCH?K  16.  VEHOI:  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
SLS  5108  99~/614/995 
HCA  NBC  SO/TOSCANINI 
AT  302  525/324/585 
DECCA  HOMe  OP/SOLTI 
SET  427-9  1350/833/1350 
EMI  Rm1E  OP/SERAFIN 
SH  1~3-~  915/564/795 
HMV  C01'-JVENT  GA!<DENS/MUTI 
SLS  917  1310/809/1310 
HCA  MOSCOW/AJORLING 
VIC  ") 119  I 050/648/995 
~  ORK  17.  VEHDI :  F?I GOLETTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpr~tation 
l?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/es.t  c/'iisp 
DG 
2109  014 
OECCA 
SET  542-4 





2/74  II /57  155'58 
10/77  163'07 
4/78  138'55 
7/70 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
I /56  I 44' 22 
9/73  6/57 
II /70  1162 
.10/71  /46 
2/7S  146'01 
Review  date~  Ti~e 
1/65 
5/73  113'35 f?CA  R0".1E/SOLTI 
LSC  l027BI-2  1320/815/1025 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SEf?AFIN 
SLS  5018  995/614/995 
UECCA  SAN  CEL/SANZOGNO 
GOS  655-7  915/602/975 
i'/Of?K  18.  VEf?DI s  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  /TEBALDI /EREDE 
GOS  614-fl  975/602/975 
H'.W  Rm~E  OP/SEf~AFIN 
SLS  5097  795/491/795 
DECCA  MAGGIO  MUSICALE/PRITCHARD 
SET  249-51  1350/833/12l5 
RCA  RCA  ITAL/PHETHE 
SER  5564-6  1350/833/1050 
DECCA  BERLIN  OP/MAAZEL 
SET  401-2  900/556/850 
HMV  RPO/CECCATO 
SLS  960  I I 45/707  I  I I 45 
fiORK  19.  MUSSOfWSKYa  BOf?IS  GODUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  I 000 
POLISH  RO/SEMKOV 
lo95/I046/1695 
395 
3/76  2/5()  141'27 
9/75  6/62 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/60  I 19'52 
8/63  109'45 
2/63 
7/69 
5/72  138'02 
Review  dates  Time 
9/77  224'08 WOHK  20.  Bcf~LIOZa  SYMPHO.~Y FANTASTF)UE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Tirne  !,~  share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/:ii  sp 
-----------------------------------------------------------
RDF  CZECH  PO/ZECCHI  11/60  5 
LGD  001  199/1 ~3/195 
OG  BPO/KA!?AJA "l  7/65  20 
2535  250  259/160/260 
DECCA  SUISSE/ANSEf?MET  6/68  20 
SXL  6343  4S0/27d/395 
DG  LA'MlUHEI.JX  /MAf?KEV ITCH  II /75  1/62  5 
2548  172  159/61/160 
DECCA  NEv~  PHI LH/STOKOVIiSK I  8/76  6/69  5 
SLlD  495  250/154/325 
SELECT  A  POST  AS  SO/VASADY-BALOGH  10172  5 
HLX  90052  135/83/135 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  11/72  51 '40  5 
SXL  6511  450/273/450 
DECCA  VPO/MONTEUX  7/73  11/60  5 
SPA  222  235/145/195 
PHIL! PS  CONCERTGEBOUI'I/OAVIS  3/75  54'58 
6500  "114  450/27~/450 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  5 
2530  SOl  435/269/435 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/PRETRE  5 
CCV  5048  135/83/135 
RCA  SYDNEY  S0/0  ITEf?LOO  10/76  5 
GL  25012  249/154/250 
CLS  PLSH  HALLE/LOUGHRAN  53'  15  5 
CFP  40281  149/92/150 
EM IIHMV  FRENCH  NAT  I?AD/UERNSTE IN  52'06  5 
ASD  3397  440/272/440 
HUNG  BUDAPEST/MUNCH  5 
SLPX  11842  340/210/350 
396 vWHK  21.  BEETHOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI 
SH  235 
EMI/H\iV 
ASU  2565 
DECCA 
SPA  113 
JG 
254d  205 
PHILIPS 
658U  050 
DECCA 
Jl3  2 
PHILIPS 
1')580  139 
E~Al  /Hi~  V 
ASD  25 35 
DECCA 
Pl-"5  41  88 
uG 
2530  142 
E~H/:1,
1~V 
ESIJ  1004 
DECCA 
SXL  6703 
PHILIPS 
1')1)31  009 
DG 
25 35  21 9 
I)G 
2531  I 06 
CLS  PLSf? 
CFrl  4 0() I 7 
ErVil/HiAII 
A:;Jl  3451') 










VPO/SCd'~  I DT-ISS  E~?STELJT 
250/154/250 








MU:\1 I CH  PO/KEMPE 
2b5/176/2E35 













Review  dates  Time 
12/7n  II /47  40'48 
5/74  10/58  56'29 
12/70  3/60 
II /75  I /0  I 
10/72  12/62 
9/77  12/67  42'05 
II /69  42'58 
3/70  53'32 
7/70 
2/72 
2/77  11/74  39'39 
4/76  9/75 
2/77  41'07 
4/Td  I 0/77 
2/73  l/62  33'28 
4/78  42'07 DECCA 
DPA  501-2 
WEA 





WOHK  22.  BEETHOVEN s  3HD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
6BB  236-7 
HMV 
SLS  873 
OG 
2548  0~8 
DECCA 
SPA  123 
DECCA 
JB  6 
EM I /:11,\V 










1~ I DT-ISS ERST EDT 
250/154/250 
BRC  SO/BARBIIWLLI 
399/246/285 
SUPI?APHON  CZECH  PO/KLETZKI 
SUASf  50793  299/185/295 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40076 
DECCA 
PFS  4367 
DECCA 
SXL  6829 
DG 
2531  I 03 
SY \1Pf·L"-IC 
SYM  5 
EMIIHMV 
ASD  33l6 
DG 
2548  2 IE3 
BPO/CLUYTENS 
149/92/150 
sccrrrr SH  NAT/PAITA 
435/269/375 











Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/76  6/47 
62'2f3 
4/75  I /60 
7/71  11/63 
I /78  11/66 
7/76  3/68  53'50 
10/68 
8//2  56'51 
5/77  9/75  55'00 
4/78  I 0/77 
I /78 
60':35 dM/MUNiJI  COLL  MLJS/i'/1A I Ef? 
00~9 9626  435/269/629 
ELEC fHOLA  VPO/WEI NGAfHEN 
C0~3 01481  390/241/440 
EMI  VPO/KA!-?AJAN 
C053  00190  390/241/440 
RCA  LPO/STOKOv'ISK Y 
A~LI  0600  399/246/395 
CLS  PLSi~  BPO/CLJYTENS 
CFP  205  149/92/150 
t~Of?K  23.  BJ-?AHMS:  I Sf  SY·IAPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
Dt:CCA  C  ONC t:RfGF. BOlJW/VA i-J  AEINUM 
ECS  793  235/145/195 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5018  135/83/135 
~~M I  /H~,IV  PHILH/KLEMPiR!::f? 
SXLP  30217  285/176/185 
DECCA  SUI SSE/  ANSEf?~~ET 
St'A  378  235/145/195 
P EEf?LESS  PRA0UE  SO/DIXON 
3C  319  199/123/195 
Ol:CCA  LSO/STOKO(jSKI 
PFS  4305  435/269/375 
'  EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT 
ASD  2871  440/272/440 
DG  VPO/A BBADO 
2530  424  435/269/435 
DeCCA  VPO/KEf?TESZ 
SXL  6675  450/278/395 
I-' HILI PS  CONC ERTGEBOUW/HAI Tl NK 
6500  '519  450/278/450 
399 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
4/77  6/52 
6/75  II /57 
12/76  10/59  43'51 
2/7,6  2/64 
3/71 
12/74  2/73 
4/73  44'45  20 
12/74  6/73 
1/75  10/73 
II /73  43'52 P.CA  CHICAG\)  SO/LEVINE  6/70 
Ai-(LI  1326  3 99/246/395 
DECCA  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL  11/76 
SXL  67H3  450/278/395 
RCA  LSD/HOHENSTEIN  10/76 
GL  25001  249/154/250 
DG  l30STON  SO/OZAWA  8/76 
2530  8H9  435/269/435 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  t>O/ANCEHL 
SUA  50430  299/185/295 
DECCA  BPO/KLEMPERE.l? 
C0~3 28939  390/241/440 
DECCA  VPO/K ~?IPS 
ECS  643  235/145/195 
IWf{K  24.  BACH:  13RANDENBUHG  CONCERTI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/MUI'-JCHI NGEF?  4/70  9/50 
ECS  53H-9  2.15/145/195 
DECCA  PH I U>MUS I CA/DAHT  1171  3/59 
DPA  577-8  870/537/435 
DECCA  SCO/MU!'lCHI NGER  10/73  8/59 
5BB  130-1  795/491/695 
SAGA  HA~BURG CHBR/NE\"'STONE  12/65  104' 
SAGA  5031-2  175/108/175 
EMI/HMV  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN  5/60  113' 13 
ASD  321-8  440/27  2/440 
DECCA  WURTEMSERG  CHBR/FAERBER  3166 
TV  34044-S  235/145/195 
SUPHAPHON  ARS  REDI VI VA/MUNCLI NGE!?  11/71 
SUA  50641-2  299/185/299 
PHILIPS  ASMF/MARRINEH  9/72 
6700  045  899/555/895 
CLS  PLSR  VIHT  OF  ENG/DAVISON  10/72  46'08 
CfP  4001·0  149/92/150 
400 EMI/HMV 
SLS  866 
PYE 
GGCD  301 
PHILIPS 









LA  PO/LUKERMAN 
8-/0/537/870 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/ABBADO 
849/524/550 
SELECTA  Ll  SZT /SANDOV 
SLI-'X  1 1 849  340/210/7  00 
OG  BPO/KARAJAN 
1390  05-6  435/269/435 
DECCA  ECO/BRIITEN 
SET  410- 1 I  900/55~/850 
I?CA  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5007  135/83/135 
l-?CA  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5033  135/83/135 
DECCA  LONDON/DART 
SOL  60005-IS  250/154/250 
DI::CCA 
SXL  6774-5 
ECO/BRI 1TEN 
450/2-/~/395 
HM/MUNDI  /MUNDI 
JC  15599  643-4  8/0/537/680 
I'IOI?K  25.  :·~AHI.EJ?r  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  ~rices:  rec/est  c/~isp 
DECCA 
TV  343555 
CBS 
~I I I 6 
VJ·n.VHOi?ENSTF.I N 
2351145/195 
CBS  S0/¥'1ALTER 
299/ I 8':)/295 
401 
1/74  96'36 
8/75 
4/76 
8/78  122'27 
I OJ '40 
Review  dates  Ti~e  -~  shAre 
4/7 I  7/67 
2/70  4/63 DECCA  LSO/SoU· I  9/64  58'40  20 
SXL  6113  450/278/450 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI  5/75  9164 
7 BB  17 3-7  1595/9~5/1595 
SUPRA PHON  CZECH  PO/ANCERL  8/67 
SUA  50675  2 9911 85/2  95 
DG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK  5/68 
2535  172  259/160/260 
EMI/HMV  CHICAGO  SO/GIULI Nl  8/71  56'42 
ASD  2722  440/272/440 
DECCA  RPO/LE I NSDO f?F  1118  4/72 
SPA  521  235/145/235 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HA IT INK  2/73  9/72  56'13 
6500  342  450/27tV450 
RCA  LSO/LEVI NE  5/75  20 
A  !iLl  0894  399/246/395 
DECCA  I SHAEL  PO/MEHTA  9/76 
SXL  6719  450/278/395 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/DELOGU  11/71  54'23 
CrP  40264  149/92/150 
DECCA  RPO/PAITA  2/78 
PrS  4402  435/269/375 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZA'{'jA 
2530  993  435/26':)/435 
WOf7K  26.  ~~AHLERt  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  date~  Ti~e  :.i  share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  NY  t>O/V'IALTErUCUNDAfH  11/72  5/61 
61282-3  55R/344/590 
EMI/H.\W  PHILH/KLEIJ!f>EHER/SCHWAP.lKOPF  8/71  1163  79'25 
SLS  806  850/525/850 
DECCA  LSO/SOLT 1/HARf>EH  II /66  80'44  20 
SET  325-6  900/556/850 
402 DE CCI\  LSO/SOLTI  /HA~?PEf{  5/75  II /66 
lilB  I /3-7  1595/985/1595 
PHILIPS  COi~CEP.TGEBo:..FUHA  ITN  I K/A.\.IEL I NG  10/68  20 
6700  024  899/555/f~95 
JG  BAV  f.?O/KUBELI K/.'-~ATHI S  3iT1  9/70 
2726  062  5 I .9 I 3 2  r) 15 2 0 
C8S  LSO/BEI~~JSTE  IN/A  f?MSTRONG  II /74 
78240  B49/524/850 
DECCA  Vt-'0/M EHTA/CORTfW BAS  1217':5 
SXL  fl744-5  450/278/790 
OG  CHICAGO  SO/  A RBADO/NEBLFIT  6171 
2707  09l1  870/537/870 
tWP.K  27.  MAHLER:  JF?O  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
PHILIPS  CONCEPTGEBOU'tJ/HA IT  INK/FORRESTER  2/67  20 
6 7  4-1  435  900/556/895 
OG  BAV  HO/KUBELIK/T!iO'MS  6/78  9/68 
2126  063  518/320/520 
I)ECCA  LSO/SOLT I /!AIATfS  2169  93'35  20 
SET  385-6  900/556/850 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI  /~A  TfS  5/75  2/69 
7 BB  173-7  1595/985/1595 
RCA  CHICAGO  50/LEVINE/HOHNE  3/77 
RL  01757  850/525/850 
WORK  28.  MAHLE!?:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
---------------------------------------------~------------
DECCA 
SXL  2276 
CONCEfHGEROUVv/SOLT I /STAHLMANN 
450/278/450 
403 
9/61  51'45 EM I/HI·AV  PH I LH/KLE'WE!?ER/SCHWARZKOPF  4/73  7/62  20 
ASLJ  27 99  450/278/440 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL/RASKIN  4/69  d/67  20 
()1056  299/1 85/295 
DG  BAV  IW/KUHELIK/,
1H>~I  SON  8/75  12/6B 
25 3':)  119  259/160/260 
CLS  PLS!?  LPO/HOI?ENSTE IN/P'i ICE  5/71  59'14 
CfP  159  149/92/150 
RCA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVI 1'-JE/BLEGEN  10/7':) 
AHL 1  0895  399/246/395 
SUPI-?APHON  CZECH  PO/SWAROWSKY/LORENZ 
I  101346  299/18:3/295 
FEST! VAL  BPO/MAAZEL 
FC  418  299/185/295 
DECCA  /SOLTI 
788  183-87  1595/985/1395 
WOHK  29.  MAHLER  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILit>S  CONCEHTGEBOU~/HAITINK  1/70  20 
6700  034  900/556/89':) 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  12/70  76'10  20 
SET  467-70  I 8 00/ I I I I /9  00 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  8/7.5  12/70  20 
7BB  1.78-82  1595/985/1595 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  7/78  40 
2707  I 06  870/537/870 
404 ~01-lK  30.  MAHLEHs  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  IntP.rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 




SET  360-1 
EMI/HMV 
SXl)Vj  3021 
DECCA 
7 BB  1<:33-7 
PHILIPS 
6700  021 
EMI 
SH  193-4 
OG 
2701  091 
VSO/HORENSTEIN 
235/145/195 












CHICAGO  SO/GI ULI NI 
870/537/870 
~OHK  3 I •  TCHA I K  m~SK  Y  s  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  InteroretRtion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH 
CCV  5036  I 35/  B.l/1  3~j 
PYE  HA LLE/r3 A.PB I f?C> LL I 
GGCIJ  303  275/17~)/295 
OECCA  SUI SSE/AfWENTA 
ECS  742  235/141)/195 
DG  LENINGRAD  PO/Mf?AV I J'ISKY 
253(3  17B  259/160/2()0 
PHIU!JS  LSO /DO  I?AT I 
f>SH2  022  245/145/245 
t)G  HtJ0/'·:1 A  h. ZEL 
2~4Ei  116  159/98/160 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
3/71  7/61  10 
12/73  12/63  20 
J0/67  79'25  10 
1/76  7/67  85'47  20 
l/75  10/67  10 
7/70  10 
9/74  138  96' 19  I 0 
4/72  10 
Review  dates  Time 
8/57 
8F/6  4/58 
10/74  II /58 
12/74  6/61 
5/T/  7/62  4D'31 
11/75  1/63 
405 DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  2/65  42'20 
JB  23  2~0/154/250 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  4/68 
139  017  435/269/435 
HMV  HPO/KAHAJA.N  12/72  136'20 
SLS  833  1145/707  I  I 145 
CLS  PLSH  SC01TI SH  NAT/GIBSON  1/76  41 '05 
CFP  40228  149/92/150 
OG  VPO/A BBADO  11/76 
2530  651  435/269/435 
SUPf?APHON  CZECH  PO/SLOVAK  4/78 
410  1749  299/185/295 
UG  BPO/KARAJAN  6/78 
2530  883  435/269/435 
DG  LENINGRAD  SO/MRAVINSKY 
. 2721  184  259/160/260 
"NORK  32.  TCHAIKOWSKY:  5TH  SYMPHDNY 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation  Revi~w dates  TimP. 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DECCA  PARIS  CONS/SOLTI  2/73  10/56 
SPA  223  235/145/195 
CAMDEN  HOST ON  SO/MONTEUX  10/59 
CCV  5049  135/83/135 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KE 1~PE  11/16  9/61  41'59 
SXLP  30216  285/176/285 
PHILIPS  LSO/DOF?ATI  10116  11/62  46'03 
6582  013  245/151/24'::> 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  4/64  44'25 
JB  24  250/154/250 
OECCA  Vt>O/KRit->S  8/66  5/59 
s  0/J  142  250/154/250 
DECCA  NEV'I  I-' HI LH/STOKCH'ISK I  liT!  1/68 
S  LlD  493  250/154/325 
406 DECCA 
5XL  f1Jtl0 
PYf: 
UGCU  303 
rl~/; v 
SLS  '33J 
PHI LI ~S 
65 ()~)  <) 22 
l)f.CCA 
SXL  67;_j4 
DG 
2530  699 
RCA 
GL  25007 
DG 
2530  i-3H8 
UECCA 
SXL  6884 
SUPHAPHON 




2721  184 
IS  l{l\ EL  P0/
1vU::HT A 
41)0/278/395 












i~E/i  f.lHI  LH/HOf?Ei~STEIN 
249/154/250 








LEi'liNGRAD  SO/MRAVINSKY 
259/160/260 
WOHK  33.  TCHAI]\C>WSKY•  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  IntP.rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/fU  r?T~~ANGLER 
2535  165  259/160/260 
DECCA  PARIS  CONS/KLEIBEF? 
ECS  7a7  235/145/195 
DECCA  SUISSE/ANSERMET 
SPA  22 I  235/145/195 
407 
4/69 
8/70  10/59 
12/72  136'20 
4/72 






Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
5/76 
9/76  5/54 
1/73  6/57 r'YE  HALLE/l;AHFH ROLLI  8110  5/59 
GGCU  303  275/170/295 
PDF  CZECH  PO/TALICH  7/77  6/60 
HCN  8013  199/123/195 
fMI/HMV  PHILlVGIULI NI  6/76  4/61  46'55 
SXLP  30208  285/17tS/2tl5 
CLS  PLSf?  PHI LH/KLETZK I  11/61 
CFP  40220  149/92/150 
DG  LEl'I/INGHAD  PO/,H?AVINSKY  12/74  11/61 
2538  180  259/160/260 
DG  HPO/KAf?AJAN  10/64 
138  921  435/269/435 
CAMDEN  CHICAGO  SO/REINER  6/75  11/65 
CCV  5024  135/83/135 
DECCA  HPO/LEtHS  7/69 
PFS  4161  435/269/375 
EMI /H,v\V  BPO/KARAJAN  6/75  12/72  45'15 
ASiJ  2816  440/272/440 
DG  VPO/ABBADO  7/74 
2530  350  435/269/435 
RCA  LSO/TJEKNAVORIAN  11/76 
LRLI  5129  425/262/395 
OG  BPO/KARAJAN  6/77 
2530  774  435/269/435 
DECCA  VPO/M AAZEL  9/75  42'50 
JB  25  250/154/250 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOU'N/HA IT INK  2/71  47'43 
6500  081  450/278/450 
MELOYiJI A  USSR  SO/SVETLANOV 
c  01525-6  3551219/350 
DG  LENINGRAD  SO/MRAVINSKY 
2721  184  259/160/260 
EMI  VPO/KARAJAN 
EAC  30105  549/339/550 
408 l"iOI?K  34.  DVORAK r  7TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or LAbel  InterpretAtion  Review  dAtes  Time  ~  share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/KEHTESZ  10/64  36'40 
SXL  6115  450/278/395 
f?DF  CZECH  PO/KOSLEF?  8/77  8/66 
LGI>  007  199/123/195 
iJECCA  I Sf?AEL  PO/MErffA  4/69  20 
SXL  6381  450/27 d/395 
DG  BPO/KU::3EL I K  10/71 
2530  121  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  CONCEfHGEBOUW/C  DAVIS  2/11  36'06  20 
9500  132  450/278/450 
EMI/HMV  LPO/GIULI ~I  4/TI  40'40 
ASD  3325  440/272/440 
RDF  CZECH  PO/NEUMANr-1 
110  1834  299/185/295 
wOHK  35.  DVO!?AK:  9Td  SYMr>rlONY 
Co.  or  LabAl  IntPrpretAtion  Review  dAt~s  Ti~e  M shAre 
!?ef.  nurnber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/KlF~EL  I K  II /75  10/58 
ECS  Til  235/145/?35 
CLS  PLSf?  PHILH/SAWALLISCH  10/70  4/60  43'40 
CF t)  104  149/92/150 
CHS  CBS  SOhiALTER  12/TI  9/60 
61234  299/185/295 
EM I /H.'.\V  fJ HI Ui/G I U  L I i-.J I  7/74  3/62  50'24 
SXLJ-i  30163  285/J?.~/285 
DECCA  NEt~  PHIL H/OOF<AT I  1/68  52'08 
PFS  41  2~)  435/26(}/375 
EMI/:-f.
1AV  BPO/KE',IP E  53'07 
SXLP  30 I I 0  2t35/176/285 
Cb~)  LSO/Ol{'~A  NDY  4/69 
61053  299/1 t35/295 
409 PHIL! PS  LSO/RO~ICKI  3/78  1/70 
6580  259  245/151/245 
DG  BPO/KUBELIK  9/74  10/73 
2530  415  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH/MUTI  1/77  41 '22 
ASD  3285  440/272/440 
RCA  f<PO/HORENSTEIN  7/77 
GL  25060  249/154/250 
RDF  CZECH  PO/ANCEHL  8/TI 
LGD  004  199/123/195 
EMI/HMV  BP 0/K A  f~A JAN  10/77  54'04  20 
ASO  3407  440/272/440 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/NEUMANN 
SUA  II 01334  299/185/295 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  ?0/ANCERL 
SUA  50433  299/185/295 
f'4EA  NEW  PHILH/ 
K53  530  379/234/440 
PANTON  CZECH  PO/STUPKA 
OJ  0447-8GG  199/123/~90 
~ORK 36.  SCHUBt:f?T r  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Tin1P. 
Ref.  nu~ber  Price~r  rec/est  c/disp 
CAMDEN  BOSTOi~  SO/MUNCH  10/60 
CCV  5054  135/RJ/135 
DECCA  LSO/K RI ?S  4/Tl  1/59 
SPA  467  235/145/235 
PHILIPS  DRESDEN  ST/SAWALLISCH  3/M~  51:)'45 
6580  20"1  245/151/245 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT  12/72  53'1:)5  20 
ASD  2856  440/272/440 
DECCA  RPO/VONK  6/75 
PFS  4335  435/26·9/375 
410 CLS  PLSf? 
CfP  40233 
f~CA 
GL  2500t~ 
r-irli LI  JJS 
9~00 091 
JECCA 
SXL  6729 
LPO/Pf? ITCHAHIJ 
149/92/150 
BOSTON  SO/STEI NBE!·?G 
249/1 54/250 
CONCEi? rGcROUY'i/rlA I TI NK 
4~0/278/450 
I SHAEL  PO/.'~EHTA 
440/272/395 
AMAUEO  K OLNEF?  RUND  SO/KLEI BEH/KOLN 
AVHS19  015ST  399/241/295 
MONO 
EAC  30104 
VPO/KARAJAN 
549/339/550 
lliOf~K  37.  VIVALDI:  T:-IE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SPA  201 
DFCC A.. 
TV  340405 
F?D~ 
l~OY  200 I 
DG 
135  024 
PHILIPS 
6530  014 
PEEI?LESS 
EX.t-'  I I 
DECCA 
ZfiG  654 
PHILIPS 







WUHTENBU!iG  CHHR/FAEHBEH 
235/145/195 
SLOVAK  CHBI-UWARCHAL 
299/185/295 
LUCERNE  fEST/BAUMGARTNER 
259/160/260 
STUTTGART  SOLO! STS/COURAUD 
199/123/195 
HEIDELBERG  CHBR/GOTTSCHE 
23.51 I 45/  I 95 
AMSF/MARRINER 
399/246/450 







8/76  59' I 8 
I I /76 
2/11  49'49 
7/77  52'08 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3/7  2  I 2/58 
6/66 
8/TI  1/68 
4/68  2/61 
2/TI  9168  35'37 
1/69 
9/70 
12/70  41 '54 
7/72 
5/73 CLS  PLSR  VIRT  OF  ENG/DAVISOr~  6/73  4'J'59 
CFP  40016  149/92/150 
UG  KUENTZ  CHBH/FHASCA-COLOMBIEH  II /75 
254B  005  159/9EVI60 
EMI /H,'-AV  LENING~AD/SHINDER  39'01 
SXLP  30195  285/176/285 
EMI /rl.\W  LPO/PEHLMMJ  2117  43'27 
ASJJ  3293  440/272/440 
SAGA  SINGONIA  DI  S I ENA/3AD I  :\J I  2171  51 '00 
SAGA  5443  175/108/175 
RCA  SOLI STI  DI  ZAGREB/GALWAY  2/Tl 
RL2  5034  425/262/395 
PHILIPS  BCO/NEGRI  3/Tl  42'06 
9500  I 00  450/278/450 
CBS  LA  GRA:'W  ECURIE/MALGOIJ<E 
76717  429/265/440 
WOHK  38.  BHAHMS:  PIANO  CONCE~?TO NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  ReviAw  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/MONTEUX  7/75  4/60 
SPA  385  235/145/235 
EMI/HMV  NE~ PHILH/BARBIROLLI  3/68  51 '20 
ASD  2353  440/272/440 
DG  BPO/JOCHUM  6/78  12/72  25 
2726  082  518/320/520 
EM!  LPO/SZELL  6/75  4/39 
SH  223  305/188/265 
DECCA  LPO/OE  VjAART  II /75 
SXL  6728  450/278/295 
DECCA  I SHAEL  PO/MEHTA  10/76 
SXL  6797  450/278/395 
RCA  NY  PO/MASUR  2/77 
RL  25031  425/262/395 
412 OG 
2530  258 
BPO/JOCHUM/GILELS 
435/269/435 
tW!~K  39.  BI~AHMSI  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/FERENCSIK/KATCYEN  9/TI  11/60 
SPA  458  235/145/195 
DECCA  VPO/BOEHM/AACKHAUS  10/67 
SXL  6322  450/278/395 
EMI/HMV  NHJ  j.JHI LH/BARBI IWLLI /BAHENBOI M  12/68 
ASD  2413  440/272/440 
DG  BPO/  JOCHUM/GIL  ELS  6/78  12/72 
2726  082  518/320/520 
DG  BPO/  JOCHUMGI LELS  6/74 
2540  250  435/269/435 
DECCA  LEIPZIG  GEWANO/MASUR/C  OUSSET  2/Tl 
SDD  1~5 22  25C>/154/250 
OG  VPO/A BBADO/POLL I Nl  8/77 
2530  790  435/269/435 
DECCA  PH I LH/f  I STOULAf? I /VERED 
Pr'S  4428  435/269/435 
OG  MOSCOW  RO/ROZHDESTVENSKY 
254B  237  159  /9.'3/ 160 
OLYMt'IA  // 
c  063-12  788  475/293/475 
f'IOI-?K  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCEfHO  NO •  .1 
Co.  0r  Label  Int8rpretation 
Ref.  numb8r  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
i)rCCA 
SPA  402 




50'  55 DG  BAV  50/FHICSAY/FISCHER  8/76  2/61 
2548  238  159/98/160 
DECCA  VPM/WALLRERG/BRENDEL  5/68  8/61 
TV  342075  235/145/195 
DG  BPO/LEITNER/KEMPFF  1/62 
138  776  435/269/435 
DG  VSO/SAi\lDERLING/RICHTER  1/76  II /63 
2535  I 07  259/160/260 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HA I NT INK/  A  RRAU  10/73  8/65  37'43 
6580  078  245/151/245 
DECCA  LSO/FOSTER/LUPU  9/71 
SXL  6503  450/2-/8/395 
RDF  PRAGUE  50/SMETACEK/PANENKA  5/72 
110  0897  299/185/295 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVI S/Bl SIIOP  1/73  55' 13 
6500  315  450/278/450 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTTISH  NAT /GI BSON/LI LL  6/Tl  36'34 
CFP  40259  149/92/150 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/MUTI/RICHTE~ 
ASD  3543  440/212/440 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI/SAHKEIIIAZY 
SXLG  6594-1  I 8 00  I  I I I I I  I H  00 
fWHK  41.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCEF?TO  NO.  5 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Tirne 
f?ef.  nurnb~r  Prices:  n~c/est  c/r:fisp 
RCA  RCA  SO/REINER /HORCh"' ITZ  II /74  6/56 
VH  009  175/IOB/195 
DECCA  VPO/KNAPP EfHS BUSCH /CU FIZON  -,/74  1/58 
SJ-lA  334  235/145/195 
OG  BPO/LEITNEH/FOLDES  II /75  12/59 
2548  206  159/98/160 
OECCA  VPO/SCdM I DT- ISS Ef?STEOT/ BACKHAUS  10/76  4/60 
SPA  452  235/145/195 
414 DG 
138  777 
DECCA 
SUD  225 
PHILIPS 
6580  094 
DECCA 
TV  34209S 
EMI/HMV 
ASIJ  2500 
PHI Ll PS 
SAL  3/87 
CAMDEN 
CCV  5028 
DECCA 
JB  1<3 
RDF 
I I 0  0649 
OECCA 
SXL  6655 
CL.S  PLSI? 
C~P 400d7 
r-?CA 
GL  25014 
SYMPH;'4C 




9500  243 
Jt-:CCA 
P  f~)  42<) I 
HMV 
SLS  ~02() 
PHILIPS 
t) -, () 7  002 
C l.S  PLS~~ 
Ct~  7>i2:d 
















PI?AGUE  SO/S.\1ETACEK/PANENKA 
299/IH5/295 
CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI /ASI1KENAZY 
450/278/450 
SC:>TT ISH  NAT /G I gsorVL ILL 
149/92/150 
l?PO/K  f:.\~P E/H? I K  USNY 
249/154/250 
SY
1.1Pf-l0f'~ ICA  OF  LON/
1MH?P I S/f?OSEN 
399/246/375 
NY  P0/:1 EfUJSTE I i~/S  EI?K IN 
2 9Q/ I f35/295 
L.PO/HAITINK/Bf?ENDEL 
450/27:.3/450 




LPO/HA IT  I NK/B~{ElmEL 
I -/50/ I U~3CJ/ 1750 
SCOTTISH  NAT /LI LL 
4 '-jQ/27 d/0  00 
415 
5/62 
1/10  9/64 
12/74  8/65  39'07 




12/17  9/71  40'30 
12/71 
3/75  9/7  3 





CHL5  1415 
CBS 
77311 
LPO/BAr~  EN RO I M 
1275/787/17  00 
CLEVELAND/SZELL/FLE!SCHE~ 
549/339/H50 
WORK  42.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCE!?TO  !~0. 1 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/ASHKENAZY 
15BB  218-20  1095/filfi/995 
DECCA 
SXL  6532 
SUI SSE  f?O~~ANDE/STEI  N 
450/273/395 
WOf~K  43.  PP.OKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCERTO  1~0.2 
Co.  or  Labe 1  Interpretation 
Ref.  numb~r  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
SUj-Jf?APHON 
SUA  0551 
CZECH  r-10/ANCEHL/BALOGHOVA 
299/1 HS/295 
DECCA  LUX  RO/F!WVIENT/TACCi-1 I NO 
STGHY  6/5  250/154/250 
OECCA  LS0/1-'~EVIN/ASHKt::NAZY 
I~HU 218-20  1095/67fi/99~ 
~I/OPK  tl-4.  1~0ZA!H:  PIAt'-lO  CONCF!HO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
15'29 
Review  dates  Time 




TV  342605 
STUTTGAF?T  SOLO ISTS/'1'1 I C~/GAU  .INS  7/7  2 
235/145/195 
416 ~\'Of?K  45.  MOZAfH:  PIANO  CONCEfHO  NO.4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  rlates  Ti~e 
F~ef.  nurTJber  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DECCA 
TV  J42f>OS 
STUnGART  SOLOISTS/vHCH/GALLING  7/72 
235/145/19~ 
vWi~K  46.  MOZM?T:  CO\ICERTO  FO~  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nurTJber  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
1-iHILIPS 
n5ao  1  44 
LSO/GALLI ERA/HA~BLEf?/HO!m'~A"JN  12/76  I 0/68  53'13 
CLS  PLSf? 
C~J:-1  40291 
.?45/151/245 
LPO/MENUHI N/HR. YR.J  'AENU H IN 
149/92/150 
v~OI~K  47.  MOZAf?T:  CO:'-ICEF?TO  HJf<  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VOLKSOPER/ANGERER/Bf?ENUEL/KLEI N 
TV  34064S  235/145/195 
CLS  PLSI?  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN/H  ME"JUHIN 
CFP  40291  149/92/150 
PHILIPS  LSO/~ChHCK  I /HAEBLEf?/HORRMAl'-IN 
6~80 083  245/151/245 
DECCA  ECO/BARENBOIM/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  6716  450/27tj/J95 
~CA  NAT  PO/OUFALLO/V'II LD/PARKI NSON 
f?L  25125  425/262//90 
417 
8/78  8/66  46'06 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
1/67  5/61 
8/78  8/66  23'43 
8/74  10/68  51'31 
6/75  25'30 
3/78 I~OI?K  48.  SCHUMAr~N:  PIANO  COI~CEHTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  rlates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSf?  PH I Lf11'~ENGES/SOLO\WN  12/76  12/59  29'35 
CFP  40255  149/92/150 
DECCA  I Sf? A I:L  PO/K I:HTESZ/KATCdEN  I I /74  1/63 
SDD  422  250/154/250 
OG  BPO/KUi:3EL I K lANDA  3/64 
I 3~3  888  435/269/435 
DECCA  LSO/Pf?EVII\J/LUPU  2F/4 
SXL  6624  450/213/395 
DECCA  LUX  HO/FfWMENT  /FI  RKUSNY  5/14 
TV  344685  235/145/235 
EMI/HMV  MONTE  CAHLO  OP/MATACI C/RI CtHER  11 F/5  58'32 
ASD  31  33  440/272/440 
SUPf?APHON  CZECH  PO/NE/1/~IANN 
SUA  410  2013  299/185/295 
FESTIVAL  VIENNA  OP/DESARZENS 
FC  428  299/185/295 
VWRK  49.  GfHEG:  PIAI~O CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/F  I STOI I  LA!? I /CURZON  5/70  11/56 
ECS  514  235/145/195 
CLS  PLSR  PHJLH/\.IENGES/SOLOMON  12/76  12/59  29'02 
CfP  40255  149/92/150 
CBS  PHLD/OHMANDY  /ENTHE'.WNT  2/70  9/60 
61040  299/185/295 
EMI/rlMV  RPO/WELDON/BACHAUER  10/61  51'  33 
SXLP  20025  285/17·6/285 
418 DECCA  I S!?AEL  t-iO/KEf?TESZ/KATCdEN  11/14  1/63 
SDD  422  2!:)()/1~4/250 
DG  BP(l/Kli13EL I K/  ANDA  ~/64 
13H  t388  435/26':.>/435 
CLS  PLSI?  LPO/P  f? I TCHARD/KA  TIN  8/71  46' 16 
CFP  160  149/92/15() 
DECCA  LSO/t-11-?EVI"J/LUPU  2/74 
SXL  6624  450/278/395 
CA,1ADEN  OSLO  PO/GmJNE!-?-HEGGE/BAEKKELUNJJ  6/75 
CCV  5019  135/[13/135 
EMI/HMV  MCPHE  CAJ?LO  OP/MATACIC/F?ICHTEH  11/75  58'32 
ASD  3133  440/272/440 
DECCA  LPO/DAVIS/KATIN 
SPA  170  235/145/235 
EM!  LPO/KAf?AJAN 
c  047  01363  218/135/325 
v'iO!-<K  50.  BEETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCEf?TO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/fil,W 




2535  809 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2285 
DG 
139  021 
EM I /HMV 
ASD  2667 
1-?CA 
IWS  2006 
PAf?IS  CH?TF/CLUYTEl~S/D OISTRAKH  11/74  6/60 
285/176/285 








NEw  PHILH/BOULT/SUK 
440/272/440 
NBC  50/TOSCANINI/HEIRETZ 
450/278/500 
419 
2/75  7/60 





45'  17 
43'45 
44'45 
52'03 [jHILIPS  CCHC E!? fGEHOUVJ/HA IT  I NK/SZEHY  NG  10/74 
6500  531  450/27d/450 
PHILIPS  COI-JCEfHGEBOUvUDAV I S/Gt<:JNI Al)X  3/75 
6,00  7/5  4'J0/271"3/450 
Ell. I /H!AV  VIENNA  OP /BLECH/K  f1 E  IS  I.E!-?  9/75 
YLM  7062  285/170/285 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEHOUvUHAITI NK/K f-?E Bl3ERS  2/76 
65BO  115  245/151/245 
RCA  VSO/U  OIST!-?AKH/I  OI ST!{AKH  IOF/6 
GL  25005  249/154/2t)O 
OG 
2'J30  903 
CHICAGO  SO/BARE:"'BOI IVZUK ER.'..\AN  II /17 
435/209/435 
CBS  /~ALTER 
61  001  299/185/350 
DACAPO  /ME~~'J'l! N 
c  047  0~1 11  289/178/325 
EM!  LEIPZIG  GEWANDHAUS/MENUHIN/KREI 
c  047  1234  285/176/325 





Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  numb8r  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/SCrlUHICHT/FEf-?F?AS  2/75  8/54 
ECS  704  235/145/195 
EMI /HMV  BPO/KEMPE/MENUHIN  6/75  5/59  40'39 
SXLP  30186  285/176/285 
CAi>.,IDEN  LSO/M01HEU X /SZERYNG  II /59 
CCV  5052  135/83/135 
CBS  PHLD/ORMANDY/STERN  8/76  9/60  40'03 
61325  299/185/295 
OG  BPO/KARAJA N/F  ERI<AS  II /64 
138  930  435/269/435 
HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/D  OISTRAKH  2/70  75'  14 
SLS  786  720/444/720 
420 
M share EMI/HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/01 STHAKH 
ASD  2525  440/272/440 
PHILIPS  NEW  PHILHIDAVIS/GRUNIAUX 
6500  299  450/2/8/450 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGE::BOU~/HAI  TI NK/K RE BBEHS 
6580  087  245/151/245 
DG  VPO/JOCHUM/MILSTEIN 
2530  592  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KA f?AJAN/KHE'viER 
ASD  3261  440/272/440 
CLS  PLSri  LPO/LOUGf·m  AJ~/HA  SSOr~ 
CFP  40221  149/92/150 
OG  BELGIAN  fW/DEH>SSEZ/KORSAKOV 
254~3  263  159/98/160 
EMI/HMV  CHICAGO  SO/GIULI.NI/PERLMAN 
ASD  3385  440/272/440 
HMV  FI?ENCH  NAT  I?AD/KLE1 ·H>ERER/OISTH 
c  065  00534  430/2fl5/475 
ELECTROLA  BPO/STE IN  BERG/KHE  I SLH? 
c  053  01401  390/241/440 
EI..\J  LPO/KREISLE!? 
SH  115  305/188/265 
'IIJORK  52.  MOZMtr:  VI:>LIN  CONCEF?TO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
2~35  205 
BPO/SCrl~JEI  Dcf?HAN 
259/160/260 
421 
9/73  2/70  40'56  20 
1/73  39'09 
4/75  40'48 
12/75 
10/76  41 '25 
39'27 
7/77 
11/77  43'00  20 
40'35 
Review  rlates  Ti~e 
12/71')  1/69 WORK  53.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 




ASD  2988 
ECO/BARENBOIM/ZUKERMAN 
429/265/440 
BP0/0  OISTRAKH 
440/272/440 
WORK  54.  TCHA I KOt-lSKY:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LPO/BOULT/ELMAN 
ECS  509  235/145/195 
EMI/HMV  PITTSBURGH  50/STEINBERG/MILSTN 
SXLP  30225  285/176/285 
CBS  PHLD/ORMANOY/STERN 
61029  299/185/295 
LJECCA  LSO/SAL?GENT /RICCI 
SDD  126  250/154/325 
CAMDEN  BOSTON  SO/MUNCH/SZE!?YNG 
CCV  5015  135/83/135 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/LEINSDOHF/PERLMAN 
LSB  4066  249/154/250 
DG  HPO/KARAJAN/FERI?AS 
139  028  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS/5  ACCAf?DO 
9500  146  450/278/450 
tiHI LItiS  C  ONC EfHGF BOU rV  HAITI  i~K /SZERY NG 
9500  321  4S0/278/450 
EMI  BPO/STEII\IBEI?G/Kf-?EISLEP 
c  053  01409  390/241/440 
422 
Review  dates  Time 
7/74  30'49 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
1  /7 I  12/54 
1/TI  6/60  32' 15 
10/73  7/60 
4/66  8/60 
6/75  8/60 
9/72  10/68 
12/61 
l/TI  51'26 
10/77  63'01 NOf?K  ::>~.  DVOPAK:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  IntP.rpretntion  Review  dates  Ti~e  M shAre 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/rlisp 
DECCA  LSD/SARGENT /FH CCI  4/66  8/60  20 
SOLJ  126  2~011 54/325 
EMI/Hi,fV  LPO/BAREN 80 I M/P EHL 1~AN  10/75  45'22  60 
ASD  3120  440/272/440 
DG  PRAGUE/HLAVACEK  20 
254t~  221  159/9S/160 
tvOt?K  56.  MOZA!Hr  RE;;)UIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dntes  Ti~e 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
JECCA  VIENNA  CAPELLA/KRIPS/LUD~IG  5/74  1/51 
ECS  71~  235/145/235 
DG  HPO/KA!?AJAN/VIENNA  GM/LIPP  4/62 
253~  257  259/160/260 
DECCA  MU:HCH  BACH  CHROR/HICHTER/KOHN  8/73  6/62 
SUDH  380  325/201/325 
DECCA  VPO/V I ENNA  ST  OP/KERTESZ/HORNE  6/77  6166  53' 15 
SPA  476  2351145/235 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH  RCH/FRUHBECK/MATHIS  5/78  3168  53'41 
SXLP  30237  28511 76/285 
PHIL! PS  BBC  SO/ALLDIS  CH/DAVIS/OONATH  3/68 
SAL  3649  450/278/450 
'  OG  VIENNA  OP  CH/VPO/BOEHM/MATHIS  2/72 
2530  143  435/269/435 
EMI/rlMV  ECO/ALLDIS  CH/BARENBOBVBAKER  7172  54'20 
ASO  27 88  440/272/440 
RCA  GULBENKIAN  SO&CH/CORBOZ/AMELING  6/76 
STU  70943  4 75/293/495 
DG  BPO/VIENNA  GM/KARAJAN/BALTSA  12/76 
2530  705  435/269/435 
423 WO!-?K  57.  VEf?DI:  REOUIE.~  ~AASS 
Co.  or Label  Intepretation  Review  rlates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DECCA  VI ~~~NA  GM/VPO/f?EI NF:R/PPI CE  4/72  5/61 
GOS  617-8  650/401/650 
HMV  GHI AUROV /GI ULI NI /SCHV~A'-?ZKOPF  7/64  87'17 
SLS  909  875/540/875 
DECCA  VIENNA  OP  CH/VPO/SOLTI/HORNE  10/68  83'35 
SET  374-5  900/556/900 
CBS  LSOR.CH/BERNSTEI N/ARfWYO/VEASEY  6/76  11/70  92'23 
77231  849/524/850 
DG  VIENNA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/LUDWIG  1/73 
210-1  065  870/537/870 
WORK  58.  BEETHOVEN:  MISSA  SOLEMNIS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA  SHAI~  CH/NAC  SO/TOSCANI NI /HINES  2/73  10/54 
AT  200  350/216/350 
HMV  NEW  PHI LH  CH/KLEMPERER/HO FFGEN  7/66  78'30 
SLS  922  875/540/875 
PHILIPS  NETH  RO  CH/CONCEHTGEBOUW/JOCHUM  lOili 
6799  00 I  900/556/895 
DG  VPO  & CH/BOEHM/PRICE/LUDWIG  6/75 
2707  080  870/53//870 
HMV  VIENNA  GM/BP 0/KAf?AJAN/  JANOWITZ  7/75  84'05 
SLS  979  875/540/875 
HMV  NEW  PHI LH  CH/LPO/GI ULI N I /TEAR  7/76  87'54 
SLS  989  875/540/8.75 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI/POPP/MINTON  8/78  81'54 
087  02  850/525/850 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVI S 
6769  001  I 200/7  4 I /I I 95 
424 WORK  59.  HANIJELt  MESSIAH 
Co.  or  Label  IntArpretation  Review  dates  T!~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS  ALLDIS  CH/LSO/DAVIS/HAf?PER  II /68 
6703  001  1250/833/1350 
HMV  AMBROSIAN  SINGERS/ECO/I.AACKERRAS  3/67  154'53 
SLS  T/4  850/525/850 
HMV  KINGS  COLL  CH/ASMF/~  I LLCOCKS  6/73  151,17 
SLS  845  1145/707/1145 
DG  AUSTRIAN  RO/CHORUS/MACKEI~HAS  11/74 
2723  019  II 00/6  7911 000 
DECCA  ASMF/MAHf?INER/AMELING/HOWELL 
Dl8  D3  1095/616/1095 
DECCA  LSO/BOULT  I 66'03 
D104  03  850/525/850 
v'Wf.iK  60.  CAf?L  Of.?Ff:  CAHMINA  BUHANA 
Co.  or  Label  lntepretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV  NE~  PHILH  ~  CH/FRUHBECK/POPP  6/66  62'01 
SAN  162  440/272/440 
OG  LEIPZIG  RO  & CH/KEGEL/NYLPIUS  9/75  1/68 
2548  I 94  159/98/160 
DG  BPO/JOCHUM/JANOWITZ/STOLZE  7/68 
139  362  435/269/435 
SUPf1At>HON  CZECH  SI NGEHS  ,~  PO/SMETECEK 
SUA  50409  299/185/&95 
CBS  CLEVELAND  ORCHRCH/THOMAS/RL EGEN  5/75  61 '59 
76372  349/26:)/440 
EM I IH~v\V  LSO  &  CH/PREV  I N/AI~:~STRONG  10/75  62'50 
ASD  311/  440/272/440 
tJriiLI I""S  IJRESIJEN  KAP/LEIPZIG  RAD  CH&IWI  10/76  57'05 
9500  040  450/278/450 
425 OUTLET  z  LONDON  Sl XTEEN 
FAHP.I NGDON  RECORDS  - HOLBUE?N NO~?K  I. BEt:fHOVEN:  ccn~!->LETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
RPf.  nu~b~r  Prices:  reclest  clrlisp 
De; 




6141  307 
OG 
2740  172 
V  tJ OIBOE f·U1\ 
I 9 00  I  I I 7 3 I  I  ~  2 0 
NY  PO/l'LALTEI{ 





CLS  PLSF?  BJ:JO/CLiJYTENS 
CfP  7.>'3251  114917091954 
Ut:CCA  CHICAGO  SOISOLTI 
118H  IBH/96  239511478/1915 
HMV  PHILHIKLEMPERER 
SLS  788-9  16951104611356 
PHILIPS  LEIPZIG  GEWANUI~ASUR 
6747  135  17991111011439 
vox 
SV BX  5125 
DG 
2740  115 
VPOIKEf?TESZ 
5 7513 551':>75 
VPOIBOEHM 
20951129311470 
tHH?K  2.  BRAHMS:  CO~~PLETE  SYMPHO~Y COLLECT ION 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  reclest  cldisp 
HMV  LSO/LPOIBOULTIJ  HAKER 
SLS  5009  142')18801 I I 40 
DECCA  CLEVELANUIMAAZEL 
039[)  4  995/6 I 41-/95 
rliv\V  LPOIJOCHUM 
SLS  5093  I 495192311140 
427 
Review  rlates  Ti~e 
31T1  II 112 






I I 172 
Review  dates  Ti~e  .\4  share 
6175  203'20  18 
9177 
10177  187'55 DG  VPO/BOtJW 
2140  154  135:)/833/1 01-30 
PHI Ll  PS  CO\ICEf.HGEBOU~·I/11A  I TI NK 
6146  2/0  1999/1234/1599 
CBS  CLi:VELAND/SZELL 
77 35fi  450/27 8/67  9 
DG  HPO/KAI?AJAN 
2740  193  1471:5/910/1010 
CLS  PLSf?  HALLI::/LOU3HHAN 
CFP  7~252  1149/7oJ9/478 
rlMV  PHI LH/KLE'~P  I::RI::R 
SLS  804  1145/707/915 
WOI~'<  3.  MAdLERz  COMPLETE  SYMPHO:JY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
CBS 
GM  15 







5/71  I 81 'I  fi 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
I /77 
WOHK  4.  TCHA IKOWSKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT ION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  USSR  SO/SVEfLANOV  9/74  365,13 
SLS  881  1375/849/1260 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  9/70 
080  6  1195/7  38/951 
HMV  LPO/IWSTROPOV  I CH  10/77  327'59 
SLS  5099  .I 995/ I 231 I  I 800 
DECCA  LA  P0/·'.1EHTA 







2740  126 
BPO/KARAJAN 
1600/988/1144 
vWiiK  5.  WAGNER:  riALKU!?E 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
7 BR  I 25-9 
1-!MV 
SLS  5063 
LSO/LFINSOORF 
1595/985/1 I 15 
ENG  NAT  Oi->/GOOOALL 
1425/880/1 140 
WOHK  6.  WAG!~Ef-?:  LOHENGRIN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
012  J5 
PHI LI  fJS 
6-141  241 
VICTI?OLA 
i->VL':.i  9046 
IWV 
SLS  5011 
BAYREUTH  FEST/KEIU3ErrrH 
750/403/715 
HAYREUTH  FEST/SAWALLISCH 
I I 99/740/959 




WOf~K  7.  MOZAFH:  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/jisp 
,)fCC  A 
GOS  604 
V  PO/K ~?IPS 
9/5/602/0  no 
429 
ll/l5  12/67 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
3F/3  9/62 
9/78  245'46 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
'd/76  2/54 
7/76  /62 
12/76 
Review  dates  Ti~e DG  B!JO/FRICSAY 
2728  003  777/480/623 
HMV  PHI LH/G lULl N  I 
SLS  5083  995/614/745 
DECCA  V!JO/LEINSDORF 
DIOD  4  1350/833/955 
DECCA  ECO/BONYNGE 
SET  412-5  I 800/ I I II I  I 440 
PHILIPS  CONVENT  GARDEN/DAVIS 
6707  022  I 7 99  I  I I I 0/  I 4 3 9 
HMV  ECO/BA!?ENBOIM 
SLS  978  1695/1046/1355 
DG  V!JO/BOEHM 
2740  194  I 305/806/970 
wor~K  8.  MOZAI?Tt  MARi?IAGE  OF  FIGAIW 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/KLEIBFR 
GOS  5H5-7  975/602/flOO 
DG  BPO/fl?ICSA Y 
2728  004  7 Tl /480/623 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS 
6707  014  1799/1110/1439 
HMV  ECO/BARENBOIM 
SLS  995  1  425188011 o·to 
~OHK  9.  MOZART:  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interoretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5052 
VPO/KM~AJAN 
7 2 0 I 4 4  <1 /5  7 f> 
430 
2113  II /59 
1/Tl  2161  160'35 
12/76  6/59  170'  13 
21.10 
II /73 
4/75  189'45 
6/70  3/59  nt '25 
2/73  2/62 
11/71 
I 65 '07 
6/76  12/52  129 101 UtCCA  V  ~  0/HOE  I  L'A 
GOS  501-3  97':)/002/600 
/)G  BPO I BO:: fH.i 
2709  017  I 305/f306/l 043 
:-JMV  PHI LH/KLE\1PEREf? 
SLS  912  1310/3J9/975 
DFC'SA  VPO/SOLTI 
SET  479-BI  I 350/t333/ I 080 
PYE  Bf3C  S
1 NEIJISrl  SO/EHICSON 
REK  223  750/463/600 
v'4  01-?K  I 0.  BIZET:  CAf-?'.1EN 
Co.  or Label  Interpretaion 
RPf.  nu!Tlber  Prices:  rec/~st c/r:iisp 
RCA  VPO/KA,?AJAN 
SEI-?  5600  1350/833/680 
rlMV  PARIS  OP/PHETI?E 
SLS  913  1310/809/1050 
DG  NY  MET  OP/BERNSTEIN 
2-140  I OJ  I I 00/6 79/800 
DECCA  LPO/SOLTI 
DJ  I  03  1350/833/955 
DG  LSO/A BBADO 
2709  083  1305/806/1045 
HMV  PARIS  ORTF/8EECHAM 
SLS  5021  995/614/795 
v'40f?K  11.  PUCCINI:  BOHEME 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/~st c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  896 
RCA  SO/BEECHAM 
720/444/540 
431 
2161  11/55 
10/65 
11/64  156'03 
2/71  I 55'  33 
1/76 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
11/77  6/60 
12/64  146'40 
6/73 
10/76  159'40 
2/76  6/60  161 1 15 
Review  dates  Time 
11/74  1/57  107'43 HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO  8/76  3/5H  104'52 
SLS  50?9  720/444/:..i30 
DECCA  SAI'J  CEL/SERAFIN  8/76  12/58 
D5lJ  2  695/429/475 
DECCA  APO/KAL?AJAN  8/73  110'00 
SET  565-6  900/556/720 
DG  FLORENCE/VO'ITO 
2705  038  518/320/416 
f?CA  LPO/SOLTI 
ARL2  0371  7 98/493/638 
i'iORK  12.  PJCCINI•  TOSCA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Revi~w dates  Tim~ 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/MOLINARI-PRADELLI  2/60 
GOS  612-3  975/602/400 
DECCA  VIENNA  OP/KARAJAN  1/73  11/63 
588  123-4  795/491/535 
HMV  PARIS  CONS/PRETRE  9/71  7/65  Ill  '51 
SLS  917  875/540/7 00 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/MAAZEL  6/67  I II '00 
SET  341-2  900/556/7  20 
RCA  NEV'I  PHILH/MEHTA  3/74 
ARL2  0105  "198/493/638 
PHILIPS  CONVENT  GARDENS/DAVIS  5/77 
6700  108  900/556/695 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABATA  3/73  12/53  108'00 
SLS  825  720/444/5  76 
432 WO!?K  13.  PUCCINI:  TURANDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  ROME  OP /MOLl NARI -PRADELLI  5/66  Ill '03 
SLS  921  1310/809/1050 
DECCA  LPO/'AEHTA  91-13  111'30 
SET  561-3  1350/833/1080 
RCA  I?OME  OP/LEINSDOf?F  ll/72  4/61 
SE!i  5643-5  1497/924/855 
",AJOHK  14.  PUCCINI:  MADAME  BUTTERFLY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dAtes  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/SERAFI N  8/76  2/59 
041)  3  8~0/525/680 
HMV  nmn:  Ot->/BAHYI IWLLI  9/67  1  4 1 '07 
SLS  927  1310/809/1050 
DECC·\  VPO/KAHAJAN  2/75  145'  15 
SET  584-6  1350/833/1080 
DECCA..  BAHCELONA  SO/GATTO  2/78 
D68D  iB  995/614/795 
HMV  ROME  Ot->/SANTINI  136'50 
SLS  5128  895/552/71~ 
CbS  AMBfWSIAN  PO/MAAZEL  148'26 
19313  1249F//1/1 000 
i-!MV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN  5/76  12/55  138'06 
SLS  5015  995/614/745 
433 WOHK  15.  VEIWI:  THOVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  IntP-rpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  GENEVA  GRAND  TH/EREDE 
GOS  614-6  975/602/600 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KAHAJAN 
SLS  869  995/614/795 
OG  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SEHAFIN 
2728  008  777/480/623 
OECCA  NAT  PO/BONYNGE 
0820  3  1295/799/ I 035 
RCA  NEW  PHI LH/MEI-ITA 
SEH  5586-8  1350/833/680 
HMV  BPO/KAHAJAN 
SLS  5111  1310/809/1050 
HCA  LSO/LEINSDOHF 
SER  5609  450/278/340 
w'i<H?K  16.  VEfWI:  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5108 
RCA 
AT  302 
DECCA 
SET  427-9 
HMV 
SLS  977 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614/795 
NBC  SO/TOSCANINI 
525/324/420 
HO,'AE  OP /SOLTI 
1350/833/1080 
CONVENT  GAIWENS/MUTI 
1310/809/975 
SUPRA!-' liON  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABAJNO 
SUA01  21171-3  897/554/717 
DECCA 
D47  D3 
SAi~  CEL/EREDE 
750/463/558 
434 
Review  dates  Time 
11/71  II /56 
2/74  II /57  155'58 
8/76  12/63 
10/77  163'07 
7/70 
4/78  138'55 
Review  dates  Time 
1/56  144'22 
9/73  6/57 
11/70  7/62 
2/75  146'01 
12/52 'NDf?K  1 7.  Vt:l?IH:  IH GOLETfO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Priu~s:  rec/est  c/disp 
OG  MILAN  LA  SCALA/KUBf.:LI K 
2709  014  1305/BOo/1043 
DECCA  LSO/BOi'iYNGE 
SET  542-4  1350/833/1080 
HM.V  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SHIAF IN 
SLS  5018  995/614/745 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/SANZOGNO 
GOS  655-7  975/602/780 
'NOPK  I 8.  VERDI:  LA  D?AVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA 
AT  202 
HMV 
SLS  5097 
DECCA 
SET  249-51 
RCA 
SER  5564-6 
HMV 
SLS  960 
OG 
270}  103 
NBC  50/TOSCANINI 
3'50/2 I 6/280 
Rm\E  OP/SERAFI N 
795/491/555 
MAGGIO  MUSICALE/PRITCHARD 
1350/833/1080 




BAV  ST  OP/KLEIBER 
870/537/696 
435 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
1/65 
5/73  113'35 
3/76  2/56  141 '27 
9/7>.:J  6/62 
Review  dates  Time 
9/73  12/51 
9/60  119'52 
8/63  109'45 
2168 
5/72  138'02 V'iOf~K  19.  MUSSO!WSKY:  BORIS  GOlJUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
~ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/~isp 
HMV  POLl SH  fW/SEMKOV 
SLS  I 000  1695/1046/1355 
HMV  Ff?F:NCH  NAT  I?AO/DOB~OI'~Ei 
SLS  5072  1195/738/1048 
DECCA  VPO/KARAJAN 
SET  514-7  I 8 00/ I I 11/1 36  0 
V'IOf?K  20.  BERLIOZ:  SYMPHONY  FANTASTIOUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
25 35  256 
PHILIPS 
6580  127 
DG 
2548  172 
DECCA 
SPA  222 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3263 
PHILIPS 
6500  774 
DG 
2530  597 
RCA 
GL  25012 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40281 
HMV 



















NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
1245/769/995 
436 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9/77  224'08 
2/Tl  4/53  176'49 
11/74  211 '05 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
7/65  15 
10/"/6  5/64  55'01  7 
11/75  l/62 
7/7  3  11/60  15 
10/76  6  74  53'56  15 
3/75  54'58  15 
15 
10/76  7 
53'15  7 
238'56 f~OI?K  21.  BEETHOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
f?ef.  number  Pricesr  rec/est 'C/disp 
DECCA 
ECS  549 
n:::ccA 
ECS  781 
DG 
2548  205 
PHILIPS 









SUPf<APHON  CZECH  PO/KLETZK I 
SUAST  50796  299/185/250 
DECCA 
JB  2 
PHILIPS 
6~80  139 
EMI/H·\1V 
ASU  2~i35 
DG 
2~30  142 
UN ICOfW 




SXL  6/63 
PHI LI I-'S 
6500  463 
PHILIPS 
6531  009 
DG 
2~:>35  2 I 9 
DG 
2531  I 06 
EM I /H1 ·AV 
ASD  3456 









2 991 I 8:5/2 99 
NY  P0/8E!?NSTEIN 
299/11.15/299 
CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
450/27<3/405 
BBC  SO/uAV IS 
450/2"/d/395 
LSO /DO f? AT I 
199/123/199 
HP0/1 lOi-?AT I 
259/160/2':)9 





Review  dates  Time 
5/70  2/54 
9/76  5/60 
II /75  I /01 
10/72  12/62  47'46 
10/67 
9/77  12/67  42'05 
II /69  42'58 
3/70  53'32 
2/72 
9/72  /52 
II /Tl  12/74  44' 15 
4/76  9/75 
5//6  47'37 
2/Tl  41 '07 
4/78  10/77 
4/78  42'07 EMI/HMV 





NY  PO/BEF?NSTEIN 
429/265/395 
vWRK  22.  BEETHOVEN:  3RD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
nBB  236-7 
HMV 
SLS  t37 3 
DECCA 
ECS  53~ 
DG 
2S4fl  Otm 
tM I I  rl.'.~ V 
ASD  2~62 
DG 
2~25  1  () 1 
DECCA 




Jl3  6 
EMI/H.\W 
SXLP  30209 
PHILIPS 
6~80  137 
OG 
2530  437 
RCA 
AT  121 
IJHI LI tJS 















NY  PO/BERNSTEIN 
2 99/1 85/2  99 
VPO/SCdM I rrr- ISS Ef?STEDT 
250/154/2R5 
BBC  SO/f3ARBI f?OLLI 
399/246/285 











Review  dates  Ti~e 
10/76  6/47 
5/74  7/56  62'2B 
3/70  5/59 
4/75  1 /60 
3/62  60'21 
7/75  1  ()/62 
7/71  11/63 
11 /Tl  10/66  49'35 
1  /7H  11/66 
7/76  3/68  53'50 
11/76  11/69 
9/74  11/72 
2/74  /53 
3/7f3  liT!  57'47 Dt:CCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  5/T/  9/75  55'00 
SXL  61-329  450/27i3/4 05 
DG  Bt-'0/KA,?AJA N  41-18  IJ/77 
2:.i 31  I 03  435/2()9/390 
E.M I /H',\ V  LSO/JOC~UM  2/7H  60'35 
ASD  3376  440/272/395 
UG  fiCJ'lTER,JAM  PO/UECKE!i 
254d  2/H  159/9H/159 
~Jll!LIPS  CcJ•~CEF?  fGEBCJUl·J / 1~CJN  fEU X  47'21 
65HO  079  245/151/245 
HM/MJ;~ui  COLL  MJS/MAIEU 
06':)9  9626  435/269/259 
v'iOf<K  23.  B!?AHMS:  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M shAre 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
11ECCA  CONCER fGEBOlJ~I/VAN  BEINLJM  4/77  6/52 
ECS  793  235/145/235 
RCA  NBC  SO/TOSCANINI  5/73  II /52 
AT  115  149/92/135 
EMI/HMV  PHI LH/KLE
1~PERER  12/76'  10/59  43'51 
SXLP  30217  2e51176/285 
DG  BPO/l:30EHM  7/75  12/60  20 
2535  I 02  259/160/259 
OG  BPO/KAL?AJAN  11/64  10 
138  924  435/269/390 
UNI COHN  V  PCJ/FU f?T~jA  NGLEf?  8/72 
·~r:s  6  299/185/299 
EM I /HMV  LPO/BOULT  4/73  44'45  20 
/\SO  2871  440/272/395 
CLS  PLSf?  HALLE/LOUGHRAN  3/75  34'10  30 
CFt-'  40096  149/92/135 
!-?CA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE  6/76  10 
Af~LI  1326  3 99/246/2  99 
439 DECCA  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL  11/76 
SXL  6183  450/273/405 
RCA  LSO/IHh?ENSTEI N  10/76  10 
GL  25001  249/154/214 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAV'jA  8/76 
2530  889  435/269/390 
SUPRA PHON  CZECH  J->0/ANCEI?L 
SUA  50430  299/185/250 
WORK  24.  BACH:  BRANDEN BURG  COI~CEIH  I 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  PH I U>MUS I CA/DART  7/TI  3/59 
DPA  577-8  870/537/390 
DECCA  SCO/M Ut~CH  I NGEf?  10/75  8/59 
14 BB  213-7  995/614/6~0 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  10/65 
27 2fl  080  518/320/416 
DECCA  ~URTEMBERG CHBR/FAERBER  3/66 
TV  34044-S  235/145/195 
DG  MUNICH  BACH/RICHTER  9/68 
2708  013  870/537/696 
PHILIPS  ASMF/MARRINER  9/72 
6700  045  899/55:>/674 
CLS  PLSR  VIRT  OF  ENG/DAVISON  10/72  46'08 
CFP  40010  149/92/135 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT  1/74  96'36 
SLS  866  850/525/680 
RCA  PAI LLARD  CO/PAl LLIARD  7/74 
STU  70801-2  475/293/380 
PHILIPS  ECO/LEPPARD  4/76 
6747  I 66  599./370/479 
DG  LA  PO/ZUKERMAN 
2707  0~8  870/537/696 
440 CBS  MILAN  LA  SCALA/ABRAm> 
79215  849/524/679 
~'tEA  NOHTHEHN  SINF/MALCOLM 
VAP.  1041-2  379/234/395 
DECCA  SCO/MUNCHI NGEH 
S!JA  382-3  235/145/235 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
1390  05-6  435/269/390 
HMV  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN 
SLS  831  850/525/859 
WOI?K  25.  MAHLER:  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
CBS 
n  I I 1  6 
DF.CCA 
SX L  n  I I 3 
DECCA 
7 BB  17 3-7 
OG 
2535  172 
UhiCOI?N 
RHS  307 
Eld/HMV 
ASD  27 22 
DECCA 
St'A  521 
Pl-IILIPS 
n5 oo  342 
!-?CA 
A  l<L I  Ot~94 
DECCA 
SXL  6F19 
CLS  t-'LSR 
Cf!J  40264 
CBS  SO/WALTER 




1595/9tj5/ I I 17 




CHICAGO  SO/Gl ULI NI 
44Cl/272/395 
f~PO/LE  I NSDCH?F 
235/145/235 









8/78  I 22'27 
2/78 
260'  12 
Review  ?otes  Time  M share 
2/70  4/63  5 
9/64  58'40  13 
5/75  9/64 
5/68  13 
12/69  13 
8/71  56'42  5 
7/78  4/72  8 
2/73  9/72  56'13  13 
5/75  5 
9/76 
11/T/  54'23  5 DECCA  RPO/PAITA  2/78 
PFS  4402  435/269/390 
OG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA  5 
2530  993  435/269/390 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT  53'50  8 
ASD  3541  440/272/395 
DG  DRESDEN  ST/SUITNEH 
2548  123  159/96/159 
SUPHAJ:>HON  CZECH  J:>O/ANCEI?L  5 
SUA  10675  299/185/250 
VHH?K  20.  MAHLER:  2NJ  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMIIHMV 
SLS  i-306 
DECCA 
SET  325-6 
DECCA 
7 813  173-7 
PHILIPS 




SXL  6744-5 
I)G 








1595/985/ I I 17 
8/71  7/63 
11/66 
5/75  I I /66 
CONCERTGEBOUW/HA ITNIK/  AMELI NG  I 0/68 
899/555/674 




CHICAGO  SO/  A BHADO/NEBLEIT 
'dJ0/537/696 





79'25  IS 




12 v-10l!K  27.  '4AHLE!-? r  31?1.)  SYMPHO:JY 
Co.  or  Lnbel  Int~rpretAtion  Review  rlates  Ti~e  M shnre 
Pef.  nul'l]ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/'iisp 
PHILIPS 
()-/47  435 




21?.()  003 
DECCA 
SET  385-6 
DECCA 
7BB  173-7 
UNICORN 




HL  01757 
BAV  fW/KU BELl K  /TH0\1AS 
518/320/416 
LSO/SOLT I /WATfS 
9 00/556/7  20 
LSO/SOLTI/WATTS 
I 595/985/1 I 17 
LSO/HO!?ENSTE I N/PROCTB? 
798/492/598 
NY  PO/i-3EF?"1STEI N/Ll ~TON 
549/339/439 
CHICAGD  50/LEVII'JE/HORNE 
850/525/638 
V'iORK  28.  MAHLEHt  4TH  SYMtlHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nul'l]ber  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
6/78  9/68  25 
2/69  93'35 
5/75  2/69 
12/70  25 
6/74  99' 16  I 2 
3/Tf  25 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
_______________________________________  ...;.. ________________ _ 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL/RASKIN  4/69  P,/67  40 
01050  2 99/1 85/2 99 
PHILIPS  CONCERfGEBOUW/HA IT INK/AMELI NG  9/69  12/68  10 
SAL  3729  450/278/395 
LJG  BAV  RO/KUBELI K/MOFH SON  8/75  12/68  20 
2535  119  259/160/259 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/HOI?ENSTE I NIP RICE  5/71  59'14  20 
CfP  159  149/92/135 
RCA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE/BLEGEN  10/75 
ARLI  0895  399/246/359 
LJG  VPO/A BBADO/VON  STADE  6(78  .10 
2530  966  435/269/390 
SUP!?APHON  CZECH  t->0/S~AROWSKY/LORENZ 
I  101346  299/185/250 
443 1-/0J<K  29.  MAHLEH  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/~isp 
PHILIPS  CONCEfHGEBOU'N/HAI TI NK 
6700  034  900/556/71 9 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
SET  467-70  I 800/ I I II /7 20 
UNICORN  S fOCKHOLM  PO/HORENSTE I!~ 
RHS  320-1  798/493/63~ 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2707  106  ~70/531/696 
CBS  NY  PO/t3El-1\ISTEI N 
T1215  549/339/439 
WOHK  30.  MAHLER:  9Trl  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VSO/HOf?ENSTE IN 




SET  360-1 
EMI/HMV 
SXDvl  3021 
PHILIPS 
6700  021 




NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
4 99/30~/399 
CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITI  NK 
9 00/556/7 1  9 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/ANCERL 
SUA  50813-4  598/369/478 
DG 
2707  097 
CHICAGO  SO/G lULl NI 
870/537/696 
444 
Review  dAtes  Time  M shAre 
1/70  10 
12/70  76' I 0  20 
9/75  20 
1/11:3  30 
2166  20 
Review  dAtes  Time  ~~  shAre 
12/73  12/63  10 
10/67  79'25  10 
1/76  7/67  85'47  20 
7/70  30 
7/74 
4/72  20 WORK  31.  TCHAIKOWSKY:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
--------------------------------------------~--------------------------
PYE 
GGCD  303 
PHILIPS 
6582  022 
DECCA 
JB  23 
JG 
139  017 
PHILIPS 
6:100  012 
DECCA 
SPA  206 
CLS  PLSI? 
CfP  40228 
lJG 
2530  651 
DG 
2530  mn 
PCA 
GL  11328 
CLS  iJLS!-< 
CfP  161 
J(} 



















BP:l/KA I-? A  JAN 
435/269/390 
UOSTON  SO/I~ONTEUX 
249/154/249 
NAT  YOLJTH  OI?CH/FJELDSTEOT 
149/92/135 
LENING!-?AD  SO/MJ<AVINSKY 
259/160/259 
NY  PO/f3Af?EN 130 I 1,1 
429/265/349 
•·Wf-?K  32.  TCdAIKDv~SKY:  5Td  SYMPHCFW 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
f7P.f.  nu"lbPr  Prices:  rec/Pst  c/disp 
Uf:CCA 
SPA  223 
1-'A f?I S  CONS/SOLTI 
235/14:5/2'35 
445 
8116  4/58 
5/TI  1162  40'31 
2/65  42'20 
4/68 
12/70  40'50 
3/72 




Review  dates  Ti~e 
21n  10/56 EMI/HMV  BPO/KEtvfPE  11/76  9/61  47'59 
SXLP  30216  285/176/285 
DG  LENINGRAD  PO/MRAVINSKY  3/75  10/61 
2538  179  259/160/259 
PHILIPS  LSO/f)ORATI  10/76  11/62  46'03 
6582  013  245/151/245 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  4/64  44'25 
JB  24  250/154/285 
DECCA  NEW  PHILH/STOKOWSKI  I /77  1/68 
SOD  493  250/154/325 
PYE  HALLE/BARB! IWLLI  8/76  10/59 
GGCD  303  275/170/300 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTfiSH  NAT/GIHSON  12/73  44'49 
CFP  40054  149/92/135 
PHILIPS  CONCEHTGEBOUW/HAITI NK  2/76  49'50 
6500  9 ?.2  450/2-/8/395 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  4/76 
SXL  6154  450/273/390 
DG  BPO/KA!~AJAN  8/76 
2530  699  435/269/390 
RCA  NEV'I  PHILH/HORENSTEIN  10/70 
GL  25007  249/154/199 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZA1'1A  1/78 
2~30 888  435/269/390 
DECCA  PHILH/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  6884  4':)0/278/405 
PYE  HALLE/BARBIROLLI 
GSGC  14029  155/96/1~0 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KARAJAN  49'00 
AS!J  2815  440/272/395 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH/.'~ATAC  I C 
SUA  50141  299/185/250 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL  44'30 
61289  299/185/299 
RCA  PHILH/ORMANDY 
AHLI  0664  425/262/200 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH/:·~ATAC  I C 
SUA  10141  299/i 85/250 
446 DECCA 
Dd  D6 
DG 
2721  184 
V!J\)/•.\AAZEL 
II '}5/lJH/055 
Lb'J I :JG  ?AD  SD/!~F?A  VI ~SKY 
2'J9/160/259 
1Wf~K  33.  TCHA I KChvSK'f:  6TH  SY.
1APHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DG  HPn/FURTI'iANGLER 
.:253:)  165  259/160/.?59 
i.JECCA  PA~IS CONS/KLEIBER 
ECS  7'r3/  235/145/235 
DECCA  SUISSE/ANSEf?MET 
SPA  221  235/14:3/2.35 
PYE  HALLE /:3A RBI FW LLI 
GGCU  303  2 7  5 I I 7 0 I 3 00 
1-?UF  CZECH  flO/TALI CH 
HCI~  1'3013  199/123/175 
EM I /H'A V  PHI LH/GI ULI NI 
SXLP  30208  285/176/285 
CLS  PLSH  PHILH/I(LETZKI 
CFP  40220  149/92/135 
OG  LEi'-li NGRAU  PO/MHAVI NSKY 
2538  lBO  259/160/259 
DG  BPD/KARAJAN 
138  921  435/269/359 
l-?CA  NBC  SO/TOSCANINI 
AT  104  149/92/1 35 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KARAJAN 
ASO  2816  440/272/395 
DG  VPD/A Ht3ADO 
2530  350  435/269/390 
RCA  LSO/TJEKNAVORIAN 
LHLJ  5129  425/262/359 
447 
Review  rlates  Ti~e 
5/76 
9/76  5/~4 
1/73  6/57 
8/76  5/59 
7/77  6/60 
6/76  4/61  46'55 
11/61 
12/74  11/61 
10/64 
9/72 
6/75  12/72  45' 15 
7/74 
11/76 PHILIPS  LSO/DORATI  2/TI  44,17 
6582  014  245/151/245 
DG  BP~)/KAi~AJAN  6/77 
2530  T/4  435/269/390 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  9/TI 
SXL  6814  450/278/390 
DECCA  VPO/~AAAZEL  9/71-:J  42'50 
JB  25  250/154/285 
CLS  PLSR  PHILH/SILVESTJ.<I  58'21 
CFP  40013  149/92/135 
HMV  MOSCOW  RO/ROZHDESTVENSKY  45'2o 
ASD  3226  440/272/395 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/KLETZI  45'17 
SXLP  20027  285/170/2.135 
MELOYDI A  USSR  SO/SVEfLANOV 
c  01525-6  355/219/350 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  PO/~ATACIC 
SUA  0100485  299/185/250 
SUPRA)-IHON  CZECH  r>O/TALICH 
SUA  ':JOI24  2 99/185/250 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
D8  Do  I I 95/7  3 8/955 
DG  LENINGRAD  SO/MRAVINSKY 
2721  184  259/160/259 
WORK  34.  DVOHAKa  7TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices1  rec/est c/disp 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL  9/76  II 0'45 
78304  849/524/679 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL  2FI8  12/63  35'49  10 
ol732  299/185/299 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/DAVISON  9/74  35'49  10 
CFP  40088  149/92/135 
448 PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/C  DAVIS 
9500  132  450/278/395 
EMI/HMV  LPO/GI L.JLI Nl 
ASD  332~  440/272/395 
RllF  CZECH  PO/NEUMANN 
110  1834  2 99/185/200 
SUPf?APHON  CZECH  tlO/KOSLER 
SUA  10647  299/185/250 
vox  VPO/KEfHESZ 
SVHX  5139  5 75/3  5~/57~ 
WOf?K  35.  DVORAK:  9TH  SY,\~PHONY 
Co.  or  Lnbel  IntP.roretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/iisp 
RCA 
AT  114 
SUP!?APHOr.J 
SUA  10128 
PYE 
GH  534 
NBC  SO/TOSCANINI 
149/92/135 




PYE  HALL  E/~M?  ~I  ~?OLL  I 




135  053 
DECCA 
Sj-JA  a7 
El··~ I IHMV 
SXLP  30163 
DECCA 
PfS  4128 
::::.ii/H\W 
SXIY  30 II 0 






PHI Lli/GI ULI NI 
2E35/176/285 





2111  36'06  20 





4/73  3/55 
1113  3/59 
1/60 
2/77  1/60  5 
12/77  9/60 
5/69  10/60 
10/78  10/61  10 
7/74  3/62  50'24  10 
I /68  52'08  10 
53'07 CBS  LSO/OHMANDY  4/69 
61053  2 991 18S/2 99 
PHILIPS  LSO/Rm'HCKI  3/7f3  1/70 
6580  259  245/151/245 
DG  BPO/KUBELIK  9/74  10/73  15 
2530  41S  435/269/390 
DECCA  LA  PO/iv{EHTA  11/76 
SXL  6751  450/278/405 
EMI/HMV  NEVIl  PHILH/MUTI  liT!  41 '22 
ASD  3285  440/272/395 
RDF  CZECH  PO/ANCEI?L  8/TI 
LGO  004  199/123/199 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KARAJAN  10/77  54'04  5 
ASD  3407  440/272/395 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI  2/78  10 
2530  881  435/269/390 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  t->0/NEUMANN 
SUA  1101334  299/185/250 
HMV  NE~  PHILH/KLEMPERER  238'56 
SLS  '5003  1245/769/995 
DECCA  LSO/KEI?TESZ  15 
SXL  6291  450/278/405 
vox  VPO/KEIHESZ  10 
SVBX  5139  5 75/355/5  75 
WORK  36.  SCHUBEI?T:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dAtes  Ti~e  1 v\  share 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/iisp 
DECCA  LSO/K ~?IPS  4/Tl  1/59  25 
SPA  467  235/145/235 
DG  B!JO/HOEHM  1/64 
138  877  435/269/390 
DECCA  VPC>/KERTESZ  4/64 
SXL  60B9  450/27 8/405 
450 IJHILIPS  J)J7ESDE•~  ST/SAWALLISCH 
~~eo 20/  245/151/245 
i.J(]  HP 0/KA ~A  JA  ~./ 
IJQ  043  43:)/269/390 
f{CA  PHLJ)/T:>SCAN IN I 
AT  I 02  149/92/13:) 
~ 1·!,1/d!!tV  LPO/t30JLT 
ASD  2856  440/272/395 
Jt:CCA  HPO/VONK 
J-ifS  4335  435/209/JQ() 
CLS  PLSf?  LP0/1-'f?ITCHARD 
CFP  40233  149/92/135 
f-?CA  BOSTON  SO/STEIN l3Ef?G 
GL  2':J008  24')/154/1 99 
Pi-H LIPS  COi~CEf?TGEBOUW/HAIT  INK 
9500  091  450/273/395 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/MEHTA 
SXL  6729  440/27 2/405 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/KONVIIITSCHNY 
SUA  10444  299/185/250 
HM /.Vt U  rJUI  VVA 'h)IK OLN 
065  99  736  435/269/390 
EMI/HMV  HALLE/BARB! ROLLI 
SXLP  30267  285/176/285 
UG  CHICAGO  SO/GI ULI Nl 
2530  882  435/269/390 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
2535  290  259/160/259 
EM I  /H~1V  HA LLE/J-3A RBI fW LL I 
ASD  2251  440/27 2/395 
WOHK  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUL?  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
DECC.\ 




3/68  55'45 
2FII  15 
4/72 
12/72  53,  1)5 
6/75 
8/76  59'18  10 
II /76 
2/TI  49'49  15 
1/TI  52 '0f3 
52'34  10 
10 
52'34  10 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
6/66 t-ilHLI PS  ECD/SZt:f?YI !\JG  ·  7 F/2 
l)':)ij()  002  24S/I':>I/245 
r1CA  SOLI STI  VENET I /SC HWNE  -,/76  12/72 
s·r u 70679  4/5/293/425 
DG  BPO/KA f?AJA N  S/73 
2530  296  435/269/390 
CLS  PLSf?  VI f?T  OF  ENG/DAVISON  6/7 3  4:)'59 
CFt->  4001 6  149/92/139 
EMI/HMV  u::  .. JI NGi{AD/SHI NUE!?  39'01 
SXLP  30195  285/176/28? 
EM I /HI·W  LPO/PE~?LMA  N  2117  43'27 
ASU  3293  440/272/395 
CRD  ENGLIS~i CON/STAi~DAGE  11/-/6 
CFW  1025  399/246/359 
PHILIPS  BCO/NEGf( I  3/77  42'06 
9':>00  I 00  450/278/395 
CBS  LA  Gf.?ANU  ECUfH E/MALGOI  f~E 
7 6-/1  7  429/265/450 
PHILI1JS  I  MUSICI/MICHELUCCI  12/70  41'54 
6500  017  4':>0/2/8/395 
V'IOHK  3t3.  Bf~AHMS  1  PIANO  CONCEHTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesl  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/MONTEUX.  7/75  4/60  8 
SPA  385  235/145/235 
RCA  BOSTON  SO/fWBI NSTEI N  12/71  12/67  15 
DPS  2015  450/27H/360 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHI LH/BARI3 I ROLLI  31M3  51 '20  15 
ASD  2353  440/212/395 
PHILIPS  CONC EHTGEBOUri/HAI Tl NK  10/70  52'3~  8 
6580  302  245/151/245 
DG  l:3PO/JOCHUM.  6/78  12/72  30 
27 26  082  518/320/388 
452 PHILIPS  CONCER fGEBOUVUSCHMI DT-I SSEf?STEDT  2/75  49'16  15 
6500  623  450/278/395 
RCA  NY  PO/MASUR  2117 
RL  25031  425/262/359 
)~EA  HA LLE/LOUGHI~AN/L  ILL  48'41 
K53  510  379/234/395 
i)ECCA  VPO/BOEHM  8 
TV  34549  235/145/195 
t"WF?K  39.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
f?ef.  nu'llber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/KNA PP F.f?TSBUSCH/CUPZON  3/75  7/58 
ECS  151  235/145/2.15 
DECCA  LSO/fE~?ENCS  I K  /KATCHEN  9/TI  I 1/60 
s~)A  4~E3  235/145/235 
[)(;  BPCl/FR I CSA Y  I  1\l~DA  I 1/74  6/61 
2':>3Cl  256  259/1 6•J/2S9 
DECCA  VP0/£30EHf,V  BACKHAUS  I 0/6-/  48'05 
SXL  6322  450/278/405 
1:)1, I /ilrv\ V  NEvi  PHI LH/BARf:H ROLLI /BARENBOI M  12/6B  50'  55 
ASD  2413  440/272/395 
UN lCDf{N  ElPO/FUt~F'iANGLE!UFI  SCHER  H/69 
LJNI  102  299/185/299 
IKA  NBC  SO/TOSCANI N 1/HD!?OW ITZ  4/72 
AT  I  ~)3  149/02/13'3 
uc;  BPO/  JOCHU 1-IGI LELS  o/74 
2~40 259  435/209/390 
UG  VtJO/A HJADO/POLLI NI  8/TI 
2530  /90  435/2(19/300 
UI::CCA  PHI LH/d  STOlJLAr?I /VERELJ 
PFS  4428  435/269/390 
DG  BPO/KAilAJAN/  ANDA 
2535  263  259/loD/259 
453 DG 
2548  231 
RCA 
GL  II  267 
MOSCOw  RO/ROZHDESTVENSKY 
159/98/159 
CHICAGO  SO/LEI NSDORF/f?l CHTEI-? 
249/154/249 
tiORK  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCE!HO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Lab~l  IntP.rpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/GAivWA/KATCHEN 
snn  226  250/154/200 
DG  BAV  SO/FHICSAY/FISCHEk 
2548  238  159/98/159 
DECCA  VPM/~ALLBERG/BRENDEL 
TV  342075  235/145/235 
OG  SPOIL EI TNEL?/KEMP FF 
138  Tf6  435/269/390 
fWF  PRAGUE  S<VS~ETACEK/PANENKA 
110  0897  299/185/250 
DECCA  CHICAGd  SO/SOLTI/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  6653  450/278/405 
CLS  r>LSfl  SC01TISH  NAT/GI BSOi\1/LILL 
CFP  40259  149/92/135 
DECCA  VPO/WA LLBEfW 
TV  34400  235/145/195 
EMI/i-NV  PH I LHhWTI /R I CHTEH 
ASD  3543  440/272/395 
DG  Bf-'0/K  E'.~P FF 
2-121  128  1600/9g8/ II 00 
WOf?K  41  •  BEETHOVEi'l:  PIANO  CONCErUo  NO.  5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
DECCA 
SPA  334 
VPO/KNAPP ~RTSHUSCH/CU  F?l.ON 
235/145/2.15 
454 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/59 
8/76  2161 
5/6d  8/61 
7/62 
5/72 
II /75  9/73 
6/Tf  36'34 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
7/74  1/58 UECC o\  V  tJ\)/SCtl'A I !Jf-I SSt:!-ISTtDl/BACi< ilAJS  10//6  4/60 
SPA  4'J2  23:J/ 14::>/235 
I)(}  HPC>/LEITNE!UKI:::MP Ff  5/62 
13~  777  435/209/390 
L) t: cc f\  LSO/GA,.ABA/KATCHEN  I /-10  9/64 
sou  225  250/  I 54/290 
1-'hl LIPS  CONCf:LHGEfiOU II/HAITI NK/A Rl-1 AU·  12/74  d/65  39'07 
65t30  094  245/151/245 
DECCA  VP \1/',, EdT  A ILU  EN DEL  12/69  4/69 
TV  342095  23'5/145/215 
EMI/HMV  NPJ  P  i-II LH/KLEMPEF?ER/BAf~ENBO  I 1,\  41'41 
ASD  2500  44:)/272/395 
EMI/H'AV  CLEVELANU/SLELL/GILELS  II /76  12/70  39'28 
SXLP  30223  285/170/285 
DECCA  VtiO/STtiN/GULUA  121n  9FII  40'30 
JH  ll::l  250/154/2~5 
I?DF  PRAGUE  SO/S  '.~ ETACEK/PANENKA  12/ll 
110  0049  299/1~5/250 
•.KEfiiDIAN  NUREMBUI?G  SO/TSCHUPP/NAKAJIMA  7/78  7/73 
ETI  001  299/IB:S/299 
DeCCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI/ASHKENAZY  3/75  9/73 
SXL  6655  450/273/405 
CLS  PLSR  SCOTfiSH  NAT/GIBSON/LILL  10/74  39'52 
CFt>  40087  149/92/135 
EMI/HMV  BJ:->0/KAL?AJAN/r~EI SSE\JBEHG  I /75  39'49 
ASD  3043  440/2/2/395 
RCA  LJ:->0/BARENBOI M/IWBENSTEI N  3/78  5/76 
HL  11420  425/262/359 
HCA  HPO/KE
1APE/F~I  KUSNY  II /76 
GL  25014  24_?/154/199 
CBS  NY  PO/BEI?NSTEI N/SEf.?KI N  38'20 
6191 (3  2 99/ I 85/2 99 
PHILIPS  LPO/HA IT  IN  i(/BRHJl)EL  39'43 
9500  243  450/278/395 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA/ESCHENBACH 
2535  296  259/160/259 
DG  BJ:->0/K E\~P  FF 
2721  128  I 600/988/11 00 
455 1Wf?K  42.  PliOKOfiEV:  PIANO  CONCI-:'HO  t'W.I 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
lie t.  nu•nber  Prices:  rec /est  c/::1 i sp 
DECCA 
TV  34~~35 
LUX  HO/IH::  FRO~\F:NT 
235/145/195 
EM I/HMV  LSO/RATfLE/GA  Vf? I LOV 
ASD  35/1  440/272/395 
LJECCA  LSO/PREVIN/ASHKENAZY 
1~BB 218-20  1095/6/6/795 
i'iOHK  43.  PROKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCEf?TO  N0.2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
SUPHAPHON 
SUA  0551 
CZECH  PO/  ANCEI?L/RALOGHOVA 
299/185/250 
lJECCA  LSO/Pf?EVI N/  ASHK ENAZY 
15BU  218-20  1095/676/795 
WORK  44.  MOZAHT:  PIANO  CONCEHTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  InterpretAtion 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  rlates  Time 
42'  33 
15'29 
Review  dates  Time 
2/73  9/65 
32'25 
Review  dates  Time 
DECCA 
TV  342605 
STUTl'GART  SOLOISTS/V'iiCH/GALLING  7/72 
235/145/235 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3218 
PHILIPS 
6500  T/3 
ECO/BAHENBOIM 
440/272/395 
VIENNA  CAPELLA/MELKUS 
450/278/395 
1  /TI  15'28 
56'58 
456 tWRK  45.  MOZART:  PI A  NO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  LAbel  Int9rpretntion  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
TV  34260S 
STUTTGART  SOLOISTS/1tHCH/GALLI NG  7/72 
235/145/235 
EMI/HMV 
SLS  3218 
I-' HILI  PS 
6~00  T7 3 
ECO/BARENBOIM 
440/272/395 
VIENNA  CAPELLA/MELKUS 
450/278/305 
vWHK  46.  MOZAf?T:  COr~CEfHO fOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS  LSO/GALLI ERAIHAHHI.EI?/HO HRMANN 
65HO  144  245/151/?.45 
DECCA  ECO/BAf~ENBOI  M/  ASHK ENAZY 
5 XL  n  -II n  450/278/405 
CLS  PLSR  LP0/ 1,·\El~UH I NIH&  YP.J  'v{ENUHIN 
CfP  40291  149/92/135 
Mlf-?K  47.  MOZART:  COi-..JCERTO  FOR  2  PIA~JOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CLS  PLSI-< 
CfP  40291 
Pili LIPS 
65HO  OH3 
RATH  FF:ST/\.IENUHJ \1/H  ME'JUHI N 
149/92/135 
LSO/HO·~  I CK I /HAEBLER/HOIW 1v~ANN 
245/151/245 
457 
1/Tl  14'00 
56'  58 
Review  dates  Time 
12/76  10/68  53'  13 
6/75  23' 15 
8//8  8166  46'06 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
8/78  8/66  23'43 
8/14  10/68  51'31 DG 
2530  456 
DECCA 
SXL  6716 




rWRK  48.  SCHUMANN z  PIANO  CONCERTO 
11/74 
6/75  25'30 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
HLM  7046 
DECCA 
ECS  802 
CLS  PLSR 
Cft>  40255 
DG 
138  BSB 
r>HI LIPS 
6580  IOH 
DECCA 
SOD  271 
OG 
2538  025 
PHILIPS 
6500  166 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2802 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3133 
DECCA 
TV  345595 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  305.3 
EMI/:-!MV 
ASLJ  3S41 










SUI SSE/ANSEf?MET/LI PAn·r 
250/154/200 
I~ARSM~  PO/ROI'IICKI/RICifl"EH 
259/160/259 
HBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
450/278/395 
NE~~  PHILH/BERGLUND/OGDON 
440/272/395 
12/74  11/52 
9/53 
12/76  12/59 
3/64 





MOI-..JTE  CAHLO  OP/MATACIC/RICHTEH  11/75 
440/.272/395 
BAMBEf?G  SO/FUHST  /FHANKL 
235/14~)/1  95 













64'36 SUPRAYJ-10!-.J  CZf:CH  PO/NEtl 1 v\A  NN 
SUA  410  2013  299/185/255 
rEST! VAL 
FC  42B 
VI  Et~NA  OP/JJESARLENS 
2 99/ 1  f35/2 99 
IW!iK  49.  Gf?IEGt  PJA,\JO  CONCEf?TO 
Co.  or  Lnbel  InterpretAtion  Review  dntes  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
HLM  704t> 
CLS  PLSH 
CFP  40255 
DECCA 
SXL  2173 
CBS 
61 04J 
PHI Ll .t1S 
t>5f30  108 
PHILIPS 
6500  1  66 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2802 
F.MI/rlMV 
ASD  3133 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3541 
DECCA 
Si-'A  1-/0 
DECCA 
TV  34624 
DECCA 
DPA  567-8 
PH I LH/C1A LLI ERA/LIP  A. TTl 
285/176/285 






CONCE~?  fGEBOU~VlJOHNANY  I./A  RRAU 
245/151/245 
BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
450/278/395 
NE'/'1  PHILH/BERGLUNG/OGDON 
440/272/395 







MO,\JTE  CAr?LO  OP/I~ATACIC/RICHTER  11/75 







ISRAEL  PCVKERTESZ/KATCHEN 
635/392/390 
459 
12/74  50'04 
12/59  29'02 
9/60 
9/64  66' 14 
39'38 
58'32 
64'36 WORK  50.  BeETHOVEN:  VIOLIN  CONCE!HO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/SOLT II  ELMAN 
ECM  813  235/145/235 
EMI/HMV  PARIS  ORTF/CLUYTENS/D  OI STf?AK!l 
SXLP  30168  2t~5/J7iJ/285 
CE>S  NY  P0/8EHNSTEIN/STERN 
6159d  299/18:5/299 
DG  VPO/FU RT!NANGLE!? /SCHNEID  E!·?HAN 
2535  ~309  2491154/259 
EMIIHMV  NEW  PHILH/KLEMPERER/~ENUHIN 
ASU  2285  440/272/390 
PHILIPS  CONCEf? fGEBou;·'UIJAV I S/GRUJ'.i I AU X 
0500  775  450/278/395 
EM I l~iMV  VIENNA  OP/BLECH/KHEISLEH 
HLM  -/062  285/176/285 
t->HI LIPS  CONCE!?TGI::BOU~VdAI  TI NK/K REBBI:HS 
6580  115  245/151/245 
CIJS  NY  PO/BARENBOIM/ISAAC  STER!~ 
764TI  429/265/395 
RCA  VSO/D  OISTRAKH/I  0 I STf?A KH 
GL  25005  2491154/  I 99 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/BARENBOIM/ZUKER~AN 
2530  903  435/269/390 
SUP~?APHON  CZECH  PO/KONWITSCHNY 
SUA  50445  2 99/185/250 
WOf.?K  51.  BHAHMSr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numb~r  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
EMI/rlMV 
SXLP  30186 
BPO/K  E'~P  E/M ENU HI N 
285/176/285 
460 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
4/78  11/55  46' I 0 
11/74  6/00  45' 17 
2115  7/60  43'45 
5/77  12163 
11/66  44'45 
3/75  41'42 
9/75  50'47 




Review  dates  Time  M share 
6/75  5/59  40'39  15 DG  BPC>IKAf{AJANIFERRAS  II 164  10 
13B  930  43512691390 
HMV  CLEVELANDISZELLID  OISTRAKH  {.110  75' 14  15 
SLS  7 86  7201444/576 
EMIIHMV  CLEVELANDISZELLIOISTRAKH  9173  2110  40'56  15 
ASD  2525  44012721395 
SAGA  MOSCOW  ROIKONDRASHINIOISTRAKH  37' 
SAGA  5231  17511081175 
!"'HILI PS  CO~CEHTGEBOUVUHAI  TI NKIK RE BBEl~S  4175  40'48  15 
65HO  087  2451151 1245 
DG  VPOIJOCHUMIMILSTEIN  12175  10 
2530  592  435/2691390 
DG  BELGIAN  ROIDEfOSSEZIKOI?SAKOV  1111 
2548  263  1591981159 
EMI/:-iMV  CHICAGO  SOIG I ULI N  I /PEHU~AN  11 IT/  43'00  5 
ASD  3385  44012721395 
CBS  PHLOIORMA"'DYISTEJ.?N  Jo7'59 
T/372  549/3391679 
EMI/HMV  FHENCH  NAT  RADIKLE'APEHERIOI ST!?  40'35  10 
SXL!J  302o4  285117ol285 
r~OHK 52 •.  lviOZARTr  VIDLIN  COJ~CErHO NO. 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  rlates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  reclest  clrlisp 
UG  BPO/SCHNEI DF.f?HAN  1217o  1/69 
2~35 205  259/ln.J/259 
HMV  BPOIOISTHAKH/D  OISTRAK:-J.  10172  207,1 8 
SUi  82B  1145/-/071915 
CBS  ECO/BA I?ENl30 I MI!.IJ KEfi.\iAN  I 175  145'41 
TIJBI  84915241999 
DG  LWOISCHNEI DEHHA N  8175  1169 
2-140  110  1 1 00  I 6 19 I'd 00 
461 lJG 
253 I  049 
CRlJ 
CRD  1041 
BPO/KA~AJAN 
450/27d/300 
NErJ  LONDON/THOMAS 
399/245/359 
VWRK  53.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.  5 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DG  1:31->0/SC HNEI DERHA N 
2740  I 16  I I 00/619/f300 
DECCA  ~URTEMBURG CHBR/FAERBER 
TV  34186S  235/  I 45/235 
CBS  ECO/BARENBOIM/ZUKERMAN 
72859  429/265/395 
HMV  BPO/OISTRAKrl/D  OISTHAKH 
SLS  828  I 145/707/915 
CBS  ECO/BA!?ENBOI M/ZUKERMAN 
l73BI  849/524/999 
HCA  PRAGUE  CO/SUK 
U?L1  5086  425/262/185 
vWHK  54.  TCHAIKCh6KY:  VIOLIN  CONCE!HO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
Review  dates  Time 
811"::>  1/69 
7/69 
I I /70 
10/72  207'18 
1/75  145'41 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30~25 




139  028 
DECCA 
SXL  6493 
lJECCA 
TV  345535 
BPO/KA F?AJ AN /FE  HRAS 
43'-J/269/390 
LSO/PREVIN/KYUNG-WHA  CHUNG 
450/2-n:v4o5 




11/10  34'33 PHILIPS  rH:;AJ  PHILH/KHENZ/GRUMIAUX  6//6  42'29 
95!)()  U/36  450/2F:3/395 
1-' HILI  l-<3  BBC  SO/OA VI S/S  ACCAf?DO  liT/  51'26 
9:-;ou  140  400/27d/39':J 
Dt:CCA  NEi~  PHILH/ASHKENAZY/RELKIN  I 0177 
5XL  0854  450/27d/405 
El.\l  /d'~  V  MOSC<WI  PO/fWZHDESTVENSKY  /OI STR  50'21 
SXLP  30220  285/170/?.85 
r'HILI~S  HorrERDAM  PO/DE  tl AA!rf/f:UJ  I K AWA  69'58 
0':.J -,o  028  245/151/245 
E.'~ I /HrAV  M  oscmv  RO/f?OZHOESTVENSK Y  58'05 
AS[)  2~3 I 3  440/272/395 
rWI~K  55.  DVORAK:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dntes  Ti~e 
r?ef.  ntJmber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
SUPRAPdON  CZECH  PO/ANCERL/SUK  6/64  5/62 
SUA  5018  299/1 E:!S/250 
CoS  1-'HLi)/OI?MAr..JDY /STERN  9/Tl  10/66 
()I 332  2 99/1 85/2  99 
DG  PHAGUE/HLAVACEK 
254B  227  159/95/250 
v'IOf?K  56.  MOZAfH:  HEOUJEI>A 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Heview  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SUD!?  JHO 
DECCA 
SPA  476 
MUNICH  HACH  CHROR/~?1  CHTER/K OHN  8/7  3  6162 
325/201/325 




M share EMI/:-·VI'\V 
SX LP  30237 
EM I /!1-v\V 
ASU  2H38 
RCA 
STU  "/0943 
DECCA 
ZIIG  876 
BASF 
BAC  3091 
NEttj  PHI LH  R.CH/FRUliHECK/MATdl S 
2  c>S I  I  -I 6 I 21b 
ECO/A LLD IS  CH/BAf?Ei'/BO I 'VBAKEf? 
440/272/395 
5/7 d  3/68 
7/72 






f10RK  57.  VERDI:  REOLJIEM  MASS 
53'41 
54'20 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Revi~w dAtes  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/~isp 
RCA  NBC  SO/SHAVi'  CH/TOSCANI N  I /NELL I  411.1  12/56 
AT  201  350/216/280 
DECCA  VIENNA  GM/VPO/REINEH/PIHCE  4/72  5/61 
GOS  617-8  650/401/400 
HMV  GHI AUROV /GI ULI NI /SCHI'IARZKOPF  7/64  87'  17 
SLS  909  875/540/7 00 
DECCA  VIENNA  OP  CH/VPO/SOLTI/HORNE  10/68  83'35 
SET  374-5  900/556/720 
UG  VIENNA  GM/BPCVKARAJAN/LUDWIG  1/73 
2707  065  870/531/696 
RCA  CHICAGO  SOR.CH/SOLT I/PR  ICE/l3AKER  12/-/7 
RL  02476  850/525/558 
WORK  58.  BEETHOVEN:  MISSA  SOLEM~IS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VSO  R.  ACAD  CH/KLE'M.)EREfUW IENEr?  3/.75  6/53 
TV  3707,25  235/145/235 
464 RCA  SHAW  Cd/NBC  SO/TOSCANINIIHINES  2113  10/54 
AT  200  350/216/280 
H/v\V  NEv'l  PHILH  CH/KLEMPERER/HOFFGEN  7/66  7B'30 
SLS  922  875/540/7 00 
DG  VIENNA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/JANOWITZ  11/76  10/66 
2126  048  518/320/388 
PHILIPS  NEfH  HO  CH/CONCERTGEBOUW/JOCHU~  10/71 
6799  001  900/556/719 
DG  VJ-JO  R  CH/BOEHM/PRI CE/LUOVH G  6/75 
2707  080  870/537/696 
HMV  VIENNA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/  JANOr'HTZ  7/75  84'05 
SLS  979  875/540/700 
HMV  NE'N  PHILH  CH/LPO/GIULINI/TEAR  7/76  87'54 
SLS  989  875/540/7  00 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SORCH/SOLTI/POPP/MINTON  8/78  81'54 
DB 7  D2  850/525/680 
PHI LJ j-JS  LSO/DAVIS 
6769  001  1200/741/960 
WOkK  59.  HA1mEL:  MESSIAH 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  f?evi·ew  dates  Ti,ne 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LJ-JO  R.  CH/BOULT/VYVYAN/PROCTOR  9/71  j/54 
ECS  613-5  470/290/477 
t-~HILif-~,  ALLDIS  CH/LSO/DAVIS/HAf?PEf?  11/68 
6-/03  001  1250/833/10130 
;H!.V  AMBROSIAN  S I NGEf<S/ECO/i'I\ACKE Rf?AS  3/67  154'53 
SLS  774  850/525/635 
HMV  KINGS  COLL  CH/ASMF/WILLC<~KS  6/13  151,17 
SLS  >345  1145/707/915 
UG  AUSTRIA!~  RO/CHORUS/'v\ACKERRAS  11/74 
2723  019  II 00/619/800 
DECCA  ASMF/MA RF?I NEf?/AMELI NG/HOW ELL 
DIS  J)J  1095/676/H75 
465 EMI 
SHB  46 
DECCA 
0104  D3 
DG 
2720  069 






I~ORK  60.  CARL  OHFFr  CAr?MINA  BURM-..JA 
143'  22 
166'03 
Co.  or Label  Intepretation  heview  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
SAN  162 
DG 
2548  194 
l.JG 
139  362 
RCA 
LSB  4006 
SUPf?A~HON 
SUA  50409 
CBS 
76372 
EM I /HMV 
ASD  3117 
PHILIPS 
9500  040 
DECCA 
PrS  4368 
NE~~  PHILH  &  CH/FRUHBECK/POPP 
440/272/395 
6/66  62'01 
LEIPZIG  RO  &  CH/KEGEL/1-..JYLPIUS 
159/98/159 
9/75  1/68 
BPO/  JOCHUM/  JANCH'HTZ/STOLZE  7/68 
435/269/390 
CHORUS/BOSTON  SO/OZAivA/MANDAC  11/70 
249/154/249 
CZECH  SINGERS  & PO/SMETECEK 
2 991 18~/250 
CLEVELAND  ORCIHCH/THOMAS/BLEGEN  5/7':5 
349/265/395 
LSO  &  CH/PREVI N/MV4STIWNG 
440/272/395 
10/75 
DHESDEN  KAP/LEIPZIG  RAD  CH&RO/  10/76 
450/278/395 






52'21 OuTLET  LONUON  St:VENTI:EN 
dENl?Y  STAVE  - GT.  MA I?U30'WUGH 'I'>!ORK  I •  BEETHOVEN:  COMPLETE  SYMP:-!ONY  COLLECT I ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~b8r  Prices:  r~c/~st c/disp 
DG 
27 21  I ~4 
IJG 
2740  172 
Hlv\V 
SLS  ~053 
PHILIPS 
674  7  I 35 
CLS  PLSr? 
CFP  48 9Q9 










w<H~K  2.  BRM-l.'-'\S:  COMPLETE  SY.~.~J-lHONY  COLLECT! ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  LPO/JOCHUM 
SLS  5093  1495/923/ II 95 
DG  BPO/KAHAJAN 
2721  075  1200/741/1200 
DG  VJ->0/BOEHM 
2740  154  1350/833/1350 
HMV  PHILH/KLEMPEREf? 
SLS  1304  1145/707/945 
WORK  3.  MAHLER:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
NIL 
468 
R~view rlRtes  Ti~~ 
3/Tl  11/72 
5/76 
9/75 
Revi~w dates  Tim~ 
10/77  187-'55 
4/74  11/64 
10/76 
5/71  181 '16 






M share ''-'ORK  4.  TCHAIKOI1SKY:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECTION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
'NOR I(  5.  WAGN EH:  'NALKURE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/LFINSDORF 
7 RH  I ~5-9  1595/985/ II 50 
DECCA  VPO/SOLT I 
SET  312-6  2250/13f39/2125 
HMV  ENG  NAT  OP/GOODALL 
SLS  5063  I 425/880/ I 4 25 
viOf~K  IS.  V'IAGNER:  LOHENGr? IN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CETf~A 
LO  24 
BASF 
4022  J21') 





Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
3/73  9/62 
9/66  220'10 
9/7H  245'46 
ReviP-w  dates  Time !~ORK  7.  MOZARTs  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  numoer  Pricess  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VPO/KRI PS  3/71  6/59 
GOS  604  975/602/750 
DG  BPO/FFHCSAY  2/73  11/59 
27 2B  003  Tll/4801105 
HMV  PHI LH/GIULHJI  1/TI  2/61  160'35 
SLS  5083  995/614/995 
DECCA  VPO/LEINSDORF  12/76  6/59  170'13 
010[)  4  1350/833/995 
DECCA  ECO/BONYNGE 
SET  412-5  1  800/11 11/850 
PHILIPS  CONVENT  GAfWEN/DAV IS  11/73 
6707  022  1799/1110/1596 
B~JS  SALZ  ~WZ/WALTER 
802  1  047/646/1047 
CETI?A  NY  1•\ET  OP /WALTEf? 
LO  27-3  1 I 97/7  3 9/1 050 
DG  PRAGUE  NAT  TH/BOEHM  10/67 
27 II  006  1740/1074/1580 
r'IORK  8.  MOZART:  lv\Af.?f?IAGE  OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or  Label  Int8rpretation  Review  dat~s Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  VJ-10/KLEI BE!-?  6/70  3/59  171'25 
GOS  585-7  975/602/975 
DG  BH>/Ff?ICSA  Y  2/73  2/62 
2128  004  7 71/4  F3 0/5  7 8 
t>HI LI  J-15  BBC  SO/DAVIS  11/71 
6-,07  014  1  7 99/1 1 1  0/1 7 99 
HMV  ECO/BAHENBOI AA  I 65 '07 
SLS  90~  1425/SB0/1 425 
470 ESTl~:JAf?!,1i~CO  SAL7.  M~lZ/KAHAJAI~ 
EA  0 ll)  I ')9.')/905/ 15 96 
~W.S  SALZ  ~MlZ/FUf?HiANGLER 
IGI  3-43  1047/646/1047 
C!::T!?A  Ro:,iE/P!?EV I TALI 
L~S  3219  ~97/S')4/893 
CETI?A  VP~l/FURT!'\'ANGLER 
LO  8-3  11?7/739/1050 
SERAPHIM  DRESDE~/SERAFIN 
IC  6002  1020/630/1020 
~'Hl~?K  9.  MOZAf?T r  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
HN.V  VPO/KA:~AJAN 
SLS  5052  720/444/720 
DECCA  VPO/BOC:HM 
GOS  501-3  975/602/975 
H.'v\V  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
SLS  912  1310/H09/1310 
BWS  SALZ  1,\0Z/FURTWANGLEH 
I GI  337  1047/646/1047 
ESTf?CJAI?MNCCJ  SALZ  1-AOZ/FUI?TWANGLER 
EA  050  1197/739/1197 
CETI~A  VPO/TOSCANINI 
r  o  44  I 197/739/1050 
lA/OI~K  l 0.  BIZETr  CAR'I\EN 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  913 
PARIS  OP/PRETRE 
I 310/889/ II 85 
471 
Review  dates  Time 
6/76  12/52  129'01 
2/67  II /55 
II /64  156'03 
Review  dates  Time 
12/64  146'40 H'~V 
SLS  952 
CETF?A 
LO  48 
CET!?A 
LPS  3276 






WOHK  II.  PUCCINI:  BOrlE\~E 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  RCA  SO/BEECHAM 
SLS  896  720/444/720 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO 
SLS  5059  720/444/720 
DECCA  BPO/KAHAJAN 
SET  565-6  9 00/556/850 
RCA  LPO/SOLTI 
ARL2  0371  798/493/798 
RCA  MET/LEINSDORF 
LSC  6095  440/272/998 
CETHA  TURRI N  RO/SANTI N I 
Ll-'S  3237  598/369/598 
DG  FLORENC E/VOTfO 
2705  038  518/320/518 
WORK  12.  PUCCINI:  TOSCA 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/disp 
10/70  1~1'1? 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
II /74  1/57  107'43 
8/76  3/58  104'52 
8/73  110'00 
Review dates  Time 
----------------------------------------------------
DECCA 
5BA  123-4 
VIENNA  OP/KARAJAN 
795/491/695 
1/7  3  11/63 
472 DECCA  SAN  CEL/MAAZEL 
SET  341-2  900/556/850 
RCA  NEW  PHILH/MEHTA 
AHL2  0105  798/493/798 
~HI  LIPS  CONVENT  GARDENS/DAVIS 
f>700  108  900/556/899 
CETI?A  BELLAS  ARIES/PICCO 
LO  41  798/493/700 
SEHAPHIM  Rm.{E  OP/FABIHT I IS 
IB  6027  11699 
~Wi?K  I 3.  PUCCINI t  TuHANDOT 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SET  5f>l-3 
LPO/MEHTA 
1350/833/1275 
A'OHK  14.  PUCCINit  MADAME  BUTTERFLY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricest  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/SERAFI N 
04  LJ  3  850/525/780 
HCA  HCA  ITAL/LEINSDORF 
SEH  5504-6  1350/833/855 
:-JMV  RO'·,{E  OP/BARBIROLLI 
SLS  <>27  1310/H09/1310 
DECCA  VPC>/KA f~AJ  AN 
SET  584-6  1350/833/1275 
I)ECCA  BA !?CELONA  SO/GATTO 
06BD  1?3  995/614/995 
AI?I OLA  /PATANE 
86515  Xli  1350/833/1350 
473 
6/67  111·'00 
3/74 
5/Tl 
Review  dates  Time 
117'  30 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
8/7()  2/59 
6/()3 
9/67  141 '07 
2/75  145' I 5 
2/78 SERAPH! M 
IC  6090 
SERAPHIM 
IC  6059 
HMV 
SLS  5128 
ROME  PO/GAVAZZENI/GOBBI 
//1170 
ROME  OP /FABR IT  I IS/G  IGLI/DEL  MONTE 
//180 
ROME  OP /SANTINI 
895/552/895 
WOHK  15.  VERDI r  TROVATOf?E 
136'50 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  GENEVA  GRAND  TH/EREDE 
GOS  014-6  975/602/975 
DG  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SEHAFIN 
27 28  ooa  777/480/777 
DECCA  NAT  PO/BONYJ'JGE 
D82u  3  1295/799/1295 
RCA  NEW  PHI LH/MEHT  A 
SEI?  55 80-8  1350/B33/1050 
HMV  HPO/KARAJAN 
SLS  51  11  1310/809/1310 
ESTHOA!?.I.INCO  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTfO 
EA  0~5  I I 97/7  39/ I I 97 
CETF~A  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO 
LO  35  1197/739/1050 
CETRA  NAPLES/SERAFIN 
LO  29-2  79':3/493/658 
rWRK  I 0.  V  EHUI :  A IDA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  5JOH 
MILAN.LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614/895 
474 
II /71  II /56 
8/76  12/63 
10/77  163'07 
7/70 
4/78  138'55 
1/56  I 44' 22 DECCA 
SE:T  42/-9 
E.',1 I 
SH  1')3-5 
llN1V 
SLS  9-17 
H0".1E  OP /SOLfi 
1350/fUJ/12/5 
ROI.1E  Ot>/SERAFI N 
305/1 £3~3/597 
CONVEVT  GARDENS/MUTI 
1310/809/1310 
SUJ->f?APHON  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SAHAJNO 
SlJAOI  21171-3  897/5:i4/~j25 
CElf?A 
LO  40 
BELLAS  ARTES/fABRITfiS 
1197/739/1047 
RCA 
VIC  6119 
MOSCOW/BJORLING 
1058/641-:l/1058 
WOf~K  I 1.  VERDI:  F?IGDLETTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SET  542-4 
CETf1A 
LO  3-/ 
LSO/BCF~YNGE 
1350/833/1275 
BELLAS  AI?TES/MUNGAI 
I I 96/7  38/1050 
RCA  ROME/SOLTI 
LSC  702781-2  1320/815/89~ 
ESTROAf?Mi~CO  RO\<IE/G I ULI N  I 
EA  020  920/568/1197 
HMV 
SLS  5018 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614/995 
DECC-\ 
GOS  655-7 
SAN  CEL/SANZOGNO 
975/602/750 
475 
11110  7/62 
10/71  /46 
2/75  146'01 
Review  dates  Time 
5/73  113'.35 
3/76  2/56  141~27 
9/75  6/62 WOHK  18.  Vt:fWI:  LA  Tr~AVI  ATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  numb~r  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
EMBER  PYE  TLJ,f.Il~  iW/SAiHIN I 
GVC  2345  46SI2E~  1/405 
:-w.v  f.?OI'A E  OP/SE~~AFI  N 
SLS  509/  -/95/491/695 
RCA  RCA  ITA.L/PRETHE 
SEH  5564-6  1350/tl33/85:> 
DECCA  B~O/GM?DELL  I 
JB  21644  1250/T12/1255 
WORK  19 •  .\WSSORGSKY:  BC>I?.IS  GODUNOV 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nurnber  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
HMV  POLISH  fW/SEMKOV 
SLS  I 000  1695/1046/1695 
HMV  FRENCH  NAT  RAD/DOB!WWEN 
SLS  5072  I I 9 5 F/  3 8 I  I I 4 5 
DECCA  VPO/KAHAJAN 
SET  514-7  I 8 001 I I I I I I 8 00 
CBS  BOSH<> I  TH/MELIK-PASHAEV 
77396  1249/T/1 /649 
HMV  PARIS  CONS/CLUYTENS 
Cl9  1 00001912  1560/963/1560 
EDUC  MEDIA  BOLSHOI/ 
l-?R  440  1047/646/1041 
fjORK  20.  BERLIOZ:  SY,~!JHONY  FANTAST I OUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
OG 




Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/73  I/5B 
9/60  119":>2 
2/6'3 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
9117  224'08 
2111  4/53  176'49 
II /74  211 '05 
10/75 
203' 17 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
7/65 DG  LA.'vfOUREUX  /MA!?KEVITCH  I IF/~  1/62 
2548  172  159/61/159 
DECCA  NEI"'  r>HI LH/STOK Oj"jSK I  8/76  6/69 
SDD  49~  250/154/250 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  II /72  51'40 
SXL  6571  450/278/450 
UECCA  VPO/MONTEUX  7/73  11/60 
SPA  222  235/145/235 
EMI/HMV  PMHS  OF?TF/MARTI"JOI\1  10/76  6  74  53'56 
ASD  3263  440/272/440 
RCA  SYDNEY  S0/01TE!-?LOO  10/76 
GL  25012  249/154/249 
EM 1/HMV  FRENCH  NAT  RAO/BER~STEIN  52'06 
ASll  3397  440/272/399 
RDF/OPUS  SLOVAK  PO/KOSLER 
9110  0211  299/185/275 
Ml::LOYDI A  MOSCOVU!WHDESTVENSKY 
COI549-50  350/215/350 
J:-IHI LIPS  LSO/DAI/IS 
SAL  37  ~30  450/27d/450 
RDi-'/SJ:-If<I-'H  CZECH/ZECCHI 
50103  2 99/ I B'J/2 99 
'/Wf?K  21.  BEr:THOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Laoel  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  num~er  Prices:  rec/est  c/~isp 
EM!  fl OM E  AUGUSTEO/SAf3ATA  12/76  11/47  40'48 
SH  23~  305/IOH/210 
DECCA  CONCH? fGEROUVUKLEI  HER  5/70  2/54 
ECS  549  235/145/199 
EM I /f-11..\V  PH I LJ/:<LEMPi:F?E!?  5/74  10/58  56'29 
ASU  2~)65  448/272/440 
JG  BPD/MAAZEL  11/75  1/01 
254£5  205  159/98/159 
477 PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS  10/72  12/62  47'46 
6580  050  245/151/245 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/KLETZKI  10/67 
SUAST  50796  299/185/299 
DECCA  VPO/SCdMIDT-ISSEHSTEDT  9/Tl  12/67  42'05 
JB  2  250/154/250 
DG  Vf-JO/BOEHM  2/72 
2530  142  435/269/435 
CBS  NY  PO/i3H?NSTEI N  II /77  12/74  44' 15 
61905  299/185/275 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  4/76  9/75 
SXL  6763  450/278/399 
DG  RPO/DORATI 
2535  219  259/160/235 
DG  BPO/KA!?AJAN  4/78  10/77 
2531  106  435/269/435 
1"/EA  HALLE/LOUGHi?AN  1/78  44'55 
VAH  1036  379/234/349 
EMI/11.'•\V  LPO/BOLILT  4/7  E3  42'07 
ASD  3456  440/272/440 
EMI/:-IMV  L  S  0/  J OC HUM  43'19 
ASU  35133  440/272/440 
EDUC  MEDIA  BPO/FUi?HiANGLEI? 
RR  412  349/215/349 
EMI  VOLLERPLATfE/FUHTWANGLER 
c  047  00810  289/178/289 
WOHK  22.  BEETHOVEN:  3fm  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
i-IMV  PHI LH/KLE\1Pt:RFR  5/74  1/56  62,  2f3 
SLS  fH3  850/525/750 
DECCA  VPO/KLE I BEf?  3/70  5/59 
ECS  535  235/145/199 
478 JG 
2::.4f.3  Ob~3 
E/  ...  ~ I I ;-I,-.1 V 
ASil  2502 
DECCA. 




JB  6 
EM I/;-!,',·\ V 
SXLP  30209 
Bt->0/FI?ICSAY 
1~9/91j/1')9 
I-' HI  Lii/KLP~IPt:HE~? 
440/272/399 
V  i-'0/M OiffEUX 
235/145/199 
NY  PO/E3E~\ISTEI  N 
299/18-j/279 
VPD/SC.i\.1 I DT-ISS ER.SfEDT 
250/154/250 
BBC  S0/!:3ARBI F?OLLI 
399/246/250 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  PO/KLETZKI 
SUAST  50793  299/18~/299 
PHILIPS 
6500  141 
CLS  PLSf? 
CFt-'  40076 
DG 
2530  437 
DECCA 
PFS  4367 
PHILIPS 
6500  986 
WEA 
VAR  I 033 
DG 
2')31  1  03 
SYMPdNC 
SYM  5 
DG 
254f3  278 
CBS 
76706 
SMD  1131 
EDUC  MEDIA 
I?!?  456 














SYMPHCH ICA  OF  LONDON/MORRIS 
3·9912451399 






V  P  0/FU  HHvA NGL ER 
349/215/349 
479 
4/75  1/60 
3162  60'21 
7/71  11/63 
11/Tl  10/66  49'35 
I/7E3  11/66 
7/76  3/68  53'50 
10/68 
3178  9/77  59'46 
8172  56'51 
9/74  I J /72 
3/78  1/77  57'47 
61 '59 
4/78  I 0/77 
1/78 
6/78 HORIZON 
SHZE  133 
HM/MUNDI 
0659  9626 
LPO/KA!~AJAN 
4~0/278/450 
COLL  r.,.ILJS/MAIER 
435/269/435 
110I?K  23.  BRAHMS:  1 sr  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DG  HPO/fUIHWAfWLEP 
2535  162  259/160/259 
DECCA  CO~C  ERTGEBOUvVVA N  BEINUM 
ECS  793  235/145/199 
EMI/HMV  PHIL IV:<LEMPEHER 
SXLP  30217  285/176/285 
DG  BPO/BOEHM 
2535  I 02  259/160/259 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN 
13H  924  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BOULT 
ASD  2871  440/27 2/399 
DG  Vl-'O/ABi3ADO 
2530  424  435/269/435 
DECCA  CLEVELAND/MAAZEL 
SXL  6783  450/278/399 
RCA  LSO/HOf.H:NSTEI N 
GL  25001  249/154/300 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAV~A 
2530  889  435/269/435 
BASF  MUNICH  PO/KEMPE 
2022  391  399/246/399 
MELOYDIA  USSR  RO/KONDHASHI N 
CIO  04871  355/219/355 
480 
Review  ~ates Time 
5/76  /52 
4/TI  6/52 
12/76  10/59  43'51  20 
7/75  12/60 
11/64 
4/73  44'45  30 
12/74  6/73 
II /76 
10/76 
8/76 WOf?K  24.  BACHr  ARANDENRURG  COi-.JCERT I 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Heview  dates  Time 
Hef.  number  Pricesr  rec/est ,c/disp 
-------------------------------------------------------
DG 
272n  080 
BPD/KARAJAN 
518/320/518 
SAGA  HAMBURG  CHBH/NErlSTONE 
SAGA  5031-~  17~/108/175 
EMI/HMV  BATH  FESTIMENUHIN 
ASD  321-8  44012121399 
DECCA  ~URTEMBERG CHBR/FAERBER 
TV  34044-S  235/14S/199 
PIIILIPS  ASMF/MARRINH? 
6700  045  899/555/899 
CLS  PLSI~ 
CFP  40010 
DG 




VAR  1041-2 
VlfH  OF  ENG/DAVISON 
149/92/149 
LA  PO/LUKERMAN 
870/53//790 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/ABBADO 
849/~24/849 
NOHTHEHN  S I  .'~F/~MLCOLM 
379/234/349 
ANGEL  PHILH/KLEMPERER 
3n27  1040/642/1040 
:-IM/MUNUI  COLL  AU'?EUM/ 
151-99643  870/531/680 
St:LECTA  LISZT/SANDOV 
SLPX  11849  340/210/399 
'!Wt?K  2~.  MArlLEH:  I ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  nu11ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS 
0 I I 16 




12/65  104' 
5/60  113' 13 
3/66 
9/72 
10/72  46'08 
8/78  I 22'  27 
2118 
Revi~w dates  Time  M share 
2110  4163 DECCA  LSO/SOLTI  9/64  58'40  50 
SXL  6113  450/278/450 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  PO/ANCEHL  8/67 
SUA  50675  299/185/299 
UNICORN  LSD/HORENSTEIN  12/69 
RHS  30-/  399/246/399 
DECCA  RPO/LEINSDORF  7/78  4/72 
SPA  521  235/145/235 
PHILIPS  CONCEHfGEBOUVI/HAI TI NK  2113  9112  56' 13 
0500  342  450/278/450 
HCA  LSD/LEVINE  5/75 
AHL1  0894  39912461399 
CLS  PLSH  LPO/OELOGU  II /77  54'23 
CfP  40264  149/92/149 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA 
2530  993  435/269/435 
EMI/dlv\V  Li-'0/TENNSTEDT  53'50 
ASU  3541  440/272/440 
~Ol<K  20.  MAHLEHz  2NO  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Heview  dates  Ti~e  ~  share 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  NY  PO/'!VA LTEIUCUNOA RI  11/72  5/61  10 
612H2-3  55?3/344/55H 
DECCA  LSO/SOLT I /HAI?PEI?  II /66  80'44  10 
SET  325-6  900/556/850 
CBS  LSO/BE.l?NSTEI 'J/Af?MSTRONG  11/74  10 
78249  tl49/524/849 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/  A  BBADO/NEBLETT  6/77  60 
2707  094  870/537/7 18 
RCA  LSO/STOKOV'iSK I /LEVI \IE  10 
AHL2  0852  798/493/798 
482 I'WRK  27.  MAHLER:  3RO  SYM!JHONY 
Co.  or  LAbel  IntP.rpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricesa  rec/est  ~/disp 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
PHILIPS  CONCERfGEBOUW/HAI TI NK/FORRESTER 
o747  435  900/556/899 
CHS  NY  PO/BEI-?NSTEIN/LIPTON 
77206  549/339/549 
MELOYUIA  M  OSCCH'I  !JO/K ONDRASHI N 
c  0383  700/432/700 
WOf?K  28.  MAHLERa  4Trl  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  number  !Jrice~a  rec/est  c/disp 
t:rn /H.·~v  PH I  LH/KLP·~PERE!USCHWAI?ZKOP  F 
ASd  2799  450/27o/440 
CB~!  CLEVELAND/SZELL/RASKIN 
oi05o  299/185/299 
PHILIPS  CCJ''JCE!?TGEBOU~<'J/HAI TI NK/AMELI NG 
SAL  3129  4~0/2713/450 
I)(}  BAV  1?0/KUREL  I K/MOf.? I SON 
2~35  119  259/160/259 
CLS  f.> LSi?  LPO/HCH? ENSTE I NIP'? ICE 
Crt'  159  149/92/149 
SU!-'IIAPdON  CZECH  PO/SWAROWSKY /LOPE.-a 
I  JOJ34o  299/l B5/2 99 
V'IOi?K  29.  MAHLER  oTH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Lab~!  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
67 00  034 
CCHC FP fGE::30UW/l lA I TI NK 
9 00/55  0/7Qti 
483 
216"1  80 
61-14  99' 16  10 
10 
Review  dAtes  Time  M share 
4/73  7/62 
4/69  8/o7 
9/69  12/68  50 
8/75  12/68 
5/71  59'  14 
f?eviP.w  dat!~s The  M  share 
1/70  80 OG 
2707  I 06 
BPO/KAHAJAN 
870/537/870 
WORK  30.  MAHLERa  9Td  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  CBS  SO/riALTER 
61369-70  598/369/558 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHI UI/KLEMPEREf? 
sxo~~  3021  499/308/499 
PHILIPS  CONCEf?TGEBOUVVHAITI NK 
6700  021  900/556/899 
SU Pl?APHON  CZECH  PO/ANCEHL 
SUA  50813-4  598/369/550 
I'IORK  31.  TCHAIKOV'ISKYa  4TH  SYMPHOI\IY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
DG  LENINGRAD  PO/MHAVINSKY 
2538  178  259/160/259 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
JB  23  250/154/250 
PHILIPS  LSO/MAf?KEV ITCH 
6580  077  245/151/245 
DECCA  LA  Po;:.1EHT A 
SXL  6323  450/278/399 
DG  HPO/KAf?AJAN 
139  017  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  CONCEI?fGEBOU~VHAI  TI NK 
6500  012  450/278/199 
DECCA  LSO/SZELL 
SPA  206  245/145/ I 99 
484 
7/78  20 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
12/73  12/63  40 
1/76  7/67  85'47  40 
7/70  10 
7/74  10 
Review  dates  Time 
12/74  6/nl 
2/65  42'20 
II /-/3  12/65  42'00 
1/68 
4/68 
12/70  40'50 
3/72 CLS  PLSf<  SCOTfiSrl  NAT/GIBS0:'-1  1/76  41'05 
CfP  40228  149/92/125 
fJ n:  Lt>O/SOLJOANT  :2/Tl 
PC 1m X 8  4~0/278/350 
DG  BPO/KARAJA N  6//H 
2530  883  435/269/435 
CBS  NY  PO/r3ERNSTEIN 
7o4B2  429/265/429 
•,o:U>YDIA  MOSCOW  RO/ROZHDESTVENSKY 
CM  03576  355/219/355 
ME LOYD IA  MOSCOW  RO/HOZHDESTVENSKY 
SR  40264  499/308/499 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
SXL  6157  450/278/399 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  ~0/SLOVAK  4/78 
410  1749  299/185/299 
V'IORK  32.  TCHAI KOr~SKYr  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Int~rpretation  Review  datP.s  Time 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/1isp 
EMI/dMV  BPO/KE.~PE  II /76  9/61  47'59 
SXLP  30216  285/176/285 
DG  LENINGRAD  PO/MRAVINSKY  3/75  10/61 
2538  179  259/160/259 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  4/64  44'25 
JB  24  250/154/250 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/MEHTA  4/69 
SXL  6380  450/278/399 
DG  LSO/ABBADO  4/72 
2530  198  435/269/435 
CLS  PLS!?  SCOTTISH  NAT/GIBSON  12/73  44'49 
CFP  40054  149/92/149 
PHILit>S  CO/IJCERTGEBOUVVHAITI NK  2/76  49'50 
6500  922  450/278/450 
485 DECCA 
SXL  6754 
i.)() 
2530  699 
RCA 
GL  25007 
DG 
2530  dd8 
DECCA 
SXL  6804 
'viERCUf~Y 
SR  175056 
[)G 
139  018 
MELOYDIA 
SR  40265 
DECCA 
SXL  6085 




NEvv  PHI LH/rlOR ENSTEI N 
249/154/249 








MOSCm~  RO/ROZHUESTVENSKY 
499/JOd/425 
VPO/MAAZEL 
450/27 d/2 99 
!'j()RK  33.  TCHAI KOWSKY:  6TH  SY'-.1PHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DG  BPO/FURTWANGLEH 
2535  165  259/160/259 
DECCA  PARIS  CONS/KLEIBEff 
ECS  787  235/145/199 
EMI/HMV  PHI LH/CH ULI NI 
SXLP  30208  285/176/285 
CLS  PLSH  PHILH/KLETZKI 
CrP  40220  149/92/125 
OG  LENINGRAD  PO/Ml?AVINSKY 
2538  180  259/160/259 
DG  BPD/KARAJAN 






Review  dates  Time 
5/76 
9/76  5/54 
6/76  4/61  46'55 
11/61 
12/74  11/61 
10/64 DG  VPO/AH!:3ADO  1/14 
2~30  3~0  435/209/435 
t-'HILIPS  LSO/DOf-?ATI  2/Tl  44' 17 
65f32  014  245/151/245 
DG  BPO/KAfiAJAN  6/71 
2530  774  435/26')/435 
Jl::CCA  VP0/1.\AA.ZEL  9F/5  42'50 
JH  25  250/154/250 
r1//1V  MOSCO~'V  RO/ROZHDESTVENS KY  45'26 
ASiJ  32/6  440/272/440 
SLJ Pf?APHON  CZECH  PO/MATACIC 
SUA  0100480  299/18:5/299 
SEHAfJHIM  BPD/FUfHWANGLEf? 
60231  390/241/390 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL 
SXL  6164  450/27~/399 
'~ELOY'DIA  MOSCOW  ST /ROZDESTVENSKY 
CM  035c~ 1  355/219/355 
WORK  34.  DVORAK:  7T:i  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M shAre 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL  9/76  110'45  10 
78304  849/524/849 
DECCA  LSO/KERTESZ  10/64  36'40  40 
SXL  6115  450/278/399 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/MEHTA  4/69  10 
SXL  6381  450/278/399 
DG  BPO/KUBELIK  10/71  10 
2530  1  2-,  435/269/435 
RDF  CZECH  PO/NEUMANN  10 
110  1834  299/185/299 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  PO/KOSLER  10 
SUA  50647  299/  I 85/2  99 
OPUS  SLOVAK/KOSLER  10 
9110  2280  2 99/ I 85/2 99 
487 1'10RK  35.  DVORAK:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
ECS  771 
EMI/HMV 




135  053 
DECCA 
SPA  f37 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30163 
DG 
138  922 
DECCA 

















EMI/HMV  BPO/KEMPE 
SXLP  30110  285/176/285 
PHILIPS 
6580  259 
DG 




SXL  6751 
EMI /HMV 
ASD  3285 
WEA 
VAR  1018 
RCA 







LA  PO/MEHTA 
450/278/399 
NEW  PHILH/MUTI 
440/272/440 





Review  dates  Time  M share 
II /75  10/58 
8/73  12/59  51'49 
12/77  9/60 
5/69  I 0/60 
10/70  10/61 
7/74  3/62  50'24 
1/64 
11/67  20 
53'07 
3/78  1/70 
9/74  10/73 
9/76  110'45 
ll/76 
1/77  41·' 22 
l/TI  41  '16 
1/T/ EMI/HMV  BPO/KA!?AJAN 
ASD  3407  44012721~40 
DG  CHICAGO  50/GIULINI 
2530  881  435/269/435 
5UPRA~HON  CZECH  PO/NEUMANN 
SUA  II 01334  2 99/185/2  99 
5UPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/ANCEHL 
SUA  50433  299/185/299 
RDF  SLOVAK  PO/KOSLH? 
9110  0282  299/185/299 
WORK  36.  SCHUBERT&  9Tl:l  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SXL  6089 
tlHI Ll P5 
6580  207 
DECCA 
Pf-5  4335 
PHI LI J-15 
9500  097 
DECCA 
SXL  6129 
VPO/KE~TESZ 
450/27~/399 




CONCERTGEROUfl/HAI Tl NK 
4S0/278/450 
I 5RAEL  PO/MEHTA 
44012721399 
A.lv'.ADEO  KOVJEH  RU\10  50/KLEI HER/KOLN 
AVUSI9  015ST  399/246/399 
HM/!Wi·mi  WAND/KOLN 
065  99  736  435/269/435 
DECCA  SCO/~Wi~CHI  NGEH 
SXL  6427  450/278/399 
DG 
25 35  808 
DECCA 
ECS  714 
BP 0/FU  fHr~A  NGLER 
259/160/259 
CONC ER fGE30UV"VK RIPS 
235/148/235 
489 
10/77  54'04 
2~78 
Review  dates  Time  M c;hare 
4/64 
3/68  55'45 
6F/Ij 
2/Tl  49'49 
1/TI  52'08 
2/55 
7/74  I /52 WORK  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SPA  201 
DECCA 
TV  340405 
PHIL! PS 
6580  002 
RCA 
STU  70679 
EM I /HMV 
SXLP  30195 
EMI/HMV 
ASO  3293 
HCA 
HL2  5034 
PHILIPS 
9~00  I 00 
SUPHAPHON 
410  2028 
DECCA 
ECS  506 
SCO/MUNCHIGER 
235/145/199 


















~<H?K 38.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 




Review  dates  Time 
3/72  12/58 
6/66 
7/72 
7/76  12/72 
39'01 
2/TI  43'27 
2171 
3111  42'06 
7/78 
Review  dates  Ti~e  ~A  share 
7/75  4/60  10 DECCA  LSO/SZELL 
SXL  6023  450/278/399 
~CA  BOSTON  SO/RUBIN~TEIN 
01-'S  201~)  450/27d/500 
UG  BPO/ JOCHUM 
2-126  OH2  518/320/5 18 
DECCA  LPO/DE  WAART 
SXL  6728  450/278/399 
RCA  NY  PO/'~ASUR 
~1L  25l)31  425/262/399 
DG  BPO/ JOCHUM/GI LELS 
2530  258  435/209/435 
WORK  39.  BHAHMS:  PIANO  CONCEHTO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  nurnber  Price~:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/FEHENCSIK/KATCHEN 
SPA  458  235/145/199 
DECCA  LSO/MEHTA/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  6309  450/278/399 
DECCA  VPO/BOEHM/BACKHAUS 
SXL  6322  450/278/399 
CLS  PLSR  VPO/LOUGHRAN 
CFP  40233  149/92/149 
VWRK  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCEHTO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA 
SDD  226 
LSO/GAMBA/KATCHEN 
250/154/250 
12/62  48' 15 
12/71  12/67 
6/78  12/72 
II /75 
2/77 
Review  dates  Time 
9/77  II /60 
9/67 
10167  48'05 
59'18 
Review  dates  Time 
5/59 
DECCA 
SPA  402 








10 DECCA  VPM/hALLBERG/BRENUEL  5/tiB  ::3/61 
TV  34207 s  23S/14:S/199 
DG  VSO/SANDERL I NG/!i I C'ffER  1  /"/ 6  11/63 
2535  107  259/160/259 
!Wf  PRAGUE  SO/S'~ETACEK  /PA NENKA  5/72 
110  0897  299/185/299 
PHILIPS  BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP  1/73  55' 13 
6500  315  450/278/350 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI/ASHKEHAZY  11/75  9/73 
SXL  6653  450/278/450 
CLS  PLS!{  SCOTfiSH  NAT/G I  1:3SOr~/LI LL  6/T/  36'34 
CFP  40259  149/92/149 
WORK  41.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  CONCEHTO  NO.5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/1isp 
DECCA  VPO/KNAPPERTSBUSCH/CURZON  7/74  1/58 
SPA  334  235/145/199 
DG  BPO/LEITNER/KEMP FF  5/62 
138  777  435/269/435 
DECCA  LSO/GAMHA/KATCHEN  1/70  9/64 
sou  225  250/154/250 
PHIL! PS  CO"'CERTGEHOU~VHAI  TI NK/A RRAU  12/74  8/65  39'07 
6580  094  245/151/245 
DECCA  VPM/MEHTA/BRENDEL  12/69  4/69 
TV  34209S  235/145/199 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHI LH/KLEMPERErUBARENBO I M  41'41 
ASJ>  2500  440/272/399 
EMI/HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/GILELS  11/76  12/70  39'28 
SXLP  30223  285/176/250 
DECCA  VPO/STEIN/GULDA  12/77  9/71  40'30 
JB  18  250/154/250 
RDF  PRAGUE  SO/SMETACEK/PANENKA  12/71 
110  0649  299/185/299 
MEHIDIAN  NUREMBUf?G  SO/TSCHUPP/NAKAJIMA  7/78  7/73 
E77  001  2 99/1.85/2 99 
492 DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  6655  450/278/450 
CLS  PLSf?  SCOTI~I  SH  NAT /GI BSOH/L ILL 
CfP  40087  149/92/149 
ENI /r-V~V  BPO/KA!?AJAN/~~EI  SSEr-JBERG 
ASD  3043  440/272/399 
RCA  LPO/BARENROIM/RU1:3ENSTEIN 
RL  11420  425/262/425 
CBS  NY  P0/8EHNSTEIN/SERKIN 
61918  299/185/279 
PHILIPS  LPO/HA IT  I NK/BRHJDEL 
9~00 243  450/27tj/450 
r?CA  BOSTON/LEINSDORr 
SB  6598  399/246/399 
MH?K  42.  PlWKOFIEV:  PIANO  CONCEfrfO  NO.I 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
l?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
01-::CCA 
SXL  o7o7 
LSO/PHEVI N/ASIIKENAZY 
450/27 8/399 
/'IO~K  43.  l-'l?OKOt=IEV:  PIANO  CONCEfHO  N0.2 
Co.  or  LAb8l  lnteroretation 
l?ef.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/diso 
SlJ P~~APHON 
SUA  :)5:> I 
Df:-CCA 
SXL  f-;767 
C7 ~CH PO/  A  i~C  E~?L/fiALOGHOVA 
299/185/299 
L SD/tl  ReV I 1\J/ ASHK PJAZY 
4'.J0/278/399 
493 
3/7f.J  9/73 
10/74  39'52 
1/75  39'49 
3/78  5/76 
38'20 
39'43 
Heview  dates  Time 
6/7o  I0/75 
Heview dates  Time 
2/13  9/65 
6/76  I 0/75 WOI?K  44.  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCE!iTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices1  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3218 
ECO/BA!iENBOIM 
440/272/399 
WORK  45.  MOZART:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
SLS  3218 
ECO/BAr?ENBOI M 
440/272/399 
WOHK  46.  MOZART:  COi~CE!iTO  FOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or Lnbel  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HUNG/SLCT 
SLPX  I 1631 
DECCA 
SXL  6716 
HUNGARIAN  50/FERENCSIK/KOCSIS 
340/210/299 
ECO/BAR  EN RO I M/  AS HK ENAZY 
450/278/399 
i'IOf~K  47.  MOZART:  CONCEIHO  FOH  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
PHILIPS 
6580  083 
LSO/RChHCKI /HAERLEfUHORRMA 1\lN 
245/151/245 
494 
Review  dates  Time 
1/77  15'28 
Review  dates  Time 
liT/  14'00 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
6/75  23' 15 
Review  dates  Time 
8/74  10/68  51'31 HUNG/SLCT 
:-JLJ.lX  11631 
/)l:CCA 
SXL  6716 
HUNGARIAN  SO/FEf?ENCSIK/KOCSIS 
340/210/299 
ECO/FlAJ?El~  RO I M/  ASHKEi~AZY 
450/278/399 
mlf?K  48.  SCHUMANN:  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
IJI::CCA  LSO/KHI PS/K EMP FF 
ECS  802  235/145/199 
DECCA  Vt-'0/AN:JHEAE/GULDA 
SJ.lA  493  235/145/199 
CLS  PLSH  PH I LH/'-AENGES/SOLO MOi'-J 
Cf-'P  40255  149/92/149 
DECCA  ISRAEL  PO/KEfHESZ/KATCHEN 
SDfl  4 22  250/154/250 
DG  BPO/KUBELIK/ANDA 
138  888  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEROUW/DOHNANYI/ARRAU 
65HO  108  245/151/245 
DECCA  SUI SSE/ANSEHMET /LI PA n·r 
snu  211  250/154/325 
DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/LUPU 
SXL  6624  4~0/278/450 
EMI/HMV  MONTE  CARLO  01?/MATACIC/RICHTER 
ASD  3133  440/272/399 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BAf?ENBOI M/F I SCHER-OJ ESKAU 
ASO  3053  440/272/399 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT/GUTIERREZ 
ASO  3541  440/272/440 
DG  BAV  RO/KEMPFF 
2530  484  435/269/435 
495 
6/1~  25'30 
Review  dates  Time 
9/53 
5/5-, 
12/76  12/~9  29'35 
11/74  1/63 
3/64 
8/75  9/64  66'14 
1/7,1 
2/74 
11/75  58'32 
49'22 
64'36 tiOf{K  49.  GiH EG:  PI A W  CONCE!HO 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation  Review  d9tes  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/iisp 
DECCA  LSO/F I STOULA fH /CUF?ZON  6//5  ll/56 
ECS  7':J3  23':)/144/199 
CLS  PLSR  PH I LH/'·fi.ENGES/SOLOMON  12/76  12/59  29'02 
CrP  40255  149/92/149 
DECCA  LSO/FJELDSTAD/CURZON  2160 
SXL  2173  450/27 8/3  99 
EMI/H1 viV  HPO/WELDON/BACHAUEI-<  10/61  57,33 
SXLP  20025  285/176/285 
DECCA  I Sf?AEL  PO/KERTESZ/KATCHEN  11/74  1/63 
sou  422  250/154/250 
DG  BPO/KUt3ELI K/AtmA  3/64 
13tl  888  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  COJ~CERTGEBOUW/DOHNANY  I /ARRAU  8/75  9/64  66'14 
6580  lOB  245/151/245 
Etl. 1/HMV  NEi'~  PHI LH/BEHGLUNG/OGDON  10/72  39'38 
ASD  2802  440/272/440 
DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/LUPU  2/74 
SXL  6624  450/278/450 
EMI/rlMV  MONTE  CARLO  OP/MATACIC/RICHTER  11/75  58'32 
ASD  3133  440/272/399 
EMI/HMV  LPO/TENNSTEDT  /GUT IE  Rf?EZ  64'36 
ASD  3541  440/272/440 
WORK  50.  BEETHOVENr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI/ELMAN  4/78  11/55  46' 10 
ECM  813  235/1 45/1 99 
EMI/HMV  PM~  IS  ORTF/CLUYTENS/D  0 ISTr{AKH  11/74  6/60  45' 17 
SXLP  30168  21J5/176/250 
CBS  NY  PO/BERNSTEI N/STEfm  2/75  7/60  43'45 
61598  299/185/279 
496 DG  VPO/FURTWANGLER/SCHNEIDERHAN 
2535  809  249/154/259 
EMI/dMV  NE~  PHILH/KLEMPERER/MENUHIN 
ASD  2285  44012721299 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN/FERRAS 
139  021  435/269/435 
E.\H /HMV  NEW  PHILH/BOULT/SUK 
ASU  2667  440/272/399 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAIT INK/SZE!?YNG 
6500  531  450/278/450 
PHIL! PS  CONCERTGEBOUV'I/DAVIS/GRUNIAUX 
6500  775  450/278/399 
CBS  NY  PO/BM?ENBOIM/ISAAC  STERN 
764T7  429/265/429 
RCA  VSO/D  OISTRAKH/l  OISTHAKH 
GL  25005  249/154/249 
DG  CHICAGO  SO/BAI?ENBO I ~~/ZUKERMAN 
2530  903  435/269/435 
PHILIPS  NEW  PHILH/GALLIE:RO/GRU
1~IAUX 
65-/0  051  24:i/151/2tl5 
HUNG  BUDAPEST  SO/FEI?EI~CS  I K 
SLPX  11971  340/210/340 
DG  BPO/  JOCiiUM/SCHNE I OEf?HA N 
135  081  435/269/259 
SUPfiAJ-IHON  CZECH  PO/KONWITSCH!\IY 
SUA  50445  299/185/275 
vWRK  51 •  B~AHMS:  VI OLl N  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30186 
CBS 
61325 
RPO/K E'~P  E/,\1ENUHI N 
21:l:5/176/250 
PHLO/Of?MANDY  /STERN 
299/IR5/279 
497 
5/77  12/63 
11/66  44'45 
12/67 
3/71  52'03 
10/74  45'39 




Review  iates Time  M share 
6/75  5/59  40'39  20 
8/76  9/60  40'03 EMI/HMV  CLEVELAND/SZELL/OISTRAKH  9/73  2110  40'56 
ASD  2525  440/272/399 
SAGA  MOSCO~ RO/KONORASHI N/Ol STHAKH  37, 
SAGA  5231  175/108/175 
PHILIPS  NE~ PHILH/DAVIS/GRUNIAUX  1/73  39-'09 
6500  299  450/278/350 
DG  VPO/JOCHUM/MILSTEIN  12/75 
2530  592  435/269/435 
CLS  PLSR  LPO/LOUGHRAN/HA SSON  39'27 
CFP  40221  149/92/149 
DG  BELGIAN  RO/DEFOSSEZ/KORSAKOV  1/Tl 
2548  263  159/98/159 
EMI/HMV  CHICAGO  SO/GIULINI/PERL~AN  11/77  43'00 
ASD  3385  440/272/440 
EMI  LUCERNE  FESI/FURTWANGLER/MENUHIN 
c  047  1239  289/178/289 
HMV  FRENCH  NAT  RAD/KLEMPERER/OISTR 
c  065  00534  430/2(')5/399 
WORK  ~2.  MOZAI-rfr  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 





WOF?K  53.  MOL.AHT:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO.5 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 




ASD  2988 
ECO/BARENBOIM/ZUKERMAN 
429/265/439 




Review  dates  Time 
Review  dates  Time 
11/70 
7/74  30'49 
20 f?lll·.: 
ROY  2012 
LJG 
2531  049 
ANG!::L 
36007 






l"'Of?K  54.  TCHAIKOdSKY:  VIOLIN  COI'JCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/A  R3ENTA /CAMPOLI 
SPA  183  235/14:5/199 
E~A I /HMV  PI TfSRURGH  SO/STEI NBEHG/M ILSTN 
SXLP  30225  285/176/250 
CBS  PHLD/ORMANDY  /STEf?N 
61029  299/185/299 
DECCA  LSO/SM?GENT /RICCI 
SUD  126  250/154/250 
CBS  LSO/DCH?ATI /ZUKEH\1AN 
72708  429/154/429 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN/FERRAS 
139  028  435/269/435 
DECCA  LSO/PREVIN/KYUNG-WHA  CHUNG 
SXL  6493  450/278/450 
DECCA  NETH  RO/FOURNET/RICCI 
PFS  4345  435/269/335 
PHILIPS  NEW  PHILH/KRENZ/GRUMIAUX 
9500  086  450/278/399 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOU~/HAITINK/SZERYNG 
9500  321  450/278/399 
EMI  BPO/STEINHERG/KREISLER 
c  053  01409  390/241/390 
PHILIPS  ROTTERDAM  PO/DE  WAART/FUJIKAWA 
6570  028  245/151/245 
499 
2/78 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
7/72  12/58 
I /77  6/60  32'15 
10/73  7/60 
4/66  8/60 
11/69 
12/67 
II /70  34'33 
1/76 
6/76  42'29 
I 0/77  63'01 
69'58 •"'ORK  55.  DVORAK:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
SUPHAPHON 
SUA  50W 
Ef.J. I /HMV 
ASD  3120 




vWHK  56.  MOZAHT:  RE'JUIEM 
Co.  or  Label  Int8rpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DG  BPO/KA HAJAN/VI ENNA  GM/LI PP 
2535  257  250/160/259 
DECCA  VPO/VI !::NNA  ST  OP/KEHTESZ/HOf-?NE 
SPA  476  235/145/199 
EM I /Hlv\ V  NEV'f  PHILH  ~CH/FRUHBECK/MATHI  S 
SXLP  30237  285/176/250 
DG  VIENNA  OP  CH/VPO/BOEHM/MATHIS 
2530  143  435/269/435 
EMI/HMV  ECO/A LLD IS  CH/BARENBOI M/BAKER 
ASO  27 8'd  440/272/399 
RCA  GULBENK IAN  SO&CH/CORBOZ/AMELI NG 
STU  -10943  4 75/293/399 
VIENNA  OP/SCHERCHEN 
28926  XAU  325/201/325 
HMV  NEW  PHILH/FRUHBECK/BURGOS 
IC  037  OOO'd8  309/241/390 
500 
Review  dates  Ti~e  ;~  share 
6/64  5/62  70 
10/75  45'22  30 
Review  dates  Tim~ 
4/62 
6/TI  6/66  53'  15 
5/7  'd  3/68  53'41 
2/72 
7/72  54'20 
6/76 
53'41 ~ORK 57.  VERDI:  REQUIEM  MASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  r~c/est c/disp 
---------------------------~-----------------------------
RCA 
RL  02476 
SERAPHIM 
IB  6050 
CHICAGO  SOP.CH/SOLTI/PRICE/BAKER  12/77 
850/525/798 
RO~E OP/SEHAFIN 
7 80/481/7  80 
I"IORK  58.  BEETHOVEN:  M  I SSA  SOLEMN IS 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
!)(3 
2726  048 
PHILIPS 
6199  00 I 
L)G 
27CH  080 
HMV 
SLS  989 
DECCA 
otn  D2 
PHI Ll PS 
6769  001 
VIE:\INA  GM/BPO/KARAJAN/JANOWITZ  11/76  10/66 
5 P3/320/518 
NETH  RO  CH/CONCERTGEBO!J1 N/  JOCHUM  I 0/7 I 
900/55.')/798 
V!JO  .~  CH/BOEHM/PRICE/LUDi'IIG 
81015311870 




CHICAGD  Sll&CH/SOLTI/POPP/MINTON  8/78 
8~0/525/{395 
LSO/DAVIS 
1200/741 I  II 99 
F.MI  BPO/KAf~AJAN 
c  181  006227  289/178/578 
I'IORK  59.  HANDEL:  MESSIAH 
87'54 
81'54 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
!-FAV 
SLS  H45 
KINGS  COL.L  CH/ASMF/W I LLCOCKS 
I I 45/-/87/995 
501 
6/73  151,17 RCA 
STU  70921 
DECCA 
018  03 
EMI 
SHB  46 
OG 
2720  069 
ECC>ILEPPARO/PALMER/V'IA TIS 
475/293/596 
ASMF/MARR INER/  AMELING/HOW ELL 
1095/676/1095 
ROY  LIVERPOOL  PO/SARGENT 
780/481/690 
LPO/RICf-ffER 
II 00/679/  I 000 
~ORK 60.  CARL  ORFF:  CARMINA  BURANA 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
EMI/HMV  NEW  PHILH  & CH/FRUHAECK/POPP 
SAN  162  440/272/440 
RCA  CHOHUS/BOSTON  SO/OZAV'IA/MANIJAC 
LSB  4006  249/154/249 
PYE  SAL?.  MOZ/P RESTEL/HAHTMA NN 
GSGC  15001  I 55/96/155 
EMI/HMV  LSO  &  CH/PREVI N/Af?MSTRONG 
ASU  3117  440/272/440 
PHI Ll PS  DRESDEN  KAP/LEIPZIG  RAD  CH~RO/ 
9500  040  450/27f3/399 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/STOWKOv~SKI 




Review  dates  Tirrte 
6/66  62'01 
II /70 
8/75 
10/75  62'50 
10/76  57'05 OUTLET  :  LONDON  EIGHfEEN 
NORf?IS  GUY  LTD.  NEAL  ST. '"iOI?K  I.  BEETHOVEr~:  CCH.~PLETE  SYi·,\PHONY  COLLECfiON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/diso 
PHILIPS  LPO/HAI TI \IK  1/77 
6747  307  1750/1080/1400 
CLS  PLSf?  BPO/CLJYTENS  402'43 
CFP  78251  1149/709/960 
DECCA  CHICAGl)  SO/SOLTI  9/75 
II BH  I 8!3/96  2395/147tVI916 
dMV  PHI LH/KLEiviPEHEJ<  476'36 
SLS  781:3-9  1695/1046/1359 
PHI Ll PS  LEIPZIG  GEWAND/MASUR  9/7S 
6747  135  1799/1110/1439 
DG  VP0/80EHM  3/77  ll /72 
2721  154  1900/1113/1 330 
vWHK  2.  RHAHMS:  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT ION 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Heview  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  LSO/LPO/BOULT/J  BAKER  6/75  203'20  60 
SLS  5009  1425/880/1140 
DECCA  CLEVELANO/MAAZEL  9/T/  20 
0390  4  995/614/695 
BWS  SALZ  MOZ/WALTER  20 
803  I 047/646/900 
I"'ORK  3.  MAHLEH I  COMPLETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT! ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
504 WOI-?K  4.  TCHAI K  OiiSKYa  COMt>LETE  SYMPHONY  COLLECT! ON 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
NIL 
Mlf.?K  5.  ~~AGNEI?:  ~'IALKURE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
f.?ef.  number  ~rices:  rec/est.c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/T .E I NSDCH?F 
7bB  125-9  1595/935/959 
DECCA  VPO/SOLTI 
SET  312-1')  2250/1389/1 800 
t!MV  ENG  NAf  OP/GOOOALL 
SLS  5063  I 425/BdO/ I I 40 
iJG  BPO/KAi~AJAN 
2720  051  4675/2886/3400 
PHILIPS  BA YIH:lJTH  F~ST  /HOEH1A 
6-/47  037  3 I 99/1975/3 I 99 
WOI?K  6.  WAGNEf?:  LoH.:::'>IGIHN 
Co.  or  Label  Interoretation 
Ref.  numoer  Prices:  rec/est  c/diso 
VI CT!?OLA 
PVL5  9041') 
HMV 
SLS  5071 
RCo\  SO/LFINSDORF 
I 425/880/999 
Vf.JOIKE.,Af.J E 
1425/8130/ I I 40 
505 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
3113  9/62 
9166  220'10 
9/7t3  245'46 
9/72 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/76 ~ORK 7.  MOZART:  DON  GIOVANNI 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
DG  BPO/FRICSAY 
2728  003  7 77./480/625 
DECCA  VPO/LEINSDORF 
DIOD  4  1350/833/1080 
DECCA  ECO/BOJ~YNGE 
SET  412-5  1  800/1 1 1  1/1 440 
PHILIPS  CONVENT  GARDEN/DAVIS 
6707  022  1799/1110/1439 
HMV  ECO/BARENBO I '·A 
SLS  978  1695/1046/1121 
DG  VPO/BOEHM 
2709  085  1305/806/945 
CETf?A  VPO/FUf?TwANGLER 
LO  7-4  1596/985/1200 
ESTIWAHMNCO  PARIS  OP  ORCH/SOLTI 
4EA  011  1200/741/1200 
EDUC  MEUIA  II 
RR  407  1047/646/900 
VWRK  13.  MOLAf?Tr  MAR'-?IAGE  OF  FIGARO 
Co.  or  Labo.l  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricps:  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA 
GOS  585-7 
DG 






Review  dates  Time 
2/73  11/59 
12/76  6/59  170'  13 
2110 
ll/7  3 
4/75  189'45 
6/70  3/59  171'25 
2/73  2/62 ~HILIPS 
6-10-1  () 14 
rli.\ v 
SLS  995 
BB2  SO/JAVIS 
1  7 99/ I I I 0 II  4 3 9 
ECO/BAr{ENRDI M 
1425/8d0/1 I 40 
fiOf!K  9.  MOZAF?Tz  MAGIC  FLUTE 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
UECCA  VPO/BOErlM 
GOS  ~01-3  975/602/780 
DG  HJ..>O/BOEH.'A 
2709  017  1305/806/915 
DECCA  VPO/SOLTI 
SET  479-81  1350/833/1020 
Y'IOI?K  I o.  BIZETz  CAR'M:N 
Co.  or Label  Interpretaion 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  913 
HN1V 
SLS  952 
DECCA 
Dl I  03 
CETRA 
LO  48 
CETRA 
LO  22-3 
PARIS  OP/PRETRE 
1310/809/1099 





I 179/7  39/900 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/KARAJAN 
I 197/7 39/900 
HMV  STASERA'ALL  OP/ 
C153  17071-3  1170/722/900 
DG 
2740  101 





Review dates  Ti~e 
2/67  11/55 
10/65 
2/71  1  55,33 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
12/64  146'40 
10/70  151,15 
10/76  159'40 
6/73 '!Wf?K  11  •  PUCCINI:  BOdE ME 
Co.  or  LAbel  Interoretation 
Ref.  number  ~rices:  rec/est  c/jisp 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/Vcrrro  8/76  3/58  104'52 
SLS  ':)059  720/444/579 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/SEiiAF!t-J  8/76  12/58 
050  2  695/429/559 
HMV  RO.IIE  OP/SCHIPPEHS  4/64  102'18 
SLS  907  825/509/660 
DECCA  BtJO/KAqAJAN  8/73  1: 0'00 
SET  565-6  900/555/720 
RCA  LPC>/SOLfi 
AHL2  0371  7 98/493/650 
CETf?A  TUmHN  f?O/ SANTI N  I 
LPS  3231  59~V369/4  79 
DG  FLORENCE/VOTTO 
2705  038  518/320/415 
I{CA  NBC/TOSCANINI 
AT  203  3')0/21 tS/31 9 
r"iOiiK  12.  PUCCINI:  J':)SCA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/MOLINAr?I-PRADELLI  2/nO 
GOS  612-3  975/602/400 
HMV  PARIS  CONS/PRETHE  9/71  7/65  Ill  '51 
SLS  917  875/540/7  00 
DECCA  SAN  CEL/MAAZEL  6/67  Ill '00 
SET  341-2  900/556/680 
DG  PAR IS  ORTF/ROSTROPOV I Cli  12/76 
2708  087  870/537/695 
508 HMV 
SLS  825 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SABATA 
720/444/579 
WORK  13.  PUCCINI r  TUI?ANDOT 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  ROME  OP/MOLINARI-PRADELLI 
SLS  921  1310/809/1048 
DECCA  SA~ CEL/EREOE 
GOS  622-4  975/602/780 
RCA  RO'V\E  OP /LEI NSDORF 
SEF?  5643-5  1497/924/840 
I~ORK  14.  PUCCINI r  MADAME  AUTTERFL Y 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
RCA  r?CA  ITAL/LEINSDORF 
SEH  5504-fi  13~)0/833/685 
i·NV  f.?Ch~ E  OP /BAI?'-3 I HOLLI 
SLS  927  1310/809/1049 
DECCA  VPO/KA~~AJAN 
SET  5d4-6  1350/833/1080 
DECCA  HAI?CELONA  SO/GATTO 
OM3D  f?3  995/614/680 
ifV.V  F?O'.~E  OP /SAi'H IN I 
SLS  5128  895/55.2/746 
CEH?A  HA I /OUfSD?A 
LPS  324B  b97 /554F/ 19 
CBS  MET  01-'/f·?UDOF 
78246  849/5 24/4 39 
509 
3113  12/53  108'00 
Review  dates  Time 
5/66  Ill '03 
II /72  4/58 
II /72  4/61 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
6/63 
9/67  141'07 
2/75  145'15 
2178 
135'50 VWRK  15.  VERDII  TROVATORE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  GENEVA  GRAND  THIEHEDE  I 1/71  1  I /56 
GOS  614-6  975/602/7  80 
DG  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN  8/76  12/63 
27 28  008  777/480/625 
DECCA  NAT  PO/AONYNGE  10/77  163'07 
D82U  3  1295/799/1080 
CFWA  MILAN  LA  SCALA/VOTTO 
LO  35  1197/7  39/900 
CETRA  NAPLES/SERAFIN 
LO  29-2  798/493/600 
RCA  RO:'~E/BASILE 
LSC  6150  1320/815/1265 
I'IORK  liS.  VEHDII  AIDA 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/SFJ?AFIN  1/56  1 44' 22 
SLS  5108  995/f> 14/7 99 
RCA  Nl3C  SO/TOSCANINI  9/73  0/57 
AT  302  525/324/479 
UECCA  VPO/KA~?AJAN  12/59  149'30 
SXL  2107-9  1350/833/959 
DECCA  Rm\E  OP/SOLTI  11/10  1162 
SET  427-9  1350/833/10<'30 
HCA  LSO/LEINSDOHF  11/71 
SEf?  5609-11  1350/833/840 
HMV  CONVENT  GA fWENS/MUTI  2/"/5  146'01 
SLS  977  1310/809/1049 
510 CETi?A 
UJ  40 
HELLAS  AHTES/FABRITfiS 
1197/739/900 
CEll? A 
LO  26-3 
Di:CCA 
U4-/  U3 
\1ET  OP /PELL ETI El? 
I I 97/7  39/()00 
SAN  CEL/ERcDE 
7~0/4().'3/:)56 
1vCH<K  I 7.  V t:fWI:  RI GOLI:TfO 
Co.  or  Label  Int8roretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
i1ECCA 
SET  542-4 
LSO/BO!~Yt.JGE 
1350/833/1  0~30 
CETi?A.  BELLAS  ARTES/MUNGAI 
LO  31  II 96/7  38/900 
ESTFWA!?'~I'JCO  ROME/GI UL IN I 
EA  020  920/:)68/900 
H1\IV 
SLS  5018 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/SERAFIN 
995/614/199 
UECCA 
GOS  655-7 
SA"J  CEL/SANlOGNO 
975/602/600 
WOf?K  18.  VERDI:  LA  TRAVIATA 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
H,\W  R0 1~E  OP/SERAFIN 
SLS  5091  795/491/635 
DECCA  MAGGIO  MUSICALE/PRITCHARD 
SET  249-51  1350/833/1020 
DECCA  BEI~LI N  OP/MAAZEL 
SET  401-2  900/556/680 
511 
12/52 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/73  113'35 
3/76  2/56  141'27 
9/7~  6/62 
R~view dates  Time 
9/60  119'52 
8/63  109'45 
7/69 HMV 
SLS  960 
DG 
2707  103 
R  fJ 0 /C E  CC AT 0 
1145/707/915 
BAV  ST  OP /KLEI HEf? 
81015311610 
HMV  1-W'·AE  OJ-1/BELLEZZA 
Cl53  17079-80  780/481/625 
CETf?A 
LO  28 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/GIULINI 
598/369/600 
1"iORK  19.  MUSSOIWSKY:  BORIS  GOOU\JOV 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation 
Hef.  nurn!Jer  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  POLl SH  RO/SEMKOV 
SLS  I 000  1695/1046/1515 
HMV  FHI:NCH  NAT  HAD/OOBfWWEN 
SLS  5072  11 95/7  38/9 I 5 
DECCA  VPO/KARAJAN 
SET  514-7  I 800/ 1 I II I  1  440 
CBS  BOSHOI  TH/MELIK-PASHAEV 
77396  1249/77 I /999 
EDUC  ~t:DIA  BOLSHOI/ 
1-?R  440  1047/646/900 
~ORK 20.  BEI?LI OZ:  SYMPHOI~Y  FANTAST I QUE 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  num!Jer  Prices:  rec/est  c/rlisp 
ROF  CZECH  PO/ZECCHI 
LGD  00 I  199/123/140 
DG  BP 0/KA RAJA N 
2535  256  259/160/209 
DG  LAMOUHEUX  /~Af?KEVITCH 
2548  172  159/61/129 
512 
5/72  138'02 
Heview  dates  Tim~ 
9/77  224'08 
211""1  4/53  170'49 
11/74  211 '05 
10/75 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
11/60  10 
7/65  10 
11/75  1/62  10 OG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA  12/73  10 
2~30 358  435/269/349 
PHILIPS  CONCEHTGEBOUI"'/OAVIS  3/75  54'58  30 
6500  774  450/278/360 
DG  BPO/KAHAJAN  10 
2?30  597  435/269/350 
EM I /HMV  FRENCH  NAT  RAD/BERNSTEIN  52'06  10 
ASD  3397  440/272/360 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS 
6747  271  I 250/77 2/  I 000 
fiOHK  21.  BEETHOVEN:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Price5:  rec/est  c/disp 
OG  Bl-'0/MAAZF.L  II /75  1/01 
254t3  205  1?9/98/129 
PHILIPS  LSO/DAVIS  10/72  12/62  47'46 
65tj0  050  245/151/199 
DECCA  VPO/SC.-iMI DT-I SSEt?STEOT  9/77  12/67  42'05 
Jb  2  250/154/200 
EMI/rlMV  MUNICH  PO/KEMP'3  2/77  II /74  39'39 
ESD  7004  285/176/220 
DG  BPO/KAf~AJAN  4/78  10/T/ 
2531  I 06  435/269/349 
CLS  PLSf?  RPO/CLJYTENS  2/73  1/62  33'28 
CfP  40017  149/92/120 
EM I /f-PAV  LPO/BOULT  4/78  42'07 
ASU  3456  440/27 2/3()0 
513 WORK  22.  Bt:ETHOVENr  3HD  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
HMV 
SLS  87 3 
DG 
2525  101 
DECCA 




JB  6 
EIAI/HMV 
SXLP  30209 
PHILIPS 
6580  137 
CLS  PLSH 
CFP  4 oo-u~· 
DG 
2530  437 
DECCA 
PFS  4367 
DECCA 
SXL  6>~29 
SYMPHNC 
SYM  5 
EMIIHMV 
ASD  3376 
JG 











NY  PO/BERNSTEIN 
299/185/225 
VPO/SCHM IDT-I SSD?STEDT 
250/154/200 








SCOTfiSH  NAT/PAITA 
43!:>/269/380 
CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI 
450/278/320 
SYMPHOI'i!CA  OF  LONDON/MOHRIS 
3 99/241)/305 
LSO/  JOC HU ~~~ 
440/272/320 







Review  dates  Time 
5/74  7/56  62'28 
7/75  I 0162 
7/71  II /63 
II /77  I 0/66  49'35 
I /78  II /66 
7/76  3/68  53'50 
II /76  I I /69 
8/72  56'51 
9/74  I I /72 
5/T/  9/75  55'00 
I /78 
2118  60'35 
6/7a \1>/0!~K  23.  B~~AH'~S:  1ST  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~Pf.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PEE!?LESS  Pf~AOUE SO/DIXON 
3C  319  199/123/109 
DECCA  CLEVELANU/MAAZEL 
SXL  0783  4':)0/278/320 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  PO/ANCEHL 
SUA  50430  299/1 ~b/220 
BASf  MUNICH  PO/KE'.o\PE 
BAC  3083  325/201/320 
r'Wf?K  24.  BACH:  l3f.?ANJENBUHG  CONCERTI 
Co.  or  Label  Int8roretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesz  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  SCO/MUr-ICHINGER 
5BB  130-1  795/491/555 
DECCA  SCO/MU!-ICHINGER 
14l.m  213-7  995/614/799 
SAGA  HAMBUf~G CHBH/NEV'ISTONE 
SAGA  5031-2  175/108/140 
EMI/HMV  BATH  FEST/MENUHIN 
ASD  327-8  440/272/360 
DECCA 
TV  34044-S 
WURTEMBERG  CHBR/FAERBER 
235/145/160 
CLS  PLSR 
CfP  40010 
EMI/HI-AV 
SLS  866 
PYE 
GGCIJ  301 
DG 
2707  098 




nURZ  C~M ACC/REINARTZ 
275/170/220 
LA  PO/ZUKERMAN 
870/537/695 
515 





Review  dates  Ti~e 
J0/73  8/59 
10/75  8/59 
12/66  104' 
5/60  113' 13 
3/66 
10/72  46'08 
1/74  96'36 
8/75 CBS 
79215 
MILAN  LA  SCALA/ABBAOO 
849/524/679 
f~EA  NORTHERN  S I !'JF/MALCOLM 
VAR  1041-2  379/234/280 
Df:CCA 
SET  410-11 
ECO/Biil'D'EN 
9 00/556/7  20 
;"/OPK  2':).  MAHLER:  I ST  SYMI->HONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  CRS  SO/WALTER 
61  lin  299/185/240 
DECCA.  LSO/SOLTI 
7 HB  173-7  1595/985/1279 
PHILIPS  CONCEf7 fGEBOUW /HAITI NK 
6500  342  450/278/360 
RCA  LSO/LEVINE 
AHLI  0894  399/246/340 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZAWA 
2':)30  993  435/269/349 
WOf?K  26.  MAHLERr  2ND  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  NY  PO/V'IALTER/CUNDARI 
61282-3  558/344/4  79 
EMI/HMV  PHI LH/KLEMPEREfUSCHWARZKOPF 
SLS  806  850/525/680 
DECCA  LSO/SOLT I /HARPER 
SET  325-6  900/556/720 
516 
8/78  I 22'  27 
2/78 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
2/70  4/63 
5/75  9/64 
2/73  9/72  56'13 
5/75 
60 
Review  dates  Time  M share 
II /72  5/61  5 
8/71  7/63  79'25  5 
11/66  80'44  20 DECCA  LSO/SOLTI /HARPER  5/75  II /66 
788  173-7  1595/985/1279 
PHILIPS  CONCEf?fGEBOUW/HAITNIK/AMELING  10/68 
67 00  024  899/555/7 19 
OG  BAV  RO/KUBELIK/MATHIS  3'/77  9/70 
2726  062  518/320/419 
C8S  LSO/BEf?NSTEI N/AI?MSTRONG  11/74 
78249  849/524/679 
WOI?K  27.  MAHLERr  3RIJ  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS 
6747  435 
CONCERTGEBOU~/HAIT  I NK/F\JIWESTER  2/6  7 
900/556/71 9 
OG 
2726  063 
DECCA 
SET  385-6 
DECCA 




RL  0175 7 
PYE 
f-VIJ  2469 
BAV  RO/KlJBELI K/THO\.fAS 
518/320/419 




NY  PO/BER1\ISTEI N/LI PTON 
549/339/679 




NOI<K  28.  MAHLE!i:  4Td  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS 
61357-t! 
NY  PO/NALTER/HAU3AN 
~911/.169/449 
517 
6/78  9/68 
2/69  93'35 
5/75  2/69 
6/74  99' 16 
3/71' 
Review  dates  Ti~e 















60 RCA  CHICAGO  SO/LEVINE/BLEGEN  10/75  10 
ARL1  0895  3 99/246/320 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  PO/SWAROWSKY /LORENZ  10 
I  101346  299/185/220 
FESTIVAL  BPO/MAAZEL  10 
FC  418  299/185/240 
DI;CCA  /SOLTI  10 
7 BB  183-87  1595/985/1279 
WOHK  29.  MAHLE!-?  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Int~rpretation  Review  dates  Tim~  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS  CONCEIHGEROU!N/HAI TI NK  1/70 
6700  034  900/556/719 
DtCCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  12/70  76' 10 
SET  467-70  1  800/ I I II /7  20 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  8/75  12/70 
7 BB  178-82  1595/985/1279 
DG  BPO/KAf~AJAN  7/78  70 
210-1  106  870/537/695 
WOHK  30.  MAHLEH1  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Heview  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est c/disp 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI  10/67  79'2'::J  10 
SET  360-1  900/556/680 
PHI Ll PS  CONCEfHGEHOUvUHAI TI NK  7/70  10 
67 00  021  900/556/71 9 
I)G  CHICAGO  SO/G I ULI N  I  4/72  80 
2707  097  870/537/695 
518 ;'Wl<K  31.  TCHAIKOv~SKY:  4TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  PricP.sl  rec/est  c/rlisp 
PHILIPS  LSO/DO:?AT I  5/77  7/62  40'31 
65H~  0~2  245/145/199 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  2/65  42'20 
JB  23  250/154/229 
DG  BPO/KAF?AJAN  4/68 
139  011  435/269/349 
DG  VPO/AB3ADO  ll/76 
2530  651  435/269/349 
PYE  LPO/SOUDANT  2/77 
PCNHX  b  450/278/360 
I:WF  CZECH  PO/SLOVAK  4/77 
LGDD  I 00  699/431/559 
SUPHAJ-IHON  CZECH  PO/SLOVAK  4/78 
410  1749  299/185/240 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  6/78 
2~30 883  435/269/349 
HCA  PHLD  OI?CH/Of?MANDY 
M?Ll  0665  3 99/246/279 
WOHK  32.  TCHAIKOWSKYa  5TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/dMV  BPO/KEMPE  11/76  9/61  47'59 
SXLP  30216  285/176/229 
DG  LEN I NGIUD  PO/MRAV I NSKY  3/75  10/61 
2538  179  259/160/189 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  4/64  44'25 
JB  24  250/154/200 
PHILIPS  CONCERTGEBOUW/HAITINK  2/76  49'50 
6500  922  450/278/360 
519 DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLfi  4/76 
SXL  6-/54  450/278/320 
I"?CA  NE~"'  PHI LH/HOHENSTEIN  10/76 
GL  25007  249/154/200 
DG  BOSTON  SO/OZM~A  1/78 
2530  d88  435/269/350 
DECCA  PHILH/ASHKENAZY 
SXL  68B4  450/278/360 
RDF  CZECH  PO/MATACIC  12/61 
LGDD  I 00  699/431/559 
CBS  CLEVELANO/SZELL  44'30 
612B9  299/18~/225 
V'IORK  33.  TCHAIKOI'ISKY:  6TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Revi~w dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
DECCA  PAR IS  CONS/KLEIBER  9/76  5/54 
ECS  787  235/145/155 
DECCA  SUISSE/ANSERMET  1/73  6/57 
SPA  221  235/145/160 
RDF  CZECH  PO/TALICH  7/77  6/60 
HCN  8013  I 99/ I 23/ I 40 
EMI/HMV  PHILH/GIULI N  I  6/76  4/61  46'55 
SXLP  30208  285/176/220 
CLS  PLSH  PHILH/KLETZKI  Jl/61 
CFP  40220  149/92/120 
DG  LHHNGr:lAD  PO/MRAVINSKY  12/74  11/61 
2538  180  259/160/209 
DG  BPO/KARAJAN  10/64 
138  921  435/269/349 
RDF  CZECH  PO/MATACIC  12/71 
LGDD  I 00  699/431/559 
HMV  BPO/KARAJAN  12/72 
SLS  833  1145/707/919  136'20 
520 RCA  LSO/T JEKNAVORIAN  11/76 
LRLI  5129  425/262/320 
PHILIPS  LSO/DORATI.  2/77  44' 17 
65H2  014  245/151/IH9 
DG  BPO/KA RAJ AN  6/f17 
2~30 774  435/269/349 
DECCA  CHICAGO  SO/SOLTI  9/77 
SXL  6814  450/278/320 
PYE  LPO/SOUDANT 
PCNHX  12  450/278/280 
DECCA  VPO/MAAZEL  9/75  42'50 
JH  25  250/ I 54/2  00 
SUPRAPHON  CZECH  PO/MA TACI C 
SUA  0100485  299/185/220 
WORK  34.  DVORAK I  7Trl  SYMPHOI\JY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Tl~e  M share 
Ref.  number  Pricesa  rec/est  c/disp 
CBS  CLEVELANf1/SZELL  9/76  1.10'45 
7f3304  849/~24/679 
DECCA  LSO/KEHTESZ  10/64  36'40 
SXL  6115  450/278/320 
RDF  CZECH  PO/KOSLER  8/77  8166 
LGD  007  199/123/160 
UG  BPO/KUBELIK  10/71 
2530  127  43~/269/349 
PHI LI r>S  CONC ER fGEROUVVC  OAVIS  2117  36'06 
9500  132  450/278/360 
01-'US  SLOVAK/KOSLER 
9110  22HO  299/185/240 
DECCA  LSO/KEfHESZ 
!)6  1)/  2095/1293/1679 
SUPRAPrlON  CZECH  rlO/NEt~MANN 
11  ()  1621-8  2093/1295/1197 
521 WORK  35.  DVORAKr  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Ref.  numbP-r  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
--------------------------------------------.-------
CLS  PLSR 




SXL  6291 
EM I /HMV 




6580  259 
IJG 




SXL  6751 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3285 
VvEA 
VAl?  101f3 
RCA 
GL  25060 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3407 
DG 
2530  881 
DECCA 
D6  D7 
PHILH/SAWALLISCH 
149/92/120 














LA  PO/MEHTA 
45012181320 












10/70  4/60  43'40 




3/78  1/70 
9/74  I 0/7  3 
11 0'45 
11/16 
1/77  41  '22 
1/71  41'16 
1117 
10/77  54'04 
2/78 
522 IWRK  36.  SCHUBERT:  9TH  SYMPHONY 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
AMADEO  KOLNER  f<UND  SO/KLEI BER/KOUl 
AVf<SI9  015ST  399/246/240 
DECCA 
0105  05 
VPO/KE!?TESZ 
II 50/648/805 
WOHK  37.  VIVALDI:  THE  FOUR  SEASONS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  PricP.sa  rec/P.st  c/disp 
F?CA 




ZHG  6~4 
CLS  PLSH 
CFP  40016 
EMI/HMV 
SXLP  30195 
RCA 
HL2  5034 
EMI 
nwx  1 oo2 
SUP~?  A  P  liON 
410  2028 
PYE 
HM 13  I 07 
TELEFUKEN 
6353  3t36 
C8S 
78225 
SOLISTI  VENETI/SCI'viONE 
4/5/293/679 
STUTfGAf?T  SOLO I STS/COU l?AUD 
I 99/ I 23/160 
AMSF/MARRINER 
399/246/360 




SOLI STI  DI  ZAGF?EB/GALWA Y 
425/262/320 
KOTO  NE't~  ENS/ 
440/272/360 
Pf?AGUE  CHBFUHLAVELEK 
299/185/240 
SOFIA  PO/KADENDJEV 
399/246/320 
VC \VHAc? "'ONC OU HT 
720/444/720 
ECO/ZUKEf?'·MN 
849/524/6  79 
523 
Review  dates  Ti~e  M share 
Review  rlates  Ti~e 
4/77  12/72 
2/17  9/68  35'37 
9/70 




12/73 WORK  38.  BRAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dntes  Time  M share 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
---------------------------------------------------------
PHILIPS  CONCERfGEAOUW/HAITINK  10/70  52'33 
6580  302  245/151/199 
DG  APO/JOCHUM  6/78  12/72 
2726  082  518/320/419 
DECCA  LPO/DE  r'JAART  II /75 
SXL  6728  450/278/320 
RCA  NY  PO/MASUR  2117 
RL  25031  42~/262/320 
WORK  39.  BHAHMS:  PIANO  CONCERTO  NO.  2 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Hef.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
HMV  PHI LH/UOBROv~EN/SOLOMON  10/T/  10/47  198'29 
SLS  5094  995/614/796 
HCA  RCA  SO/Kl<I PS/RUBI NSTEI N  12/71  12/67 
DPS  2015  450/278/360 
DG  BPO/JOCHUM/GILELS  6/78  12/72 
2726  082  518/320/419 
OECCA  PHILH/FISTOULARI/VERED 
PFS  4428  435/269/320 
l~Of?K  40.  BEETHOVEN:  PIANO  C01'lCERTO  NO.  3 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  numoer  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
---------------------------------------------------------. 
LJG 
138  776 




2535  101 
VSO/SMWERLI NGI~  IC:ITER 
259/160/209 
HMV  NE/i  PHILH/BAHENBOhVKLE~.iPEHEH 
SLS  941-4  1310/809/1048 
RCA  LPO/HAilE/'<80 I M 
CHL5  1415  127517d7/1275 
DECCA  .CHICAGO  SO/SOLT IIS  !\HKEi'lAZY 
SXLG  6594-1  I 800/ I I II/I  279 
CBS  CLEVELAND/SZELL/FLEISCHER 
77371  549/339/679 
¥WHK  41.  BEETHOVENr  PIANO  COJ~CERTO  r•W.  5 
Co.  or  Label  IntP-rpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est c/disp 
DG 
138  777 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  2500 
DECCA 
JB  18 
CLS  PLSR 
CFP  40087 
SYMPHNC 




CRL5  1415 
HMV 






BAC  3093 
BPO/LEI TNER/KEMJ->FF 
435/269/349 




SCOTfiSH  NATIGIBSON/LILL 
149/92/120 
SniPHONI CA  OF  LON/MORRIS/ROSEN 
399/246/305 










HAMBEf?G  PHI LH/BERT IN I/Ff?AGEf? 
349/215/320 
525 
1/76  11/63 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
5/62 
41'41 
12/77  9/71  40'30 
10/74  39'52 
38'20 tWHK  42.  Pt?OKOfi EV r  1:>  IA:'-10  COI'-ICEHTO  ;~0. I 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Hef.  nu'Tlber  PricP.sr  rP.c/P.st  c/disn 
DECCA  LSO/I:>REVIN/ASHKENAZY 
15HH  21R-2J  IOQ5/fl7n/H79 
•'•Of?K  43.  I:>IWKOfl EV r  PIANO  CONCEHTO  NO.2 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
SUP~?At>HON 
SUA  0551 
CZECH  ~D/ANCERL/BALOGliOVA 
299/1 B':)/?.20 
I)::CCA  C INC I N1'1AT I  SO/JOrlNSON/BOLET 
rv  345435  235/145/160 
DECCA  LSO/PHI:VIN/ASHKENAZY 
15BB  218-20  1095/6l6/H79 
'foiOf~K  44.  MOZAHT r  PIANO  COl'lCEino  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
EMI/HMV 
ASD  3218 
ECO/BAHENBOIM 
440/272/320 
vWRK  45.  MOZAf?T r  PIANO  CONCEHTO  NO.  4 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est c/disp 
EMI/HMV 




Review  dates  Ti'Tle 
15'29 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
2113  9/65 
1/76 
32'25 
Review dates  Ti~e 
1/77  15'28 
Review  dates  Time 
I /77  14'00 rHH?K  46.  MOZART a  CONCERTO  FOR  3  PIANOS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
NIL 
1WOf?K  47.  MOZARTr  CONCERTO  FOR  2  PIANOS 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~oer  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
EM I /H\W 
SXLtJ  30175 
PHILH/GALLIERA/HASKIL/ANDA 
285/176/200 
l'\IOf?K  48.  SCHUMANN r  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
~ef.  nu~ber  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
PHILIPS  HBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
6~00  I fi6  4~0/27d/320 
EMI 1:-iMV  Nt.'\1  PHI LH/BcRGLUJ'~D/OGDDN 
ASU  2802  440/272/320 
EM I /~iMV  LP0/1:3A:?EI~  BO I M/f ISCHER-D I ESKAU 
ASLJ  3CJ53  440/272/l79 
527 
Rettew dates  Ti~e 
Review  dates  Time 
9/74  2/57  42'04 
Review  dates  Time 
3/72'  60'01 
10172  59'38 
49' 22 WORK  49.  GHIEGs  PIANO  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretat}on  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est c/disp 
RCA 
DPS  2014 
RCA  SO/WALLENSTEIN/RUBENSTEIN  12/71  2/57 
450/278/360 
HMV 





CLS  PLSR 
CFP  160 
PHILIPS 
6500  I 66 
EMI/HMV 
ASU  2802 
PHI LH/'<\ENGES/SOLOMON 
995/614/796 
!JHLJ/ORMANDY  /ENTRE.1H>NT 
299/185/240 
MUNICH  PO/KEMPE/FREH?E 
299/185/225 
LPO/PR ITCHAfW/KATI N 
149/92/120 
BBC  SO/DAVIS/BISHOP 
450/278/320 
NE~  1-'HILH/BERGLUNG/OGDON 
440/272/320 
WORK  50.  BEETHOVEN r  V lOLl  N  COJ'>JCERTO 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  numbqr  Pricesr  rec/est  c/rlisp 
UECCA  LSO/KfH PS/CAMPOU 
ECS  ~21  235/14~/160 
DECCA  LSO/SOLTI/ELMAN 
ECiv\  813  235/14:)/160 
EMI/HMV  PARIS  ORTF/CLUYTENS/D  OISTRAKH 
SXLP  30168  285/176/229 
CBS  NY  P0/8E~INSTEI  N/STEHN 
61598  299/185/240 
HMV  VPO/S I LV  EST  I~ I /MENU 'ii  N 
SLS  5106  "79~/491 /699 
CbS  CBS  SO/V'IALTEF?IfHANCESCA Tri 
78309  849/524/679 
528 
10/77  12/59  198'29 
2110  9/60 
3118  II /65  60'35 
8/71  46'16 
3/72 
10112  39'38 
Review  rlateq  Ti~a 
3/70  5/52 
4/78  11/55  46' 10 
1 I /-/-1  6/60  45' 17 
2/75  7/60  43'4~ 
4/l'r3  12/60  198'27 
6/62 l{CA 
!)pS  ?006 
r'Hl I.I t-IS 
r,~ oo  n ':J 
PHILIPS 
6~t5D  I 15 
NiJC  50/TOSCANI N  I /HE  H~ETZ 
450/2nV360 
6/7 I 
CO:'JCEFHG£:8()U~'\'/lJAVI  S/GRJ~H  AUX  3/"15 
4~0127::31360 
C<HCEr?fGEROUVi/HAIT I NK/KRE Bf3ERS  2/76 
245/151/199 
IWHK  5 I •  BI?AHMS:  v  IOU  N  CONCERTO 
4 I '4::? 
45'13 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
liCA  ROSTON  50/MUNCH/IIEIFETL 
DPS  2 002  450/278/360 
Eiv', I /H\1 1/  BPO/KE,.~PE/MENUHI  N 
SXU'  30186  285/ I 79/229 
HMV  BPO/KE\iPE/MENUdl N 
SLS  5106  795/49 I /699 
UG  BPO/KAI?AJAN/FERr~AS 
I 3d  930  435/269/349 
EM I  /Ji~,\ V  CLEVELANO/SZELL/OISTHAKH 
AS f)  2525  440/272/360 
1-'liiLil->S  NEW  PHI LH/DA  VI S/GF?UNI AUX 
6500  299  450/278/360 
EMI/HMV  BPO/KAI-?AJAN/Kl-?E MER 
ASO  3261  440/272/360 
CBS  PHUJ/OihiANDY  /STERN 
N3309  849/524/679 
tWRK  52.  MOZART:  VIOLIN  CONCERTO  NO. 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  nu~ber  ~rices:  rec/est  c/disp 
OG 
25.35  205 
BPO/SCHNE  IDE~?HAN 
259/160/209 
529 
2/71  3/56 
6/75  5/59  40'39 
4/78  5/59  182'27 
I I /64 
9FI3  2/70  40'56 
1/73  39'09 
10/76  41 '25 
12/77  9/60 
Review  dates  Time 
12/76  1/69 
M share 
40 HMV 
SLS  828 
CBS 
T/381 




'lOf~K  53.  \40ZARfJ  VIOLIN  CONCERfO  NO.  5 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  1-lricP.s:  rec/~st c/disp 
10/72  207'18 
I /15  145'41 
Review  dates  Ti~e 
·----------------------------------
HMV  BPO/OIST~AKH/0 OISTRAK:i 
SLS  828  1145/707/919 
EMJ/HMV  BP0/0  OISTRAKH 
ASU  2988  440/272/360 
CHS  EC0/!3ARENAOIM/ZUKERMAN 
17381  849/524/799 
RDF  ECO/ASENS 10/ASENS I 0 
ROY  2012  299/185/240 
WORK  54.  TCHAIKOWSKYt  VIOLIN  CONCEHTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  PricP.st  rec/est  c/disp 
OECCA 




SXL  6493 
DECCA 




CHICAGO  SO/REINER/HEIFITZ 
450/278/360 
LSO/PREVIN/KYUNG-WHA  CHUNG 
450/278/360 
NEW  PHILH/ASHKENAZY/BELKIN 
450/278/320 
10/72  207'18 
7/74  30'49 
1/75  145'41 
2/78 
Review  dates  Time 
------------------------
1/71  12/54 
2/71  I 0/58 
11/70  34'33 
10/77 
PHILIPS 
9500  321 
CONCEHTGEBOUW/HAITI NK/SZERYNG  10/77 
450/278/360 
63'01 
530 EMI/HMV  MOSCOW  PO/ROZHDESTVENSKY/OISTR 
SXLP  30220  285/176/229 
~WRK 55.  OV'ORAKt  VIOLIN  CONCERTO 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Pricess  rec/est c/disp 
SUPHAPHON  CZECH  t>O/ANCEI?L/SUK 
SUA  5018  299/185/240 
EMI/HMV  LPO/BA!~ENBOI  M/PE!-?LMAN 
ASD  3120  44012121320 
DG  PRAGUE/HLAVACEK 
2548  227  159/95/120 
~OHK 56.  ~OZARTa  REQUIEM 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est c/diso 
OG 
253~  257 
HPO/KAf~AJAN/V  IE  ~.NA  GM/L  I PP 
259/160/209 
50'21 
Review  dates Time 
6/64  5/62 
10/75  45'22 
Review  dates  Time 
4/62 
EM I /H·~V 
SXIY  30231 
NE~ PHILH  R.CH/FRUH3ECK/MATHIS  5/78  3/68  53'41 
285/176/229 
EMI/rir"AV 
ASD  278H 
HCA 
STU  10943 
Jt:CCA 
Zi-tG  'd76 
ECO/ALLDI s  CH/BARENBOI 1 ·.VBAKER  11"12  54'20 
440/2.7 2/60 
GUL9ENKIAN  SOR.CH/COf?BOZ/A~ELI  N~1  6116 
475/293/3~0 






20 1'40HK  57.  VERlH a  REOU I EM  MASS 
Co.  or  Label  Intepretation  Review  dates  Time 
Ref.  number  Prices•  rec/est  c/disp 
--------------------------------------------------
DECCA  VIENNA  GM/VPO/REINER/PRICE  4/72  5/61 
GOS  617-8  650/401/520 
HMV  GHIAUf?OV/GI ULI Nl  /SCHWAI?ZKOPF  7/64  87'  17 
SLS  909  875/540/700 
DECCA  VIENNA  OP  CHIVPO/SOLTI /HORNE  10/6E3  83'35 
SET  374-5  900/556/720 
LPO  CH/RPO/PAITAIHARPEfUVEASEY  12/75 
OPFS  5-6  870/537/559 
RCA  CHICAGO  SO&CH/SOLTI /PRICE/BAKER  12/77 
RL  02476  e50/525/559 
HMV  MILAN  LA  SCALA/ 
c  163  00937-8  430/165/689 
V'IOHK  58.  BEETHOVEN•  Ml SSA  SOLEMf\IIS 
Co.  or Label  Interpretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  number  Price~:  rec/est c/jisp 
DECCA  vso  &  ACAD  CH/KLEMPER El? /WI ENE I?  3/7">  6/53 
rv  370725  ~35/145/100 
HMV  NEW  PHILH  CH/KLE~PERER/~lFFGEN  7/66  78'30 
SLS  922  875/540/700 
DG  VIENNA  GM/BPO/KAf?AJAN/  JANOlv I TZ  II /76  10/66 
2726  048  518/320/419 
i-'HI LI !JS  NETH  I?D  C~/CONCEIHGEBOUW/  JOCHU~  10/71 
07 99  001  900/>.J56F/19 
l)(}  VPO  ~  CH/BOEHM/Pf?ICE/LLJDW IG  6/75 
27 07  080  'd70/53'/ /695 
H!,\V  VIENNA  G/vl/f3PO/KAHAJAN/JANOtJITZ  7/75  84'05 
SLS  979  H75 /54~J/  I 360 
HMV  NE;v  PHI LH  CH/LPO/GI ULI NI /TEA.r?  7/76  87'54 
SLS  989  875/541)/700 
532 DECCA 
U'd-/  U2 
fiCA 
LPL2  5 054 
CHI Ci\G:>  S~>Q..CH/SOLT  I /1->0PP/'·H NTO.~  8/1t3 
E35C)/:J2"JI6UO 
U:  I f.l LI  :3  C3Ei'IA~WHAUS/MASUF< 
639/394/639 
81'54 
Co.  or  Label  Interpretation  Review  dAtes  Ti~e 
Ref.  nu~ber  Prices:  rec/est  c/disp 
i-J!,IV 
SLS  174 
dMV 
SLS  b4~ 
I  JC.i 
2-123  019 
f?CA 
STU  10921 
DECCA 
JIH  DJ 
UECCA 
Dl04  D3 
JG 
2720  0()9 
AM  f~f?O.S I AN  S I NGE~?S/ECO/V.ACK  E  Wi AS  3/()7 
850/5 25/680 
K I \JGS  COLL  CH/AS'\IF/vl I LLCOCKS 
1145/707/915 
AUSTfH Al~  RO/CHOf?US/YiACl(ERf?AS 
I I 00/6  79/~WO 
ECO/LEr>PMW/PAU1EF?/iiATrS 
475/293/955 













Co.  or  Label  lnteoretation  Review  dates  Ti~e 
Ref.  numb~r  Pricesr  rec/est  c/disp 
DG 
139  3()2 
SU!->f?AfJHON 
SUA  50409 
PYE 
GSGC  1500 l 
BPO/ JOCHUM/  JANCh'l I TZ/SlOLZE 
435/269/349 
CZECH  SINGEI-?S  R  PO/SMETECEK 
2 99/185/240 





ASD  3117 
DECCA 
PFS  436C3 
LS:>  R.  C  rl/PI~t:V  I N/A~NSTinl'-iG 
440/272/360 
BHI GHT~>I-J  FEST  Ci-i/HtlO/UOf?ATI 
43~/269/349 
534 
1  OF/5 
12/7()  52'21 European Communities- Commission 
Classical records prices and mark ups in the United Kingdom 
by Gordon D.  Thomas and Francis Fishwick - Cranfield School of Management 
Luxembourg: Office for Official Publications of the European Communities 
1979- 940  p.  (Two volumes)- 21  x 29,7  em. 
Collection Studies: Evolution of concentration 
and Competition Series- 1979- A/B 27 
ISBN  92-825-1094-8 
ISBN  92-825-1325-4  (Volume 1) 
ISBN  92-825-1326-2  (Volume 2) 
Catalogue number: CB-NU-79-A27  -EN-C (Volume 1) 
CB-NU-79-B27-EN-C (Volume 2) 
Volumes are not available separately. The price of the two-volume set is: 
BFR 845  DKR 148,80  DM 53,50  FF 123 
LIT 23900  HFL 58  UKL 14.20  USD 30 
In 1970 the Commission initiated a research programme on the evolution of concentra-
tion and competition in several sectors and markets of manufacturing industries in the 
different Member States (textiles, paper, pharmaceutical and photographic products, 
cycles and  motorcycles, agricultural machinery, office machinery, textile machinery, 
civil engineering equipment, hoisting and  handling equipment, electronic and audio 
equipment, radio and  television receivers, domestic electrical appliances, food and 
drink manufacturing industries). 
The aims, criteria and  principal results of this research are set out in the following 
documents: 
1)  "Methodology of concentration  analysis applied  to the  study of industries and 
markets", by Dr.  Remo LINDA, (ref. 8756), (English version), September 1976. 
2)  "A  study  of the  concentration  price  and  mark ups  in  the  distribution  of food 
products:  Volume 1:  General Approach and Methodology for the Analysis of Price 
Structures" by Dr.  Remo LINDA, December 1978- Evolution of Concentration and 
Competition Series 1978, No. A/24. 
This particular volume constitutes a part of the second series of  studies, the main aim of 
which is to present the results of the research on the evolution of prices and margins for 
the classical records for the United Kingdom. 
Similar volumes concerning the structures of the distributive systems and the evolution 
of prices and  mark  ups have been established also for the other Member States. Salgs- og  abonnementskontorer  ·  Vertriebsburos  ·  Sales  Offices 
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